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It's easy and inexpensive to build an
ELECTRONIC TIMER
with RAYTHEON CK722 TRANSISTORS

Yes, and it gives you a chance to experiment with the latest in electronics. Raytheon will supply you with complete information free. Just write to Department P.

*Raytheon — pioneers in large scale production of transistors.
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COVER PHOTO: This young experimenter, shown testing the Heathkit A-7B audio ampli-
 fier, is not only acquiring valuable "know-
 how" by assembling and testing such a unit but is adding to his hi-fi system at low cost. This is only one of a wide variety of kits available to experimenters. Such kits offer the twin benefits of practical experience with electronic circuitry and a carefully-engineered unit which makes a professional addition to the workshop or home music system. See article on page 30 for details of this amplifier.

(Enlarged by John Dejeans)
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Raytheon Transistors are neither expensive nor hard to get. As a matter of fact for the price of a tube you can use this newest electronic development in your rigs. And Raytheon Transistors are so practical and popular you'll find many transistorized circuits available.

Your nearest Raytheon Tube Supplier has Raytheon Transistors in stock. For a free characteristics chart, write to Department P.
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Make this TRANSISTORIZED "Electric Organ"

You don’t need to be a skilled musician to pick out tunes on this unusual "Electric Organ". It's easy and inexpensive to make using the Raytheon CK722 Transistor (now only $3.50) and complete information on how to build it is free. Just write to Dept. P2
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New EMC Model 208*  
"For many tests all tube types quickly, easily...accurately...in the field or shop.  
The sensational new EMC Model 208* gives you for the first time a complete precision tube tester for less than $25.00.  
With it you can quickly and accurately test all tube types for quality as well as shorts, leakages, filament continuity and opens.  
MODEL 208 TUBE TESTER (COMPLETELY WIRED AND TESTED) Only $24.90  
MODEL CMA (PICTURE TUBE ADAPTOR OF MODEL 208) $4.50.
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You get ALL three of these precision instruments
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Price of this individual unit
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Using a
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The useful life of the 2K61 m control circuits is governed principally by the amount of plate current drawn during operation. Use of a Raytheon CK722 Transistor as a D.C. amplifier following the 2K61 circuit permits the thyratron to idle at a lower value of plate current thus increasing tube life.
Free circuit information on this new CK722 Transistor application is yours for the asking. Simply write Department P6.
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Line Voltage Booster
(Continued from page 82)
connection isn't easy to determine while you're doing the wiring, so the best way to proceed is to do all the wiring but make the transformer primary connections temporary. Then set switch $S_3$ to the 12.6-volt position, $S_1$ to line, and plug the booster into an a.c. outlet. Note the meter reading.

Now switch $S_1$ to boost. The meter reading should increase, indicating that the transformer secondary voltage is being added to the line. If the meter reading decreases when $S_1$ is set to boost, unplug the booster and reverse the two transformer primary (black) leads.

An "economy" booster will be sufficient in a large number of applications, since 6.3 volts of boost is all that is required. The circuit is shown in wiring diagram (B). In this particular model, the transformer has a 3-amp, 6.3-volt secondary and can be used to boost the line voltage to any device requiring up to 300 watts of power.

The transformer may be phased in exactly the same manner described for the de luxe model using a TV set plugged into the receptacle and phasing the transformer for maximum picture size when the booster switch is set in the boost position.

Other uses for line boosters are almost as great as the number of appliances designed to be plugged into an a.c. outlet. A booster is especially effective when used with voltage-sensitive appliances, such as electric food mixers, sewing machine motors, electric fans, hand power drills, etc. Photographic darkroom enthusiasts will find a booster just what the doctor ordered for keeping the enlarger or contact printer lamp up to full brilliance.—B. W. Blackford.

METAL LOCATOR QUIZ
(Questions on page 88)
1. Beat-frequency locators indicate the presence of metal by a change in pitch: the field-distortion type reacts by changing the loudness of the tone and also, at a rule, by a visual meter indication. 2. If a non-ferrous metal causes a rise in pitch, a ferrous metal will produce a falling pitch, and vice versa. 3. The field-distortion type. See cost chart. 4. Although rain water alone is a poor electrical conductor, it dissolves minerals in the soil to form electrolytes, or current-carrying liquids. These react on both forms of metal locators by producing spurious indications. 5. This orientation minimizes the direct pickup from transmitter to receiver so that the initial balancing adjustment may be made sensitive to small distortions of the field by metals or ores.
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Crystal Receiver, Progressive (Dunant)........... 73 Nov.

Direction Finders, Two-Penny (Robberson)............. 53 July
Dry Battery Receiver (Frye)........ 47 Oct.
Electronic Lock, Fool Your Friends with (Shields)........ 60 Sept.
Fire Alarm, D.C. Operated (Chapel)........ 85 Sept.
Hygrometer, All-Electronic (Pollack)............. 85 Oct.
Intercom, Instant-Heating, "Tirade Termi- nator" (Pollack)........ 47 Nov.
Magnetics for Fun and Utility (Samuels)............ 57 Aug.
Microphone-to-Stand Adapter (Trauffer)............. 90 Aug.
Night Light, Children's (Tooker)................. 73 Dec.
Radio, "See-Thru" (McCafferty)................. 76 Aug.
Relaxation Oscillator Makes Perpetual Flasher (Franks)........ 85 Sept.
Sun Battery Power, Magnifying (Trauffer)............ 90 Aug.
Time Switches, Custom-Design (Rasmsussen)........... 69 Sept.
Touch-a-Matic Control, The "Soft Touch" (Pollack)........ 39 Sept.
Toy Projects, 4 Electronic (Louis).............. 47 Dec.
Whistlers, How to Hear (Gleason)................. 41 Dec.

DEPARTMENTS

FEATURE ARTICLES
"Brains" Taking Over? (Reid)........ 41 July
Cathode Rays Are "On the Beam" (Fante1)........ 43 Nov.
Drive-In Church Attracts Motorist Congrega- tion (Pollack)........ 51 Nov.
Drive-In, Electronics Comes to (Clark)............. 92 Nov.
Election Bet, Electronic (Reid).............. 39 Nov.
Electronic Mind—How It Remembers (Fante1)........ 31 Aug.
Elevators, No Guesswork with These (Fantel)........ 48 Sept.
Fishways, Electronics on (Magna).............. 60 Nov.
Government by Automation (Fante1).............. 48 Sept.
Hearing Aids, Miniaturization Shrinks (Pollack)........ 100 Aug.
Hot Circuits, Talk About (Frye).............. 45 Dec.
Movie Camera's "Electric Eye" (Fantel)............. 73 July
Phone from Your Boat (Robberson)........ 91 Aug.
Pin Boy, Automatic (Fante1).............. 34 Aug.
Piston Capacitors Require Watchmaker's Skill (Pollack)........ 37 July
Radar Chain Tracks Missiles 1500 Miles (Frye)......... 68 Aug.
Radar Scores SAC Bombing Test (Frye)............. 94 Dec.
Radar Tames Wild Blue Yonder (Smith).............. 74 Nov.
Radio Stamps Make Rare Collection (Pollack)........... 62 July
Radio Wave Curvature, Army Studies (Reid)............ 43 Sept.
Radio Waves Heard from Jupiter and Venus (Fante1)........ 35 Sept.
Robots Behind Your Phone (Fante1)............. 95 July
SAGE — Whirlwind Defense Quarterback (Morgan)........ 43 Aug.
Santa Goes Electronic (Fantel).............. 61 Dec.
SEE Who's on the Phone (Frye).............. 11 Nov.
TECH Writing, What About (Norman).............. 73 Sept.
Testing Assures Survival at Supersonic Speeds, Super-Safe (Fantel)........ 95 Aug.
Thin Air, My Foot (Kohler).............. 51 July
Treasures of Old West, Electronics Finds (Foy)........ 57 Dec.
Tube Tester Plug-In Accessories (Pollack)............ 88 Aug.
Voices in the Mail (Webster).............. 39 Aug.
Weather, Dodging with Radar (Pollack).............. 53 Aug.
Weather, What's the (Pollack).............. 43 Dec.
Whistlers, Thunderbolts and (Gleason).............. 39 Dec.

HI-FI AND AUDIO
Bass Reflex, Jr. (Tooker)............ 71 Aug.
Batter Bass in Less Space (Pollack).............. 82 Oct.
Boost, Hi-Fi (Fields).............. 53 Nov.
Demonstrate Hi-Fi, How to (Eisenberg)............. 41 Oct.
Enclosure with Burlap Finish (Rasmsussen)............ 128 Aug.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
Equalize Hi-Fi, Why (Fields & Johnson) 94 Aug.  
Hi-Fi, Do You Really Have (Eisenberg) 82 Sept.  
Hum. Mum That (Coriell) 72 Oct.  
Kings of Swing, Hi-Fi Receives (Hawthorne) 45 Sept.  
Living Room, How "Hi-Fi" Is Your (Coriell) 99 July  
Loudspeaker Installation (Richardson) 46 July  
"Mini-Horn" (Nieto) 71 Dec.  
Mixing It Up (Dubbe) 84 Nov.  
Music by Proxy (Faneli) 87 Dec.  
Peace with the Neighbors, Loudness Control (Feldman) 80 Dec.  
Plate That Talks (Lanier) 89 Sept.  
Phono Speed Change (Carter) 89 Aug.  
Record Player, Amplifierless (Trauffer) 80 Nov.  
Records, Life Insurance for (Smith) 85 Aug.  
Tape Recorders Take Time 71 July  
Tone Compensator for Tape Recorder (Stone) 77 July  
Tuner, AM, for Low-Cost Hi-Fi (Norman) 82 Aug.  
Tuner, How to Buy (Reid) 58 Oct.  
Turntable Upgrade 56 Aug.  
Tweeter, Hi Tide in the (Kohler) 77 Oct.  

**RADIO CONTROL**
Dual Proportional System (McIntyre) 63 Sept.  
Slave Photoflash Tackles Football Parade (Edwards) 65 July  
Three Controls on One Channel, Triplex (McCullough) 86 Nov.

**TELEVISION**
Chester Cord and Outlet Assembly (Fred.) 77 July  
Closed-Circuit TV (Norman) 67 July  
Ghost Eliminator (Smith) 73 Dec.  
Tall Timber, TV in (Gibbs) 45 Oct.  
Traffic Snarls, TV Will Unravel 39 July  
Troops, TV for 34 July

**TRANSISTORS**
Light Beam Receiver—Experiment No. 13 (Garner) 65 Dec.  
Megaphone, Single Transistor (Garner) 31 July  
Regenerative Receiver, High-Gain—Experiment No. 11 (Garner) 63 Oct.  
Short-Wave Converter, First Transistorized 37 Sept.  
Timer, Electronic—Experiment No. 12 (Garner) 59 Nov.  
"Transistor Portable," More Sensitivity for (Duda) 50 July

**WORKSHOP AND TEST EQUIPMENT**
Audio Oscillator, "Economy" (Graham) 75 Dec.  
Batteries in Your Portable (Coriell) 51 Aug.  
Capacitor Duo-Decades (Tooker) 56 Nov.  
Components, Storing Small (Kuehn) 65 Nov.  
Continuity Tester, Shockless (Clarke) 74 Dec.  
Ferrite Rod, Loop, Antennas, Handy Connections for (Trauffer) 65 Nov.  
Grid Dipper, How to Use (Sutphin) 49 Sept.  
Impedance Checking Made Easy (Turner) 91 July  
Line Voltage Booster, How to Regulate (Blachford) 83 Dec.  
Long Pointer Knobs, Make Your Own (Louis) 83 Dec.  
Locating Meters, Testing Second Hand-Sensitive (Trauffer) 66 July  
Parts Checker, Junction (Graham) 83 Aug.  
Power Supply, Handy (Tooker) 74 July  
Printed and Etched Circuits, Telling Apart (Louis) 58 July  
"Printing" Wiring Techniques, Part 2 (Garner) 59 Aug.  
Probes Adds Range to Your VOM (Middleton) 88 Nov.  
Rectifiers, Oil Bath Increases Rating (Cartier) 67 Sept.  
Selenium Rectifiers (Louis) 48 July  
Signal Chaser, "Economy" (Graham) 63 Nov.  
Tester Uses "Magic Eye" (Mareh) 79 Oct.  
Third Hand You Have Oil Wanted (Adams) 90 Nov.  
Transformers, Identifying Salvaged (Tooker) 88 Sept.

---

**$1.00 PER KIT POSTPAID**

**PACKAGE OF 5 TOGGLE SWITCHES C-H-3 AMP. 125 VOLT RATED SINGLE POLE DOUBLE THROW (OR USE AS REGULAR ON-OFF)**

**FIVE FOR $1.00 POST PAID**

Complete with "easy-to-connect-and-disconnect" Terminal Screw, also Solder Lug and Mounting Nuts. Very compact—mounting area only 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" required. Single hole mounting and 2 3/4" mounting bushing is 5 1/2" tall. Silver Plated Switch Contacts, Nail tipped Handle Nickel Plated. Equipped with Insulation Guards to avoid "shorts" between the connections.

**COMPLETELY ENCLOSED PLASTIC PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLY WITH A GIANT RED FLUTED JEWEL CAP—VISIBLE FROM BIG DISTANCES!** (Front Panel Bulb Replacement)

**FIVE FOR $1.00 POST PAID**

Screw-on jewel cap protrudes 9 1/16"—1 3/8" diameter. Depth behind rear of mounting ears 3/8", with mounting centers of 1 3/8". (Same may be mounted in front or rear of panel—either manner providing front-panel-bulb-removal.) Requires 1-mounting hole, Silver Plated are available plus possible. Thousands of applications—ideal for Model Railroad Controls (for which above switches ideal). Requires any voltage miniature Screw Base Bulb.

**DUAL PURPOSE RUBBER GROMMET & FLEXIBLE FULL PROTECTION NECK FOR ALL SIZES POWER LINE CORDS**

**FIVE FOR $1.00 POST PAID**


**SPRING COMPRESSION BINDING POST**

**EIGHT FOR $1.00 POSTPAID**

Finely grips any wire up to 1/8" diameter—just press down on engraved Black Bakelite Cap to either insert or remove same. Has a 6/32 x 3/8". Mounting stud. Nickel Plated Brass stud and body. Extends 13/16" above mounting surface. EBY Part No. 8330.

**ASSORTED 1/2—1-2 WATT 5%-10%-20% TOLERANCE HIGH QUALITY RESISTORS STANDARD COLOR CODINGS**

**20 FOR $1.00 POST PAID**

An exceptional value indeed! Ideal for builders of Electronic Apparatus, Experimenters and Radio TV Service. Splendid diversification of Resistance Values. Full length Tinned Leads. All brand new. Mostly 10% Tolerance Types! Standard Brands only. Biggest majority are 1/4-1 Watt sizes (most popular types). SPECIAL—5 ASSORTMENTS (approx. 1,000 pcs.) $4.00 POSTPAID

**REMIT**

**LOUIS P. GANCHER CO.**

W. BROADWAY  
NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

WRITE US—GET ON OUR MAILING LIST!

---

Please Be Sure to Mention POPULAR ELECTRONICS When Answering Advertisements
TELEVISION

Over the Hill and Into the Dale (Schier)... 39 Jan.
Proximity Detector Is Commercial Killer (Crawford).............. 66 Jan.
Rejuvenate Your Picture Tube (Lynch)......... 61 Feb.
TV's 50th Birthday.................. 48 June

TEST EQUIPMENT
Multivibrator, 2500-Cycle (Sclair)........ 58 May
Oscilloscope Calibrator, "Economy" (Graham)........... 55 May
Rejuv-a-check (Shields).............. 52 June
Signal Generator, "Economy" (Graham)............. 61 Apr.
Signal Tracer, Bargain Basement (Winklepeck)............. 55 June
Tube Tester, "Economy" (Graham).............. 73 Jan.

TRANSISTORS
Amp Perks Up Your Ears, Transistor (Garner)........... 79 Feb.
Audio Photometer, Transistorized (Vicens)........... 55 Mar.
Calibrator, Transistorized, "TransCal".............. 63 June
Code Practice Oscillator—Experiment No. 15 (Garner)...... 85 Feb.
"Command" Circuit, Transistorized (Banks)............... 78 Mar.
Leadspeaker Metronomes—Experiment No. 16 (Garner)........ 83 Mar.
Mount, Graphic Translator (Trauffer).............. 66 June
"Musical Light" Magic Toy—Experiment No. 17 (Garner)..... 79 Apr.
Power Amp, Picnic (Garner)............ 45 June
Relay Transistor Superhet, How to Build (Garner)............. 53 Jan.
Signal Generator, "All-Frequency"—Experiment No. 14 (Garner).... 85 Jan.
Superhet, "Vokar," Building the Transistor............. 63 May
Tandem Transistors, Make (Dunant).............. 58 May
TSF Unit—Transistorized Slave Flash (Winklepeck).............. 73 Apr.

WORKSHOP
Adapter Connects "Tiny Plug" (Trauffer)............. 86 May
Battery Power Pack (Louis)............ 86 Jan.
Bulbs for Series Heaters (Roberts)............. 54 June
Chassis-Drilling Hint (Tooker)............ 86 May
Crystal Diode Mount (Trauffer)............. 58 May
Dial Plate, Subminiature A.C./D.C. (Phillips).............. 47 May
Dimmer Control for Photofloods (Pollack)........ 56 Apr.
Dial Plates, Make Your Own (Blachford).............. 88 May
Dynamic Pillow Speaker (Trauffer)............. 66 Jan.
Etched Circuits, Simplified (Garner).............. 67 June
Intermittents, Stop Those (Coriell).............. 59 May
Metal Faucet Microphone Connector (Trauffer)............. 62 May
Meter, Mount Your (Winklepeck).............. 90 Jan.
Mike Connection Adapter (Trauffer).............. 82 Apr.
Mounted Variable Resistors (Dunant).............. 54 May
Neon Flasher, Improved (Smith).............. 116 Feb.
Neon Flasher, Sequential (Scism).............. 62 May
Old Radion, How to Fix Up (Coriell).............. 76 Feb.
Power Supply, Filament Transformer (Tooker).............. 56 Mar.
Relaxation Oscillator, Light-Sensitive (Becker).............. 56 Apr.
Series Capacitor Filament Circuits (Graham)............. 66 June
Soldering Stand, Heat-Controlled............ 65 Feb.
Space-Saving Ideas.................... 83 Apr.
Speaker Cabinet for Communications Receiv-
ers (Welch).............. 65 Apr.
Table Radio Speaker, Improve Your (Tooker).............. 83 Apr.
"Talking" Mike (Adams).............. 58 May
Telephone Line Antenna (Krauss).............. 86 May
Vector-Type Sockets, Custom-Design Your (Rasmussen)............. 81 Feb.

June, 1957

Complete Training
FOR BETTER RADIO-TV SERVICE JOBS

ONLY $13
for the complete 2-volume course

3 MONTHS TO PAY

Let these two great Ghirardi training books teach you to handle all types of AM, FM, and TV service jobs by approved professional methods—and watch your efficiency and earnings soar.

Each book is a complete service training guide. Each contains the up-to-date data on the methods and equipment—neither a patch of old, out-of-date material. Both are authored by A. A. Ghirardi whose famous RADIO PHYSICS COURSE and MODERN RADIO SERVICING were, for 20 years, more widely used for military, school and home study training than any other books of their type!

THE NEW Ghirardi
RADIO-TV SERVICE LIBRARY

Almost 1500 pages and over 800 clear illustrations show step-by-step how to handle every phase of troubleshooting and servicing.

1—Radio and Television Receiver TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR

A complete guide to profitable professional methods. For the beginner, it is a comprehensive training course. For the experienced serviceman, it is a quick way to update and on specific jobs, to develop improved techniques to solve puzzling service problems. Includes invaluable "step-by-step" service charts, 520 pages, 417 illus., price $7.50 separately.

2—Radio and Television Receiver CIRCUITRY AND OPERATION

This 669-page volume is the ideal guide for servicemen who realize it pays to know what really makes modern radio-TV receivers "tick" and why. Gives a complete understanding of back-grounds, how to recognize them at a glance; how to eliminate guesswork and useless testing in servicing them. 417 illus., price separately $6.75.

Special low price... you save $1.25

If broken into lesson form and sent to you as a "course," you'd regard these two great books as a bargain at $10.00 or more! Under this new offer, you save $1.25 on the price of the two books—and have the privilege of paying in easy installments while you use them! No lessons to wait for. You learn fast—and right!

STUDY 10 DAYS FREE!

Dept. PE-67, RINEHART & Co., Inc.
323 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Send books below for 10-day FREE EXAMINATION. In 10
days, I will either return your money (plus postage) or
return books postpaid and owe you nothing.

© Radio & TV Receiver TROUBLESHOOTING & REPAIR
(Price $7.50 separately)
© Radio & TV CIRCUITRY & OPERATION
(Price $6.75)

[Check here for MONEY-SAVING COMBINATION OFFER: Save $1.25. Send both of above books at the special price of only $13.00 each (reg. price $14.25), you save $1.25). Payable at rate of 54 plus postage after 10 days if you decide to keep books and $3 a month for 3 months until the total of $13.00 has been paid.]

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________

City, Zone, State ____________

Satisfaction Guaranteed. If not completely pleased return both books within 10 days for money refunded.
Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New Way Without Surgery

Science Finds Healing Substance That Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a new healing substance with the astonishing ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve pain—without surgery.

In case after case, while gently relieving pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took place.

Most amazing of all—results were so thorough that sufferers made astonishing statements like "Tissues have ceased to be a problem!"

The secret is a new healing substance (Bio-Dyne) —discovery of a world-famous research institute.

This substance is now available in suppository or ointment form under the name Preparation H. Ask for it at all drug counters—money back guarantee—Reg. U.S. Pat. Office

INDEX
TO VOLUME 7
July-Dec., 1957

AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL
Antenna Tuner, Soup Up Your Dx with (Doherty) .................. 63 Nov.
Code Practice Set, Subminiature (Louis) .... 59 Aug.
Double Your Heathkit AT1 Output (Brier) ... 55 July
Mark That Frequency (Pollack) ............. 67 Dec.
Modulating Your Heathkit Transmitter (Stanley) .................. 53 Aug.
Spot Frequency Injector (Harvey) ........... 88 Sept.
Voices of the World, Listen to (West) ...... 41 Nov.

BOOK REVIEWS
Additional 1957 Television Servicing Informa-
tion (Beitman) .................. 40 Oct.
All About FM Antennae and Their Installa-
tion (Corini) .................. 98 Nov.
Audio Amplifiers and Associated Equipment
(Sams) .................. 98 Nov.
Basic Mathematics for Radio and Electronics
(Colebrook & Head) .................. 96 Nov.
Electrical Production of Music (Douglas) .... 28 July
Electricity and Electronics—Basic (Steinberg & Ford) .... 40 Oct.
Energy (Lodge) .................. 32 Aug.
 Electronic-Circuit (Schure) .................. 28 July
Most-Often-Needed 1957 Radio Diagrams and
Servicing Information (Beitman) .................. 32 Aug.
Novice and Technician Handbook (Stones) .... 28 July
Pin-Point TV Troubles in 10 Minutes, Coynes .... 22 July
Practical Radio and Electronics Course (Beit-
man) .................. 32 Aug.
Resonant Circuits (Schure) .................. 32 July
TV Antennae (Schwartz) .................. 98 Nov.
TV Consultant (Cisin) .................. 96 Nov.
TV Tube Locator, Vol. 2 (Cisin) .................. 96 Nov.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
(See also AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL, Hi-Fi
And Audio, Photography, Television,
Test Equipment, Transistors, Workshop)

Bells, Electronic Christmas (Ford) .......... 45 Dec.
Booster for Your AM Radio (Rogers) ........ 45 Aug.
"Challenger"—Electronic Game/Computer
(Pollack) .................. 83 Sept.
"Comparator," Sensitive (Chapel) ............ 47 July
Dry Cell Rejuvenator, Miniature (Tooker) .... 91 Aug.
Etched Circuit Receiver (Smith) .................. 79 Aug.
Frost Sentinel (Pollack) .................. 53 Sept.
Geiger Gun (Borner) .................. 65 July
Junk Box BC Special (Wilson) .................. 48 July
Model Spacehip (Garner) .................. 28 Aug.
Plastic Cutter, Hot Wire (Pollack) .................. 79 July
Radio-Intercom Conversion, Their Master's
Voice (Winklepleck) .................. 71 Nov.
Straboscope Freezes Motion, "Varistrobe"
(Pollack) .................. 51 July
Vibrato, Build Your Own (Tooker) .................. 41 Dec.

DEPARTMENTS
After Class
Carl & Jerry (Frye) .................. 79 July
Kit Builder's Corner (Pollack) .................. 81 July, 61 Sept., 75 Dec.
Letters from Our Readers
Sound Impressions .................. 84 July, 96 Sept.

Always say you saw it in—POPULAR ELECTRONICS

www.americanradiohistory.com

**FEATURE ARTICLES**


**HI-FI AND AUDIO**

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE
ELECTRONICS COMMUNICATIONS
AM FM Television Broadcast Engineering Marine Radio
CHECK THESE FEATURES: Tuition $34 per mo.,
room & board $50 per mo, in dorm on campus.
College operates 5 KW broadcast station. Students
get on-the-job training at studios on campus. FCC
license training with all courses. Well equipped
classrooms & labs. am fm transmitters, radar &
marine eqmt. television camera chain, experiment
lab test eqmt. & other training aids. Our graduates
in demand at good salaries. Free placement service.
Have trained men from all 48 states. Approved for
GI. Write for details.
PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE
Established in 1909
Port Arthur
Texas

These are COMPLETE kits for projects
featured in issues of this magazine.
Order from this Ad enclosing full pay-
ment. Write for details and prices of
other kits including this issue.

V.H.F. ear $10.50
Transistor checker 12.75
Frost sentinel 24.75
Baby sitter 26.50
Rain alarm 18.50
VHF explorer rec’r. 27.50
Ant. peaker for S.W. 8.50
Electronic Banjo 11.75
Proximity detector 19.50
Stroboscope 29.50
Hearing-aid Amp. 17.25
Magnete tools, etc. 11.75

ALGERADIO ELECTRONICS CO.
236 N. Franklin St.
Hempstead, N. Y.

ONE MILLION DOLLARS CASH!
IN CONFEDERATE
MONEY
Yours Only $2.98
Be a deep south millionaire! Have money to burn! We’ll send
you exactly one million bucks in honest-to-goodness Confederate
money— and all you pay is $2.98! Only $2.98! You can buy a
lot of things with the Confederate currency! Better still, it’s a
worth of laughs and fun—all for only $2.98.

WORKSHOP
Adapter Connects Phone Tips to Miniature
Jack (Dunant) .......................... 81 Aug.
Adapters, Easily Made (Trauffer)........ 81 July
Air Cell Replaces Battery (Chapel) .... 72 July
Auto Radio Noises, Curing (Carrier) ... 67 Nov.
Banan Plugs Simplify Connections (Trauffer) 62 Aug.
Banan Plugs and Adapters, More Tricks
with (Trauffer) .................. 76 Oct.
Battery in Your Pocket (Orr) ......... 70 Dec.
Burning Tool Will Mark Leather, Plastics
(Pratts) ............................. 68 Oct.
Chassis Saw, How to Make and Use (Tooker) 80 Sept.
Code Practice Set, Simplest (Trauffer) 48 July
Decals, Rejuvenating Old (Verner) .... 48 July
Drill, Cut and Smooth (Wagner) ....... 73 Aug.
Eye Brush/Needle Brush (Selow) ...... 80 July
Fitting Miniature Phone Plugs into Standard
Jack (Trauffer) .................. 80 Sept.
Gooseneck Lamp Makes Adjustable
1.80, 500. 500, $100’s etc.
2.98
The ant on 1.80, 500, 500, $100’s etc.
demonstrations enough to keep your friends laughing and happy
enough you will order $2.98.

GARAGE DOOR
OPENER
Actuator Mechanism $24.50
EASY TO INSTALL, SAFE, RELIABLE
WRITE for interesting free information TODAY
P. E. HAWKINS CO.
631 Prospect Dept. PE Kansas City 24, Mo.

ENGINEERING DEGREE IN
27 MONTHS
INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE

PHOTOGRAPHY
Darkroom Timer, Low-Cost (Louis) ........ 75 Sept.
Electric Pencil (Garner) ................ 70 Sept.
Light Distributor (Gerner) ............... 76 Aug.
Mower Your Enlarger Exposures (Winklepleck) 77 Oct.

TELEVISION
Putting TV on Tape (Bienstock) .......... 48 Nov.
TV Speeds Up Ticket Sales ............. 107 Sept.
Will You Pay for TV? (Bienstock) ...... 59 Oct.

TEST EQUIPMENT
"Bridge" Your Way Out of the Junk Box
(Turner) ............................. 57 Aug.
Capaci-Meter, Clean Out the Junk Box with
(Winklepleck) ...................... 67 July
Oscilloscope Traces (Burgess) ......... 73 Oct.

TRANSISTORS
Amplifier, Plug-In (Trauffer) ........... 57 Sept.
GP Amplifier (Garner) .................. 73 July
I Hear You Talkin’ (Garner) .......... 83 Oct.
Light-Operated Relay, Sensitive (Tooker) 70 Aug.
Record Player, One-Transistor (Davidson) 55 Nov.
Signal Tracer, Power Transistor (Davidson) 54 Dec.
Something Old—Something New (McEntee) 55 Oct.
Transistor Identification (Tooker) .... 72 July
Transistorized Short-Wave "Two-Lunger"
(Sloner) ............................ 77 Nov.
V.H.F. Ear (Orr) ..................... 41 July

WORKSHOP
Gooseneck Lamp Makes Adjustable Mike
Stand (Dunant) .......................... 82 Dec.
Mirror Sees Around Corner (Curry) .... 73 July
Mounting Ferrite Antenna Coils (Tooker) 66 July
Parasitic Transistor Power Supply (Ives) 84 Nov.
Pencil Eraser, Keep Handy (Trauffer) ... 90 July
Power Supply, Buzzer-Type (Turner) ... 61 Aug.
Radio, Save That Old (Leach & Rasmussen) 85 Oct.
Shielded Radio Lead-In Reduces Noise (Co-
riell) .............................. 90 July
Soldering, Extra "Hand" Comes in Handy for
(Crawford) ........................... 62 Dec.
Soldering Gun, Housewife’s Helper (Tom-
kins) .............................. 96 Aug.
Tuner Assembly, Build a Handy Broadcast-
Band (Trauffer) .................. 70 Dec.
Vector-Type Plug-In Unit (O’Shea) ...... 48 July

Always say you saw it in—POPULAR ELECTRONICS
INDEX TO VOLUME 8
Jan.-June, 1958

AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL
Antenna Saves Space, Single-Stick (Orr) 60 May
Bargain Power for Your Transmitter (Mobus) 85 Apr.
Converter, Listen to Satellites with 108-mc. (Orr & Stoner) 41 Apr.
Dial Seter, Inexpensive (Murray) 51 Jan.
DX with a D-Q (Orr) 65 Jan.
Electric Shutter Release (Lowe) 85 Jan.
Electricity, Teach Kids (Hoke) 69 June
Float-Phase Amplifier for Hi-Fi Fans (Harvey) 47 Jan.
"Half-Pack" (Levya) 47 May
Hide Your Bench Until Needed (Schechter) 86 Apr.
Hi-Fi, Notch Your (Crawford) 83 May
Hi-Fi, Where to (Markell) 51 May
How long Did You Use It? 86 Apr.
Nixie Tubes, Play Games with (Pollack) 47 Mar.
Photoflash, Transistorized (Winklepleck) 59 June
Pickup for Playing Stereo Records (Dreibel) 58 Apr.
Pocket Size Test Instruments (Louis) 77 May
They're Too Much For Your Home 14 May

BOOK REVIEWS
Basic Electricity (Turner) 32 Mar.
Better Shortwave Reception (Orr) 28 Jan.
Commercial Radio Operator's License Guide, Element 3 (Schwartz) 30 June
Glossary of Terms in Nuclear Science and Technology (ASME) 29 Jan.
How and Why of High Fidelity (Sleeper) 34 Feb.
Industrial Electronics Handbook (Kretzmann) 26 May
International Dictionary of Physics and Electronics (Van Nostrand Co.) 34 Feb.
Marine Radiotelephone Permit Q & A Manual—3rd Class Operator (Kautman) 34 Feb.
Most Often Needed 1958 Television Servicing Information (Beitman) 26 May
Principles of Electrical Measurements (Buckingham & Price) 18 Apr.
Receiving Aerial Systems (Davidson) 32 Mar.
Receiving Tube Substitution Guidebook—Third Supplement (Middleton) 38 Feb.
1958 Test Equipment Annual (Howard W. Sams & Co.) 18 Apr.
TV and Radio Tube Troubles (Neller) 30 June
TV Tube Substitution and Trouble Chaser Chart (Cuzan) 20 Apr.
Ultra High Frequency Performance of Receiving Tubes (Benham & Harris) 26 May
Van Nostrand's Scientific Encyclopedia—Third Edition (Van Nostrand Co.) 30 June

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Antenna Saves Space, Single-Stick (Orr) 61 May
Arm, Make Your Own (Holzer) 73 May
Bullets of Light, Check Your Marksmanship with (Winklepleck) 37 May
Chassis Layout, Simplifying (Watson) 64 June
Comm.ber's Private Ear (Doherty) 79 Feb.
Conslid Your Home (Chapel) 58 Feb.
"Conversation Piece" (Doherty) 63 Mar.
Converter, Listen to Satellites with 108-mc. (Orr & Stoner) 41 Apr.
Debicon, Win at NIM with (Pollack) 37 Jan.
Dial Seter, Inexpensive (Murray) 51 Jan.
DX with a D-Q (Orr) 65 Jan.
Electricity, Teach Kids (Hoke) 69 June
Float-Phase Amplifier for Hi-Fi Fans (Harvey) 47 Jan.
"Half-Pack" (Levya) 47 May
Hide Your Bench Until Needed (Schechter) 86 Apr.
Hi-Fi, Notch Your (Crawford) 83 May
Hi-Fi, Where to (Markell) 51 May
How long Did You Use It? 86 Apr.
Nixie Tubes, Play Games with (Pollack) 47 Mar.
Photoflash, Transistorized (Winklepleck) 59 June
Pickup for Playing Stereo Records (Dreibel) 58 Apr.
Pocket Size Test Instruments (Louis) 77 May

FEATURE ARTICLES
Changer, Testing Electronically 66 June
Computers Get Jobs in Hotels, Banks and Stores 85 Feb.
Computers, Electronic (Lytle) 39 June
Crossword Puzzle (Branch) 65 June

DEPARTMENTS
After Class 68 Jan., 69 Feb., 74 Mar., 77 Apr., 75 May, 96 June
Among the Novice Hams (Brieri) 79 Jan., 90 Feb., 79 Mar., 83 Apr., 79 May, 86 June
Carl & Jerry (Frye) 79 Jan., 8 Jan., 8 Feb., 8 Mar., 8 Apr., 8 May, 88 June
Letters from Our Readers 22 Jan., 20 Feb., 24 Mar., 24 Apr., 20 May, 20 June
Kit Builder's Korner 65 June
Amplifier 81 Feb., 87 May
Audio Generator 77 Jan.
Battery Eliminator 89 May, 71 June
Capaci-Tester 83 Feb.
Ignition Analyzer 85 Mar.
Modulator 73 June
Transistor Radio 87 Apr.
Tube Tester 88 Apr.
Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter 75 Jan.
Out of Tune? 123 Mar., 108 June
Short-Wave Report (Bennett) 64 Jan., 84 Feb., 84 Mar., 90 Apr., 72 May, 82 June
Tips and Techniques 39 Jan., 10 Feb., 28 Mar., 30 Apr., 90 May, 36 June
Tools and Gadgets 66 Jan., 110 Feb., 34 Mar., 36 Apr., 98 May, 104 June
Transistor Topics (Garner) 71 Jan., 74 Feb., 65 Mar., 68 Apr., 85 May, 77 June

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
HI-FI AND AUDIO
AM Tuner, Modification of Heathkit (Rasmus sen).............. 72 Feb.
Arm. Grip That (Trauffer)------------------------------- 83 Jan.
Arm. Make Your Own (Hoiter)----------------------------- 73 May
Changer, Testing Electronically---------------------------- 66 June
Crossover, Improved Three-Way (Klein)------------------- 51 Apr.
Disc Records, Make Your Own (Garner)--------------------- 43 May
Float-Phase Amplifier (Harvey)----------------------------- 47 Jan.
FM Tuner, Get the Best from Your (Sampson).............. 86 Feb.
German Radios—How Good Are They? (Fan tel).............. 59 Mar.
Hi-Fi Highlights-------------------------------------- 55 Feb.
I Should Have Known (Lanier)----------------------------- 74 June
Notch Your Hi-Fi (Crawford)----------------------------- 76 Feb.
F.A. System, How to Install (Garner)......................... 63 May
F.A. System, How to Plan (Garner)-------------------------- 71 Apr.
Pickup a Chance, Give Your Own (Sampson).................... 60 Mar.
Pickup for Playing Stereo Records, Make Your Own (Dreis)--- 58 Apr.
Pickup, Raise the (Dunant)----------------------------- 83 Jan.
Record Scratches, Wipe Out (Winklepleck)................... 54 June
Speaker "Grows Up"------------------------------------------ 71 Feb.
Square-Wave Generator for Audio Tests (Winklepleck)........ 53 Mar.
Tape Correspondence, Art of (Hoover)...................... 69 May
Tape Recorder, Get the Most from Your---------------------- 52 Apr.
Tape Tips, Tricks, Techniques----------------------------- 81 Apr.
Check Your Recorder Heads (Cortell)......................... 82 Apr.
Tapes Hiss at You, Don't Let Your-------------------------- 71 Mar.
Tone Controls, Square Waves Check (Keild).................. 79 Mar.
T-Pad, Suit Your Volume with (Pollack)..................... 83 June
Tune on the Nose (Van Ness)----------------------------- 79 Jan.
Tuner, One Tube Hi-Fi AM (Wortman).......................... 44 June
Where Hi-Fi Is (Morkel)------------------------------------ 51 May
Winter Hi-Fi Season------------------------------------------ 60 Jan.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photoflash, Transistorized (Winklepleck)...................... 59 June
Photoflash "Light Saver" (Phillips)------------------------------------------ 70 Apr.
Shutter Release, Electric (Lowe)---------------------------- 83 Jan.

June, 1958

TELEVISION
Better Tone from Your TV (Sands).................. 84 Jan.
Global TV, Russian Proposes.............................. 51 June
International Television DX'ing............................. 70 Jan.
Screen Jumpers (Harvey)----------------------------------- 76 Mar.
Trap Those Unwanted Stations (Garner).................... 51 Feb.
TV Tube, Made in Germany, in U. S. A.............. 82 Mar.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Chassis for Test Setups (Gephart)...................... 88 June
Oscilloscope Traces (Burgess)--------------------------- 59 Apr.
Accessories----------------------------------- 75 Apr.
I.F. Check---------------------------------- 57 Jan.
Ignition Systems--------------------------------------------- 57 May
Phone Transmitter------------------------------------------ 57 Mar.
2 Axis----------------------------------------- 59 Feb.
Pocket Size Test Instruments (Louis)...................... 43 Jan.
Part 1---------------------------------------------- 45 Feb.
Part 2---------------------------------------------- 45 Feb.
Part 3---------------------------------------------- 67 Mar.
Square-Wave Generator for Audio Tests (Winklepleck)...... 53 Mar.
Tone Controls, Square Waves Check (Keild).............. 77 Mar.

TRANSISTORS
Bullets of Light, Check Your Marksmanship (With Winklepleck)...... 37 Jan.
Conelrad Your Home (Chapel)----------------------------- 58 Feb.
"Conversation Piece," Build a (Doherty)...................... 63 May
Convert Transistor Set for Car (Davidson).................. 47 June
CPO, Transistorized (Caldwell)----------------------------- 76 June
"Half-Pack," Build a (Levy)------------------------------- 47 May
Photoflash, Transistorized (Winklepleck).................. 59 June
Proximity Relay, Battery-Operated (Turner).................. 65 Feb.
Radio on Your Thumbfall (Garner)............................. 55 June
Secretary, Make the POP'tronics (Diers)..................... 79 June
Shakes, Got the (Pollack)------------------------------- 69 June
Short-Wave "Two-Lunger," Protect the (Stoner).............. 68 May
Transistor Portables for the SWL.......................... 74 Apr.

WORKSHOP
Adapter for Measuring A.C. Amperage (Golden).............. 76 June
AM Tuner, Modification of Heathkit (Rasmus sen)........... 72 Feb.
Arm. Grip That (Trauffer)------------------------------- 83 Jan.
Arm. Make Your Own (Hoiter)----------------------------- 73 May
Changer, Testing Electronically---------------------------- 66 June
Crossover, Improved Three-Way (Klein)------------------- 51 Apr.
Disc Records, Make Your Own (Garner)--------------------- 43 May
Float-Phase Amplifier (Harvey)----------------------------- 47 Jan.
FM Tuner, Get the Best from Your (Sampson).............. 86 Feb.
German Radios—How Good Are They? (Fan tel).............. 59 Mar.
Hi-Fi Highlights-------------------------------------- 55 Feb.
I Should Have Known (Lanier)----------------------------- 74 June
Notch Your Hi-Fi (Crawford)----------------------------- 76 Feb.
F.A. System, How to Install (Garner)......................... 63 May
F.A. System, How to Plan (Garner)-------------------------- 71 Apr.
Pickup a Chance, Give Your Own (Sampson).................... 60 Mar.
Pickup for Playing Stereo Records, Make Your Own (Dreis)--- 58 Apr.
Pickup, Raise the (Dunant)----------------------------- 83 Jan.
Record Scratch, Wipe Out (Winklepleck)................... 54 June
Speaker "Grows Up"------------------------------------------ 71 Feb.
Square-Wave Generator for Audio Tests (Winklepleck)........ 53 Mar.
Tape Correspondence, Art of (Hoover)...................... 69 May
Tape Recorder, Get the Most from Your---------------------- 52 Apr.
Tape Tips, Tricks, Techniques----------------------------- 81 Apr.
Check Your Recorder Heads (Cortell)......................... 82 Apr.
Tapes Hiss at You, Don't Let Your-------------------------- 71 Mar.
Tone Controls, Square Waves Check (Keild).................. 79 Mar.
T-Pad, Suit Your Volume with (Pollack)..................... 83 June
Tune on the Nose (Van Ness)----------------------------- 79 Jan.
Tuner, One Tube Hi-Fi AM (Wortman).......................... 44 June
Where Hi-Fi Is (Morkel)------------------------------------ 51 May
Winter Hi-Fi Season------------------------------------------ 60 Jan.
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TO VOLUME 9
July-Dec., 1958

AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL
Airlines, DX'ing the (Legge) .... 84 Aug.
Antenna, Super-Satellite (Stoner) ... 77 Nov.
Antenna Tuner, Put Pep in Your (Doherty) 51 Oct.
Antennas for Satellite Reception (Orr) .... 51 July
Bandspread (Kneitel) .... 57 Dec.
Converter for Daytime DX (Doherty) ... 61 July
DX Ahoy (Kneitel) .... 71 Nov.
Highways, Hamming on the (Hoover) .... 53 Aug.
MARSMAN Tells All (Zuckerman) .... 67 Dec.
Monociever Pulls in DX (Franz) .... 67 Sept.
R.F. Meter, Simple (Schauer) .... 84 Oct.
Receiver, VLF (Bauer) .... 77 Dec.
Semiconductor Space Spanner (Stoner) .... 61 Aug.
Transceiver Noise Suppressor (Watson) .... 88 Nov.
Tuna Fleet, Amateurs Help (Marriner) .... 45 July
Tuning Indicator, Improved (Desind) .... 74 Sept.
QST, From Spunik (Stambury) .... 11 Nov.
What's New for the Ham and SWL .... 17 Oct.

BOOK REVIEWS
Basics of Digital Computers (Murphy) .... 36 Nov.
Boys' Second Book of Radio & Electronics (Morgan) .... 26 July
Electricity & Electronics—Basic (Steinberg and Ford) .... 34 Oct.
Electronic Engineer's Reference Book (Hughes) .... 34 Dec.
Electronic Puzzles and Games (Mandl) .... 32 Sept.
Electrostats (Schure) .... 30 Dec.
Experimental Basic Electronics (Evans and Porter) .... 36 Nov.
Impedance Matching (Schure) .... 34 Sept.
Industrial Control Circuits (Platt) .... 26 Aug.
Industrial Sound Systems (Bands) .... 34 Oct.
Magnetic Recording Techniques (Stewart) .... 34 Dec.
Nuclear-Energy (Elron) .... 24 Nov.
RCA Photosensitive Devices and Cathode-Ray Tubes (RCA) .... 36 Dec.
Servicing Hi-Fi and Associated Audio Equipment (Vol. 2) (Howard W. Sams & Co.) .... 34 Nov.
Tape Recorder Manual (Vol. 1) (Howard W. Sams & Co.) .... 26 July
University Technolog (University Loudspeakers, Inc.) .... 32 Oct.
Vacuum Tube Rectifiers (Schure) .... 28 July
Young People's Book of Popular Science (Biohug) .... 26 Aug.
Your Career in Electronics, 1959 (Edition (Findley & Hobb) .... 30 Dec.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Antenna, Super-Satellite (Stoner) .... 77 Nov.
Antenna Tuner, Put Pep in Your (Doherty) .... 51 Oct.
Antennas for Satellite Reception (Orr) .... 51 July
Appliance Tester (Reissman) .... 58 Dec.
"Auto-Fi," Go More with Van (Sutphin) .... 47 July
Bott-inator, Power from a Smith) .... 57 Aug.
Clown, Make the Kids Happy with a (Smith) .... 53 Nov.

Compute—with Pots (Frantz) .... 39 July
Converter for Daytime DX (Doherty) .... 61 July
Erase Fader to your Tape Recorder. Add an (Towill) .... 84 Dec.
Flash Light with Transistors (Winklepleck) .... 75 Sept.
Monociever Pulls in DX (Frantz) .... 67 Sept.
Neon Voltmeter, HV (Chapel) .... 59 Dec.
Phono Arm, Improve your Low-Cost (Howard) .... 85 Dec.
Power Failure Alarm (Pollack) .... 71 Dec.
Power Supply, Husky (Orr) .... 57 Sept.
Power Supply, Transistor Test (Dodson) .... 93 Nov.
Trim and Control Unit, Transistorized (Diers) .... 61 Sept.
Quizzomat (Pollack) .... 45 Aug.
R.F. Meter, Simple (Schauer) .... 80 Oct.
Receiver, VLF (Bauer) .... 77 Dec.
Robot Pup, SPARKY (Wekler) .... 51 Dec.
Semiconductor Space Spanner (Stoner) .... 61 Aug.
Signal Tracing, Transiprobe for (Woods) .... 88 Sept.
Simple-timer (Turner) .... 59 Sept.
Slave, Hi-Fi (Duff) .... 77 Sept.
Speaker, Slot-Box Your (Markell) .... 67 Oct.
Stereo Player, Personal (Trauffer) .... 58 Sept.
Stereo, Switch to (Feldman) .... 45 Oct.
Tic-Tac-Toe Mate (Lockhart) .... 47 Nov.
Transceiver Noise Suppressor (Watson) .... 88 Nov.
Transistor, Squawk with the (Garner) .... 75 Aug.
Transistor Radio, Convert for Boat (Davidson) .... 90 Oct.
Transistor Radio, "Stolen Power" (Mack) .... 49 Oct.
Transistors Replace Wall Outlet (Turner) .... 35 July
Tuner + Audio = Radio (Wortman) .... 67 July
Two-Set Coupler (Graf) .... 34 Nov.
"Warmth Meter," Liven up Party with (McRoberts) .... 54 Oct.

DEPARTMENTS
Among the Novice Hams (Briere) .... 79 July, 87 Aug., 77 Sept., 89 Nov., 81 Dec.
Kit Builder's Korner .... 24 July, 30 Sept.
Amateur Receiver (Knight) .... 71 July
Amplifier (Dynakiti) .... 71 Sept.
Grid Dip Meter (Heathkit) .... 81 Aug.
Preamplifier (Dynakiti) .... 70 July
Stereo-Amplifier (Arkay) .... 79 Aug.
Stereo Tuner (Lafayette) .... 79 Oct.
Telephone Amplifier (Lafayette) .... 81 Nov.
Transistor Radio (Telepower) .... 86 Dec.
Transmitter (Johnson) .... 79 Nov.
VFO (Knight) .... 81 Oct.
VTVM (Precise) .... 85 Dec.
Out of Tune .... 24 July, 30 Sept.

FEATURE ARTICLES
Abbreviations Puzzle (Comstock) .... 54 Nov.
Amateurs Help Tuna Fleet (Marriner) .... 45 July
Amplifier Quiz (Bulakstein) .... 82 Nov.
Bandspread (Kneitel) .... 57 Dec.
Color-TV, 3D (Garner) .... 91 July
Crossnumber Puzzle (Comstock) .... 68 Aug.
Dial While You Ride (Miller) .... 66 Dec.
DX Ahoy (Kneitel) .... 71 Nov.
DX'ing the Airlines (Legge) .... 34 Aug.
Earth Satellite, Instrumenting an (Bienstock) .... 4 Oct.
Electric Power Directly from Gas .... 98 Aug.
Electronics Today .... 64 July, 72 Aug., 64 Sept., 64 Oct., 64 Nov., 64 Dec.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
Expanding Electronics 56 Aug.
Fluxless Soldering & Welding of Aluminum (White) 66 Sept.
Flying Hith at Zero Altitude (Freece) 41 Dec.
Garage, Electronic 48 Oct.
Hamming on the Highways (Hoover) 53 Aug.
Hi-Fi Speaker, Ceiling Mounting a 74 Dec.
Interception by Communication (Genera) 41 Oct.
Language Barrier, Breaking the (Osmann) 58 Nov.
Last Word in Hi-Fi (McCafferty) 46 Nov.
MARSman Tells All (Zuckerman) 67 Dec.
Mike Which Should I Use? (Garns) 73 July
Misfortune Tailor, (Kehler) 62 Oct.
Missile Control, Electronics Vital to (Read) 41 Aug.
MRS (Brous) 62 Dec.
Operation Rhub (Kehler) 50 July
Pages to Projects (Render) 83 Oct.
PAT Does the Talking 45 Nov.
QSL From Sputnik (Stansbury) 66 Nov.
Radar Pilots Ships 45 Nov.
Radiation and Radio Lick Floods (Walker) 55 July
Record in Car, at Railroad Crossing 74 Nov.
Robots Among Us, There Are (Tenn) 45 Dec.
Sell That Article! (Sandrett) 55 Oct.
Snapshots in Sound (Bienstock) 42 July
Sputnik Snafu, What (Steiger) 57 July
Stereo Circuit, Designing a 48 Dec.
Stereo Listening Area, Your (Feldman) 50 Nov.
Stereo. Start Your (Feldman) 53 Sept.
Stereo Tape Recordings, Make Your Own (Towill) 61 Nov.
Strange Allergies of Hi-Fi (Crowhurst) 48 Aug.
Suburbs, Hitting the Fi to the (Zuckerman) 67 Nov.
Talent Hunt Uachts Junior Scientists 34 July
Tape for Pictures 38 July
Tape Recording in Industry (Lytel) 41 Nov.
Tape, Tricks with (Comstock) 60 Sept.
Telephone in the Mine 52 Aug.
Test Bench, For 66 July
They Got Smaller - and Smaller 48 Aug.
Turn Up Your Car, at Railroad Crossing 74 Nov.
TV Antenna, Choosing Your (Graf) 60 Dec.
TV Antenna Installation, Accessorize Your (Mobs) 55 Nov.
TV Antenna System, Modernize Your 46 Sept.
TV in the Suburbs 37 Aug.
Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter Works, How a (Buk- stein) 60 July
What Goes in Between (Garns) 69 Aug.
What's New for the Ham and SWL 70 Oct.

HI-FI AND AUDIO

"Auto-Fi," Go Mobile with (Van Sutphin) 47 July
Ceiling Mounting a Speaker 74 Dec.
Erase Tape Through Problem Solved. Add or (Towill) 84 Dec.
Intercoms, Feedback Oscillator for (Carter) 92 Oct.
Last Word in Hi-Fi (McCafferty) 46 Nov.
Mike, Which Should I Use? (Garns) 73 July
Outdoor Hi-Fi (Brockner) 74 Aug.
Pages to Projects (Reader) 85 Oct.
Phone, How to Improve Your Low-Cost (Holzer) 32 Dec.
Preamp and Control Unit, Transistorized (Diers) 61 Sept.
Record Grooves Wiggly Magnet 69 July
Record Moucher, Victimized by (Tubergen) 74 Nov.
Self-Go Through Dement (Dier) 77 Sept.
Snapshots in Sound (Bienstock) 42 July
Speaker, Slot-Box Your (Markell) 67 Oct.
Stereo Circuit, Designing a 48 Dec.
Stereo Listening Area, Your (Feldman) 50 Nov.
Stereo Player, Personal (Trauffer) 56 Sept.
Stereo, Start Your (Feldman) 53 Sept.
Stereo, Switch to (Feldman) 45 Oct.
Stereo Tape Recordings, Make Your Own (Loomer) 61 Nov.
Strange Allergies of Hi-Fi (Crowhurst) 48 Aug.
Suburbs, Hitting the Fi to the (Zuckerman) 67 Aug.
Switching Output Impedances (Weber) 74 Sept.

TELEVISION

Antenna, Choosing Your (Graf) 60 Dec.
Antenna Installation, Accessorize Your (Mobs) 55 Nov.
Antenna System, Modernize Your 46 Sept.
Color, TV, 3D (Garns) 31 July
Fluxless Soldering Wire-Wound Pots, (Diers) 70 Oct.
Go Through Problem Solved 56 Dec.
Man, Tuner + Audio through (Wortman) 88 Nov.
Soldering, Wire-Wound Pots 60 July
What Goes in Between (Towill) 67 July

TEST EQUIPMENT

A.C. Calibration, Check Your (McRoberts) 67 Aug.
Electrode Tester (Reissman) 59 Dec.
Checking Components, Time-Saver for (Louis) 76 Nov.
Checking Components, Time-Saver for (Louis) 76 Nov.
Coupler, Make Your Own (Graf) 74 Nov.
Power Supply, Transistor Test (Dodson) 93 Nov.
Signal Transceivers, Transistorizing for (Woods) 88 Sept.
Test Bench, For Your Car 66 July
Testers, Easily Assembled (Loomer) 90 Sept.
Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter Works, How a (Buk- stein) 60 July

TRANSISTORS

Flash Light with Transistors (Winklepleck) 75 Sept.
Mounting Radio Components (Rasmussen) 78 Aug.
Power Supply, Test (Dodson) 93 Nov.
Power Transistor Connectors (Garner) 92 Oct.
Preamp and Control Unit (Diers) 61 Nov.
R.F. Meter, Simple (Schauers) 88 Oct.
Radio, "Stolen Power" (Mack) 49 Oct.
Receiving Antenna for (Tobin) 61 Aug.
Semiconductor Space Spanner (Stoner) 84 Sept.
Transistorized, Squawk with the (Garner) 75 Aug.
Wall Outlet, Transistors Replace (Temer) 35 July
"Warmth Meter," Liven Up Party with (McRoberts) 54 July

WORKSHOP

A.C./D.C. Converter, Smoother Shaving with (Miller) 70 Nov.
Car Thelt, Protection Against (Leafmann) 76 Oct.
Chassis, Low-Cost (Garns) 51 Dec.
Chassis, Tin-Can (White) 53 Sept.
Checking Components, Time-Saver for (Louis) 76 Nov.
Color-Code Your Circuits (Moran) 78 July
Crystal Oscillator, Shock-Excited (Dugon) 94 Dec.
Custom Pilot Lights (Verner) 91 Dec.
Intercoms, Feedback Oscillator for (Carter) 92 Oct.
Lock-in Relay Systems (Carifi) 84 July
Mounting Transistor Radio Components (Ras- mussen) 78 Aug.
Pen Scribe, Ball-Point (Barna) 76 July
Phone Plug Adapter, Miniature (Trauffer) 94 Dec.
Power Transistor Connectors (Garner) 92 Oct.
Receiver Gain, How to Reduce (Rasmussen) 78 July
Rematch for a Mismatch (Western) 76 Nov.
Satin-Finished Aluminum Parts (Mariner) 78 July.
"Sun Batteries," Protect Your (Trauffer) 90 Aug.
Switching Output Impedances (Weber) 74 Sept.
Tape Recorder, Erase Warning Light for (Towill) 80 Sept.
Tester, Easily Assembled (Loomer) 80 Sept.
Tuning Indicator, Improved (Desind) 74 Sept.
V.H.F. Antenna, Under-the-Rug (McCormick) 90 Aug.
Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter Works, How a (Buk- stein) 60 July
Wire-Wound Pots, Repairing (Tooner) 84 July

DECEMBER, 1958
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TO VOLUME 10
Jan.–June, 1959

AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL
Antenna Load Box (Lewis)......... 70 May
Bandspread (Kneitel).............. 85 May
Citizens Band Radio (Mandal).... 59 Mar.
Crystal Oscillator Circuits (Freeland)..... 78 May
Dip Meter (Stoner)............... 59 Feb.
DX'ing with your TV Set (Cora).... 78 Apr.
Hams Go Video (Zuckerman)...... 41 June
Log All Continents on the Broadcast Band (Kippe).... 57 June
Modular 6-Meter Station, Build a (Stoner).... 93 May
Novices—Let's Go General (Cross).... 83 Mar.
Short-Wave Listeners' Guide (Kneitel)..... 59 Feb.
Short-Wave Monitor Registration (Markell).... 20 June
Signal Generator, Transmit (Greene).... 81 Jan.
Signal Peaker, Build This (Turner)..... 81 Feb.
Space Spanner Pulls in 16,000-Mile DX (Trauffer).... 65 Feb.
Transceiver, Build Citizens Band (Stoner).... 48 June
Transmitter, "Nifty Novice" 15-Meter (Stoner).... 67 Apr.
VHF Aero, Phone DX'ers Future (Kneitel).... 39 Jan.
Vertical Makes a Comeback (St/Vrain).... 73 Mar.

BOOK REVIEWS
A/C Circuit Analysis (Schure)....... 20 Apr.
Audio Measurements (Crowhurst).... 37 Feb.
Basic Math (Gottlieb)............. 37 Feb.
Designing and Building Hi-Fi Furniture (Markell).... 20 June
Experimental Basic Electronics (Evans & Porter).... 20 June
Fifteen Minutes to Stereo (General Electric). 20 June
Fundamentals of Nuclear Energy and Power Reactors (Jacobowitz).... 18 June
Fundamentals of Transistors (Krugman).... 14 Mar.
Gas Tubes (Schure)............ 28 Jan.
Guide to Mobile Radio (Sander)..... 18 May
Guide to Nuclear Energy (Belchem).... 18 Apr.
Handbook of Electronic Circuits (RCA Service Co.).... 37 Feb.
High Quality Sound Reproduction (Moir).... 18 May
How to Become a Radio Amateur (ARRL).... 30 Jan.
Know Your Oscilloscope (Smith)..... 16 May
Most-Often-Needed 1958 Television Servicing Information (Beitman).... 14 Mar.
Most-Often-Needed Radio Diagrams (1928-1938) (Beitman).... 22 Apr.
New Sideband Handbook (Stoner).... 20 Apr.
101 Ways to Use Your Sweep Generator (Mandal).... 18 June
Pin Point Recorder Changes Troubles in Five Minutes (Sheneman).... 28 Jan.
Radioactivity Measuring Instruments (Nokes).... 30 May
Radio-Electronic Master (United Catalogue Publishers).... 16 May
Reflex Rythmics (Hamilton)....... 37 Feb.
Techniques of Magnetic Recording (Toll).... 19 Apr.
Television Tube Location Guide (Vol. 9) (Howard W. Sams & Co.).... 16 Mar.
Transistor Fundamentals and Applications (Lenz & Cook).... 37 Feb.
Transistors, Theory and Practice (Turner).... 78 May
Understanding High Fidelity (Bogen-Presto).... 22 Apr.
Working with the Oscilloscope (Saunders).... 18 June

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Amplifier, Phono Motor Powers (Barnes).... 38 Jan.
Amplifier, Transformerless Transistor (Trauffer).... 51 Feb.
Antenna Load Box (Lewis)........ 70 May
Black Box That Hears Missiles (Welch).... 102 Apr.
Cascade R.F. Unit (Smith)........ 81 Feb.
Checker, Multi-Purpose (Shipe).... 65 Mar.
Crystal Receiver, Glass-Jar (Trauffer).... 76 Mar.
Damping Factor, Check Your (Fred).... 77 May
Dicer, Eight-Sided (Glickstein).... 95 Apr.
Generator, "Q-Square" Transistor (Rezvini).... 61 June
Metal Detector, Transistorized (Gral).... 86 June
Microphone Mixer, One-Transistor (Cohen).... 57 Mar.
Modular 6-Meter Station (Stoner).... 93 May
Photoprint Meter, Inexpensive (Wesenfeld).... 62 Mar.
Preamplifiers, Transistor Microphone (Chapel).... 64 Feb.
Receiver, Pocket FM (Cohen).... 36 Jan.
Regenerative Receiver, Transistorized (Pugh).... 79 Apr.
Robot Fup, SPARKY (Conclusion) (Welker).... 59 Jan.
Signal Generator, Transistor (Greene).... 81 Jan.
Signal Injector, FM (Herbert).... 48 Mar.
Signal Peaker (Turner).... 81 Feb.
Sound Level Meter, Transistorized (Morrow).... 86 Apr.
Space Spanner Pulls in 16,000-Mile DX (Stoner).... 65 Feb.
Speaker, Hi-Fi Hi-Extension (Garner).... 54 June
Speaker System, Duo-Flex (Gordon).... 75 Feb.
Stereoplex (Kolbe).... 75 Apr.
TRF, Two-Transistor (Zarr).... 71 Jan.
Tachometer, Measure R.P.M. with (Frants).... 71 Apr.
Transceiver, Citizens Band (Stoner).... 48 June
Transmitter, "Nifty Novice" 15-Meter (Stoner).... 67 Apr.
"Trans-PacK" (Lewis).... 103 June
Tweeter, Electrostatic (Silverstein).... 66 May
Vertical Makes a Comeback (St/Vrain).... 73 Mar.

DEPARTMENTS
After Class
57 Jan., 70 Feb., 77 Mar., 118 Apr., 113 May, 98 June
Among the Novice Hams (Brier).... 86 Jan., 89 Feb., 67 Mar., 111 Apr., 115 May, 94 June
Carl & Jerry (Frey).... 8 Jan., 10 Feb., 34 Mar., 122 Apr., 124 May, 109 June
Letters from Our Readers
20 Jan., 24 Feb., 10 Mar., 10 Apr., 10 May, 106 June
New Products
87 Jan., 28 Feb., 25 Mar., 24 Apr., 22 May, 22 June
Notes from the Editor (Read)
3 Feb., 8 Mar., 8 Apr., 8 May, 8 June
Short-Wave Report (Bennell)
85 Jan., 83 Feb., 86 Mar., 104 May, 105 May, 106 June
Tips and Techniques
88 Jan., 38 Feb., 18 Mar., 32 Apr., 32 May, 30 June
Transistor Topics (Garner)
62 Jan., 87 Feb., 83 Mar., 115 Apr., 89 May, 95 June

FEATURE ARTICLES
Atomic Power Plants Really Safe? (Tofler).... 41 Mar.
Auto Radios Spots Highway Dangers (Williams).... 95 June
Auto Radios, How to Repair (Darr).... 108 May
Bandspread (Kneitel).... 93 Apr., 85 May
Brain, Electronics Probes Secrets of Atkinson)
67 May
Buying Stereo, What You Should Know Before (Warde)
51 Apr.
Citizens Band Radio (Mandal).... 81 Mar.
Cleaner Air for Modern Living (Fielding).... 53 Mar.
Cold Cathodes, Bright Future for (Williams).... 53 May
Color-TV Projection System (Hebb).... 45 May
Dielectric Pump, No Moving Parts! (Busse)
82 May
Doppler Radar Charts the Airplanes (Zuckerman)
41 May
Dry Cell, Inside the (Harris).... 51 Apr.
Ear and High Fidelity (Rubin).... 50 Mar.
Electronics Today
64 Jan.
Fluorescent Lamps, Electronics of (Morgan).... 42 Aug.
Frequency Quiz (Bukstein)
83 Mar.
Hams Go Video (Zuckerman).... 41 June
Hi-Fi Guest List (Kohler).... 120 May
High Power for Hi-Fi (Warde).... 48 Jan.
Hot and Cold Electronics (Dresner).... 72 May
Index Your Records and Tapes (Zuckerman).... 83 Jan.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
Juno, Preamplifier, Transistor Microphone
Hi-Fi Generator, "Q-Square" Transistor
Warfare VHF-AERO, Tool
Technician's Soldering Power
Nuvistors Log All
(Morrow)
Part (Trauffer)
Part (Dresner)
Part (Kippel)
Ranges Radio Can Detect
List, Instruments
-VTVM, -VOM, -VOM, -VOM,
Patio
Motor
Comeback
D.C. (Klein)
Preamp
Adapters,
Loudness Controls
-Purpose Checker,
Your (Precise)
-AM, -FM, -AM, -FM,
(Acrosound)
Amplifier
Laboratory
Standards
- Modules
The Broadcast Band
Best
D fulfillment? (Norinsky)

**HI-FI AND AUDIO**

Amplifier, Phono Motor Powers (Barnes)... 38 Jan.
Amplifier, Transformerless Transistor (Trauffer).... 51 Feb.
Amplifier Tube, Circuit Designs for...
Carbon Microphone Input Circuit (Towill).... 98 Feb.
Damping Factor; Check Your (Fay).... 5 Mar.
Ear and High Fidelity (Rubin).... 50 Mar.
Earphone Listening to Phono Oscillators.... 70 Jan.
Ears Are Golden, Only Your (An Editorial).... 68 Feb.
Generator, "Q-Square" Transistor (Revzin).... 61 June
Hi-Fi Guest List (Kohler).... 120 May
High Power Hi-Fi (War).... 48 Jan.
Microphone Mixer, One-Transistor (Cohen).... 57 Mar.
Multiplex, MX Means (Feldman).... 42 Jan.
Multiplex Stereo Adapters, First Crop of (Morrow).... 122 May
Preamplifier, inside the (Marshall).... Part 1—Preamplification.... 47 Feb.
Part 2—Record Equalization.... 45 Mar.
Part 3—Tone and Loudness Controls.... 57 Apr.
Part 4—Stereo Frequency.... 49 May.
Preamplifier, Transistor Microphone (Chapel).... 46 Feb.
Records and Tape, Index Your (Zuckerman).... 83 Jan.
Sound tape recorder, let's go, build this transistorized (Morrow).... 86 Apr.
Speaker Battles, Improve Miniature (Dunant).... 56 Jan.
Speaker, Patio Hi-Fi Extension (Garner).... 54 June
Speech System, Two-Files (Gordon).... 75 Feb.
Stereopons, Build the (Kolbe).... 48 Apr.
Stereo, Should We Use Ped or Fulfillment? (Norinsky).... 67 June
Stereo Simplexing Simplified (Kolbe).... 45 Apr.
Tape Timing, Tips on (Laurence).... 68 Mar.

**TELEVISION**

Color TV Projection System (Hebb).... 45 May
Dx'ing with Your TV Set (Coro).... 70 Apr.
Hams Go Video (Zuckerman).... 41 June

**TEST EQUIPMENT**

Damping Factor, Check Your (Fred).... 77 May
Generator, "Q-Square" Transistor (Revzin).... 61 June
Multi-Purpose Checker, Build This.... 65 Mar.
Signal Injector, FM (Herbert).... 48 Mar.
Test Instruments (Klein).... Part 1—VOM, D.C. Voltage Ranges.... 50 Jan.
Part 2—VOM, A.C., Ohmmeter Ranges.... 100 May
Tool List, Recommended (Artizans).... 53 Feb.
Transmitting Tube is Born.... 63 Apr.
Trouble-Shoot Your Projects (Anderson).... 67 Jan.
Turnable Microphone, P.E. Views Hi-Fi.... 42 Jan.
Vertical Makes a Comeback (StVrain).... 73 Mar.
VHF-AERO, Phone Dx'ers Future (Kneitel).... 39 Jan.
VLF Radio Can Detect Nuclear and Rocket Tests (Welch).... 102 Apr.
Warfare Simulator Fights Mock Battles.... 66 Mar.

**TRANSISTORS**

Amplifier, Phono Motor Powers (Barnes).... 38 Jan.
Amplifier, Transformerless (Trauffer).... 51 Feb.
Black Box that Hears Missiles (Welch).... 102 Apr.
Generator, "Q-Square" (Revzin).... 61 June
Metal Detector (Graf).... 83 June
Microphone Mixer, One-Transistor (Cohen).... 57 Mar.
Perplexual Motion (Zarr).... 112 May
Preamplifier, Microphone (Chapel).... 66 Feb.
Regenerative Receiver (Vedder).... 79 Mar.
Signal Generator (Greene).... 81 Jan.
Signal Injector, FM (Herbert).... 48 Mar.
Sound Level Meter, Build This (Morrow).... 90 Apr.
TRF, Two-Transistor (Zarr).... 71 Jun.
"Trans-Pack," Build the (Lewis).... 103 June

**WORKSHOP**

Auto Radios, How to Repair (Darr).... 108 May
Capacity Values, Finding (Wilensky).... 88 June
Carbon Microphone Input Circuit (Towill).... 98 Feb.
Detector, Homemade (Kernahan).... 98 Feb.
Earphone Listening to Phono Oscillators (Trauffer).... 70 Jan.
Energy Transfer Experiment (Pearce).... 66 Jan.
Ohm's Law Wheel (Weisberg).... 81 May
Perplexual Motion (Zarr).... 112 May
Pilot Light, Footproof (Desind).... 88 June
Power Supply, Sun-Operated (Pearce).... 112 May
Power Transformer Substitutions (Richardson).... 73 Apr.
Receiver, Double for AR-3 (Commish).... 66 Jan.
Receiver, Simple Crystal (Kernahan).... 78 Jan.
Soldering Without Tears (Ward).... 90 Apr.
Speaker Battles, Improve Miniature (Dunant).... 56 Jan.
Tool Box, Electrify Your (Stillwell).... 70 Jan.
Tool List, Recommended (Artizans).... 53 Feb.
Trouble-Shoot Your Projects (Anderson).... 67 Jan.
Tuning Circuit, Pick Your (Feinstein).... 68 Mar.
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Preamp, Hi-Fi Transistor (Beedee) ...................................... 79 Nov.
Preamp, Multi-Purpose, (Pugh) .......................................... 86 Aug.
R. F. Signal Generator as Grid Dip Meter
(Turner) ............................................................................ 58 Oct.
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Radio-Controlled Electric Train (Sienkiewicz) .................. 41 Oct.
Receiver, Novice Band (Stockton) ...................................... 45 Dec.
Receiver, Pocket Mariner (Pugh) ........................................ 57 Oct.
Receiver, Pocket Regen .................................................... 84 Aug.
Receiver, Police Special (Whalen) ...................................... 50 July
Receiver, Trans-Six (Sury) ............................................... 45 Aug.
Relax 12 (Gordon) ............................................................ 108 July
S-Meter, An Effective (Brier) ............................................... 134 Sept.
Short-Wave Receiver, Soup Up your AC-DC
(Kyle) ............................................................................... 91 Dec.
Signal Tracer, Simple AF-RF (Trauffer) .............................. 116 July
Sine-Wave Test Generator (Zarr) ....................................... 49 Nov.
Stereo Tape Preamp, Transistorized (Stoner) ................. 51 Sept.
Stereoflector Enclosure (Gordon) ...................................... 73 Oct.
Supersonic Squawk (Gordon) ............................................ 50 Nov.
Switch, Inexpensive Tube (Rockey) ................................. 116 Nov.
T-R Switch, Simple (Brier) ................................................ 116 Nov.
Timer, Wide-Range (Winklepleck) ..................................... 113 July
Transmitter, Solar-Powered 40 Meter (Stoner) .................. 55 Aug.
VTVM, Add Current Function to (Miller) ......................... 63 Dec.
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Across the Ham Bands (Among the Novice Hams (Brier) ....... 117 July, 83 Sept., 104 Oct., 77 Nov., 85 Dec.
After Class ........................................................................ 119 July, 103 Aug.
Car and Jerry (Frye) ......................................................... 119 Aug., 100 Sept., 110 Oct., 38 Nov, 100 Dec.
New Products ..................................................................... 32 July.
POP'ronics Bookshelf ....................................................... 16 July.
RF Report (Bennett) ......................................................... 128 July.
Tips and Techniques ....................................................... 24 July.
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Acoustic Tire (Lorcan) ........................................................ 93 Oct.
A New Hi-Fi Component .................................................. 93 Oct.
How Well Does It Work? .................................................. 53 Nov.
Listening Pleasure, Improve Your ................................. 67 Dec.
Airborne Electronics, New Look in (Zuckerman) ............... 41 Oct.
Antennas, Key to World-Wide DX (Noll) ......................... 67 Nov.
ARINC—Unheralded Voice of Airplanes
(Kneitel) ............................................................................ 77 Oct.
Atom, World Within (Bennett) .......................................... 63 Aug.
Atomic Clock to Check Einstein ........................................ 66 Oct.
Automatic Pilots (Read) .................................................... 72 July
Battery Design, Development (Hart) ............................... 44 Aug.
Cancer, Electronics Against (Alkinson) ........................... 41 Aug.
Car Radio, Take Noise Out of (Darr) ................................. 79 Dec.
Citizens Band Radio for Small Boats (Stoner) ................. 85 July.
Color TV Today (Hebb) ..................................................... 41 Sept.
Communications, Magic of Cross-Country
(Stoner) ........................................................................... 50 Sept.
Customize Your Kits (Stoner) .......................................... 96 Aug.
Depth Sounders and Fish Finders (Sands) ......................... 90 July.
Drone Scoulds the Enemy ................................................ 44 Aug.
DX the Tropics on 60 Meters (Cox) ................................. 76 Dec.
DX-O-Graphe (Rockey) ..................................................... 54 July.
Electrolysis and Corrosion (Robersen) ............................. 93 July.
Electronic Microscope, Amazing (Rubin) ......................... 86 Oct.
Hamming in Braille (Shepherd) ........................................ 63 July
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D.C. Oscilloscope (Heath) 87 Dec. FM Tuner (Heath) 70 Nov. Fuel Vapor Detector Prevents Explosions (Heath) 84 July Modulator-Driver (Eico) 81 Sept. Receiver, 4-Band Regen (Knight) 98 Aug. Stereo Control Center (Lafayette) 62 Nov. Stereo Control Unit (Knight) 125 July Stereo Tone Arm Kits (Audax, Components) 63 Oct. Transceiver, Citizens Band (Heath) 61 Sept. Transmitter, Six-Meter (LW) 65 July

MARINE ELECTRONICS

Antenna Systems. Small Boat (Robberson) 75 July Automatic Pilots (Read) 90 Aug. Citizens Band Radio for Small Boats (Sterner) 65 July Depth Sounders and Fish Finders (Sonds) 90 July Electrolysis and Corrosion (Robberson) 93 July Electronics Afloat (an editorial) 68 July Fish Lure, Build an Electronic (Busse) 71 Sept. Manufacturers of Equipment 97 July Power, Trumpet, Transistorized Two-Way (Winklepleck) 77 Sept. Radar and Loran (Jackson) 87 July Radio Direction Finder (Rosenfeld) 81 July Radiotelephones for Small Boats (Ballard) 69 July Receiver, Pocket Marine (Pugh) 67 Oct. Shipboard-TV Keeps Kids Happy 94 July Transistors or Tubes in Marine Gear (Garnier) 78 July

TELEVISION


TEST EQUIPMENT


TRANSISTORS


Use Transistors, How NOT to 76 Sept.

KIT REPORTS

Bias and Power Supply, Transistorized (Eico) 72 Oct. CRT Tester and Rejuvenator (Central) 55 Dec.
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Across the Ham Bands (Brier) 89 Jan.
Ham Transmitters 89 Jan.
Linear Amplifier 78 Apr.
Handling Messages by Ham Radio 87 Apr.
Why Buy Used Ham Equipment? 91 May
How to Prevent Trouble with the FCC 71 June
Antenna, Easy-to-Build Beam (Fahnestock) 50 Jan.
Bandspread—DX'ing Delicacies (Kneitel) 90 Jan.
Converter, Six-Meter (Heat Kith) 65 Jan.
Converter, Transistorized DC-to-AC (Maynard) 53 May
DX'ing on TV (Schaefer) 54 June
Grid-Dip Meter, Module Your (Winklepakt) 89 May
Ham Lingo, Understanding (Walker) 89 Mar.
Harmonic, Case of Elusive (Schauers) 69 May
Harmonic Trap (Brier) 92 May
Modulator, Hi-Fr Amplifier as (Brier) 120 Jan.
Phone Patch, Acoustic (Fischesser) 59 Mar.
R. F. Power Meter, Build an (Tomas) 52 June
Screen-Modulate the DX-25 (Brier) 121 Feb.
Short-Wave Monitor Registration 113 Jan., 129 Mar.
Short-Wave Report (Bennett) 71 Jan.
F.C.C. Report, June 1960 66 June
Traffic Nets 88 Feb.
Inaccurate Reports 100 Apr.
QSL Bureaus 76 June
Signal Booster (Brier) 97 Mar.
Test Signals—WWV, Free Government 47 Jan.
Transceiver (Viking Messenger) 95 Feb.
Transmitter, 6- and 2-Meter (Globe Kit) 52 May
Tuner, Single-Sideband (Brier) 99 Apr.
Wave Trap, Broadcast-Band (Garnar) 78 Mar.

CITIZENS BAND RADIO
F.C.C. Report (Tall) 12 May
Rule Changes 10 June
Applications 10 June
On the Citizens Band (Kneitel) 116 Jan., 129 Apr., 78 May, 88 June
Transceiver (Viking Messenger) 95 Feb.
Transceiver, Four-Channel (Poly-Comm II) 88 May
Transceivers, Roundup 120 May
Transmitter, 11 Meter R/C (Hall) 43 Feb.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Amplifier, Portable Utility (Vicens) 83 Mar.
Amplifier, Unusual (Romellinger) 47 Apr.
Antenna, Easy-to-Build Beam (Fahnestock) 50 Jan.
Beach Receiver, High-Frequency Transistor (Richardson) 45 May
Black Box Magic (Richardson) 57 June
Construction Tips for the Beginner (Garner) 79 Mar.
Convert a Car Radio for Home Use (Louis) 51 Feb.
Converter, Transistorized DC-to-AC (Maynard) 53 May
Diode-Transistor Radio, Sensitive (Trautler) 73 Jan.
Driver Alarm, Transistorized (Gordon) 98 Mar.
Dry Cell Tester and Rejuvenator (Murphy) 61 Jan.
Fence Controller, Transistorized (Winkleplek) 50 Apr.
Flasher, Auto Safety (Garner) 64 May
Frequency Meter, Direct-Reading (D'Entremont) 85 Jan.
Grip-Dip Meter, Module Your (Winkleplek) 89 May
Harmonics, Suppress Those (Brier) 92 May
House-Sitter, Electronic (Garner) 73 Feb.
Intercom, Battery-Powered (Garner) 62 May
Metronome, Wireless (Patrick) 87 Jan.
Modulator, Hi-Fr Amplifier as (Brier) 120 Jan.
Music Box, Electronic (Louis) 63 Mar.
One-Tube Laboratory (Burgess) 41 Jan.
Phone Patch, Acoustic (Fischesser) 59 Mar.
Potentiometers, Unusual Uses of (Richardson) 92 Mar.
Power Megaphone (Garner) 74 Mar.
Power Megaphone, Super Simple (Tort) 74 Jan.
Projects, Six One-Evening (Garner) 67 Mar.
1: First Project Receiver 85 Aug.
2: D. C. Control Unit 70 Mar.
3: Combination Checker 72 Mar.
4: Hi-Fi Speaker Crossover 74 Mar.
5: Fuse Saver 76 Mar.
6: Broadcast-Band Wave Trap 78 Mar.
R/C Transmitter, 11-Meter (Hall) 43 Feb.
R. F. Power Meter (Tortas) 52 June
Receiver, Transistorized Pocket (Garner) 67 May
Rectifier Tube Socket, Universal (Moreno) 66 Jan.
Screen-Modulate the DX-25 (Brier) 121 Feb.
Signal Booster (Brier) 97 Mar.
Signal Injector, Transistorized (Gordon) 81 Feb.
Speaker System, 3-Way 77 Feb.
Tesla's Trickery (Richardson) 72 May
"Tiny Mile" (Frantz) 73 June
Transistor Tester, Dual-Meter (Shoughnessy) 59 Feb.
Transistor Tester, Low Cost (Patrick) 68 June
Tuner, How to Convert Radio to AM (Gordon) 95 Apr.
Tuner, Single-Sideband (Brier) 89 Apr.
Tuning Meter, Add to FM Receiver (Garner) 53 May
Wattmeter, Build Your Own (Frantz) 87 Apr.

DEPARTMENTS
Across the Ham Bands (Brier) 89 Jan., 79 Feb., 95 Mar., 97 Apr., 91 May, 71 June
Carl and Jerry (Frye) 104 Jan.
F.C.C. Report (Tall) 12 May, 10 June
Letters from Our Readers 66 June
New Products 30 Jan., 32 Feb., 30 Mar., 30 Apr., 32 May, 34 June
Notes from the Editor (Bennett) 66 June
On the Citizens Band (Kneitel) 116 Jan., 125 Feb., 134 Mar., 130 Apr., 78 May, 88 June
POP'Stronic Bookseller 16 Jan., 16 Feb., 18 Mar., 16 Apr., 20 May, 22 June
Short-Wave Report (Bennett) 71 Jan., 88 Feb., 66 Mar., 100 Apr., 84 May, 76 June
Tips and Techniques 24 Jan., 22 Feb., 24 Mar., 22 Apr., 26 May, 28 June
Transistor Topics (Garner), 75 Jan., 63 Feb., 93 Mar., 57 Apr., 79 May, 77 June

FEATURE ARTICLES
Angling, Electronics Adds Angle to (Hammond) 50 June
Bandspread—DX'ing Delicacies (Kneitel) 98 Jan.
Bulb, Find Brightest (Balun) 56 Apr.
Capacitor, The (Gilmor) 67 Apr.
Carl and Jerry (Frye) 104 Jan.
Communications Satellites-Key to World-Wide TV (Gilmor) 41 Mar.
Constructions Tips for the Beginner (Garner) 79 Mar.
Crystals (After Class) (Kyle) 83 Apr.
Lovespotting on Outer Space (Gilmor) 41 Jun.
F.C.C. Showdown for (Gilmor) 45 May
Familiar Forces (Kohler) 82 Jan.
Fiddler, Frustrated (Fandel) 55 Feb.
Generator, Experimental Wind-Power (Lasker) 62 Mar.
Ham Lingo, Understanding (Walker) 89 Mar.
Harmonic, Case of Elusive (Schauers) 69 May
Maser, Amazing (Dillard) 89 Apr.
Molecular Electronics (Locke) 89 Apr.
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Short-Circuited Enthusiast (Kohler & William).......................... 90 Mar.
Spraying Techniques, Professional (Vicent).................. 66 Feb.
Stabilized Diode (After Class) (Shaughnessy)........... 69 Jan.
Stereo Amplifier (Anague)............................. 62 June
Stereo Speakers, How to Place (Milder)................. 82 June
Turntable, Inside Hi-Fi (Marshall).................. 63 Apr.
TV Tuning Techniques (Zuckerman)................. 41 May
Bias, Erase, and Equalization Circuits............. 46 June
Tesla’s Trickery (Richardson)...................... 72 July
Test Instruments
Audio Generator (Parts 1-3) (Klein).................. 54 Jan.
Wien Bridge Circuit .................................... 74 Jan.
Clippers, Cathode Followers, metering........... 36 Mar.
Signal Generator (Parts 1-3) (Harrison)........ 92 Apr.
Amplifying AM of Receivers.......................... 81 May
Trouble-Shooting and Other Uses...................... 62 June
Test Signals—WWV, Free Government
Thermoplastic Recording, Dr. Glenn's Magic
Wrinkles (Remington).................................. 43 Apr.
300-ohm Line, How to Splice (Comstock)........ 53 Jan.
300-ohm Line, What is A (Geiger).................. 57 Jan.
Tone Arm, Inside Hi-Fi (Marshall)................... 77 Feb.
Transponders, Roundup of Citizens Band........ 40 Mar.
Tubes for Hi-Fi (Milder)............................. 49 May
Turntable, Inside the Hi-Fi (Marshall)............ 57 Jan.
TV’s Electronic Techniques (Lottery).............. 41 May
Vectors, Language of (After Class) (Harris)........ 85 May
Part 1.................................................. 85 May
Part 2.................................................. 85 June
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Amplifier, Integrated Stereo (Paco Kit)............. 46 Apr.
Amplifier, Portable Utility (Vicsen).................. 83 Mar.
Amplifier, Unusual (Romelsanger)..................... 47 Apr.
Audio Aids............................................. 64 Jan.
Intercom, Battery-Powered (Garner)............... 62 May
Fiddler, Frustrated (Fantel)........................... 55 Feb.
Music Box, Electronic (Los Angeles).............. 63 Mar.
Power Megaphone, Super Simple (Tort)............ 74 Jan.
Record Changer, Inside Hi-Fi (Marshall)........ 55 Mar.
Record Changer, Stereo-Mono (Dual 1066)........ 60 Apr.
Speaker Crossover, Hi-Fi (Garner)................... 74 May.
Speaker System, How to Build a 3-Way............. 77 Feb.
Stereo Recorder, Compatible (Anague).............. 65 June
Stereo Speakers, How to Place (Milder).......... 82 June
Turntable, Inside Hi-Fi (Marshall).................. 60 Apr.
Turntable Mechanisms................................ 46 June
Bias, Erase, and Equalization Circuits............ 48 June
Turntable Recorder, Unusual (Universal)........ 48 Mar.
Tone Arm, Inside Hi-Fi (Marshall).................... 47 Feb.
Tone Arm, Empire 98.................................. 78 May
Tubes for Hi-Fi (Milder)............................. 49 May
Tuner, Convert Radio to AM (Gordon).............. 95 Apr.
Tuner, Meter, Add to FM Receiver (Gordon)....... 53 Mar.
Turntable, Inside Hi-Fi (Marshall).................. 57 Jan.
Turntable Tips......................................... 84 Jun.

PRODUCT REPORTS
A. C. Supply, Variable (Olson Kit).................... 86 Apr.
Amplifier, Stereo (Paco Kit)........................ 54 Apr.
Checker, Handy Filament Continuity (Lico Kit)..... 78 Jan.
Converter, Six-Meter (Hecht Kit)...................... 65 Jan.
Record Changer, Stereo-Mono (United Audio)..... 60 Apr.
Turntable Recorder (Uhler)............................ 48 Mar.
Tone Arm, Stereo (Audio Empire)..................... 76 Feb.
Transceiver (Johnson).................................. 85 Feb.
Transceiver, Four-Channel Citizens Band
(Polytronics)........................................... 98 May
Transmitter, 2.3 Meter (Gibbs Kit).................. 52 May
Volt/Ammeter (Knight Kit)............................ 49 June
VOM, Pocket-Size (Knight Kit)....................... 88 Jan.
VTVM, Audio (Arkay Kit)............................. 89 Feb.

TELEVISION
Baby-Sitter, Electronic (Miller)...................... 65 Mar.
Communications Satellites—Key to World-Wide TV (Gilmore)........ 41 Mar.
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Bench Supply, Half-Amp Variable Transistor
(Richardson)........................................... 45 Mar.
Checker, Combination (Garner)....................... 72 Mar.
Dry Cell Tester and Rejuvenator (Murphy)........ 61 Jan.
Frequency Meter, Direct-Reading (D'Entremont).... 85 Jan.
Grid Dip Meter, Modulate Your (Winklepleck)..... 89 May
One-Tube Laboratory (Burgess)....................... 41 Jan.
R. F. Power Meter, Build an (Tinklepleck)........ 52 June
Signal Injector, Transistorized (Gordon)........ 81 Feb.
Test Instruments
Audio Generator (Parts 1-3) (Klein)............... 54 Jan.
Wien Bridge Circuit .................................... 54 Jan.
Clippers, Cathode Followers, metering........... 83 Feb.
Signal Generator (Parts 1-3) (Harrison)........ 86 Mar.
What It Is and How It Works (Ricci)............. 92 Apr.
Aligning AM Receivers............................... 81 May
Trouble-Shooting and Other Uses...................... 62 June
Transistor Tester, Dual-Meter (Shaughnessy).... 63 Apr.
Transistor Tester, Low-Cost (Pacnik).............. 88 June
Wattmeter, Build Your Own (Franz)................. 87 Apr.

THEORY
Capacitor, The (Gilmore)............................. 67 Apr.
Crystals, After Class (Kyle)......................... 81 Apr.
Record Changer, Inside Hi-Fi (Marshall)........ 55 Mar.
Stabilized Diode (After Class) (Shaughnessy)........ 69 Jan.
Turntable, Inside Hi-Fi (Marshall).................. 60 Apr.
Bias, Erase, and Equalization Circuits............ 46 June
Test Instruments
Audio Generator (Parts 1-3) (Klein)............... 54 Jan.
Wien Bridge Circuit .................................... 54 Jan.
Clippers, Cathode Followers, metering........... 83 Feb.
Signal Generator (Parts 1-3) (Harrison)........ 86 Mar.
What It Is and How It Works (Ricci)............. 92 Apr.
Aligning AM Receivers............................... 81 May
Trouble-Shooting and Other Uses...................... 62 June
Tone Arm, Inside Hi-Fi (Marshall).................. 47 Feb.
300-ohm Line, What is A (Geiger)............... 52 Jan.
Turntable, Inside Hi-Fi (Marshall).................. 57 Jan.
Vectors, Language of (After Class) (Harris)........ 85 May
Part 1.................................................. 85 May
Part 2.................................................. 85 June

TRANSISTORS
Amplifier, Portable Utility (Vicsen)................. 82 May.
Bench Supply, Half-Amp Variable Transistor
(Richardson)........................................... 45 May.
Black Box Magic (Richardson)......................... 57 June
Converter, DC-to-AG (Maynard)..................... 58 May
Diode-Transistor Radio, Sensitive (Trawick)....... 73 Jan.
Driver Alarm (Gordon)............................... 92 Apr.
Fence Controller (Winklepleck)...................... 50 Apr.
Flasher, Auto Safety (Garrett)...................... 64 May
Megaphone, Power (Garner)......................... 66 May
Intercom, Battery-Powered (Garner)............... 62 May
Metronome, Wireless (Pacnik)....................... 87 Jan.
Power Megaphone, Super Simple (Tort).............. 74 Jan.
Receiver, Pocket (Garner)........................... 67 May
Signal Injector (Gordon)............................ 81 Feb.
"Tiny Mile," Let’s Build the (Franz).............. 73 June
Transistor Tester, Dual-Meter (Shaughnessy).... 59 Feb.
Transistor Tester, Low-Cost (Pacnik).............. 68 June
Transistor Topics (Garner)........................... 75 June, 63 Feb., 93 Mar., 57 Apr., 79 May.
Transmitter, 11-Meter R/C (Hall)................... 42 Feb.
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Across the Ham Bands (Brier) 83 July
Putting up Antennas 81 July
Ham Station Log 87 Aug.
Antenna Kit 81 Sept.
Substituting Parts 93 Oct.
Sweepstakes 81 Nov.
Eliminating Man-Made Noises 82 Dec.
Amateur Radio—King of Hobbies (Stoner) 41 Oct.
Amplifier, Phone Booster (Garner) 46 July
Combo Test Set (Labato) 86 Aug.
Converter, Mobile Short-Wave (Stanley) 97 Aug.
Crystal Selecter (Brier) 93 July
Crystal Set, High-Power (Ford) 63 Aug.
Crystal VFO (Brier) 83 Dec.
Current Reversing Rectifier (Patrick) 66 Dec.
Diode Noise Generator (Brier) 95 Oct.
Harmonics, Kill Those (Mitchell) 58 Feb.
Kit Building in the Postor (McAllister) 56 Sept.
Lump, Radiomans' (Carlinguela) 68 July
Metal, Field Strength (Keller) 68 Sept.
Mini O Scope (Schauman) 83 Aug.
Monitor, Keying (Brier) 93 Nov.
Power Supply, Transistorized Dual-Meter (Shaughnessy) 40 Nov.
Probe, Transinjector (Henry) 90 Aug.
Radio, One-Transistor Pocket (Mason) 43 July
Receiver—A Universal Test Instrument (Garner) 48 Dec.
Satellite Flasher (O'Neal) 81 Dec.
SWL'ing, Rebuild Relics for (Wicks) 75 Nov.
SWR Bridge (Brier) 82 Sept.
Speaker, Picnic (Vicens) 54 July
Speaker, Experimenters' Test (Louis) 97 Aug.
Switches, D.P.D.T. (Richardson) 98 July
The 2182'er (Stoner) 69 Dec.
Time Delay Lamp (Stoner) 30 Dec.
Timer, Job (Stoner) 84 Nov.
Timer, Photo (Shaughnessy) 85 Nov.
T.R 'Switch,' Economy (Brier) 98 Aug.
Transceiver, Modify Your Heath (Rohenn) 88 Nov.
Tuner, One-Tube FM (Devine) 49 Aug.
Tube Diode (Transmitter) (Stoner) 52 Aug.
Vibrato Substitute (Garner) 64 Oct.

CITIZENS BAND RADIO

CB Jambooree 77 Sept.
Choosing and Using P-15 Transceivers (Sands) 41 Dec.
 Citizens Band "11" Code 50 Sept.
Citizens Band Radio (Kneitel) 67 Nov.
Crystal Checkers Great for CB (Seco) 78 Dec.
FCC Report (Tall) 82 Sept.
Going Mobile with CB (Reeder) 86 Sept.
Novel CB Kit (Knight-Kill) 69 Sept.
On the Citizens Band (Kneitel) 47 July
Receiver Tunes All Channels (Browning R-2700) 99 Nov.
Transceiver Kit (EICO) 87 Oct.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

Amplifier, Earphone Booster (Garner) 46 July
Black Light, Low-Cost (Garner) 83 Aug.
Burglar Alarm, Electronic (Duda) 62 July
Carrier Control, Sentinel (Patrick) 64 Sept.
CB, Going Mobile with (Reeder) 66 Sept.
Combo Test Set (Labato) 57 Dec.
Communicating Through the Earth (Fischesser) 87 July
Converter, Mobile Short-Wave (Stanley) 57 Oct.
Crystal Selecter (Brier) 93 July
Crystal Set, High-Power (Ford) 63 Aug.

FEATURE ARTICLES

Amateur Radio—King of Hobbies (Stoner) 41 Oct.
Amplifiers, Magnetic (Gilmore) 7 July
Capacitor, World's Largest 48 Aug.
Carl and Jerry (Frye) 94 July
FCC Report (Tall) 82 Sept.
Hi-Fi Showcase 36 Oct., 26 Dec.
Notes from the Editor 6 July, 8 Aug., 6 Sept., 6 Oct., 6 Nov. 36 Dec.
Transistor Topics (Garner) 84 July, 95 Aug., 84 Sept., 98 Oct., 101 Nov. 87 Dec.

DEPARTMENTS

FCC Report (Tall) 82 Sept.
Hi-Fi Showcase 36 Oct., 26 Dec.
Notes from the Editor 6 July, 8 Aug., 6 Sept., 6 Oct., 6 Nov. 36 Dec.
Transistor Topics (Garner) 84 July, 95 Aug., 84 Sept., 98 Oct., 101 Nov. 87 Dec.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
Language Laboratories (Lesko) 46 Oct. 
Load Line Story (Harriss) 46 Oct. 
Loudspeakers, Living with (Milder) 48 Oct. 
Marine Radios, Ship-Shaping (Sands) 59 July 
Meters (Gilmore) 73 Sept. 
Part 2 55 July. 
Phone, Inhabitants of 75-Meter (Van Deet) 66 June. 
Pity the Poor Customer (Rodrigues) 114 Oct. 
Printed-Circuit Primer (Gilmore) 44 Nov. 
Product Design, Developments in 50 July. 
Pulse Modulation (Kondo) 53 Oct. 
Quiz, Circuit (Balin) 66 Oct. 
Quiz, Electronic Analogy (Balin) 99 Sept. 
Radar Man 88 Oct. 
Radio, Unlicensed Two-Way (Craig) 45 Aug. 
Radio Control, Operation 39 July. 
Records, How to Extend Life of (Milder) 77 July. 
Revolution in Relays 73 Dec. 
Screws—Styles, Sizes and Shapes 56 Nov. 
Shirt Pocket Goes "Beep-Beep" (Radio Signaling) (Sands) 41 Nov. 
Soldier, How and Why of (Garner) 67 Aug. 
Stereo/1961 (Milder) 64 Nov. 
Stereo, Super 102 Oct. 
Tapes, How to Get Most from (Milder) 71 Aug. 
Teaching Machines, Electronic (Gilmore) 60 Nov. 
Test Instruments (Harrison) 80 July. 
Tube Tester (Parts 1-2) 30 Aug. 
Checking for Shorts and t for Noise 80 Aug. 
Magnetic Conductance and Other Tests 57 Sept. 
Bridges (Parts 1-2) 41 Dec. 
Present-Day Applications 98 Nov. 
Transmitters, Choosing and Using (Sands) 41 Dec. 
Transformer, The (Gilmore) 67 Oct. 
Transformer, Inside Hi-Fi Output (Marshall) 46 Sept. 
Transistorized Watch 84 Dec. 
Translating Machine, Russian-English (Gilmore) 38 Aug. 
Translator Works, How (Gilmore) 60 Aug. 
Transmitters on the Move 104 Oct. 
Tunnel Diode (Stoner) 32 Sept. 
TV Transmits Deep Wells (Miller) 48 July 
X-Rays (Ebel) 89 Oct. 

HI-FI, STEREO AND AUDIO
Amplifier, Dual 20-Watt Stereo (Sherwood) 85 Aug. 
Amplifier-Preamplifier, Stereo (Lafayette Kit) 90 July. 
Carrier-Current Sentinel (Patrick) 64 Sept. 
Communicating Through the Earth (Fischesser) 87 July. 
Controlled Reverberation (Milder) 53 Dec. 
Crystal Set, High-Power (Ford) 63 Aug. 
Hi-Fi, High-Intensity 73 Sept. 
Hi-Fi Showcase 30 Oct. 26 Dec. 
Hi-Fi Testing (Harrison) Part 1—Harmonic Distortion Analyzer 74 Dec. 
Keeping Hi-Fi on the Level (Trauter) 62 Oct. 
Language Laboratories (Lesko) 62 Oct. 
Loudspeakers, Living with (Milder) 48 Oct. 
Part 2 55 Aug. 
Radio-Intercom, Combination (Knight Kit) 66 Aug. 
Records, How to Extend Life of (Milder) 77 July. 
Speaker, Build a Picnic (Vicens) 54 July. 
Speaker, Experimenter’s Test (Louis) 97 Aug. 
Stereo/1961 (Milder) 64 Nov. 
Stereo, Super 102 Oct. 
Stereo Tape System (Health Kit) 58 Nov. 
Tapes, How to Get Most from (Milder) 71 Sept. 
Transformer, Inside Hi-Fi Output (Marshall) 46 Sept. 
Tuner, AM/FM Stereo (Poco ST-45) 101 Oct. 
Tuner, One-Tube FM (Devino) 49 Aug. 

CB Kit (Knight Kit) 78 Dec. 
CB Receiver (Brownline Labs) 98 Nov. 
Citizens Band Transceiver (EICO Kit) 87 Oct. 
Crystal Checker Great for CB (Seco) 79 Dec. 
Heathkit CW-30 45 Dec. 
Radio-Intercom, Combination (Knight Kit) 66 Aug. 
Stereo Tape System (Health Kit) 58 Nov. 
Tuner, AM/FM Stereo (Paco) 101 Oct. 

TEST EQUIPMENT
Combo Test Set (Labato) 57 Dec. 
Hi-Fi Testing (Harrison) Part 1—Harmonic Distortion Analyzer 74 Dec. 
Min-O-Scope, Build the (Schauers) 30 Aug. 
Probe, Build the Transinjector (Henry) 90 Aug. 
Receiver—Universal Test Instrument (Garner) 46 Dec. 
Test Instruments (Harrison) 80 July. 
Tube Tester (Parts 1-2) 30 Aug. 
Checking for Shorts and for Noise 80 Aug. 
Magnetic Conductance and Other Tests 57 Sept. 
Bridges (Parts 1-2) 41 Dec. 
Present-Day Applications 98 Nov. 
Test Speaker, Experimenter’s (Louis) 97 Aug. 

THEORY
Amplifiers, Magnetic (Gilmore) 71 July. 
Electric Power (Zuckerman) 51 Nov. 
Hi-Fi Testing (Harrison) Part 1—Harmonic Distortion Analyzer 74 Dec. 
Ionized Air and Human Health (Locke) 41 Sept. 
Load Line Story (After Class Feature) (Harris) 94 Nov. 
Load Speakers, Living with (Milder) 48 Oct. 
Meters (Gilmore) 73 Sept. 
Microphone, Inside Hi-Fi (Marshall) 55 July. 
Part 1 55 Aug. 
Part 2 55 Aug. 
Printed-Circuit Primer (Gilmore) 44 Nov. 
Pulse Modulation (Kondo) 53 Oct. 
Soldier, How and Why of (After Class Feature) (Garner) 67 Aug. 
Test Instruments (Harrison) 80 July. 
Tube Tester (Parts 1-2) 30 Aug. 
Checking for Shorts and for Noise 80 Aug. 
Magnetic Conductance and Other Tests 57 Sept. 
Bridges (Parts 1-2) 41 Dec. 
Present-Day Applications 98 Nov. 
Test Speaker, Experimenter’s (Louis) 97 Aug. 

TRANSISTORS
Amplifier, Earphone Booster (Garner) 46 July. 
Burglar Alarm, Electronic (Duda) 82 July. 
Carrier-Sender Sentinel (Patrick) 84 Sept. 
Converter, Mobile Short-Wave (S'anley) 57 Oct. 
Current Reversing Rectifier (Patrick) 86 Dec. 
Meter, Field Strength (Keller) 69 Sept. 
Power Supply (Shaughnessy) 48 Nov. 
Radio, One-Transistor Pocket (Nelsen) 43 July. 
Transistor Topics (Garner) 84 July. 
Transistorized Watch 84 Dec. 
Vibrator Substitute (Gainer) 64 Oct.
FEATURE ARTICLES

Audible Ball for the Blind ........................................ 82 May
Bone Mending, Electronics Checks (Busse) ............... 46 May
Carl and Jerry (Frye)
103 Jan., 96 Feb., 89 Mar., 98 Apr., 107 May, 99 June
Castro's Radio Voice (Stanbury) ...................... 52 Mar.
Connections are Important (Kyle) ...................... 73 June
Curves (Harrison) ................................................. 63 Mar.
Dials and Nameplates, Make Your Own (Friedman) ... 59 Apr.
DX'ing on the Bonus Band (Kneitel) .................. 55 Feb.
Electron Chemistry (Ebel) ....................................... 72 Mar.
English-Language Voices from Europe (West) ........ 41 Jan.
Flip-Flop Circuits (Sienkiewicz) ...................... 59 Mar.
Flip-Flop Computer (Sienkiewicz) .................... 72 Apr.
Fly Safely, They'll (Gilmor) ............................. 41 June
Getting Peak CB Performance (Strippell) ............ 58 May
Ham Antenna Tower, Guying Tips for (Dar) ........ 52 Jan.
Ham's World, It's a (ARRL) ................................. 79 Feb.
Hi-Fi Fan "Rolls His Own" (Cory) .................. 31 Jan.
Hi-Fi Speakers, Mounting ....................................... 54 Feb.
Hi-Fi Testing (Parts 2 and 3) (Harrison) ............... 63 Jan.
Intermodulation Distortion Analyzer .................. 63 Jan.
Square-Wave Generator ........................................ 68 Feb.
Infrared (Caringella) ............................................ 41 Feb.
Laser, Introducing the (Gilmor) ....................... 50 Feb.
Lightning (Zuckerman) ......................................... 59 Jan.
Newark Airport Tower (Haas) ........................ 72 Jan.
Noise that Banishes Pain (Fowler) ................... 47 Jan.
On the Grid (Sinclair) ........................................... 66 Feb.
Ping-Pong Stereo (Whyte) ............................... 56 Mar.
QSL, The ABC's of the (Bennett) .................. 78 Jan.
Quiz, Vacuum Tube (Bolin) .................................... 59 Feb.
Radar Explores the Moon (Gilmor) ................. 41 May
Radar Waves, Danger of (Gilmor) ................... 41 Mar.
Radio Swan (Kneitel) ........................................... 52 Mar.
Robot Lawn Mower ............................................. 110 Jan.
Roll-Away Nose Cone .......................................... 73 May
Roundrood Puzzle (Kindler) ............................. 84 Jan.
Semiconductor Diode (Kyle) ............................ 88 May
Space Electronics, Introducing (Ferrall) ............. 64 Apr.
Speed Mail, Electronic (Gilmor) ...................... 41 Apr.
Tape Decks for Stereo (Flanagan) .................. 48 May
Tape Speeds—Then and Now (Flanagan) ............ 67 June
Titos II, Tilting ................................................ 60 Feb.
Toscanini in Stereo (Flanagan) ....................... 62 May
Tuned Circuits, Explaining (Harris) .................. 64 May
TV Test Patterns, Interpreting (Locke) .............. 59 June
Zener Diode (Shagunnessy) ............................. 76 June

HI-FI, STEREO AND AUDIO

Amplifier, Direct-Coupled (Keros) ......................... 46 Mar.
Connections Are Important (Kyle) ................... 73 June
Curves (Harrison) ................................................. 63 Mar.
FM Listening, Private (Trauffer) .................... 62 Apr.
Hi-Fi Fan "Rolls His Own" (Cory) .................. 51 Jan.
Hi-Fi Showcase .................................................. 12 Jan., 28 Feb., 22 Mar., 14 Apr., 14 May, 18 June
Hi-Fi Testing (Parts 2 and 3) (Harrison) ............ 63 Jan.
Intermodulation Distortion Analyzer .................. 63 Jan.
Square-Wave Generator ....................................... 68 Feb.
Ionovac, Introducing the .................................... 56 May
Mike Kit, First (CBS Electronics "Mark II") ........ 91 June
On the Grid (Sinclair) ........................................... 66 Feb.
Personal Portables, Big Sound from (Pugh) ........ 49 Apr.
Piezoelectric Vibrators (Garner) ...................... 85 Apr.
Ping-Pong Stereo (Whyte) ............................... 56 Mar.
Speakers, High-Compliance (Anderson) ............ 68 May
Speakers for Stereo, Low-Cost .......................... 80 Apr.
Speakers, Mounting .............................................. 54 Feb.
Sweet Sixteen (Kyle) ............................................ 55 Jan.

June, 1961

Sweet Sixteen, More About .................................. 58 Apr.
Tape Decks for Stereo (Flanagan) .................... 48 May
Tape Speeds—Then and Now (Flanagan) ............ 67 June
Toscanini in Stereo (Flanagan) ....................... 62 May
Tuner, AM/FM Stereo (Heath) ....................... 78 Feb.
Tuner Kits Come of Age ..................................... 56 June
Tweeter, Sweeter with a (Kyle) ...................... 55 Apr.

PRODUCT REPORTS

CB Heathkit (GW-10) ........................................... 90 Apr.
CB Under $100 (Lafayette HE-20) ................... 67 Jan.
Flexifermor (Superior Electric) ..................... 62 Feb.
Ionovac, Introducing the (DuKane) .................. 56 May
Line Voltage, Vary that (EICO 1073) ............... 81 May
Mike Kit, First (CBS Electronics "Mark III") ...... 91 June
Short-Wave Receiver, Selecting a .................... 75 Jan.
Speakers for Stereo, Low-Cost (Nordic, Realistic) 80 Apr.
Tuner, AM/FM Stereo (Heath AJ-10) .......... 78 Feb.
Tuner Kits Come of Age (Scott, Harman-Kardon) ... 56 June

TEST EQUIPMENT

Hi-Fi Testing (Parts 2 and 3) (Harrison) ............ 63 Jan.
Intermodulation Distortion Analyzer .................. 63 Jan.
Square-Wave Generator ....................................... 68 Feb.
R.F. Probe Pups up VTVM (Frantz) .................. 77 May
Transistor Tester, In-Circuit (Henry) ............... 75 Feb.
Vary that line Voltage (EICO 1073) .................. 81 May

THEORY

Bone Mending, Electronics Checks (Busse) ........... 46 May
Curves (Harrison) ................................................. 63 Mar.
Flip-Flop Circuits (Sienkiewicz) .................... 59 Mar.
Flip-Flop Computer (Sienkiewicz) .................... 72 Apr.
Heart, Listen to Your (Lininger) ..................... 47 June
Hi-Fi Testing (Parts 2 and 3) (Harrison) ............ 63 Jan.
Intermodulation Distortion Analyzer .................. 63 Jan.
Square-Wave Generator ....................................... 68 Feb.
Infrared (Caringella) ............................................ 41 Feb.
Laser, Introducing the (Gilmor) ...................... 50 Feb.
Noise that Banishes Pain (Fowler) ................... 47 Jan.
Radar Explores the Moon (Gilmor) .................. 41 May
Radar Waves, Danger of (Gilmor) ................... 41 Mar.
Semiconductor Diode, (Kyle) ........................... 88 May
Tuned Circuits, Explaining (Harris) ................. 64 May
TV Test Patterns, Interpreting (Locke) .............. 59 June
Zener Diode (Shagunnessy) ............................. 76 June

TRANSISTORS

CB Channel Spotter (Stoner) .............................. 90 Jan.
Computer, Flip-Flop (Sienkiewicz) .................. 72 Apr.
Fish Caller, Electronic (Bucher) ...................... 74 June
Flip-Flop Circuits (Sienkiewicz) .................... 59 Mar.
Intercom, 3-Way (Sienkiewicz) ....................... 52 May
Ionovac, Transistorized (Latorer) .................... 54 June
Mounting Tips ................................................... 80 May
Oscillator, Code Practice (Shmigelski) .............. 102 Jan.
Personal Portables, Big Sound from (Pugh) ........ 69 Apr.
Radiation Detector (Pugh) .............................. 83 Jan.
Tester, In-Circuit (Henry) ............................... 75 Feb.
Transdiap (Aurick) .............................................. 70 May
Transistor Saver (Lang) ....................................... 90 June
Transistor Topics (Garner) ............................... 90 June

80 Jan., 84 Feb., 85 May, 82 Apr., 102 May, 96 June
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July-Dec., 1961

AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL

Across the Ham Bands (Brier).......................... 93 July
How to Pass General Class Code Test.................... 93 July
Your Antenna System........................................ 59 Aug.
75-Watt Phone/C.W. Transmitter Kit
(Hallicrafters HT-40K).................................... 75 Sept.
EICO 723 Transmitter Kit................................ 75 Oct.
DX'ing and the Sun.......................................... 79 Nov.
How to Develop C.W. Operating Skill..................... 73 Dec.
Antenna Coupler, Wide-Range (Brier).................... 61 Aug.
BBS—Black Box Special (Borbee)........................ 76 Nov.
Compaqtron V.H.F. Receiver (Dorris).................... 45 Sept.
Electronics Enthusiasts in Compactron V.H.F. Receiver (Dorris) 45 Sept.
Antenna Field Strength Meter, Sensitive (Friedman).... 51 July
How to Become a Ham (Stoner)............................ 89 July
How to Talk to Non-Hams (Ebel).......................... 76 Nov.
Hybrid Cathode Modulator (Kaiser)....................... 56 Sept.
Low-Pass Filter Reduces TVI (Brier)..................... 80 Nov.
Monitor Meter (Friedman).................................. 53 Sept.
Root Hopper (Smith).................................. 47 Dec.
Questions and Answers.................................... 99 July
De luxe Receiver for SWL’s (National NC-190)........ 64 Sept.
The Good Old Days........................................ 73 Oct.
More Questions and Answers.............................. 86 Nov.
DX’ing the VOA Amateur Radio Program................ 81 Dec.
Signal Booster, Improved (Brier)........................ 76 Oct.
Six Meters and Mobile (Buckwalter)..................... 47 July
SWL Antenna (Masley SWL-7)............................. 87 July
SWL/QSL Bureau........................................ 32 Dec.
VFO, Simple, Stable (Brier).............................. 74 Dec.

CITIZENS BAND RADIO

Add a Squelch to the CB-1 (Hawbaker).................. 55 Nov.
CB Goes on TV.............................................. 48 Nov.
Cubical Quad for CB (Ort)................................ 79 July
 Corrections................................................................ 110 Sept.
Equipment Catalog........................................ 79 Aug.
Part 19 Transmitters and Transceivers.................. 79 Aug.
Antennas....................................................... 88 Aug.
Special Attachments........................................ 91 Aug.
Microphones.................................................. 91 Aug.
Crystals......................................................... 92 Aug.
Test Equipment................................................ 93 Aug.
Part 15 Transceivers........................................ 94 Aug.

Noise Eliminator............................................. 97, 99
FCC Report (Tall)........................................... 10 July, 3 Sept., 1 Nov.
Knack of Buying CB Equipment (Griggs)................ 29 Aug.
On the Citizens Band (Kettel)............................ 85 July
SWR/Power Meter for CB (Lee)........................... 61 July

CONSTRUCTIC & PROJE'TS

Adapter for VTVM Leads (Tal)............................ 68 Sept.
Amplifier, Starved Circuit (Fergus)..................... 69 July
Antenna Coupler, Wide-Range (Brier).................... 61 Aug.
Antenna, FM Power Lead (Trauffer)...................... 64 July
Antenna Tips.................................................. 50 Aug.
Audio Pack (Stoll)........................................... 61 Dec.
BBS—Block Box Special (Borbee)........................ 76 Dec.
Bigger Bass from Broadcast Sets (Deck)................ 72 Dec.
Bi-Slave for AG-1’s (Goss)................................ 67 Nov.
Cortridge Tester, Fly Swatter Becomes Triangular... 64 Nov.
Cathode Modulator, Hybrid (Kaiser)..................... 56 Sept.
Compaqtron FM Tuner/Receiver (Hattie I).............. 45 Aug.
Compaqtron V.H.F. Receiver (Dorris).................... 45 Sept.
Cubical Quad for CB (Orr).................................. 79 July
Corrections................................................... 110 Sept.
Do-Re-Mi, Electronic (Patrick).......................... 61 Oct.
Electroacoustic, Electronic (Wilenry).................. 68 Oct.
Field Strength Meter, Sensitive (Friedman)............. 51 July
Glow Light, Flea-Power (Pugh).......................... 49 Nov.
Headphone “Ear Saver” (Brier)............................ 95 July
Light Control for Battery-Powered Toys (Patrick)...... 65 Sept.
Low-Pass Filter Reduces TVI (Brier)..................... 80 Nov.
Machine Gun, Electronic (Patrick)....................... 58 Dec.
Mikes From Loma Sockets (Trauffer)..................... 38 Oct.
Monitor Meter (Friedman).................................. 53 Sept.
P.A. System, Transistorized (Garnet)..................... 54 Aug.
Power A’ Plenty (Mariner)................................ 71 Nov.
Radiation Detector (Mandeville)........................ 45 Nov.
Radio Doubles as Intercom (Patrick)...................... 62 Nov.
Restorer (Sanders).......................................... 49 Oct.
Root Hopper (Smith)...................................... 47 Dec.
Salt Water Powers One-Transistor Radio (Martini)...... 64 Oct.
Signal Booster, Improved (Brier)........................ 76 Oct.
Signal Generator, Fixed Frequency (Sury)................ 76 July
Six Meters and Mobile (Buckwalter)..................... 47 July
Speaker System, Space-Saver (Weems)................... 72 July
Stereo Testing Made Easy (Ogur)........................ 70 Oct.
SWR/Power Meter for CB (Lee)........................... 61 July
Test, Universal Workshop (Parker)..................... 57 July
Trans-Filter (Frantz)....................................... 63 Aug.
VFO, Simple, Stable (Brier).............................. 74 Dec.
Voltmeter, A.C. Transistorized (Frantz)............... 72 Sept.
Voltmeter, Expanded-Scale (Zachary).................... 51 Aug.
VTVM Adapter for Multimeters ( Hoffeld)............... 54 July
Whirly-Gig (Martini)...................................... 70 Dec.

DEPARTMENTS


POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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FCC Report (Tell) .................................. 10 July, 10 Sept., 16 Nov.
On the Citizens Band (Kneitel) ......................... 85 July
(Strippel) 98 Aug., 69 Sept., 60 Oct., 75 Nov., 64 Dec.
Space Electronics (Ferrell) ......................... 82 July, 70 Sept.

FEATURE ARTICLES
Analog Computers, Introduction to (Sienkiewicz) .... 65 Dec.
Black Boxes for CD (Gilmore) ........................ 41 Aug.
Blueprints, Cooking Up Your Own (Wright) ......... 60 Sept.
Capacitance (Balin) ..................................... 62 Aug.
Carl and Jerry (Frey) ..................................... 102 July, 103 Aug., 83 Sept., 82 Oct., 90 Nov., 82 Dec.
CB Equipment Catalog ................................ 79 Aug.
CB Equipment, The Knock of Buying (Griggs) ...... 69 Aug.
CB Goes on TV ........................................... 48 Nov.
Crossword Puzzle (Windsor) .......................... 88 Nov.
Dr. Lee DeForest: Then There Were 3 ................ 6 Sept.
Electroluminescence (Pugh) ............................ 41 Nov.
Electronics Enthusiasts in the U.S.S.R. (Hannah) .. 41 Oct.
Electrostats Under the Hood (Busse) ................. 46 Oct.
English-Language Volcas from the Orient (West) .... 41 July
Hamrobbing with Harbaugh (Harbaugh) ............. 49 Aug., 77 Sept., 60 Dec.
How to Become a Ham (Stoner) ........................ 89 July
Operation Telephone 1965 (Gilmore) ................ 41 Sept.
Pedicoumeter (Cipnic) .................................. 66 Nov.
Quiz, Diode (Balin) ...................................... 88 July
Quiz, Electronic Analog (Balin) ....................... 59 Nov.
Quiz, Inductance (Balin) ................................ 59 Sept.
Quiz, Oscilloscope (Balin) ............................. 78 Oct.
Quiz, Voltage (Balin) .................................... 69 Dec.
Radar Speed Trap Detector (Ferrell & Flanagan) .... 49 Sept.
Record Players, What Can You Tell Me About ....... (Flanagan) 53 Oct.
Spray Can Short Cuts (Murray) ........................ 78 Sept.
Transistors in Hi-Fi (Flanagan) ....................... 65 July
Turntable Kits Grow Up—Big (Ferrell) .............. 51 Dec.
Ultronics—Successes of Silent Sound (Gilmore) .... 41 Dec.
Winners, Meet the ..................................... 70 Nov.

December, 1961

HI-FI/STereo AND AUDIO
Amplifier, Starved-Circuit (Burgess) .................. 69 July
Audio Pack (Louis) .................................... 61 Dec.
Bigger Bass from Broadcast Sets (Decker) .......... 72 Dec.
Cartridge Tester, Fly Swatter Becomes (Trauffer) ... 64 Nov.
FM Table Radio Turns Tuner (Trauffer) ............... 62 Sept.
Headset on a Budget, Stereo (Disscoll) ......... 65 Nov.
Heat Wave, Hi-Fi (Welch) ................................ 52 Nov.
Speaker System, Space-Saver (Weems) .............. 72 July
Stereo-itis (Cullen) .................................... 78 Nov.
Stereo Testing Made Easy (Ogur) ...................... 70 Oct.
Transistors in Hi-Fi (Flanagan) ....................... 65 July
Turntable Grow Up—Big (Ferrell) ...................... 51 Dec.

PRODUCT REPORTS
Receiver for SWL's, De luxe (National NC-190) .... 64 Sept.
SWL Antenna (Mosley SWL-7) ......................... 87 July
Transmitter Kit, 75-Watt Phone/C.W. (Hallcrafters HT-40K) 75 Sept.
Transmitter Kit (EICO 723) ......................... 75 Oct.
Turntable Grow Up—Big (Ferrell) ...................... 51 Dec.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Cartridge Tester, Fly Swatter Becomes (Trauffer) .... 64 Nov.
Field Strength Meter, Sensitive (Friedman) ........ 51 July
Signal Generator, Fixed Frequency (Sury) ........... 76 July
Stereo Testing Made Easy (Ogur) ....................... 70 Oct.
Tester, Universal Workshop (Parker) ................. 57 July
Voltmeter, Expanded-Scale (Zachary) ............... 51 Aug.

TRANSISTORS
A.C. Transistorized Voltmeter (Franz) ................. 72 Sept.
Audio Pack (Louis) .................................... 61 Dec.
BB-B Black Box Special (Barbee) ...................... 76 Dec.
Bi-Slave for AG-1's (Goss) ........................... 67 Nov.
Cathode Modulator, Hybrid (Kaiser) .................. 56 Sept.
De-Re-Ml, Electronic (Patrick) ........................ 61 Oct.
Field Strength Meter, Sensitive (Friedman) ....... 51 July
GLow Light, Flea-Power (Pugh) ....................... 49 Nov.
Light Control for Battery Powered Toys (Patrick) ... 65 Sept.
Radar Speed Trap Detector (Ferrell & Flanagan) ... 49 Sept.
Radiation Detector (Mandeville) ...................... 45 Nov.
Radio Daubies as Intercom (Patrick) .................. 62 Nov.
Roof Hooper (Smith) .................................... 47 Dec.
Salt Water Powers One-Transistor Radio [Martin] ... 64 Oct.
Signal Generator, Fixed-Frequency (Sury) ............ 76 July
Trans-Filter (Franz) .................................... 63 Aug.
Transistors in Hi-Fi (Flanagan) ....................... 65 July
Whirly-Gig [Martin] .................................... 70 Dec.
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INDEX TO VOLUME 16
Jan.—June, 1962

AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL
Across the Ham Bands (Brier) .................................. 75 Jan.
How To Get More QSO’s Per CQ ................................. 75 Feb.
Heath HX-11 Transmitter ........................................ 79 Mar.
Molay CM-1 Receiver ........................................... 63 Apr.
A Ward to Citizens’ Band ‘‘Hams’’ ................ Emory M-QD ...................................................... 73 June
Control for Low-Power Stations (Brier) ....................... 83 May
CPO, Loud-Speaking (Robbins) .............................. 77 Apr.
CW Selectivity, Improving (Brier) ........................... 77 Feb.
DX’ing the Broadcast Band (Stanbury) ....................... 69 Feb.
430 and Down (Hatfield) ..................................... 46 Mar.
Ground-Plane Antenna, 15-Meter (Brier) ................ 64 Apr.
Language, You’ve Got To Know the (Kneitel) .......... 63 June
Milliwatt on 6 (Carolina) ...................................... 56 Feb.
NASA-136 (Lamb) .................................................. 39 June
Regen Receiver, One-Tube (Brier) ......................... 80 Mar.
RF Power Indicator, Poor Man’s (Zachary) ............... 55 Apr.
S-9’er (Lee) .......................................................... 47 Feb.
Short Wave for Beginners (Bennett) ......................... 52 Jan.
Short-Wave Monitor Certificate Application .............. 101 Jan., 103 Mar., 84 Apr., 105 May, 84 June
Short-Wave Report (Bennett) ................................. Q-Multiplier and Receiver Kits .............................. 81 Jan.
What Kind of DX’er Are You? ............................. 81 Feb.
What Are the Facts About Radio Swan? ..................... 77 Mar.
Stations Behind the Iron Curtain ............................. 83 Apr.
Short-Wave Stations of Guatemala ......................... 85 May
With the Clubs ...................................................... 83 June
Sidebander, Simple (Smith) .................................... 53 June
Signal Monitor (Browning) ..................................... 51 May
Sun Jenny (Parker) ................................................. 59 May
‘‘10-8’’ De Luxe (Smith) ........................................ 41 Jan.
Transmitter, High-Performance (Brier) ..................... 76 Jan.

CITIZENS BAND RADIO
Call-Signs, New-Style CB ....................................... 34 Mar.
Car’s Eye for CB-1 (Newton and Barnett) ................. 97 Apr.
CB Radio—Canadian Style .................................... 91 June
CQ DX-11 (Moore) ............................................... 81 Apr.
FCC Report (Tall) ................................................. 8 Jan., 10 Mar., 8 May
Gabble Killer ....................................................... 41 Apr.
On the Citizens Band (Strippe) ............................. 69 Jan., 73 Feb., 58 Mar., 81 Apr., 77 May, 79 June
Regency CB-27 Ranks High ................................... 50 May
RF Power Indicator, Poor Man’s (Zachary) .............. 55 Apr.

CONSTRUCTION TIPS
AM Receivers, Scouping up (Smith) ......................... 92 Feb.
Capacitor Stabilizes Solar Cell (Turner) ................... 68 Mar.
Carillon, Pint-Sized (Trauffer) ................................ 34 Apr.
Car’s Eye for CB-1 (Newton and Barnett) ................. 97 Apr.
FM Listening, Add ‘‘Realism’’ to (Trauffer) .............. 33 Mar.
Hi-Fi Hints ......................................................... 59 Feb.
Leg Tips, Tips on (Comstock) ................................ 99 May
Mike for ‘‘Big Ear’’ (Trauffer) ............................... 51 Jan.
Mikes, Call-Card Your (Blechman) ......................... 50 May
Old Player, New Speed (Stillwell) ......................... 87 May
Picture Frame Mounts Gristle Cloth (Goss) .............. 64 May
Plastics, Please (Jeff) ........................................... 54 May
Power Supply for Transistor Radio, External (Cerrato) 28 Feb.
Resistance Box, More Uses for (Elliott) ................. 102 Mar.
Speeds Are Their Specialty (Aage) ....................... 75 June
Why Tune By Ear? (Carlucci) ............................... 54 Jan.
Workshop Tips .................................................... 62 Feb.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Audio Breadboard ................................................. 49 Jan.
Aunt Minnie, Introducing (Barbee) ......................... 52 Feb.
Central for Low-Power Stations (Brier) .................... 83 May
CPQ, Loud-Speaking (Robbins) ............................ 77 Apr.
CW Selectivity, Improving (Brier) ......................... 77 Feb.
Diode Checker, Automatic (Sueker) ....................... 49 June
Drainpipe 8, Clean Sound from (Weems) ................. 59 June
Electronic Banjo—Revisited (Garner) ....................... 71 Mar.
Emily—Robots with One-Track Mind (Dickman) .... 41 Mar.
Expanded Scale Voltmeter, Improved (Zachary) ....... 51 Mar.
Flood Life Shelter (Gephart) ................................ 61 Jan.
430 and Down (Hatfield) ...................................... 46 May
Gabble Killer (Smith) ........................................... 41 Apr.
Ground-Plane Antenna, 15-Meter (Brier) ................. 64 Apr.
Hang an Electronic Picture (Buss) ......................... 67 May
Hybrid Receiver—For the Locals (Robbins) .............. 74 Apr.
Idiot Lights Out—Meters In (Carolina) ............. 59 May
Imp Sleuth (Trauffer) ......................................... 65 May
In-Car FM for MPL (Robson) ................................. 55 Jan.
Junior’s Portable (Patrick) ................................... 60 Feb.
Magic Matrix (Garner) ......................................... 55 Mar.
Micro-Master (Marriner) ...................................... 61 May
Milliwatt on 6 (Carolina) ..................................... 56 Feb.
Mini-Mono/Stereo (Wortman) ............................... 56 May
Mood Lighter (Parker) ......................................... 51 June
N-C Charger (Friedman) ...................................... 51 Apr.
NASA-136 (Lamb) ................................................. 39 June
Power Supply, TD (Turner) .................................... 72 Jan.
Printed-Circuit P.A. (Frontz) ................................. 67 Apr.
Q-D Tester (Burek) ............................................... 89 Feb.
Regen Receiver, One-Tube (Brier) ......................... 80 Mar.
RF Power Indicator, Poor Man’s (Zachary) ............... 55 Apr.
S-9’er (Lee) .......................................................... 47 Feb.
Sensor-Matic (Hughes) .......................................... 63 Feb.
Sidebander, Simple (Smith) .................................... 53 June
Signal Monitor (Browning) .................................... 51 May
Soundliner (Boston) ............................................. 69 May
Squarer (Calvert) .................................................. 58 Jan.
Stereo Sixteen Plus Four (Kyle) ............................. 45 Jan.
Sun Jenny (Parker) ............................................... 59 May
Tape Recorder, De Luxe Your Portable (Blechman) .... 69 June
Tape/Sub-Synchronizer (Petersen) ......................... 46 May
‘‘10-8’’ De Luxe (Smith) ........................................ 41 Jan.
Transistor Controls Temperature (Ioppaloto) .......... 46 Apr.
Transistor Substitution Box (Wortman) .................. 79 May
Transistor Tester, Experimenter’s (Carolina) ......... 71 May
Transistorized Power Flash (Kyle) ......................... 66 Feb.
Transmitter, High-Performance (Brier) ................. 76 Jan.
Uncle Tim, Introducing (Rosner) ......................... 53 Feb.

DEPARTMENTS
Across the Ham Bands (Brier) ................................. 75 Jan., 75 Feb., 79 Mar., 63 Apr., 81 May, 73 June
Carl and Jerry (Frye) ........................................ 82 Jan., 82 Feb., 83 Mar., 87 Apr., 88 May, 85 June

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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American FM, What's Wrong with (Angus)......................... 45 June
Audimeter, Quick-Check (Kutschbach)......................... 93 Jan.
Bypass Capacitor, Getting To know the (Doyle)........... 91 Jan.
Carl and Jerry (Frey)........................................... 82 Jan., 82 Feb., 83 Mar., 87 Apr., 88 May, 85 June
Crossword Puzzle .................................................. 60 Jan., 70 Mar.
Deutsche Mark for Your Thoughts (Kutschbach)........... 78 May
DX'ing the Broadcast Band (Stanbury)......................... 69 Feb.
Electronics Schools (Lenk)...................................... 61 Jan., 62 Feb., 63 Mar., 64 Apr., 65 May
Eye' for Small-Boot Skippers .................................. 58 June
Fingertip Buds Light Space ...................................... 78 May
Hamobabbling with Marbaugh (Marbaugh).................... 74 Jan., 91 Mar., 66 Apr., 67 June
Language, You've Got To know the (Kneitel)................. 63 June
Music To Work By (Mandell).................................... 72 May
Plastics, Please (Leff).......................................... 54 May
POP'tronics News Scope........................................... 6 Jan., 6 Feb., 6 Mar., 6 Apr., 6 May
Quiz (Balin)......................................................... 54 Mar.
Capacitor Function ................................................ 82 June
Call Function ....................................................... 82 June
Electronic Unit .................................................... 71 May
Magnetic Phenomena ............................................... 72 Feb.
Resistor Function ................................................ 64 Jan.
Transformer......................................................... 73 Apr.
Radioactive Voice for the Northland ............................ 50 Apr.
Short Wave for Beginners (Bennett)........................... 52 Jan.
Transistor's Temperature, Taking Your (Fitchen)............ 65 Jan.
TV Screens, "Line Blender" for .................................. 71 Jan.
UHF-TV, Must We Have (Gilmore).............................. 41 May
Wordonics (Ambrose).............................................. 95 Jan.

HI-FI / STEREO AND AUDIO

American FM?, What's Wrong with (Angus)..................... 45 June
Audio Breadboard (Trauffer).................................... 49 Jan.
Aunt Minnie, Introducing (Barbe)............................... 52 Feb.
Carillon, Pint-Sized (Trauffer)................................ 54 Apr.
Drainpipe B, Clean Sound from (Weems)...................... 59 June
FM Listening, Add "Realism" to (Trauffer).................... 33 Mar.
HI-FI Hints .......................................................... 59 Feb.
HI-FI Showcase .................................................... 20 Jan., 14 Feb., 26 Mar., 22 Apr., 28 May.

June, 1962

PRODUCT REPORTS

Q-Multiplier and Receiver Kits (Heath HD-11 and GR-91).... 81 Jan.
Receiver (Mastey CM-1)........................................... 63 Apr.
Regal Sound from Regal 300 Kit (Electro-Voice)............ 82 Mar.
Regency CB-27 Ranks High ...................................... 50 Mar.
Sounds You Didn’t Hear (Fairchild "Comander")............. 81 June
Tender Touch (Rek-O-Kut "Auto-Parse")....................... 46 June
Transmitter (Heathkit SX-11).................................... 79 Mar.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Diode Checker, Automatic (Sucker).............................. 49 June
Expanded Scale Voltmeter, Improved (Zachary).............. 51 Mar.
Imp Sleuth (Traiano)............................................. 65 May
Micro-Master (Marriner)........................................ 61 May
Q-D Tester (Burek)................................................ 89 Feb.
RF Power Indicator, Poor Man’s (Zachary).................... 55 Apr.
Signal Monitor (Brownings)..................................... 51 May
Transistor Tester, Experimenters’ (Caringella).............. 71 Apr.

TRANSISTORS

Audio Breadboard (Trauffer).................................... 49 Jan.
CPO, Loud-Speaking (Robbins)................................ 77 Apr.
Electronic Bonzo—Revised (Garner)............................ 71 Mar.
Emily—Robot with One-Track Mind (Dickman)................. 41 Mar.
Hybrid Receiver—for the Locals (Robbins).................... 74 Apr.
Imp Sleuth (Traiano)............................................. 65 May
Junior’s Portable (Patrick)..................................... 60 Feb.
Micro-Master (Marriner)........................................ 61 May
Power Supply, TD (Turner)...................................... 72 Jan.
Printed-Circuit P. A. (Franz)................................ 67 Apr.
Q-D Tester (Burek)................................................ 89 Feb.
Signal Monitor (Brownings)..................................... 51 May
Sun Jenny (Parker)................................................ 59 May
Tape/Slide Synchronizer (Petersen)............................ 46 May
Transistor Controls Temperature (Ippolito)................... 46 Apr.
Transistor Substitution Box (Wortman)........................ 79 May
Transistor Tester, Experimenters’ (Caringella).............. 71 Apr.
Transistor Topics (Garner)...................................... 78 Jan., 78 Feb., 74 Mar., 78 Apr., 74 May.
Transistorized Power Flash (Kyle).............................. 66 Feb.
Transistor’s Temperature, Taking Your (Fitchen)............ 65 Jan.
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AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL
Across the Ham Bands (Brier).............................. 74 July
SWL "Souvenir Hunters" and QSL Cards................. 74 July
How To Increase Your DX Score.......................... 63 Aug.
"Six and Two" for the Newcomer.......................... 75 Sept.
Tuning In SSB Signals................................... 75 Nov.
WRL "Meteor" SB-175 Transmitter......................... 81 Dec.
All-American Five Goes CPO (Hall)........................ 46 Dec.
Base-Insulating Your Vertical (Pyle)....................... 66 Dec.
Crystal Filter, Receiver (Brier).......................... 76 Nov.
DX the World's Weather (Blass)......................... 50 Aug.
Every Day From 108 to 132 (Greenberg)............... 41 Nov.
Field Strength Meter (Brier).............................. 82 Dec.
First Rig for the "Plan Ahead" Novice.................... 58 Sept.
Folded Dipoles (McLaughlin)......................... 54 Dec.
Frequency Calibrator, Compacton (Brier).............. 75 July
Ham in the Making (Hutchison).......................... 62 Oct.
Hare Gall, Will Call (Moore)............................ 54 Aug.
Modulator for the Ex-Novice (Brier)..................... 64 Aug.
One for the Road (Burgens).............................. 44 July
Preampifier for "Lazy" Crystals (Chapel).............. 57 Dec.
RFD-100 (Smith)........................................... 57 Nov.
Short-Wave Report (Bennett).................................. 81 July, 75 Dec.
POP'tronics "Mailbag"..................................... 81 July, 92 Aug.
Up-To-Date Schedule for VOA Program.................. 61 Sept.
DX Alliansen.............................................. 83 Oct.
SWL "Field Day" Listening Teams......................... 81 Nov.
Skeptic Squashing (Geraci)................................ 57 Oct.
SWL/QLS Bureau........................................... 113 Oct.
Transceiver for 6 (Robbins)............................. 45 Aug.
TVI Filters, Simple (Brier)................................ 77 Sept.
2-Tube, 2-Meter Superregen (Green)................... 65 Oct.
Vertical Antenna, "Shortened" (Brier).................... 73 Oct.
World-Wide Newscasts, Directory of (West)............ 53 Sept.

CITIZENS BAND RADIO
CB Rig Doubles As PA System (Kuehn).................... 59 Sept.
CB Sam Was Careful (Moore)............................. 78 July
Courier 1 Has Many Extras.................................. 66 Sept.
Equipment Directory
Part 19 Transmitters and Transceivers.................. 69 Aug.
Microphones............................................... 81 Aug.
Station Accessories...................................... 83 Aug.
Antenna Check List...................................... 88 Aug.
Hand-Held Transceivers................................... 90 Aug.
FCC Report (Toll)......................................... 10 July, 8 Sept., 8 Nov.
More "Tower To You" (Moore)............................ 62 Dec.
New Form for CB (Sienkiewicz)........................... 55 Aug.
(Spinello).................................................. 70 Dec.
Vocaline Commaire PT-27.................................. 64 Oct.

CONSTRUCTION
Add Vitamin "L" to "Starved Circuit" (Andersen)....... 74 Nov.
All-American Five Goes CPO (Hall)...................... 46 Dec.
Aural Continuity Checker (Hasfield).................... 63 Dec.
Auto Radio Controls, Add-On (Davidson)................ 56 Nov.
Back-Seat Music Makers (van Sutphin).................. 73 Sept.
Base-Insulating Your Vertical (Pyle).................... 66 Dec.
Blinky (Minor).............................................. 61 Dec.
CB Rig Doubles As PA System (Kuehn).................... 59 Sept.
Club Sandwich Reflex (Weems)............................ 51 Nov.
Coming or Going (Davidson)............................... 47 Dec.
Crystal Filter, Receiver (Brier).......................... 76 Nov.
Electronic Tuning Indicator, Add on, to Your
Heartkit AJ-31 (Vollane).................................. 55 Dec.
Field Strength Meter (Brier)......................... 82 Dec.
Fish Finder (Winklepleck)................................ 57 July
Folded Dipoles (McLaughlin)............................. 54 Dec.
440 Fork (Impostor & Broccoli)......................... 63 Sept.
14-83 (Tenen).............................................. 41 Oct.
Frequency Calibrator, Compacton (Brier).............. 75 July
Handset, Handy (Strand).................................. 52 Dec.
Inductive Reactance, "Seeing" (Pfenberg)................. 46 Sept.
Level with Your Mike (Trauffer)........................ 49 Nov.
Little Volter (Franz)...................................... 50 Nov.
Lodestar (Carlinga)........................................ 37 Sept.
Magnet, Master (Ford)..................................... 48 Sept.
Mello Monster (Dyvig)..................................... 47 Oct.
Modulator for the Ex-Novice (Brier)..................... 64 Aug.
Nite Light Dimming (Pugh)............................... 87 Oct.
One for the Road (Burgens).............................. 44 July
1-2-3 Totalizer (Reed).................................... 52 Aug.
Preamplifier for "Lazy" Crystals (Chapel).............. 57 Dec.
Radiation Fallout Monitor (Winklepleck)............... 37 July
RFD-100 (Smith)........................................... 57 Nov.
Smoocher Shaves with Smoother Current (Noonan)..... 43 July
Squawk Box, Test Bench (Trauffer)..................... 42 July
Stereo-Cam, Build the (Ogur)............................ 76 Oct.
Theremin, One-Armed (Mallord).......................... 59 Aug.
Transceiver for 6 (Robbins)............................. 45 Aug.
Transformer for D.C. (Richards).......................... 67 July
Traveling? Take Your Shaver With You (Robson)....... 83 July
Tremolo, Transistorized (Donkin)....................... 49 July
2-Tube, 2-Meter Superregen (Green)................... 65 Oct.
TVI Filters, Simple (Brier)................................ 77 Sept.
Vertical Antenna, "Shortened" (Brier).................... 73 Oct.
Whistle Switch (Left)..................................... 63 July

DEPARTMENTS
Across the Ham Bands (Brier)............................. 74 July, 63 Aug., 75 Sept., 72 Oct., 75 Nov., 81 Dec.
Carl and Jerry (Fyre)...................................... 85 July, 94 Aug., 88 Sept., 88 Oct., 84 Nov., 82 Dec.
Electronics Datebook
FCC Report (Toll).......................................... 10 July, 8 Sept., 8 Nov.
Hi-Fi Lab Check............................................ 43 Sept., 68 Oct., 70 Nov.
New Products
On the Citizens Band
Out of Tune.................................................. 12 Oct., 20 Nov.
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POPTronics News Scope


Short-Wave Report (Bennett)


Tips and Techniques


Transistor Topics (Garnett)


FEATURE ARTICLES

Beam on Wildlife (Valentiny)........................... 65 Dec.

Bionics—A World Wide (Gilmore)...................... 51 Oct.

Carl and Jerry Adventures (Type)

River Sniffer ......................................... 85 July

Electronic Eraser ...................................... 94 Aug.

Clinging Vine .......................................... 88 Sept.

Difference Detector ................................... 86 Oct.

Hello-o-o Thereel ...................................... 84 Nov.

Aiding an Instant ...................................... 83 Dec.

CB Sam Was Careful (Moore)......................... 78 July

Computers Can Think (Arndal)......................... 67 Sept.

Crossword Puzzle (Porten)............................ 74 Oct.

DX the World's Weather (Bliss)...................... 50 Aug.

Electronic Equipment, How to Photograph (Jagsul).... 72 Dec.

Every Day From 108 to 132 (Greenberg) ............ 41 Nov.

Flip Flap (Sinclair) .................................... 59 Dec.

Ham in the Making (Hutchison)....................... 62 Oct.

Have Gall, Will Call (Moore)......................... 54 Aug.

Hobnobbing with Harbaugh (Harbaugh)

I Was Just Looking .................................... 79 July

Office Monster ......................................... 58 Aug.

Correspondence Schools ............................... 80 Nov.

The Student ............................................ 74 Dec.

1 Kits You Not (Spinello) ............................ 92 Dec.

Little Hums of Hi-Fi (Harlow)....................... 47 Nov.

Look How They're Packaging Power (Joseph) ........ 41 Dec.

More 'Tower' To You (Moore) ......................... 62 Dec.

New Form for CB (Sienkiewicz)....................... 53 Aug.

POPTronics News Scope


Printed Circuits, First Aid For (Cady) .............. 53 July

Quizzes (Balin)

Electronic Coupling .................................. 80 July


Potentiometer ........................................ 86 Sept.

Electronic Quizoo .................................... 73 Oct.

Oscillator ............................................. 46 Nov.

Electronic Numbers .................................. 77 Dec.


Scrambled Line-Up (Kamen) ......................... 57 Aug.

Secret Keepers (Gilmore) ............................. 41 Aug.

Skeptic Squashing (Geraci) ......................... 57 Oct.

Solderless Banana Plug (Kutschbach) ............... 74 Sept.

Space Explorers, Third Eye for ..................... 84 July

Speakers Go Color-Caded (Nanas) ................... 56 Oct.

Transistors—Types and Techniques (Garan) ......... 64 Nov.

TV Kit, All About Conor ............................. 61 July

World Wide Newscasts, Directory of (West) ......... 53 Sept.

HI-FI/STEREO AND AUDIO

Auto Radio Controls, Add-On (Davidson) ............ 56 Nov.

Back-Seat Music Makers (van Sulphin) ............. 73 Sept.

Club Sandwich Reflex (Weems) ...................... 51 Nov.

Electronic Tuning Indicator, Add on, to Your

Heathkit AJ-31 (Vailone) ............................ 55 Dec.

440 Fork (Ippolito & Brocata) ...................... 63 Sept.

Hi-Fi Fundamentals .................................... 26 Dec.

Hi-Fi Lab Check

Fisher KM-60 FM Tuner StrataKit .................... 43 Sept.

Paco ST-26 FM Tuner/Amplifier Kit ................. 100 Sept.

EICO MX99 Multiplexer Autodaptor Kit .............. 68 Oct.

Scott LT-110 FM Tuner Kit .......................... 70 Oct.

Hamron-Kardon A50K Stereo Amplifier Kit .......... 70 Nov.

Heath AA-121 Power Amplifier Kit ................. 72 Nov.

Hi-Fi Showcase


Level with Your Mike (Trauffer) .................... 49 Nov.

Little Hums of Hi-Fi (Harlow) ...................... 47 Nov.

Mello Monster (Dyvig) ................................ 47 Oct.

P.A. System, CB Rig Doubles as (Kuehn) ........... 59 Sept.

Skeptic Squashing (Geraci) ......................... 57 Oct.

Speaker Kit, Slim Line ............................. 70 July

Speakers Go Color-Caded (Nanas) ................... 56 Oct.

Starved Circuit, Add Vitamin 'L' to (Anderson) .... 74 Nov.

Stereo-Cam, Build the (Quirr) ...................... 76 Oct.

Theremin, One-Armed (Millard) ..................... 59 Aug.

Tremolo, Transistorized (Donkie) ................... 49 July

PRODUCT REPORTS

Amplifier Kit, Stereo (Hamron-Kardon A50K) ....... 70 Nov.

Caurier 1 Has Many Extras (E.C.I.) ......... 66 Sept.

First Rig for the 'Plan Ahead' Novice

(Knight-Tig T-60) ..................................... 58 Sept.

Multiplexer Autodaptor Kit (EICO MX99) ....... 68 Oct.

Power Amplifier Kit (Heath AA-121) ............... 72 Nov.

Speaker Kit, Slim Line (Fisher KS-1) .............. 70 July

Tech-Lyte Kit (Zack Electronics) ................... 48 July

Transmitter (WRL) 'Meteor' SB-175 .................. 81 Dec.

Tuner/Amplifier Kit, FM (Paco ST-2) .............. 100 Sept.

Tuner, FM (Fisher KM-60 StrataKit) ............... 43 Sept.

Tuner Kit, FM (Scott LT-110) ....................... 70 Oct.

TV Kit, All About Con (Custom 70) ................. 61 July

Vocaline Commave PT-27 ............................. 64 Oct.

Wax to Watts, From 54 Aug.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Aural Continuity Checker (Hatfield) ............... 63 Dec.

440 Fork (Ippolito & Brocata) ...................... 63 Sept.

Frequency Calibrator, Compactron (Brier) ......... 75 July

Little Volter (Franz) .................................. 50 Nov.

Squawk Box, Test Bench (Trahuffer) ................. 42 July

TRANSISTORS

440 Fork (Ippolito & Brocata) ...................... 63 Sept.

14-82 (Tenen) ........................................ 41 Oct.

Lodestar (Caringella) .................................. 37 Sept.

Preamplifier for 'Lazy' Crystals (Chapel) ........... 57 Dec.

RF-100 (Smith) ........................................ 57 Nov.

Transformer for D.C. (Richards) ..................... 67 July


Transistors—Types and Techniques (Garan) ......... 64 Nov.

Tremolo, Transistorized (Donkie) ................... 49 July

Whistle Switch (Left) .................................. 63 July
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FEATURE ARTICLES

AMVER — RAMAC = RESCUE (Gibson) .................. 48 Jan.
Bargain Computer, From Surplus (Exelbyen) .......... 42 June
Breakthroughs ........................................... 41 June
Carli and Jerry Adventures (Frye) ....................... 85 Jan.
Succoring a Saraben ...................................... 92 Mar.
Slow Motion for Quick Action ............................ 89 Apr.
The Sucker ................................................ 90 May
Elementary Induction .................................... 52 June
Carla's Computer .......................................... 48 Apr.
CB Spree (Moore) ......................................... 50 Feb.
DX Awards ................................................. 70 Mar., 81 Apr., 86 May
Extra Fingers — Extra Hands (Garner) ................. 77 Apr.
Hobnailing with Marbach (Marbach) .................... 75 Apr.
5 Most Wanted Household Inventions ................. 91 Apr.
Interference, That Vile (Blechman) ..................... 77 Apr.
Interview with KNJNOB (Horbach) ...................... 82 Mar.
Littler Than Lilliput (Garner) ........................... 47 Mar.
Me Technician, You Engineer (Burke) .................. 55 Feb.
New Voice from Africa (Dexter) ........................ 69 June
News Operation “Assist” .................................. 54 June
Para-Kiting, Dawn of Human Antenna (Joseph) ..... 94 Feb.
Quizzes (Balin) ............................................. 44 Jan.
Measurement .............................................. 51 Feb.
Photo Album ............................................... 45 Mar.
Energy Conversion ........................................ 50 Apr.
Alphabet .................................................... 76 May
RC Circuit .................................................. 49 June
Robots, Our Heartless Friends (Holacy) ............... 39 May
Satellites, Eavesdropping on (Lomb) ................. 52 Feb.
Satellites on the Air ..................................... 76 June
South Vietnam's 40-Megacycle Intercom (Gonzalez) 41 Apr.
Tape Recorder, What To Do with (Hutchinson) ..... 60 Apr.
Tape Recorders, Buyers' Guide for Portable (Blechman) 67 Apr.
Transistor Tester Roundup (Louis) .................... 65 Jan.
Tube Family Tree (Garner) .............................. 45 May
Part 1 ..................................................... 73 June
Part 2 ..................................................... 41 Feb.
Wanted: Electronic Paul Revere (Nanos) ............ 41 Feb.
Yell From an XYL (KSAQO) ............................. 44 June

HI-FI/STEREO AND AUDIO

Audio Design Note: ½ Transistor Replaces Ther-
mister (Pugh) .............................................. 71 Jan.
Ceramic Tile Enclosure (Weems) ......................... 51 Apr.
Earpiece Bonanza, Surplus (Trautfer) ................. 72 Jan.
Hi-FI Lab Check .......................................... 71 Jan.
Fischer KK-200 Stereo Amplifier ....................... 57 Jan.
EICO ST-84 Stereo Preamplifier ....................... 68 Feb.
Lafayette 250A Stereo Preamplifier ................... 68 Mar.
HeartKit AA-21 Transistorized Stereo Amplifier .... 74 Apr.
KnightKit KG-12 Multiplex Adapter ................... 76 Apr.
Realistic 208 Integrated Stereo Amplifier ............ 71 May
Hi-Fi Showcase ........................................... 24 Jan., 84 Feb., 14 Mar., 12 Apr.
High-Gain, Low-Hum Module (Reed) .................. 34 May
Hi-Fi Shutoff (Wilensky) ................................ 50 June

Inductaphons, Build the (Car) .......................... 65 May
MPX, Build the (Oltis) .................................. 63 Apr.
Part 1 ..................................................... 69 May
Part 2 ..................................................... 60 May
On the Best Electronically (Bosman) ................. 69 May
Shoe Polish, and Don't Forget the (Weems) .......... 53 Mar.
Small Fry Stereo (Davidson) ........................... 45 Jan.
Speaker Kit, Foolproof (Scott Model SK-4) ......... 52 Mar.
Tape Recorder, What To Do With (Hutchinson) ..... 60 Feb.
Tape Recorders, Buyers' Guide for Portable (Blechman) 67 Apr.
"Tweasome" (Wortmar) .................................. 57 Feb.

PRODUCT REPORTS

CB at a Bargain: Knight Kit C-22 ...................... 64 May
CB Surprise Package (Olson RA-520 "Spotter") ..... 60 Jan.
Multiplex Adapter Kit (Scott LM-35) .................. 59 Jan.
Multiplex Adapter Kit (Knight-Kit KG-12) .......... 76 Apr.
Speaker Kit, Foolproof (Scott SK-4) .................. 52 Mar.
Stereo Amplifier Kit (Fisher KK-200) ................. 57 Jan.
Stereo Amplifier Kit (Lafayette 250A) ................. 68 Mar.
Stereo Amplifier Kit (Realistic 208) .................. 74 May
Stereo Amplifier Kit (Heathkit AA-21) ............... 74 Apr.
Stereo Preamplifier Kit (EICO ST-84) ............... 68 Feb.
23-Channel CB (Hammarlund CB-23) .................. 79 Apr.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Aluminum Alloy, Case of (Davidson) ................. 46 Mar.
Control Center (Spencer) ................................ 73 Feb.
Crystal Test Meter (Caringella) ........................ 61 May
Grid Dip Modulator (Caringella) ........................ 57 Mar.
RF Power Capsule (Chapel) ............................ 58 Feb.
IC/RFG, Tunnel Diode/RF Generator .................. 44 Feb.
Transistor Tester Roundup (Louis) ..................... 65 Jan.
Variable Voltage . . . You Pick It (Lederer) ........ 63 Jan.

TRANSISTORS

Any Phone Goes (Trautfer) .............................. 56 Feb.
Audio Design Note: ½ Transistor Replaces Ther-
mister (Pugh) ............................................. 71 Jan.
Blinker Minder (Haines) ................................ 61 Mar.
Code, Monitor Your (Chapel) ........................... 56 Apr.
Crystal Test Meter (Caringella) ......................... 61 May
Grid Dip Modulator (Caringella) ........................ 57 Mar.
High-Gain, Low-Hum Module (Reed) ................. 54 May
Lamp, Emergency Household (Winklepleck) ......... 55 May
MPX, Build the (Oltis) .................................. 63 Apr.
Part 1 ..................................................... 69 May
Part 2 ..................................................... 60 May
Nerve Stimulator (Pugh) ................................ 51 Jan.
On the Best Electronically (Bosman) ................. 60 May
Operate a PICKUP (Ruoff) ............................. 33 June
Your Ignition System (Wilders) ........................ 34 June
Rear-View Mirror, Automate Your (Caringella) .... 61 Feb.
RF Power Capsule (Chapel) ................................ 58 Feb.
Stereo Amplifier (Heathkit AA-21) ..................... 74 Apr.
Stereo Amplifier (Realistic 208) ....................... 74 May
Tape Recorders, Buyers' Guide for Portable (Blechman) 67 Apr.
IC/RFG, Tunnel Diode/RF Generator .................. 44 Feb.
Transistor Tester Roundup (Louis) ..................... 65 Jan.
Transistor Topics (Garner) ............................. 66 June
Ultrasonic Sniffer (Meyer) ............................. 41 Mar.
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HI-FI/STereo and Audio

A Few Winning Words on Hi-Fi (Tupper) .................................. 32 July
Audio Aids ........................................................................ 60 Oct.

Transistors

Cloud Sentinel (Sanders) ....................................................... 36 Oct.
Code Bander (Smith) ........................................................... 45 Aug.
Crystal Super Calibrator (Scheidel) .................................... 51 Nov.
Dynaquad Touch Control .................................................. 40 July
"Loud-Hailer" for the Teleshane (Wilcox) ......................... 67 Dec.
MPX Meter (Blechman) .................................................... 41 Nov.
Operation PICKUP Mk II (Ruoff) ...................................... 47 Oct.
Phone-Boast (Garner) ....................................................... 55 Nov.
Replacement Technique (Pafengberg) .............................. 62 Sept.
Safety Flasher, Automatic (Garner) ................................... 56 Sept.
Signal Stethoscope (Greenlee) ......................................... 59 July
Solar "Clock" (Rhomstine) .................................................. 56 Dec.
Stereo Indicator (Garncgelo) .............................................. 63 Sept.
Telephone Stepper, Build a (Blechman) ......................... 57 Dec.
Vibrator Hash, Wipe Out (Winklepleck) ......................... 41 Dec.
VTVM Kit .......................................................................... 63 Aug.

On the Citizens Bond (Spinello) ........................................... 70 July, 87 Sept., 70 Oct., 80 Nov., 70 Dec.
Short-Wave Broadcast Predictions (Loeinnall) .................. 88 Oct.

FEATURE ARTICLES

Audio Aids ........................................................................ 60 Oct.
Breakthroughs .................................................................. 31 July, 50 Nov., 46 Dec.
Carl and Jerry Adventures (Freye) ..................................... 63 July
Extra-curricular Education .............................................. 104 Aug.
"All's Fair" ....................................................................... 82 Sept.
High-Toned Hawshaw ..................................................... 88 Oct.
The Lightning Bug ............................................................ 73 Nov.
Joking and Jeopardy .......................................................... 85 Dec.
DX Awards ........................................................................ 83 Sept.
Dynaquad Touch Control ................................................ 40 July
Ham/CB Mobile Noise, Sure Cure for (Lenk) .................... 65 Oct.
Hi-Fi, A Few Winning Words on (Tupper) ....................... 32 July
Hobnabbing with Harbaugh (Harbaugh) ......................... 70 Nov.
"Light" Fantastic Laser Status Report (nanas) ................. 33 July
News .............................................................................. 50 Oct., 49 Nov.
Nomenclature, New (Louis) ............................................ 71 Sept.
PALS Starts Them Young, San Francisco's ..................... 55 Dec.
Photocell Circuits for Experimenters (Henry) ................. 47 Sept.
Quizzes (Balin) ................................................................ 57 Aug.
Menu ............................................................................... 72 Sept.
Current ............................................................................ 55 Oct.
Inventors ......................................................................... 67 Nov.
Greek Alphabet .................................................................. 73 Dec.
Radio Marathon Broadcasts Truth to Cuba (Orl) .............. 58 Aug.
"Rock-Bottom" Radio, How We're Using (Bacon and Nanas) 51 Dec.
Speaker Systems, Slim Silhouette (Fantel) ....................... 41 July
Speaker Comparison Chart ............................................. 44 July
Student Experimental Radio Station (Geiser) .................... 69 Sept.
SWL DX'ers, Calling All (Dexter) ..................................... 39 Sept.
Tape Recorder, Home TV, for Under $200 (Bacon) ........ 60 Sept.
Transistor Replacement Technique (Pafengberg) ............ 62 Sept.
Tropospheric Scatter, A Bridge to Alaska ....................... 45 Oct.
Tube Family Tree (Garner) .............................................. 51 Aug.
TV's Best Guarded Secret (Harlow) ................................ 49 Aug.

Hi-Fi/Stereo and Audio

A Few Winning Words on Hi-Fi (Tupper) ......................... 32 July
Audio Aids ........................................................................ 60 Oct.

TEST EQUIPMENT

C Bridge (Parker) .............................................................. 65 Nov.
Crystal Super Calibrator (Scheidel) .................................. 51 Nov.
Meterless VTVM (Millard) ............................................... 45 Nov.
Multiple Meter Test Set (Pafengberg) ............................... 59 Oct.
Resistive Load for Hi-Fi Test (Temcor) ......................... 54 Sept.
Signal Stethoscope (Greenlee) ......................................... 59 July
Stereo Indicator (Garncgelo) ............................................ 63 Sept.
TV Tunster (Garner) ......................................................... 67 Oct.
VTVM Kit ........................................................................ 63 Aug.

PRODUCT REPORTS

Code Practice Oscillator Kit (Allied Radio LC-1) .............. 64 Oct.
FM Stereo Tuner (EICO ST-97) ........................................ 60 Dec.
New CB Features "DSRC" (Regency "Range Gain") ........ 68 Sept.
Short-Wave Preselector Kit (Holstrom SK-20) ............... 64 Oct.
Stereo Amplifier Kit, Transistorized (Lafayette "Criterion" KT-900) 68 Oct.
Stereo Integrated Amplifier Kit (EICO ST-70) .................. 58 Sept.
Touch Control Kit (Tung-Sol Dynaquad) ......................... 40 July
VTVM Kit, Transistorized (De Vry TRVM) .................... 63 Aug.

TRANSISTORS

Cloud Sentinel (Sanders) ....................................................... 36 Oct.
Code Bander (Smith) ........................................................... 45 Aug.
Crystal Super Calibrator (Scheidel) .................................. 51 Nov.
Dynaquad Touch Control ................................................ 40 July
"Loud-Hailer" for the Teleshane (Wilcox) ....................... 67 Dec.
MPX Meter (Blechman) .................................................... 41 Nov.
Operation PICKUP Mk II (Ruoff) ...................................... 47 Oct.
Phone-Boast (Garner) ....................................................... 55 Nov.
Replacement Technique (Pafengberg) .............................. 62 Sept.
Safety Flasher, Automatic (Garner) ................................... 56 Sept.
Signal Stethoscope (Greenlee) ......................................... 59 July
Solar "Clock" (Rhomstine) .................................................. 56 Dec.
Stereo Indicator (Garncgelo) ............................................ 63 Sept.
Telephone Stepper, Build a (Blechman) ......................... 57 Dec.
Vibrator Hash, Wipe Out (Winklepleck) ......................... 41 Dec.
VTVM Kit ........................................................................ 63 Aug.

Hi-Fi Lab Check

EICO ST-70 Stereo Integrated Amplifier ............................ 58 Sept.
EICO ST-97 FM Stereo Tuner ............................................ 60 Dec.
MPX Meter (Blechman) .................................................... 41 Nov.
Pickup Procks (Blechman) ................................................. 60 Aug.
Reflectoflex Speaker Enclosure, Build the (Reid) ............ 47 Dec.
Resistive Load for Hi-Fi Test (Temcor) ......................... 54 Sept.
Signal Stethoscope (Greenlee) ......................................... 59 July
Slim Silhouette Speaker Systems (Fantel) ....................... 41 July
Speaker Comparison Chart ............................................ 44 July
Squealer (Parker) ............................................................ 61 Oct.
Stereo Indicator (Garncgelo) ............................................ 63 Sept.
Switched Outlets for Hi-Fi, More (Canhaim) ................. 67 Oct.
Turnstile for Stereo, Build a (Haines) ............................ 68 Nov.
INDEX
TO VOLUME 20

Jan.-June, 1964

AMATEUR RADIO
Across the Ham Bands (Brier) .................................................. 64 May
Current State of Licensing Procedures ................................. 75 Jan.
How Much Does It Cost to Be a Ham? ................................. 73 Feb.
Annual ARL DX Contest ...................................................... 65 Mar.
Amateur Radio and Public Service ........................................ 93 Apr.
Measuring Transmitter Power .............................................. 97 May
High Power vs. Low Power ................................................. 67 June
ARC-5, Bondspreading the (Marriner) ................................. 69 June
ARC-5, New Capacitors for (Marriner) ............................... 62 Feb.
ARC-5, Tube Substitutes (Marriner) .................................... 52 May
Buzzer, New Lugs for (Miller) .............................................. 48 Apr.
Classic Ham Circuits (Brier) ................................................. 64 May
O-Multiplier ........................................................................ 76 Jan.
Multi-Frequency Antennas ................................................ 74 Feb.
Variable Frequency Oscillator .............................................. 66 Mar.
Manimatch SWR Bridge ....................................................... 74 Apr.
Grounded Grid Amplifier ..................................................... 98 May
Cubical Quad Antenna ......................................................... 68 June
Communications Tests, Armed Forces Day ........................... 64 May
Grid Dip Meter, VHF (Mariner) ............................................ 59 Jan.
Ham-Bond Walkie-Talkies the Easy Way (Smith) ................. 61 Apr.
"Interference" Certificates, U. S. Army to Issue .................... 84 Apr.
Loudspeaker Code Practice (Parker) .................................... 42 May
Novice Crossword Puzzle (Nelson) ..................................... 84 Apr.
QSO File, Rotating (Kiner) ................................................... 46 Apr.
R.F. Coil Frequency-Finder (Wortman) ............................... 60 Feb.
Rx for the Amateur/SWL (Hammarlund HQ-180AX) .............. 67 Feb.
Speech Filter, Adjustable (Mayer) ....................................... 49 May
Standing Waves: Do They? (Biechman) ............................. 61 June
Superhet for 50 Meters, 2-Tube (Green) .............................. 45 Jon.
Surplus Gear, How to Identify (Greenberg) .......................... 66 Jan.
Tornado Alley's Emergency Net (Hunter) ............................ 37 Apr.

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS
Car Battery Saver (Apperson) .............................................. 33 Apr.
Charger, X-Line (Ferrell) .................................................... 47 Mar.
For Greater Safety—Flash Those Lights (Corning) ............... 75 Mar.
Foiled Spark Plug Detector (Agee) ...................................... 82 Jan.
Relay Switching for Transistor Ignitions (Molnar) ............... 90 May
SIMPLEX Transistorized Ignition (Nawrocaj) ....................... 45 Feb.
Stick It Where? (Sargent) .................................................. 80 June
Tachometer, X-Line (Corinella) ........................................... 41 Jan.
Transistor Ignition (Ward) .................................................. 32 June

CITIZENS BAND RADIO
Double CB Talk Power (Minor) ............................................. 54 Apr.
Dummy Load (Burr) .......................................................... 58 Feb.
FCC and 11 Meters: A CBer's View (Geiser) ......................... 59 June
On the Citizens Band (Spinella) ....................................... 73 Jon., 78 Feb., 77 Mar., 77 Apr., 84 May, 77 June
Revamp Your CB for Better Noise Limiting (Winklepleck) .... 53 Apr.
S-Meter, Economy (Miller) ................................................ 50 Apr.
Speech Filter, Adjustable (Mayer) ...................................... 49 May
Standing Waves: Do They? (Biechman) ............................. 61 June
Tornado Alley's Emergency Net (Hunter) ......................... 37 Apr.
Tune Away Rock-Bound CB Receiver (Winklepleck) .......... 47 Apr.
Update Your Eico 760 (Moses) ........................................ 52 Apr.

CONSTRUCTION
AM Broadcast Receiver, Soup Up That (Bauer) ................. 56 June
ARC-5, Bondspreading the (Marriner) ............................... 66 June
ARC-5, New Capacitors for (Mariner) .............................. 62 Feb.
Buzzer, New Lugs for (Miller) ........................................... 46 Apr.
Car Battery Saver (Apperson) ............................................ 33 Apr.
CB Dummy Load (Burr) .................................................... 58 Feb.
CB S-Meter, Economy (Miller) ......................................... 50 Apr.
Charger, X-Line (Ferrell) .................................................. 47 Mar.
CO Fish (Billick) .......................................................... 45 June
Dial, Buzz and Blink (Trouffer) ........................................ 64 Feb.
De-Nothing Box (Campbell) .............................................. 68 Jan.
Double CB Talk Power (Minor) ......................................... 54 Apr.
Easy Start Tool (Davidson) ............................................... 88 Jan.
For Greater Safety—Flash Those Lights (Corning) ............. 75 Mar.
Foiled Spark Plug Detector (Agee) ................................... 82 Jan.
Grid-Dip Meter, VHF (Mariner) ........................................ 59 Jan.
Ham-Bond Walkie-Talkies the Easy Way (Smith) ................. 61 Apr.
Hi-Fi Speaker System for $7.61 (Frantz) ............................. 61 May.
High-Wattage Reducer (Parker) ........................................ 57 Feb.
Hybrid Circuit for Transistor Power (Polenberg) ............... 66 Apr.
Jacks in Box (Fred) ....................................................... 68 May.
Loudspeaker Code Practice (Parker) ................................ 42 May.
Low-Powered Pilot Light (Dunkin) ..................................... 58 June
Movie Projectionist's "Friend" (Oswald) ............................. 90 Jan.
Multi-Trial (Wilson) ........................................................ 40 May
Nibbling Tool, Adding Index Mark to Adel (Green) ............. 62 Jon.
Octal Tube Pin Repairs (Louis) ......................................... 62 Jan.
Oscillator, Four-Way (Byfield) ........................................ 59 Feb.
Panic Alarm (Polenberg) .................................................. 37 May
Perpetual Transistor Power Package (Greenlee) .................. 53 May
Photoflood Life Extenders (Polenberg) .............................. 68 Apr.
Police Frequencies, Tuning Up an New 460-Mc. ................. 56 May
Power Supply, Light-Controlled (Greenberg) ....................... 53 Feb.
Power Supply Regulation (Burr) ........................................ 53 May.
Power Supply, Shock-Proof Your ........................................ 55 June
Procrastinator's Companion (Apperson) ............................ 88 Apr.
Relay Switching for Transistor Ignitions (Molnar) .............. 90 May
R.F. Coil Frequency-Finder (Wortman) ............................. 60 Feb.
Revamp Your CB for Better Noise Limiting (Winklepleck) ... 53 Apr.
Rock-Bound CB Receiver, Tune Away (Winklepleck) .......... 47 Apr.
Shotgun Sound Snooper (Mollinger and Mulligan) ............... 51 June
SIMPLEX Transistorized Ignition (Nawrocaj) ..................... 45 Feb.
Slave Strube Sync, Simple (Sheffield) ............................... 59 May
Speech Filter, Adjustable (Mayer) .................................... 49 May
Speed Service with Simple Instruments (Henry) ................. 84 May
Light-Powered Oscillator ............................................... 43 Apr.
Three Handg Attenuators ............................................... 43 Apr.
Signal Generator .......................................................... 44 Apr.
AM Modulator ............................................................. 44 Apr.
Stereophones, Surplus (Laramore) .................................... 100 May
Stick It Where? (Sargent) ................................................. 80 June
Superhet for 50 Meters, 2-Tube (Green) ............................ 45 Jan.
Tachometer, X-Line (Corinella) ........................................ 41 Jan.
Tune-Table (Davidson) ................................................... 49 June
Two Conductors, Two Controls (Queen) ............................ 58 June
Update Your Eico 760 (Moses) ......................................... 52 Apr.
VHF Listener (Henry) ..................................................... 52 Mar.
WXCVR (Smith) ............................................................ 63 Jan.

DEPARTMENTS
Letters from Our Readers .................................................. 12 Jan., 20 Feb., 6 Mar., 6 Apr., 6 May
New Products .................................................................. 6 Jon.
96 Jon., 24 Feb., 24 Mar., 24 Apr., 24 May, 24 June
Operation Assist ............................................................ 28 Jon., 6 Feb., 28 Mar., 26 Apr., 14 May, 26 June
Out of Tune ................................................................. 22 Jan., 38 Feb., 12 Apr., 12 May
POP'tronics Bookshelf ...................................................... 24 Jon., 20 Feb., 32 Mar., 90 Apr., 27 May, 20 June
Tips and Techniques ......................................................... 6 Jon., 12 Feb., 14 Mar., 14 Apr., 21 May, 16 June

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
FEATURE ARTICLES

Bargains by the Bagful (Farewell) 49 Feb.
Breakthroughs 46 Mar., 36 May
"Bug" Battery, Amazing (Holacy) 41 Feb.
Burn-Out, Understanding (Vicenes) 69 Mar.
Carl and Jerry Adventures (Frye) 33 June
The Girl Detector 76 Feb.
Pi in the Sky and Big Twist 70 Mar.
The Hat, Hot Meter 62 May
The Educated Nursing Battle 82 Apr.
For the Birds 86 May
top gear (Thermals) 70 June
Crossword Puzzle, Nervice (Nelson) 84 Apr.
Diodes, The Fabulous (Garner) 68 Mar.
DX Awards 86 Apr., 62 May
Electrolytics, New life for (Daster) 68 Mar.
FCC and 11 Meters: A Cber's View (Geiser) 59 June
Filter Capacitor Replacement—Think Ahead (Harlow) 79 June
Hobnobbing with Harbaugh (Harbaugh) 72 Jan.
Future of the Biaceil 72 Jan.
Laser in Your Future, There's a (Harbaugh) 58 Apr.
Lensless Laser Photography 60 Mar.
MAMOS: Weather Station in "Rowboat" 48 May
NEWS 56 Feb., 39 Apr., 48 June
Peace Corps Volunteers Praise P.E. Projects (Hardberger) 54 Jan.
Phone Fillips (Trauffer) 56 Jan.
Quizzes (Baltin) 63 Jan.
Amplifier (Part 1) 63 Feb.
Amplifier (Part 2) 64 Mar.
Brightest Light 76 Apr.
Electromagnetic Function 65 June
Radio, Restore Thy Relic (Hamish) 31 May
Raisin (box) for Everything, There's a (Danner) 96 May
R/C Model Airplanes—Revisited (Hutchison) 43 May
Rotating QSO File (Kimer) 46 Apr.
Secret Tube That Changed the World (Ore) 57 Mar.
Standing Waves: Do They? (Biechman) 61 June
Stop Searching for Schematics (Wicks) 64 Apr.
Surplus Gear, How to Identify (Greenberg) 66 Jan.
Telcan—TV Tape Recorder Progress Report (Bacon) 69 Feb.
Tornado Alley's Emergency Net (Hunter) 37 Apr.
Transistor Ignation (Ward) 33 June
Trouble-Shooting TV Ghosts (Cohn) 36 Apr.
Tube Tester, Can You Trust a Drug Store (Margolis) 50 Jan.
Ultrasonic Radar for the Blind (Bacon) 49 Jan.
Video Recorder, U.S. Firm Announces Under $500 55 June
World War I, Who Really Started (Bacon) 40 Apr.

HI-FI/STEREO AND AUDIO

Hi-Fr Speake System for $7.61 (Front) 61 Mar.
Phone Fillips (Trauffer) 56 Jan.
Shotgun Sound Snoopers (Hollinger and Multiquan) 51 June
Spech Filter, Adjustable (Meier) 49 May
Stereophones, Surplus (Larimore) 100 May
Tune-Table (Davidson) 49 June

PHOTOGRAPHY

High-Wattage Reducer (Parker) 57 Feb.
Lensless Laser Photography 60 Mar.
Movie Projectionist's "Friend" (Oswald) 90 Jan.
Photofood Life Extenders (Pafenberg) 68 Apr.
Slave Strobe Sync, Simple (Sheffield) 59 May

PRODUCT REPORTS

Amateur Transceiver for Six Meters (Olson RA-570) 58 Jan.
Citizens Band Tester Kit (Knight-Kit Ten-2) 60 Apr.
Color TV Kit (Heathkit GR-53A) 92 Jan.
Ham Preselector-Converter (Lafayette "Precon") 58 Jan.
Rx for the Amateur/SWL (Hammarrlund HQ-180AX) 67 Feb.
Service Bench VTVM Kit (Heathkit IM-13) 92 Jan.
SSB Transceiver Kit, 40-Meter (Heathkit HW-22) 66 Feb.
SWR/Power Meter Kit (Knight-Kit P-2) 92 Jan.
Unique Walkie-Talkie a $19.95 Kit (Knight-Kit C-555) 65 Apr.
Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter Kit (Conar Model 211) 60 Apr.

SHORT-WAVE LISTENING

AM Broadcast Receiver, Soup Up That (Bauer) 56 June
DX Awards 86 Apr., 62 May
DX Awards Presented 79 June, 110 Feb., 110 Mar., 101 Apr., 95 May, 75 June
English-Language Newscasts to North America 80 Jan., 72 Feb., 82 Mar., 80 Apr., 94 May, 76 June
"Interference" Certificates, US. Army to Issue 84 Apr.
Predicted Radio Receiving Conditions (Leinwolf) 79 Mar., 91 May
Re for the Amateur/SWL (Hammarrlund HQ-180AX) 67 Feb.
Satellites on the Air 79 Jan., 20 May
Short-Wave Broadcast Predictions (Leinwolf) 78 Jan., 70 Feb.

TELEVISION

Color TV Kit (Heathkit GR-53A) 81 May
Telcan—TV Tape Recorder Progress Report (Bacon) 69 Feb.
TV Camera Kit, Build-It-Yourself (Olson "Beukit") 62 Feb.
Trouble-Shooting TV Ghosts (Cohn) 36 Apr.
Video Recorder, U.S. Firm Announces Under $500 55 June

TEST EQUIPMENT

Citizens Band Tester Kit (Knight-Kit Ten-2) 60 Apr.
Grid-Dip Meter, VHF (Mariner) 59 Jan.
Oscillator, Four-Way (Byfield) 59 Feb.
R.F. Coil Frequency-Finder (Wortman) 60 Feb.
Speed Service with Simple Instruments (Henry) 43 Apr.
Light-Lowered Oscillator 63 Apr.
Three Handy Attenuators 43 Apr.
Signal Generator 44 Apr.
AM Modulator 45 Apr.
SWR/Power Meter Kit (Knight-Kit P-2) 92 Jan.
Tube Tester, Can You Trust a Drug Store (Margolis) 50 Jan.
Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter Kit (Conar Model 211) 60 Apr.
VTVM Kit, Service Bench (Heath IM-13) 92 Jan.

TRANSISTORS

Car Battery Saver (Apperson) 33 Apr.
CQ Fish (Billick) 45 June
Grid-Dip Meter, VHF (Mariner) 59 Jan.
Hybrid Circuit for Transistor Power (Pafenberg) 65 Apr.
Low-Powered Pilot Light (Donlin) 58 June
Multi-Trol (Wilson) 40 May
Oscillator, Four-Way (Byfield) 59 Feb.
Oscillator, Light-Powered 43 Apr.
Perpetual Power Package (Greenlee) 53 May
Relay Switching for Transistor Ignations (Meiner) 90 May
SIMPLEX Transisterized Ignition (Nawocca) 45 Feb.
Speech Filter, Adjustable (Meier) 49 May
Tachometer, X-Line (Carlingella) 41 Jan.
Transistor Ignation (Word) 33 June
Transistor Topics (Garner) 69 Jan., 80 Feb., 72 Mar., 70 Apr., 88 May, 72 June
VHF Listener (Henry) 52 Mar.
WXCVR (Smith) 63 Jan.
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July-Dec., 1964

AMATEUR RADIO
Across the Ham Bands (Brier) ........................................ 67 July
A Quick Look at the Heathkit SB-300 Receiver .. 85 Aug.
Bouncing Signals Off the Moon and Other Satellites ........... 78 Oct.
Phony Phonetics .................................................. 83 Nov.
Amateurs Aid in Search at Sea ............................... 75 Dec.
Classic Ham Circuits (Brier) .................................. 69 July
Low-Pass Filter .................................................. 86 Aug.
Superhet Receiver .............................................. 80 Sept.
CPO, Lamp Lighter (Potenberg) ....................... 55 Aug.
DX'ing Jupiter (Gibson) ...................................... 41 Aug.
Preamp, 6 Meter 7 and 2 (Tartas) ....................... 53 Aug.
Transmitter, Companion 6-Meter (Green) ........... 53 Sept.
Wonderful World of Lids (Moon) ......................... 69 Dec.

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS
Auto Voltmeter Shows You'll Go (Tartas) ............... 53 Dec.
Resistance Ignition Wire, Handling (Cohn) .......... 52 Nov.
Transistor Ignition Circuits, More ................... 56 July

CITIZENS BAND RADIO
CB Dilemma—A Solution (Ferrell) ......................... 78 Nov.
Microphones & Speech Accessories .................... 63 Aug.
Transceivers .................................................. 64 Aug.
Selective Calling Systems .................................. 73 Aug.
Test Equipment ............................................... 74 Aug.
Antennas—Base and Mobile ................................ 74 Aug.
Ignition Noise Elimination ................................ 75 Aug.
Unique Accessories ........................................... 75 Aug.
Golf Goes Walkie-Talkie (Cayo) .......................... 70 July
Load Light, Stable (James) .................................. 82 Nov.
R.F. Monitor/FS Meter (Apperson) .................. 92 Nov.
Rules to Govern CB, New ................................... 55 Oct.
Transceiver (E. F. Johnson "Messenger III") ....... 50 July
Transceiver (Lafayette HB-400) ......................... 85 Nov.

CONSTRUCTION
Amplifier, Bargain Page (Meyer) ......................... 69 Oct.
Audiotimer (Garner) .......................................... 57 Nov.
AUX-9 (Charters) ............................................ 65 Oct.
Bi-Coupler, For Better Sound (Weems) .............. 64 Nov.
Blipper (Smith) .............................................. 51 Sept.
Cartridge Diode Mount (Boyd) ........................... 82 Aug.
CB R.F. Monitor/FS Meter (Apperson) ............ 92 Nov.
Christmas Lights Twinkle to Music (Wortman) .... 45 Dec.
CPO, Lamp Lighter (Potenberg) ...................... 55 Aug.
Crystal Set, Modern (Bayd) ................................ 53 July
Electronic Candles Dance and Glow (Taylor) ....... 49 Nov.
Exalted Pot (Frantz) ......................................... 71 Dec.
Family Message Center (Davidson) .................. 79 Aug.
Fence Charger, Electric (Greenlee) ................. 57 Dec.
Fido's Whistle-Controlled Flivvers (Smith) ....... 47 Oct.
Out of Tune .................................................. 20 Dec.
FM-TV Booster, Easily Built (Garner) .............. 41 Nov.
Hi! Volts, That Is (Chapel) ................................ 82 Aug.
Hi-Fi Interlock (Ulrick) .................................... 49 Aug.
Hi-Fi Volume Compressor-Expander (Russell) .... 41 Oct.
Hi-Lighter (Wels) ............................................ 46 Sept.
Improving Audio Quality (Ives) ......................... 82 Nov.
Load Light for CB, Stable (James) ...................... 82 Nov.
Lullaby Box (Smith) ......................................... 57 July
Metronome, Pocketable (Stello) ...................... 44 July
Nite Light, X-Line (Hudson) .............................. 57 Aug.
Power Supply, Light-Controlled—Second Thoughts (Snow) .................................. 70 Sept.
Preamp, 6 Meter 7 and 2 (Tartas) ...................... 53 Aug.
Receiver Muter, Zener (Chapel) ......................... 88 Aug.
Scope and VOM Calibrator, Inexpensive (Newhoff) .. 57 Oct.
SCR Motor Speed Control, Low-Cost .................. 67 Dec.
Slim Twosome (Hufnagel) ................................... 63 Dec.
Sonor, Experimenting with (Meyer) .................... 41 Sept.
Spookin' Light (Taylor) ...................................... 67 Sept.
Stereo S'Lector (Oris) ....................................... 73 Sept.
Out of Tune .................................................. 20 Dec.
Stroboscope, Low-Power (Ayer) ......................... 61 Nov.
Top Top Temperature Taker (Smith) ................. 39 July
TC, Li'l (Kaufman) ............................................ 33 July
Transmitter, Companion 6-Meter (Green) ............ 53 Sept.
Utililamp—All-Purpose Audio Amplifier (Louis) .... 68 Dec.
Voltmeter, Field-Effect Transistor (Taylor) ....... 45 July

DEPARTMENTS
Breakthroughs .................................................. 16 Aug., 26 Sept., 26 Nov.
C Bridge (November, 1963, p. 66) .......................... 12 July
Fido's Whistle-Controlled Flivvers (October, 1964, p. 49) .......................... 20 Dec.
Stereo S'Lector (September, 1964, p. 75) .......... 20 Dec.
WXCVR (January, 1964, p. 65) ............................ 12 July

FEATURE ARTICLES
Air Traffic, Tune In on (Lincoln) ....................... 58 Sept.
Antique Radio Collector, Ye (Rodrigues) .............. 68 Oct.
Auto Voltmeter Shows You'll Go (Tartas) ............ 53 Dec.
Babylon Battery (Salm) ..................................... 51 July
Battle of the Bulbs (Kutschbach) ...................... 44 Aug.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
Broadcast Band DX—Getting Started (Haskett) .......................... 53 Nov.
Carl and Jerry Adventures (Frye) ............................................ 62 July
Bee’s Knees ........................................................................... 64 Sept.
The Electronic Bloodhound ...................................................... 76 Nov.
CB Buyer’s Guide ...................................................................... 59 Aug.
CB Dilemma—A Solution (Ferrell) ........................................... 78 Nov.
Computers, New Job for (Wise) ............................................... 46 Oct.
Cryogenics—Electronics’ Frigid Frontier (Joseph) ...................... 41 Dec.
DX’ing Jupiter! (Gibson) ......................................................... 41 Aug.
Electronic Jewelry, Give Him (Wels) ....................................... 56 Dec.
Electronics Primer (Moore) ..................................................... 52 Aug.
Fuel Cell, Fabulous (Salm) ...................................................... 47 Sept.
Golf Goes Walkie-Talkie (Caya) .............................................. 70 July
Great Debate (Bensen) ............................................................ 76 Oct.
High Seas Calling (Marriner) .................................................. 52 Oct.
Hobnobbing with Harbaugh (Harbaugh) ................................. 64 Sept.
Microwaves ............................................................................ 46 Aug.
Out of Tune ............................................................................ 20 Oct.
New Rules to Govern CB ....................................................... 55 Oct.
NEWS .................................................................................... 72 Nov.
Not Cricket, Carolinel (Pooley) ................................................. 38 July
100 Eyes to the Sky ............................................................... 56 Oct.
Quizzes (Bolin) ...................................................................... 49 July
Bio-Electronic ........................................................................ 75 Oct.
Transformer Winds .................................................................. 65 Dec.
Sick? Let a Computer Do the Diagnosis (Gibson) ...................... 45 Nov.
Skip, Hop, and Jump (Leinwoll) .............................................. 73 Nov.
TV Screams ........................................................................... 66 Dec.
Wind, Weather and Waldorf Salad (Erslieben) ......................... 36 July
Wonderful World of Lids (Moon) ............................................ 69 Dec.

HI-FI/STEREO AND AUDIO
Amplifier, Bargain Page (Meyer) ............................................. 69 Oct.
Bi-Coupler, For Better Sound (Weems) ................................... 64 Nov.
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DX Canada Awards 88 Nov.
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Build a (Taylor) 42 Oct.
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- From Rags to Riches (Garner) ...................................................................................... 41 May.
- HELP on the Open Road (Steele) .................................................................................... 64 Apr.
- How to Spot & Eliminate Mobile Radio Noise (Ryule) .............................................. 45 June
- Old World Standards Breaking Through ...................................................................... 28 Apr.
- Parts Profiles ....................................................................................................................... 69 Jan., 36 Feb., 39 May
- Printed Circuit Boards, How to Etch (Gupton) ............................................................ 54 May.
- Project Choose—Part 2: Correspondence Schools (Gilmore) ..................................... 41 Feb.
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- Auto Light Minder, Transistorized (Persing) .................................................. 65 Apr.
- Car Voltage Regulator, Solid-State (Snow) .............................................................. 39 June
- Crowd Stopper (Ford) ...................................................................................................... 48 May
- Don't Panic . . . Push the Button (Larsen) ............................................................... 45 Jan.
- Dwell Meter Adapter (Bozarth) .................................................................................... 58 Feb.
- Electrolock (Coultes) ....................................................................................................... 60 Jan.
- Eternal VTM ‘C’ Cell (Boross) ..................................................................................... 66 May
- Headlights-On Alarm (Yocom) ..................................................................................... 81 Jan.
- Hi-Fi A Go-Go Lamps (Lancaster) .............................................................................. 64 Jan.
- HiFi Suppressor for FM Tuners, Interstation (Samuelson) ........................................... 60 June
- Jinniflash, Its the (Garner) ............................................................................................. 56 June
- Light to Sound Translator (Vicen) .................................................................................. 74 June
- LI′I Atlas Defies Gravity (Price) .................................................................................... 67 May
- Lumemin Steals the Show (Garner) .............................................................................. 56 Jan.
- Mini-Organ, Meet the (Gohl) ......................................................................................... 70 Feb.
- Pepper (Borizzon) ............................................................................................................. 56 May
- Pulse Generator (Lancaster) ............................................................................................ 60 Apr.
- RC Substitution Box, Combination (Phillips) ............................................................. 82 Jan.
- Reflexometer (Fishbeck) .................................................................................................. 47 Mar.
- Reverb for Your Car (Meyer) ......................................................................................... 50 Feb.
- Scope Calibrator, Solid-State (Forman & Nowroozai) ............................................. 61 June
- Stereo Headphone Control Unit (Coringella) ............................................................ 71 Apr.
- Supercharged Salt Shaker (Francis) ............................................................................. 57 May
- Tachometer for CD or Transistor Ignition System, Solid-State (Gellman) .......... 54 Feb.
- Tickle Stick (Burt) ............................................................................................................. 82 Feb.
- Totem Poles for Stereo (Weems) .................................................................................... 48 Jan.
- Ultrasonic Omni-Alarm (Meyer) ..................................................................................... 41 Apr.
- Woof, Put an Air Brake On Your (Weems) .................................................................. 60 Mar.
HI/FI/Stereo and Audio
Auto Reverberation Unit, How To De-Bong ................. 20 Apr.
Hi-Fi A Go-Go Lamps (Lancaster) ....................... 64 Jan.
Hi-fi Suppressor for FM Tuners, Interstation
(Samuelson) ........................................... 60 June
Reverb for Your Car (Meyer) ............................ 50 Feb.
Stereo Headphone Control Unit, Build (Ceringella) .... 71 Apr.
Test Out Your Hi-Fi At Home (Fantel) .................. 57 Apr.
Totem Poles for Stereo (Weems) ........................ 48 Jan.
Woofer, Put an Air Brake On Your (Weems) ............ 60 Mar.

Product Reports
Color TV Kit,
Heath Blazes Trail with 25” (Drummond) ............. 62 May
Heathkit SB-100 Transceiver (Brier) .................. 85 Junetelevision in Your Home
(Conar Model 800 TV Camera Kit) ....................... 52 May
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Crowd Stopper (Ford) ................................... 48 May
Light-to-Sound Translator (Vicens) ..................... 74 June
Li'l Atlas Defies Gravity (Price) ........................ 67 May
Lumemin Steals the Show (Garner) ..................... 56 Jan.
Supercharged Salt Shaker (Francis) ..................... 57 May
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Broadcasts from Africa and Middle East (Legge) ....... 66 Mar.
Broadcasts from Asia and Oceania (Legge & Hill) .... 78 May
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(Legge & Hill) ......................................... 70 Apr.
DX Canada Awards ..................................... 74 Jan.
DX Province Awards Presented ......................... 111 Apr.
DX States Awards Presented ............................. 114 Feb., 106 June
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English-Language Broadcasts to North America (Legge)
76 Jan., 76 Feb., 88 Mar., 68 Apr., 76 May, 80 June
Foreign-Language Broadcasts to North America
(Legge) .................................................. 82 June
Frequency-to-Meter Conversion Chart for Hams &
SWL's (Lee) ............................................. 64 June
Satellite Activity Report ................................. 38 Feb., 90 May
Short-Wave Listening (Bennett)
New Canadian Broadcasting Authority? ................ 75 Jan.
Monitor Certificate Applications
.and DX Awards .......................................... 75 Feb.
DX Awards: Are Transmitter Locations
Acceptable? ........................................... 75 Mar.
Mystery of "The Blue Eagle" .............................. 69 Apr.
Station KEJN — Where Is It? ........................... 77 May
Station News from Around the World .................... 81 June
Short-Wave Monitor Certificate Application
107 Jan., 97 Mar., 108 May
SWL Antennas for the "Forgotten Man" ................. 47 May
SWL QSL Bureau ....................................... 32 Jan.

Television
Antenna Boom (Cornell) .................................. 39 May
Color TV Kit, Heath Blazes Trail with 25” (Drummond) 62 May
Televise in Your Home (Conar Model 800 Kit) .......... 52 May

Test Equipment
Absorption Meter, Dual-Sensitivity Field Strength
and (Telleson) ......................................... 67 Jan.
Dwell Meter (Bozarth) .................................... 58 Feb.
Eternal VTVM "C" Cell (Barss) .......................... 66 May
Pulse Generator (Lancaster) ............................. 60 Apr.
RC Substitution Box, Combination (Phillips) ........... 82 Jan.
Scope Calibrator, Solid-State (Forman & Nowroca) ... 61 June
S-Units?, Confused About (Lincoln) .................... 61 June

Interstation Hi-Fi/Stereo and Audio
Imperfect Branding Unit (Legge) ......................... 75 Jan.
RX Equipment (Legge) .................................. 80 May

Transistors
Absorption Meter, Dual-Sensitivity Field Strength
and (Telleson) ......................................... 67 Jan.
Auto Light Minder, Build Transistorized (Persing) .... 65 Apr.
Car Voltage Regulator, Solid-State (Snow) ............ 39 June
Don't Panic . Push the Button (Lorenz) ................ 45 Jan.
Interstation Hi-Fi/Stereo and Audio
Imperfect Branding Unit (Legge) ......................... 75 Jan.
RX Equipment (Legge) .................................. 80 May

Quizzes (Balin)
Rectifier .................................................. 53 Jan.
Four-Letter ............................................. 72 Feb.
Electrochemistry ...................................... 74 Mar.
Series-Circuit .......................................... 61 May
Meter Reading .......................................... 71 June
Radio Astronomy: Surveying Unquiet Universe
(Sheridan) ................................................ 39 Jan.
S-Units?, Confused About (Lincoln) ................. 54 Apr.
Sarasota Mystery (Warner) .............................. 50 Mar.
First Follow-Up (Warner) ............................. 48 Apr.
SWL Antennas for the "Forgotten Man" ................. 47 May
Tax Saving Tips for Electronic Moonlighters
(Kirkpatrick) ........................................... 67 Mar.
Test Measurements Profile (Drummond) ................. 49 Apr.
Test Out Your Hi-Fi At Home (Fantel) ................. 57 Apr.
There's One In Every Crowd (Holland) ................. 69 Feb.
Tools: Old, New, and Remembered ........................ 46 Apr.
Ubiquitous Ham (Miller) ................................ 84 June
VHF/FM Marine Radio Service (Humphrey) ............. 67 June
What's So Different About CB Antennas? (O'Brien) .... 44 May
Zero-Beating the News ................................. 62 Jan., 64 Feb., 64 Mar., 64 May, 72 June
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Hi-Fi Amplifier for Solid-State Phone Cartridge (Trauffer) 65 Oct.
Hip Squawk Box (Vlahos & Weis) 97 Oct.
Integrated Circuit Amplifier for Under $6 (Lancaster) 57 Oct.
Parlor Game (Harlow) 65 Dec.
Phase Inverter, Long-Tailed (Weems) 69 Sept.
Recor Player, Solid-State Stereo (Rohen) 51 July
St. Petersburg Tapers Go Back to School (Nelligan) 50 Dec.
Speakers, Why Are They Still Inventing (Fante) 49 Nov.
Tape Recorder, Conduct Interview With (Harlow) 63 Dec.
Tape Recorder Echo Chamber for Under $10 (Avner) 81 Aug.
Tape Recorder Kit-Deluxe (Heathkit AD-16) 66 Dec.
Tape Recorders, Small (Howorka) 52 Dec.
Update to Solid State (Garner) 41 Sept.
War on Skating (Fante) 66 Sept.
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Drake "SW-4," Here Comes the... 78 Aug.
"Duo-Bander 84" SSB Transceiver (WRL) 91 Oct.
Elapsed Time Indicator Keeps Track of Stylus Wear (Curtis) 84 Dec.
Electronic Saxophone Debut (Selmer "Varitone") 48 Nov.
Tape Recorder Kit-Deluxe (Heathkit AD-16) 66 Dec.
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Audio Generator, "Square Deal" (Lancaster) 59 Nov.
Binary Counter, Integrated Circuit (Lancaster) 57 Dec.
Color Organ, Musette (Lancaster) 56 July
Integrated Circuit Amplifier for Under $6 (Lancaster) 57 Oct.
Lighthouse for Short People (Bik) 77 Nov.
Logic Demon (Lancaster) 41 Dec.
Plasmonics For the Birds? (Drummond) 63 July
Reflectionometer Reflections 82 Oct.
Tesla's Thermomagnetic Motor (Cookfair) 70 Dec.
Time-Signal-ONLY Receiver (Caringella) 41 Oct.
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Short-Wave Listening
BC-454 Goes Maritime (Mariner) 92 July
Broadcasts from Africa and Middle East (Legge & Hill) 94 Oct.
Broadcasts from Central and South America (Hill & Legge) 92 Nov.
Drake SW-4, Here Comes the... 78 Aug.
DX Countries Awards Presented 114 Sept.
DX Provinces Awards Presented 130 Oct.
DX States Awards Presented 110 Dec.
English-Language Broadcasts to North America (Legge) 82 Dec.
Q5'er Hookup, Sure-Shot (Thompson) 87 July
Short-Wave Listening (Bennett)
Notes From Your Short-Wave Editor's Desk 83 July
A New Council for DXers 83 Aug.
International DX Programs 83 Sept.
IRC's Not Valid in Some Countries 95 Oct.
Those Non-Verifying Point-to-Point Stations 91 Nov.
Broadcasting Station News Around the World 81 Dec.
Short-Wave Receiver, Powerhouse 2-Tube (Green) 59 Aug.
TV DX Trail, Riding the [Olsen] 73 July

Solid-State Circuits
Aquarium Heater, Static-Free (Donkin) 73 Sept.
Audio Generator, "Square Deal" (Lancaster) 59 Nov.
Binary Counter, Integrated Circuit (Lancaster) 57 Dec.
Color Organ, Musette (Lancaster) 56 July
"Compact" C-D Ignition System (Gellman) 53 Nov.
Converter, GC-2 Deluxe (Smith) 41 Nov.
Electric Shaver, Stick-Shift (Wilson) 90 Oct.
Emités Dipper (Tellefsen) 47 Dec.
Handful of Power (Long) 53 Sept.
Hi-Fi Amplifier for Phone Cartridge (Trauffer) 65 Oct.
"Impossible" Circuit (Vicens) 72 Oct.
Integrated Circuit Amplifier (Lancaster) 57 Oct.
Integrated Circuit What Are They? (Lancaster) 52 Oct.
Lighthouse for Short People (Bik) 77 Nov.
Little Honker (Greenlee) 55 Sept.
Logic Demon (Lancaster) 41 Dec.
Modbox (Whalen) 41 Dec.
Power Supply, Voltage-Regulated Battery (Silver) 85 Nov.
Record Player, Solid-State Stereo (Rohen) 51 July
Swimming Pool Splash Alert (Maynard) 48 July
Tape Recorder Echo Chamber (Avner) 81 Aug.
Time-Signal-ONLY Receiver (Caringella) 41 Oct.
Two-Wire Three-Way Switching Circuit (Hitchcock & Weber) 88 July
Update to Solid State (Garner) 41 Sept.
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Colorful History of Color TV (Castigan) 45 Sept.
CRT Slaves (Johns) 54 Sept.
German TV Pioneer (Kutschbach) 72 July
TV DX Trail, Riding the (Gary Olsen) 73 July
Will CATV Revolutionize Viewing Habits? (Citron) 48 Sept.

Test Equipment
Audio Generator, "Square Deal" (Lancaster) 59 Nov.
Modbox (Whalen) 41 Aug.
Emitter Dipper (Tellefsen) 47 Dec.
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"Mule Box" (Meyer) ...................................................... 45 Mar.
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GRS Delegates Convene ............................................ 80 Mar.
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"Fuzzbox" for Under $3 (Anderson) ......................... 87 Jan.
Get More VHF on AM/FM Transistor Radios (Tobias) ... 35 June
Liquid Level indicator for Blind (Crammer) ............... 59 May
NBFM Routs 6-Meter TVI (Winklepleck) ................. 73 Feb.
"Maggie," Simple-Minded (Gierke) ........................... 31 June
Metal Locator, IC-67 (Lancaster) ............................ 41 Jan.
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Motor, "Magic" (Ford) ................................................. 68 Jan.
"Mule Box" (Meyer) ...................................................... 45 Mar.
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Amplifier, Solid-State Line-Operated Audio
(Greenlee) .......................... 40 June

"Brute-70" (Louis) .................. 41 Feb.
Frequency Meter, Electronic (Henry) ........ 73 May
"Fuzzbox" for Under $3 (Anderton) ....... 87 Jan.
Mini-Verb (Meyer) ................ 41 May
New Dimension in Portable Radio Listening
(Transfi er) .......................... 43 June
Preamplifier, "Two-By-Two" Stereo (Meyer) .... 69 Mar.
Sound Synchronizer (Lowe) ............ 59 Apr.
Sneaker System, Mixed Twelve (Weems) .... 75 Mar.
Out of Tune? ........................ 14 Apr.
"Trans-Vox" (Caringella) ........... 57 Jan.

Product Reports

It's Spring Tune-Up Time (EICO 888) .... 66 May
Two-Meter Transceiver (Knight-Kit TR-108) .......... 85 Mar.
VOM Kit, A New (Knight-Kit KG-640) ........ 54 Feb.

Science Fair Projects

Cahner, Make Your Own (Davis) ........ 50 May
Metal Locator, IC-67 (Lancaster) ....... 41 Jan.
Motor, "Magic" (Ford) ................ 68 Jan.
Simple-Minded "Maggie" ............ 31 June
Stethoscope, Electronic (Stella) ......... 33 May
Supercontrol (Lancaster) ............ 41 Mar.
Tic Tac Toe, Electric (Greenberg) .... 74 Apr.

Short-Wave Listening

Broadcasts from Asia and Oceania (Legge) ........ 82 Jan.
DX States Awards Presented ............ 110 June
English-Language Broadcasts to North America
(Legge) .................................. 80 Jan., 82 Feb., 84 Mar., 86 Apr., 92 May, 78 June
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Foreign-Language Broadcasts to North America
(Lege) .................................. 82 Mar., 84 May
Short-Wave Listening (Bennett) ............ 60 Feb.
International Telecommunications Union Logs 81 Jan.
Misinformation Verified .................. 83 Feb.
BBC Verification Policies ............... 83 Mar.
Spring Catch—North Sea Hospital Ship 67 Apr.
Broadcasting Station News Around the World 61 May
New Broadcasting Stations in Cuba 79 June
Short-Wave Certificate Application .... 115 Jan., 115 Mar.

Solid-State Circuits

AMLIGNER (Lancaster) ................ 60 Feb.
Amplifier, Solid-State Line-Operated Audio
(Greenlee) .......................... 41 June
"Brute-70" (Louis) .................. 41 Feb.
"Comer's Cuzzin" (Smith) ............. 55 Mar.
"Clatter" Stopper (Chapel) ............ 57 June
CB "Audio Leveler" (Meyer) .......... 55 Feb.
FET Set, Introducing (Althouse) ........ 27 May
Frequency Meter, Electronic (Henry) .... 73 May
Meet Mr. FET (Garner) .............. 47 Feb.
Metal Locator, IC-67 (Lancaster) ........ 41 Jan.
Mini-Verb (Meyer) ................ 41 May
"Mule Box" (Meyer) ................ 45 Mar.
"Multi-Master" (Barnes) .............. 75 Jan.
NBFM Rotor 6-Meter TVI (Winklespeck) ...... 73 Feb.
Preamplifier, "Two-By-Two" Stereo (Meyer) .... 69 Mar.
Remote-Control System, Carrier-Current (Zarr) .... 50 Jan.
"R.F. Sniffer" (Ashe) .............. 55 June
Signal Tracer, Multipurpose FET (Randal) ........ 43 Apr.
Solid State (Garner) ................. 77 Jan., 77 Feb., 78 Mar., 85 Apr., 85 May, 75 June
Sound Synchronizer (Lowe) ............ 59 Apr.
Stacked-Antenna AM Radio (Trauffer) .... 40 May
Stethoscope, Electronic (Stella) ........ 33 May
Supercontrol (Lancaster) ............. 41 May
Tachometer, 36 Electronic (Stoertz) ...... 63 Apr.
Timer, Firing-Range (Hadlock) ........ 37 June
Transistor and Diode Tester, Breakdown Reverse
Voltages (Rakes) .................... 67 May
"Trans-Vox" (Caringella) ............ 57 Jan.

Television

For Whom Does the System Toll? (Lacy) ........ 65 June
Необычная телевизионная антenna (Zelle) .... 68 Apr.
TV Tuner, Taming Your (Smith) ........ 51 May.
TV Color Bar Generators (Cornell) ........ 48 Apr.
Wiring Your Home For TV (Zappo) .......... 44 June
Selecting Antennas .................. 45 June
Selecting Amplifiers and Splitters ........ 48 June
Selecting Transmission Lines .......... 50 June
Installing the System ................ 52 June
Servicing the System ................ 54 June

Test Equipment

AMLIGNER (Lancaster) ................ 60 Feb.
Frequency Meter, Electronic (Henry) .... 73 May
"Multi-Master" (Barnes) .............. 75 Jan.
"R.F. Sniffer" (Ashe) .............. 55 June
Signal Tracer, Multipurpose FET (Randal) ........ 43 Apr.
Stethoscope, Electronic (Stella) ........ 43 Apr.
Transistor and Diode Tester, Breakdown Reverse
Voltages (Rakes) .................... 67 May
TV Color Bar Generators (Cornell) ........ 48 Apr.
VOM Kit, A New (Rakes) ............. 44 Jan.
VOM Range Splitter (Rossnick) .......... 70 Jan.
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IC Freq Meter, Direct Readout (Lancaster) 53 Oct.
Light Blinker, Automatic (Chan) 56 Aug.
L'il Richie (Lancaster) 70 Sept.
"MALF" (Gargen) 67 Sept.
Meet Mr. Versatile (Garner) 60 Dec.

MEMO MINDER (Pershing) 49 Oct.
Multi-Waveform Generator (Chan) 52 Sept.
Police-Special II (Whalen) 41 Nov.
Possible Impractical Impossible Circuit (Duffy & Oleksy) 35 Sept.
Power Supply, Experimenters' "Professional" (Lancaster) 71 Nov.
"Princess Cinderella" (Weems) 38 July
Pulse Command Responder (Maynard) 33 July
Put FM In Your Car (Sweeney) 83 Nov.
QRP Midget (White) 51 July
Red Switch Relay (Jensen & Ewotaw) 49 Sept.
Remote Commander (Maynard) 42 Aug.
Out of Tune 105 Oct.
Remote Volume Control, "2 + 2" (Greenlee) 40 Oct.
R-Matcher (Tooker) 84 Nov.
Sensitive Low-Cost Indicators (Beiswenger) 49 July
Signal Squarer, Signal-Powered (Solomon) 48 Oct.
Slave-Car Controller, Modem (Snow) 41 Dec.
Speaker Enclosure, Instant Non-Fat (Weems) 53 Nov.
Spots Before Your Eyes (Lancaster) 29 Sept.
Out of Tune 12 Dec.
Stopclock (Lemen) 45 Dec.
The "40-Pole" (Tellefsen) 82 Nov.
Therein, Music à la (Garner) 29 Nov.
Three-Car Space Saver (Weems) 57 Oct.
Transistor Tester, NGW (Lancaster) 57 Dec.
Transmitter, "Hart-65" (Smith) 41 Oct.
Turn Indicator Flasher Unit (Mitchell) 66 Oct.
Valimeter, Low-Cost High-Quality Electronic (Tooker) 57 Nov.
VOM + FET = TVM (Randall) 57 July

DEPARTMENTS
Ham Hobby Clearinghouse 112 Aug.
Help Promote International Friendship 95 Dec.
Breakdown Reverse Voltage Transistor and Diode Tester (May, 1967, p.68) 104 Aug.
56 Electronic Tachometer (April, 1967, p.61) 100 Sept.
Tips Before Your Eyes (Sept., 1967, p.29) 12 Dec.

FEATURE ARTICLES
Can Dry Cells Be Recharged? (Shunaman) 41 July
Can We Stave Off Radio-Frequency Super-Saturation? (Humphrey) 71 Oct.
CB'ers Are Wondering About—(KOD3631) 69 Aug.
Clandestine Broadcasters (Kent) 49 Nov.
Color TV, 180 Square Inches of Space 62 July
Don't Fret—It Only Hertz 66 Sept.
Electronics Technician Shortage (Ives) 56 Sept.
Ham Radio Ain't What It Used To Be (Miller) 63 Aug.
Information Central (Schauers) 64 July, 81 Aug., 74 Sept., 74 Oct., 66 Nov., 70 Dec.

POPPULAR ELECTRONICS
116
HI/FI STEREO AND AUDIO

Amplifier, L'il Tiger (Meyer) .................................. 29 Dec.
Hi-Fi Speakers For Small Rooms ................................ 34 Nov.
Multi-Waveform Generator (Chan) ............................. 52 Sept.
Oral History Collecting (Teiser) ................................. 67 Dec.
Amp. for Small Rooms ............................................ 34 Nov.
“Princess Cinderella” (Weems) ................................ 38 July
Put FM In Your Car (Sweeney) .................................. 83 Nov.
Remote Volume Control, “2 + 2” (Greenlee) .................. 40 Oct.
Solid-State Integrated Hi-Fi Amplifier, Acoustat “Add-A-KIt” .................................. 47 July
Speaker Enclosure, Instant Non-Fat (Weems) ................ 53 Nov.
Three-Cornered Speaker Box (Weems) ......................... 57 Oct.

PRODUCT REPORTS

Color TV, 180 Square Inches (Heathkit GR-180) .......... 62 July
Hi-Fi Speakers For Small Rooms (Pioneer CS-24, Wharfscpe W20D) .................................. 34 Nov.
Product Gallery ..................................................... 34 Nov.
Heathkit Guitar and Guitar Amplifier (Models TG-46 and TA-16) .................................. 73 Dec.
EICO “Cartina” Stereo Tuner (Model 3200) .................... 74 Dec.
Radio Shack All-Wave Receiver (Model DX-150) ............ 75 Dec.
Allied S-Band Portable Receiver (Model 2671) ............... 76 Dec.
EICO Model 171 “Space Ranger” ............................... 79 Aug.
Solid-State Integrated Hi-Fi Amplifier, Acoustat “Add-A-KIt” .................................. 47 July

SCIENCE FAIR PROJECTS

“Beachcomber” (Meyer) ......................................... 27 July
FET Regen Receiver, Beginner’s (Caringella) ................. 40 Sept.
Possible Impractical Impossible Circuit (Duffy & Oleksy) .................................. 35 Sept.
Pulse Command Responder (Maynard) ......................... 33 July
Sensitive Low-Cost Indicators (Beiswenger) .................. 49 July
Spots Before Your Eyes (Lancaster) ........................... 29 Sept.
Therehin, Music a la (Garnner) ................................. 29 Nov.

SHORT-WAVE LISTENING

Broadcasts in English From Asia and Oceania (Legge) .... 78 Dec.
Broadcasts in English From Middle East and Africa (Legge) .... 80 Sept.
Clandestine Broadcasters (Kent) .................................. 49 Nov.
DX Countries Awards Presented ................................ 118 Aug.
DX States Awards Presented ..................................... 114 Dec.

SOLID-STATE CIRCUITS

Aah-Choo! Not Another Pepper? (McClellan) ................. 60 July
Amplifier, L'il Tiger (Meyer) .................................. 29 Dec.
“Beachcomber” (Meyer) .......................................... 27 July
Darkroom Timer, Blinking (Tooker) ............................ 87 Sept.
FET Regen Receiver, Beginner’s (Caringella) ................. 40 Sept.
IC Freq Meter, Direct Readout (Lancaster) .................... 80 Sept.
Light Blinker, Automatic (Chan) ............................... 56 Aug.
L'il Richie (Lancaster) ........................................... 70 Sept.
"MALF" (Gorgenyi) .............................................. 67 Sept.
Memo Minder (Persing) .......................................... 49 Oct.
Multi-Waveform Generator (Chan) ............................. 52 Sept.
Police Special II (Whalen) ...................................... 41 Nov.
Possible Impractical Impossible Circuit (Duffy & Oleksy) .................................. 35 Sept.
Power Supply, Experimentor’s “Professional” (Lancaster) .................................. 71 Nov.
Pulse Command Responder (Maynard) ......................... 42 Aug.
Remote Command (Maynard) ................................... 42 Aug.
Sensitive Low-Cost Indicators (Beiswenger) .................. 49 July
Signal Squarer, Signal-Powered (Solomon) .................... 48 Oct.
Slot-Car Controller, Modern (Snow) ............................ 41 Dec.
Solid State (Garner) .............................................. 75 Dec.
Solid-State Integrated Hi-Fi Amplifier, Acoustat “Add-A-KIt” .................................. 47 July
Spots Before Your Eyes (Lancaster) ........................... 29 Sept.
Stoplock (Lemen) ................................................ 45 Dec.
Therehin, Music a la (Garnner) ................................. 29 Nov.
“Up-Verter,” 6 to 12 Volt (Richards) ......................... 67 Oct.
Voltmeter, Low-Cost High-Quality Electronic (Tooker) ........ 57 Nov.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Battery Charger and Tester, Combination (Stover) .......... 33 Aug.
Dwell Meter, Battery-less (Wald) .............................. 40 Nov.
IC Freq Meter, Direct Readout (Lancaster) .................... 53 Oct.
L'il Richie (Lancaster) ........................................... 70 Sept.
Multi-Waveform Generator (Chan) ............................. 52 Sept.
Power Supply, Experimentor’s “Professional” (Lancaster) .................................. 71 Nov.
R-Matcher (Tooker) .............................................. 84 Nov.
Signal Squarer, Signal-Powered (Solomon) .................... 48 Oct.
Transistor Tester, NGW (Lancaster) ............................ 57 Dec.
Voltmeter, Low-Cost High-Quality Electronic (Tooker) ........ 57 Nov.

VOM + FET = TVM (Randall) .................................. 57 July
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INDEX
TO VOLUME 28
JAN.—JUNE 1968

AMATEUR RADIO

Amateur Radio (Brier)
Expo '67 Shenanigans, Contest and Other News 75 Jan.
Amateur Television Around the World 79 Feb.
News on Licensing From the FCC 81 May
Quirk in Radio Law Protects Lawbreakers 75 June
Antennas for Novices, Technicians & SWL's (Cousins) 59 May
"Ferret" Drags Them In (Whalen) 41 Mar.
FET Crystal Calibrator (Tooker) 56 Mar.
Ground Communications, How to Use (Adams) 49 Jan.
Modulation Monitor (Winklepleck) 35 Mar.
Six Scout (Winklepleck) 33 June

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS

Strobe Goes Psychedelic, Universal (Cuccia) 45 Mar.
Windshield Wipers, Slow Kick Your (Belcher) 59 Mar.

CITIZENS BAND RADIO

Modulation Monitor (Winklepleck) 35 Mar.
On the Citizens Band (Spinello) 83 Jan.
Operation Phantom II 83 Jan.
Deadline Denver 81 Feb.
G.R.S. News Award 81 Mar.
CB Jamboree Season 81 Apr.
Missouri Monitor 79 May
Monitor Set to Utah 73 June

CONSTRUCTION

Add "Comply" To Your Tape Recorder (Caringella) 47 Feb.
Add Light Control to Battery-Powered Toys (Gohl) 45 May
Binary Computation With The Binary Adder, Demonstrating (Beals). 29 Apr.
How the Binary System Works 30 Apr.
Basic One-Bit Adder 31 Apr.
Construction and Applications 40 Apr.
Counting Unit, Low-Cost (Lancaster) 27 Feb.
Electric Fence (Greenlee) 45 June
"Ferret" Drags Them In (Whalen) 41 Mar.
FET Crystal Calibrator (Tooker) 56 Mar.
Fuzz Box for Electric Guitar [Leo] 41 Feb.
Out of Tune 97 Mar.
Instrument Amplifier, M/M/M (Meyer) Part 1 43 Apr.
Part 2 31 May

DEPARTMENTS

Letters From Our Readers
8 Jan., 8 Feb., 8 Mar., 8 Apr., 8 May, 8 June
New Literature 111 Jan., 98 Feb., 95 Mar., 87 May, 84 June
New Products 22 Jan., 22 Feb., 22 Mar., 22 Apr., 22 May, 22 June
Operation Assist 92 Jan., 87 Feb., 14 Mar., 87 Apr., 84 May, 81 June
Out of Tune 32 Jan.
Fuzz Box for Electric Guitar (Feb., 1968, p. 42) 97 Mar.
Experimenter's Short-Proof Power Supply (Feb., 1968, p. 54)
Tips and Techniques 90 Jan., 96 Feb., 87 Mar., 14 Apr., 14 May, 6 June

FEATURE ARTICLES

Antennas for Novices, Technicians & SWL's (Cousins) 59 May
Battery Life, Extending (Gottlieb) 66 Feb.
Binary Computation With The Binary Adder, Demonstrating (Beals). 29 Apr.
How the System Works 30 Apr.
Basic One-Bit Adder 31 Apr.
Construction and Applications 40 Apr.
Cleaning Up a Clunker (Lincoln) 66 June
Dry Cell Tester (Harlow) 57 Feb.
Electronics Technician—His Job And His Future (Liske) 54 Apr.
FCC License, Twenty Questions on Getting Your (Rice and Mueller) 67 Apr.
Flame Amplification (Joseph) 47 May
Ground Communications, How to Use 49 Jan.
Information Central (Schauers) 72 Jan., 69 Feb., 76 Mar., 76 Apr., 68 May, 58 June
Multimeter, The Case For The Transistorized (Salomon) 30 Jan.
Printed Circuit Boards, Cutting, Punching and Drilling Of (Adel) 57 Jan.
Popular Elecromatics 52 Jan., 40 Feb.
Programmed Instruction (Lacy) 49 Apr.
Quest for Crystal That Amplifies (Castigan) 40 June

POPPULAR ELECTRONICS

Buzzes (Balin) 60 Jan.
Component Function 45 Feb.
Polarity 66 Mar.
Electronic "AA" 48 Apr.
Neon Lamp 58 May
Capacitor Circuit 63 June
Resistor Standards (Pettersen) .................................................. 44 Feb.
SCR?, Who's Afraid of The (Mangieri) ............................................ 53 Jan.
Still Akahora—Still Going Strong (Garrett) ...................................... 49 Jan.
Storage Batteries, You Can Parallel (Jaynes) .................................... 86 Feb.
Substrata Communications (Adams) ................................................ 43 Jan.
That Old Regenerative Set of Mine (Ebel) ........................................ 50 Jan.
Tired of TV? Try Radio Drama (Little) ........................................... 59 Apr.
True or False? (Bell) .................................................................. 40 Mar.
TV Service Technicians Are Underpaid, Our (Bell) ......................... 49 June

Unique Patents
Process for Extracting Metal From Living Bodies ............................. 56 Jan.
Snare Drum ................................................................. 61 Feb.
Electric Gun ......................................................................... 71 Mar.
Electronic Lip Reader ........................................................... 61 Apr.

HI-FI/STEREIO AND AUDIO
Add "Comply" to Your Tape Recorder (Caringella) ...................... 47 Feb.
FET Mixer (Wherry) .............................................................. 49 Mar.
Flame Amplification (Joseph) ..................................................... 47 May
Fuzz-Box for Electric Guitar (Leo) .............................................. 41 Feb.
Instrument Amplifier, M/M/M (Meyer) ........................................ 43 Apr.
Intruder Detector, "Cyclops" ...................................................... 41 May
"People Detector," Amazing (Garner) .......................................... 68 Jan.
Resistor Standards (Pettersen) 44 Feb.
Reverb Adapter, Electronic (Meyer) .............................................. 41 Jan.
"Sonolite" (Meyer) .................................................................. 27 May
Speaker System, Mighty-Mag (Weems) ........................................... 67 Mar.
"Testone," IC (Lancaster) .......................................................... 27 Jan.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Slave Driver (Low) .................................................................... 65 Jan.
Strobe Goes Psychedelic, Universal (Cuccia) ................................. 45 Mar.

PRODUCT GALLERY
Heathkit AR-15 stereo receiver .................................................... 68 Jan.
Lafayette HB-625 CB transceiver .................................................. 68 Jan.
AMECO R-5 all-wave receiver .................................................... 70 Jan.
Omega-T "noise bridge" .............................................................. 70 Jan.
Knight-Kit T-175 linear amplifier .................................................. 72 Feb.
ERI "Multivox 140" VHF receiver .............................................. 72 Feb.
Atlas Sound MO-1 mobile speaker .............................................. 74 Feb.
Knight-Kit KG-663 power supply .............................................. 74 Feb.
Olston RA-23 TV sound-only receiver ........................................ 72 Mar.
Heathkit IM-17 multimeter .......................................................... 72 Mar.
Electromation ultrasonic cleaner .................................................. 74 Mar.
Allied Radio TD-1030 tape deck .................................................... 74 Mar.
Heathkit SB-310 short-wave receiver ........................................... 72 Apr.
RCA KD-2112 experimenter's kit .................................................. 74 Apr.
EICO 235 VTM ....................................................................... 74 Apr.
Hallicrafters CRX-102 monitor receiver ...................................... 94 Apr.
Tram "Titan II" CB transceiver .................................................... 64 May
Knight-Kit KG-663 battery inverter/charger .................................. 66 May
Mosley SWL-7 short-wave antenna ............................................... 66 May
Eico/er EC-1100 and EC-1200 wireless FM and AM mikes kits ...... 64 June
Lafayette Radio 50,000-ohms-per-volt VOM ................................. 64 June

SCIENCE FAIR PROJECTS
Add Light Control to Battery-Powered Toys (Gohl) ...................... 45 May
Binary Computation With the Binary Adder, Demonstrating (Beals) 29 Apr.
Counting Unit, Low-Cost (Lancaster) ......................................... 27 Feb.
Flame Amplification (Joseph) ..................................................... 47 May
Ground Communications, How To Use ........................................ 49 Jan.
"People Detector," Amazing (Garner) ......................................... 27 June
Stopwatch, Ultra-Fast Electronic (Lancaster) ................................ 27 Mar.
Strobe Goes Psychedelic, Universal (Cuccia) ................................. 45 Mar.

June, 1968

SHORT-WAVE LISTENING
Antennas for Novices, Technicians & SWL's (Cousins) .................. 59 May
Central and South America, Let's Listen To (Legge) .................... 80 Jan.
DX Countries Awards Presented ............................................. 116 Feb.
DX Provinces Awards Presented ............................................. 111 Apr.
DX States Awards Presented .................................................. 97 June
"Ferret" Drags Them In (Whalen) .................................................. 41 Mar.
English-Language Broadcasts to North America (Legge) .......... 82 Feb.

SOLID-STATE CIRCUITS
Add "Comply" to Your Tape Recorder (Caringella) ...................... 47 Feb.
Add Light Control to Battery-Powered Toys (Gohl) ...................... 45 May
Counting Unit, Low-Cost (Lancaster) ......................................... 27 Feb.
Electric Fence (Greenlee) .......................................................... 45 June
"Ferret" Drags Them In (Whalen) .................................................. 41 Mar.
FET Crystal Calibrator (Tooker) .............................................. 56 Mar.
FET Mixer (Wherry) ............................................................... 49 Mar.
Fuzz-Box for Electric Guitar (Leo) .............................................. 41 Feb.
Instrument Amplifier, M/M/M (Meyer) .......................... 43 Apr., 31 May
Intruder Detector, "Cyclops" (Simonton) ................................. 41 May
"Lease Breaker" and "Drip" (Brakenski) ...................................... 33 Feb.
Modulation Monitor (Winklepleck) ............................................. 35 Mar.
Multimeter, The Case for the Transistorized (Solomon) .............. 30 Jan.
Oscillator, Megahertz UJT (Tooker) ........................................... 66 Apr.
"People Detector," Amazing (Garner) ....................................... 27 June
Power Failure Alarm, Battery-Less (Tooker) .............................. 43 Feb.
Power Supply, Experimentor's Short-Proof (Cuccia) ................. 53 Feb.
Quest for Crystal That Amplifies (Costigan) .............................. 40 June
Reverb Adapter, Electronic (Meyer) .......................................... 41 Jan.
SCR?, Who's Afraid of The (Mangieri) ....................................... 55 Jan.
Slave Driver (Lowe) .................................................................. 65 Jan.
Solid State (Garner) ................................................................. 77 Jan., 76 Feb., 84 Mar., 84 Apr., 76 May, 68 June
"SonCon" Continuity Tester (Johnson) ........................................ 61 June
"Sonolite" (Meyer) ................................................................... 27 May
Stopwatch, Ultra-Fast Electronic (Lancaster) .............................. 27 May
Strobe Goes Psychedelic, Universal (Cuccia) ................................. 45 Mar.
"Testone," IC (Lancaster) .......................................................... 27 Jan.
Windshield Wipers, Slow Kick Your (Belcher) ............................. 59 Mar.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Dry Cell Tester (Harlow) ........................................................... 57 Feb.
Multimeter, The Case for the Transistorized (Solomon) .............. 30 Jan.
Power Supply, Battery (Ashe) .................................................... 46 Feb.
Power Supply, Experimentor's Short-Proof (Cuccia) ................. 53 Feb.
"Quintupler," Throw Together a (Tooker) ................................... 64 Jan.
"SonCon" Continuity Tester (Johnson) ...................................... 61 June
"Testone," IC (Lancaster) .......................................................... 27 Jan.
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INDEX
TO VOLUME 29
JULY—DEC. 1968

AMATEUR RADIO

Amateur Radio (Brier) ........................................ 77 July
Places and People in Ham Radio ................................ 77 July
Changes in FCC Regulations .................................. 83 Aug.
Sun Spots Improve 28-MHz Conditions ................. 92 Sept.
Horizontal “Vertical” Antennas ............................... 82 Oct.
New Frequency Allocations ................................. 83 Nov.
Protecting Our Frequencies ................................ 76 Dec.
CW Monitor, Batteryless (Vogwill) ....................... 40 July
Meters: Let’s Face Them (Speer) ......................... 79 Aug.
Noise Blanker (McGee) ........................................ 49 Oct.

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS

G-Whiz, Build the (Whalen) .................................. 29 Sept.
Omni-Alarm, Automobile (Simonton) ...................... 51 Aug.
Who Left the Car Lights On? (Ives) ...................... 34 Aug.

CITIZENS BAND RADIO

CB Antennas, Touch Base with (Belt) .................... 58 Aug.
CB Equipment, Annual Catalog of 5-Watt (Staff) .... 41 Aug.
Noise Blanker (McGee) ........................................ 49 Oct.
On the Citizens Band (Spinello) ......................... 79 July
Jamboree Calendar ............................................. 79 July
Colorado Revisited ............................................ 86 Aug.
Jamborees Are Better Than Ever .......................... 96 Sept.
A CB Group Devoted to Service ........................... 81 Oct.
1968 Monitour Results ...................................... 66 Dec.

CONSTRUCTION

Accurtime, Build the (Whalen) ............................. 41 July
Amplifier, Basic Mono (Horsfield) ...................... 67 Sept.
Amplifier, Unique Dual-FET (Blachford) .............. 78 Aug.
Antenna, Four-Band SWL (Turner) ....................... 50 Nov.
Calibrator, Accurate Low-Voltage (Tooker) ............ 66 Sept.
Digital Volt-Ohmmeter, Build the POPULAR ELECTRONICS (Lancaster) ....................... 27 Dec.
Electronic Lock, Freq-Out (Simonton) .................. 43 Oct.
FET Interval Timer (Blachford) ........................... 61 Sept.
FET-QM, Build a (Teliefsen) .............................. 51 Dec.
FET Rejuvenates VOM (Prensky) ........................... 72 Nov.
Fluorescent Lamp, Battery-Powered (Richards) ....... 55 Dec.
Gadget Box—Mark 99 (Tashetta) .......................... 64 Dec.
G-Whiz, Build the (Whalen) ................................ 29 Sept.
Lighting Control, Build the Dynadim Home (Bik) .... 71 Sept.
Li’l Winker, Build (Greenlee) ............................. 47 Dec.
Magnetic Stirrer, Variable-Speed (Dennison) ........... 43 Nov.
Metronome, Electronic, with Accented Beat ............ 59 Nov.
MOSFET Barrier, Checking the (Tooker) ............... 58 Nov.
Nixie Readout, All-Purpose (Solomon, Burawa) ...... 67 Nov.
Noise Blanker (McGee) ........................................ 49 Oct.
Omni-Alarm, Automobile (Simonton) ..................... 51 Aug.
pH Meter, Solid-State (Dennison) ......................... 33 Nov.
Photoplethysmograph, Your Own Little (Devine) .... 27 July
Pitch Reference, Build a Musical (Lancaster) ........ 41 Sept.
PLM, 117-Volt (Forman, Nawracej) ..................... 55 Aug.
Power and Impedance Meter, Unique (Hartkopf) ..... 67 Dec.
Power Supply, IC Experimenter’s 3.6-Volt (Tooker) . 27 Aug.
Prowler Howler (Rawlings) ................................. 47 Nov.
Speaker System, Sealed Reflex (Weems) ............... 59 Oct.
Sports Timer ................................................... 31 Oct.
Stereo—At 99¢ Per Ear (Weems) ......................... 34 July
Super-Sensitive Super-Simple Super-Regen (Lisle) .... 52 July
Table Lamp, Mannerly (Small) ............................ 79 Nov.
Transistor Test Adapter for Your VTVM (Mangieri) .. 55 July
Transistor Tester, Simple (Kelland) ...................... 80 Sept.
While You Were Out (St. Laurent) ....................... 31 Aug.
Who Left the Car Lights On? (Ives) ..................... 34 Aug.

DEPARTMENTS

Information Central (Schauers) .......................... 66 July, 76 Aug. 78 Oct.
Out of Tune .....................................................
M/M/M Instrument Amplifier (Part 1, April, 1968, p. 43) 86 July
SonCon Continuity Tester (June, 1968, p. 61) .......... 14 Aug.

FEATURE ARTICLES

Bass Reflex, Tune up Your (Weems) ...................... 47 July
CB Antennas, Touch Base with (Belt) .................... 49 Oct.
CB Equipment, Annual Catalog of 5-Watt (Staff) .... 58 Aug.
Color TV That Isn’t (Griffin) .............................. 73 Oct.
Dream Receivers for the SWL (Ferrell) ................. 53 Oct.
Fluorescent Lamp, Battery-Powered (Richards) ....... 55 Dec.
Gadget Box—Mark 99 (Tashetta) .......................... 64 Dec.
Kits for Beginners, Christmas Premiere of (McEntee) 41 Dec.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
HI-FI/STEREO AND AUDIO

Amplifier, Accuratime, Build the (Whalen) .............. 74 July
Accuratime, Build the (Whalen) .................. 41 July
Amplifier, Unique Dual-FET (Blachford) ........ 80 Aug,
FET-QM, Build a (Tellfesen) .............. 51 Dec.
Nixie Readout, Accurate Low-Voltage (Tooker) ........ 66 Sept.
Lancaster) .................................. 59 Dec.
Electronic Lock, Freq-Out (Simonton) ............ 42 Oct.
FET Interval Timer (Blachford) .................. 61 Sept.
FET-QM, Build a (Tellfesen) .............. 51 Dec.
FET Rejuvenates VOM (Prensky) .............. 72 Nov.
Lighting Control, Build the Dynadim Home (Bik) ...... 71 Sept.
Metronome, Electronic, with Accented Beat .......... 59 Nov.
MOSFET Barrier, Checking the (Tooker) .......... 58 Nov.
Nixie Readout, All-Purpose (Solomon, Burawa) .... 67 Nov.
Noise Blanker (McGee) .......................... 49 Oct.
Omni-Alarm, Automobile (Simonton) ................ 51 Aug.
PH Meter, Solid-State (Dennison) .............. 33 Nov.
Photoplethysmograph, Your Own Little (Devine) .... 27 July
Pitch Reference, Build a Musical (Lancaster) ........ 41 Sept.
Power Supply, IC Experimenters' 3.6-Volt (Tooker) .... 27 Aug.
Prowler Howler (Rawlings) .................. 47 Nov.
Solid-State (Garnier) .......................... 70 Nov.
Sports Timer .................................. 31 Oct.
Who Left the Car Lights On? (Ives) .............. 34 Aug.

TELEVISION

Color TV That Isn't (Griffin) .................. 73 Oct.
Technician Jobs in CATV, 10,000 (Lacy) ........ 27 Nov.
TV Servicing, Systems Approach to (belt) ........ 59 July

TEST EQUIPMENT

Calibrated Sweep to Your Oscilloscope, Add (Bonebrake) ...... 75 Dec.
Calibrator, Accurate Low-Voltage (Tooker) ........ 66 Sept.
Digital Volt-Ohm-meter, Build the POPULAR 
ELECTRONICS (Lancaster) .............. 27 Dec.
FET Rejuvenates VOM (Prensky) .............. 72 Nov.
MOSFET Barrier, Checking the (Tooker) .......... 58 Nov.
Nixie Readout, All-Purpose (Solomon, Burawa) .... 67 Nov.
PH Meter, Solid-State (Dennison) .............. 33 Nov.
PLM, 117-Volt (Forman, Nawraca) .............. 55 Aug.
Power and Impedance Meter, Unique (Hartkopf) .... 67 Dec.
Transistor Test Adapter for Your VTVM 
(Mangler) ................................. 55 July
Transistor Tester, Simple (Kendall) .............. 80 Sept.

INDEX TO VOLUME 30
JAN.—JUNE 1969

AMATEUR RADIO

Amateur Radio (Brier)
Report on Russian Hams .................................................... 85 Feb.
Another DX Journey ....................................................... 87 Mar.
New Novice License Eligibility .......................................... 84 Apr.
Annual 6-Meter Short-Skip Watch Is On ............................. 83 May
Amateur Radio Program Begins 10th TV Season ................... 85 June
Broadband Dipole for 75/80 Meters (Daughtyst) .................. 66 Jan.
Frequency Calibrator, Advanced Ham (Johnson) .................. 57 Jan.
Happly Hybrid, Build a (Logan) ....................................... 48 Mar.
Hatfield Hams and CB McCoys, The (Allen) ......................... 73 Feb.
No Place To Go But Up (Humphrey) ................................. 75 Mar.

CITIZENS BAND RADIO

Hatfield Hams and CB McCoys, The (Allen) ......................... 73 Feb.
On The Citizens Band (Spinella) ...................................... 73 Feb.
Explorer Scouts Do Their Duty ........................................... 79 Feb.
Monitor '69 ................................................................... 84 Mar.

CONSTRUCTION

Ammeter, Low-Cost AC (Johnson) ....................................... 50 May
Amplifier, Mini-Watt IC (Kires) ......................................... 47 Jan.
AM Tuner, A Varicap Front End (Mangieri) ......................... 76 May
AM Tuner, Top-Rated (Cuccia) ......................................... 43 Jan.
Antenna Bridge, Simplest! (Ashe) ...................................... 66 Apr.
Antenna, Extended Double Zepp FM (Nelson) ................. 70 Jan.
Audio Voltage Standard, Precision (Gilbert) ...................... 71 Jan.
Broadband Dipole for 75/80 Meters (Daughtyst) ............... 66 Jan.
Compression Sustainer, For Your Guitar (Anderson) .......... 89 May
DCU, Third-Generation (Trommel) .................................... 43 Feb.
Eyeballer, Build the (White) .............................................. 41 June
Flasher, Build 200-Watt Dual (Simonton) ......................... 50 Feb.
Frequency Calibrator, Advanced Ham (Johnson) .............. 57 Jan.
Frequency Counter, POPULAR ELECTRONICS Universal (Lancaster) Part 1 ............................................. 33 Mar.
Part 2 ......................................................................... 41 Apr.
(Out of Tune) .................................................................. 11 June
Fuse Eliminator (Johnson) ................................................. 59 June
IC Tiltlale (Trommel) ...................................................... 69 Apr.
Metal Locator, Build a "Different!" (Haggard) ................... 53 Feb.
Metronome, Build a Cheapie (Grafil) ............................... 67 Jan.
Ohmeter, Constant-Current (Kaufman) .............................. 53 Apr.
Op-Tach, Build (Simonton) .............................................. 27 Mar.
(Out of Tune) .................................................................. 11 June
OWL, Your Own Private (Archer) ...................................... 51 June
Pitch Reference, Second-Guessing the (Hayl) ..................... 70 June
Power Inverter, Build a (Coll) ........................................... 65 May
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Plastic Tiger Audio Power Amplifier,
The (Meyer) .................................... 27 Oct.
Stereo Decoder, Unique (Reich) ............... 53 Oct.
Stereo Scent (Halt) .................................

What is High Fidelity? .......................... 71 July
Ten Hi-Fi Fallacies ............................ 70 Aug.
All About Adjustments .......................... 84 Sept.
Answering Reader Mail .......................... 70 Nov.
Selecting a Speaker System ..................... 66 Dec.
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN ELECTRONICS
Operational Amplifier (Part 1), The (Tenny) 30 Aug.
Operational Amplifier (Part 2), The (Tenny) 61 Sept.
Portable Radar Becomes a Reality (Humphrey) 67 July
Single Sideband for CB Is Now (Friedman) 25 Aug.
Solid-State Laser for the Experiment (Mims) 46 Oct.
Solid-State Laser, Understanding the (Mims) 35 Oct.

PRODUCT GALLERY
Avanti AV-527 CB Antenna 80 Oct.
B & K Model 1460 Oscilloscope 82 July
Calgon Heat Sink Paste 78 Sept.
Chapman Ratchet-Offset Kit 82 Aug.
Gerard Zero 100 Turntable 82 Aug.
Harmon-Kardon CAD-5 Cassette Deck 80 Oct.
Heathkit GR-169 Color TV 82 July
Heathkit HM-102 RF Wattmeter 78 Sept.
Heathkit IB-102 Frequency Scales 83 Dec.
Heathkit IM-105 VOM 80 Oct.
Heathkit IR-1BM Chart Recorder 65 Nov.
Lafayette QD-4 Four-Channel Adapter 83 Dec.
Lafayette Telsat 924 CB Transceiver 65 Nov.
Lendell Quick-Pick Tools 80 Oct.
Magnum 2001 Tape Deck 78 Sept.
Mid-Line Frequency Standard 82 Aug.
Pioneer SX-2500 Stereo Receiver 83 Dec.
Simpson Electronics Model A Transceiver 82 Aug.
Stanton Dynaphase I Headphones 82 July
Teac A-24 Stereo Cassette Deck 65 Nov.
Unilarm Kab Kit Speaker Enclosure 83 Dec.

SCIENCE FAIR
Drummer Boy, The (Simonton) 25 July
Solid-State Bird, The (Simonton) 58 Sept.
Solid-State Laser for the Experiment (Mims) 46 Oct.
Underwater Fish Finder (Green) 48 Aug.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Add Triggered Sweep to your Scope (Garland & Melen) 52 July
Crystal Calibrator for the Ham and SWL (Blair) 59 Aug.
Substitute for Meters in Bridge Circuits, A (Friedman) 62 Nov.
Testing Power Supplies (Demos) 67 Sept.
Voltage Monitor (Hommers) 63 Nov.

TUTORIAL
Are Modern Military Radars Infallible? (Judd) 45 Sept.
Can an Amplifier Tube Have Zero Conductance? (Bailey) 42 Nov.
Destiny and Geomagnetism (Garrison) 41 July
Don't Bypass the Hobby Shop (Tooker) 50 Oct.
Electronics Bookshelf, (Part 1), The (Drumeller) 44 Nov.
Electronics Fights Noise Pollution (Silver) 61 Oct.
Operational Amplifier (Part 1), The (Tenny) 30 Aug.
Operational Amplifier (Part 2), The (Tenny) 61 Sept.
Receiver Noise Figure and Sensitivity, Understanding (West) 33 Nov.
Solid-State Laser, Understanding the 'Mims' 35 Oct.
Understand the System (Buchbaumberg) 52 Sept.
What Makes the Transistor Tick? (Wood) 49 Nov.

USEFUL HOUSEHOLD PROJECTS
Combination Lock, Electronic (Nunley) 51 Aug.
Combination Lock, SCR (Fahnstock) 53 Nov.
Low-Voltage Remote Power Control (Johnson) 69 July
Sports Amplifier, All American (Cooper) 29 Sept.
Underground Survey Meter, An (Pollatz) 63 Aug.
Voltage Monitor (Hommers) 63 Nov.
HI-FI/STEREO

Bass Reflex Enclosures The Easy Way, Build (Weems) ... 32 Sept.
Cassette Tapes, Performance Tests of (Hirsch) ... 28 Apr.
4-Channel Universal Decoder, Build a (Nichols) ... 28 Dec.
Comcback of the Bass Reflex (Weems) ... 49 Nov.
Crystal-Controlled FM Tuner Design (Peter) ... 51 July
Dolby Technique for Reducing Noise, The (Horowitz) ... 31 Aug.
Four-Channel Cartridge Tape Players, Survey of (Hirsch) ... 26 May
Four-Channel Sound (Cawfield) ... 26 June
Growth of CBS SQ—A Status Report ... 65 Nov.
Hi-Fi Headphones, How to Use (Ashe) ... 76 July
Hi-Fi Loudspeakers: Facts & Fallacies (Part 1) (Brociner) ... 40 Aug.
Hi-Fi Loudspeakers: Facts & Fallacies (Part 2) (Brociner) ... 60 Sept.
How Good are Cassettes? (Maynard) ... 8 Oct.
How to Select a Cassette Recorder (Hirsch) ... 12 July
Labyrinth Speakers for Hi-Fi (Weems) ... 40 Jan.
Legal Boozy Traps in Tape Recording (Lincoln) ... 12 June
Outdoor Hi-Fidelity Loudspeaker Roundup (Hirsch) ... 26 July
Reel-to-Reel Tape Recorder, How to Select a (Hirsch) ... 47 Mar.
TV Antenna, Choosing a (Bel) ... 42 Feb.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN ELECTRONICS

Acoustic Microscope, An ... 42 Oct.
Airborne Test Antenna, New ... 62 Jan.
Army Buys Tactical Landing System ... 51 Jan.
Automated Radiological Diagnosis System ... 97 Jan.
Battery-Powered Locator Beacon for Aircraft ... 34 Aug.
Earth Station for Satellite Experiments ... 33 Apr.
First American-Made Quartz Watch ... 46 Mar.
Laser Holograms Speed Computer Parts Analysis ... 49 Apr.
Laser Machining Produces Electronic Circuits ... 30 Aug.
Liquid-Core, Low-Loss Optical Fiber ... 59 July
Luggage Inspection System ... 37 Oct.
Mobile Telemprinter System for Law Enforcement ... 72 Oct.
New Hologram Crystals Permanently Store Images ... 77 Aug.
New Laser Communication System ... 97 Mar.
New Thermal Viewor Has Civilian Uses ... 40 June
Radio Emergency Call Boxes ... 54 Dec.
Satellite Pictures Show Earth's Resources ... 68 Nov.
Selectivision Magnettape System ... 48 Nov.
Solid-State Radiographic Screens ... 35 Aug.
Rechargeable Alkaline Battery, The (Milbourne) ... 104 Nov.
Transparent Ceramics for Electro-Optics (Hey) ... 63 Oct.

PRODUCT TEST REPORTS

A. A. E. Model T-101 Transistor Tester ... 88 Dec.
Advent 201 Cassette Tape Deck ... 76 Feb.
Advent Loudspeaker, The Smaller ... 62 May
Ampex AX-300 Tape Recorder Design (Balin) ... 64 Apr.
Audiotex Model 30-5104 Speaker System ... 77 June
Bilectro "One Hander" Soldering Tool ... 80 Jan.
Bird Ham-Mate 4350 R-F Wattmeter ... 84 Aug.
Dynacon Model 1218 Automatic Turntable ... 78 Sept.
Dynasonic Cobra 130 CB Transceiver ... 82 Aug.
E. F. Johnson Model 124-M CB Transceiver ... 82 Mar.
Eico EC-4700 4-Channel Stereo Adapter ... 79 Feb.
Eico Solid-State Model 299 FET VOM ... 84 Jan.
Eico SSO-500 Security Alarm System ... 86 Aug.
Electra Bearcat III Monitor Receiver ... 84 Oct.
Estes Transroc Radio Control Transmitter ... 63 May

TELEVISION

Cable TV—Where It Is & Where It's Going (Bel) ... 26 Jan.
Color TV Projection System ... 35 June
Digital Logic Tubes TV Receivers ... 60 Nov.
Identification by Instant Replay TV ... 90 Sept.
Multiset Coupling Systems for your TV Antenna (Wolf) ... 28 Oct.
New IC's and Circuits for Color TV ... 50 Feb.
New In-Line Color Tube Simplifies Convergence ... 86 Sept.
Play Electronic Tag on Your TV (Anderson) ... 61 Nov.
Solid-State TV Camera Sensors ... 85 May
Squaring Off on Two Solid-State TV Cameras ... 66 Oct.
TV Signal Splitter (Lewart) ... 83 June
What's Different About Japanese Color TV (Bel) ... 46 Apr.
TEST EQUIPMENT

Audio Level Meter, Build an (Milbourne) .................. 104 Dec.
Digital Volt-Ohmmeter Plug-In Module (Meyer) .......... 60 Mar.
Impedance Meter, Build an (Rakes) ....................... 68 Oct.
Linear-Scale Ohmmeter, A (Beene) ......................... 45 May
Preamplifier for Your Scope, A (Gorgenyi) .............. 47 Aug.
Precision Lab Power Supply (Ball) ......................... 32 Feb.
Rise-Time Measurements (Herzog) ......................... 60 Aug.
Semiconductor Curve Tracer, Build a Versatile (Keith) . 41 June
Signal Difference Stereo Balance Meter, Build a (Laughlin) 50 Apr.
Slow Turn-On Protects Power Supply (Tooker) ........... 73 Sept.
Tach-Dwell Meter (Olsen) ..................................... 42 Nov.
Wheatstone Bridge, Inexpensive (West) ..................... 34 Mar.
175-MHz Prescaler, Build a (Meyer) ....................... 53 Apr.

THE SCENES

Communications Scene (Humphrey)
Incentive Licensing for Hams:
Progress or Discrimination? .................................. 52 Jan.
Case For a National CB Organization, The ................ 64 Feb.
Marine Gear Windfall For Hams .............................. 100 Mar.
Nicholas Johnson of the FCC ................................. 96 Apr.
Harbor Police: Communications About ........................ 68 June
Search and Rescue Network .................................. 100 Oct.

Communications Scene (Parrish)
Scanners For Monitoring VHF & UHF ......................... 102 Nov.
Mac's Service Shop (Frye)
Getting the Most from Your Service Dollars .............. 102 Feb.
TVI From the Victim's Viewpoint ........................... 70 Mar.
Meter Accuracy Specifications .............................. 60 Apr.
Versatile Pocket Calculator, A .............................. 58 May
Single Sideband for the CB'er .............................. 64 June
Salvaging Ducked Radios ..................................... 60 July
Shelf Life of Capacitors and Batteries ..................... 68 Aug.
New Breed of Test Equipment ............................... 87 Sept.
Electronics and Car Theft .................................... 88 Oct.
Philosophy of a Kit Manufacturer ........................... 88 Nov.
New TV Antenna, A ............................................. 90 Dec.
Solid State (Garnier) .......................................... 102 Jan.
Stereo Scene (Holz)
How Good Need a Turntable Be? ............................. 7 Jan.
Basic Hi-Fi Trouble-Shooting .............................. 10 Feb.
Tracking Distortion in Phonograph Cartridges ........... 10 Mar.
The Battle of the Tapes ....................................... 10 Apr.
Choosing the Stereo System That's Right For You ...... 10 May
Choosing the Sound You Want .............................. 64 Aug.
The Discrete Quadruphonic Disc ............................ 12 Sept.
Connections & Interconnections ............................ 60 Aug.
Keeping Things Straight ..................................... 10 Nov.
Galaxy of Gadgets, A ........................................... 12 Dec.

Surplus Scene (Burawa)
Today's Surplus Dealers ............................... 116 Jan.
Small-Parts Market, The ................................. 97 June
More Companies To Get Acquainted With .......... 117 July
In The Battle For First Place, The Buyer Wins .... 97 July
What's Available In Test Equipment ..................... 117 Sept.
Get To Know Your Dealers .................................. 117 Oct.
Realistic Look At The Mail-Order Business, A ........ 117 Nov.

Television Scene (Belt)
New Color Sets and Programs ............................... 112 Jan.
RCA Tone the Color Line ..................................... 76 May
Picking A Good TV Man ...................................... 78 July

Test Equipment Scene (Minkop)
Test Equipment Scene (Solomon)
VOM's, VTM's and TVM's ..................................... 114 Mar.
Digital Instruments: What, Why and Who .............. 84 June
Vector Scopes For Showing Color TV Angles ........... 82 July
Probes For Servicing ....................................... 100 Sept.
Power Supplies—Power To The Circuit .................. 96 Oct.
Sine Waves and Scopes ...................................... 98 Nov.
Semiconductor Testing ....................................... 100 Dec.

TUTORIAL

Ampere's Law (Heiserman) ................................. 98 Dec.
Analog Logic (Hannas) ...................................... 82 Apr.
Controlling DC Motors (Fleming) ....................... 36 Mar.
Field-Effect Transistor, The (Shippie) ................... 76 Aug.
Flip-Flop With Op Amps (Garland) ...................... 58 July
Fuses for Electronics (James) ............................ 43 July
How and Why of the SCR, The (Wujski) ................. 69 Nov.
Nuclear Radiation & Detection (Part 2—Radioactivity Detectors) (Ello) ........... 66 Nov.
Ohm's Law, The Origin of (Heiserman) ................. 46 May
(Huffman) ................................................. 66 Sept.
How to Flash Tubes:

Automatic Amplifier Switch (Tyler)
Audio Power Stage
Seeing Inside Power Milestone

How to Select an Electronic Organ (Lawrence)
Milestone in Space Communications (Leinwoll)
Model Rocketry for the Electronics Experimenter (Mims)
Power from the Sun with Silicon (Heiserman)
Rock Music and Noise Pollution (Silver)
Seeing Inside with Acoustical Holography (Holder)
Silicon Solar Cells (Wujek)
Stage Lighting for the Amateur (Margison)
Volta and His "Electric Pile" (Heiserman) 102 January

HI-FI/STEREO

Advances in SQ Quadraphonic Matrix Decoders (Hirsch) 35 November
Audio Power Amplifier (Robbins) 44 November
Automatic Amplifier Switch (Tyler) 52 January
Basic Hi-Fi Speaker Systems (Fieldman) 46 April
Closed Box Speaker System Design, Part 1 (Weems) 41 June
Closed Box Speaker System Design, Part 2 (Weems) 102 July
Comparison of Quadraphonic Matrix Decoders (Hirsch) 45 May
Four-Channel Firms Up (Fieldman) 40 December
How We Hear the Way We Do (Kenney) 103 March
Methods of Matrixing for 4-Channel Sound (Fieldman) 26 January
Mono/Stereo Headphones, Make Low-Cost (Lincoln) 38 November
New 4-Channel Records, The (Maynard) 98 June
Noise Reduction Systems for Cassettes (Hirsch) 32 July
QS Drops the Gauntlet with its Vario-Matrix System (Hirsch) 44 September
Record Playing Equipment, Trends in (Hirsch) 48 December
Simple Compressor-Expander (Anderton) 50 April
Speakers, Trends in (Brockner) 51 December
SQ Four-Channel Decoder (Esformes) 26 July
Status Report on Discrete 4-Channel Disc Equipment (Hirsch) 28 August
Super Audio Sweep Generator, Build the (Leon, Paul, Rico) 29 October
Survey Analyzes Cartridge and Cassette Buyer Habits and Preferences 53 August
Tape Meters, Trends in (Burstein) 46 October
Tape Recorder Control of Slides (Sharp) 71 November
Test Report on Chromium Dioxide VS Ferric Oxide Cassette Tapes (Hirsch) 50 June
Understanding NAB Tape Playback Equalization (Burstein) 48 September
Understanding Updated FM Tuner Specs (Fieldman) 65 March
Versatile Tape Recorder Control (Lincoln) 44 October
Which Reel-to-Reel Tape to Use? (Waverly) 28 February

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

COA—The New Current Differentiating Amplifier (Jung) 61 June
Electronic Wristwatches 49 February
Fastest Electronic Device 90 May
IC "Time Machine", The (Jung) 54 November
Liquid Crystals for Electronics (Doering) 58 January
New Fast-Charge Batteries, The (Mangieri) 67 November
Surface Charge Transistor, The (Heiserman) 102 June
Thin-Film Laser Switch 53 January
Versatile IC Timer (Schope) 98 July

PRODUCT TEST REPORTS

Active BETA-3 BCB Auto Antenna 88 November
Akai Model 4000DS Tape Recorder 83 October

DECEMBER 1973

Archerkit Deluxe Electronic Ignition System 83 May
B&K Model 281 Digital Multimeter 70 December
B&K Model 501A Semiconductor Curve Tracer 86 March
B&K Model 1440 Oscilloscope 81 January
BSR/McDonald Model 810/X Automatic Turntable 82 July
California Instruments Model 8313 Multimeter 84 January
Coulter Gladiator AM/SSB CB Transceiver 84 March
Crown Model DC-300A Power Amplifier 84 November
Dual Model 1229 Automatic Turntable 78 August
Dynaco FM-5 Stereo FM Tuner 78 March
E. F. Johnson Messenger 120 CE Transceiver 83 September
E. F. Johnson Messenger 323-M CB Transceiver 84 February
Electra "Jolly Roger" Scanning Monitor Receiver 84 September
Electrosonics International EM-S Monitor Receiver 82 June
Electro-Voice Model 4X4 Receiver 82 April
Electro-Voice Models 1711 and 1715 Microphones 78 May
Faxon/Courier Fanfare 200 CB Transceiver 88 April
Faxon/Courier Fanfare 700 CB Transceiver 78 July
Fisher Model PL-6 Single Panel Speaker 73 August
Harmon-Kardon Model HK-1000 Cassette Deck 78 July
Health Model AD-1530 Stereo Cassette Deck 76 June
Health Model IB-1000 Frequency Counter 80 July
Health Model GC-1005 Digital Electronic Clock 91 April
Health Model GR-110 VHF Scanning Monitor Receiver 68 December
Health Model IC-2108 Desk Calculator and Model IC-2009 Pocket Calculator Kits 89 November
Health Model IM-1202 Digital Multimeter Kit 80 May
Hewlett-Packard Model 970A Digital Multimeter 80 November
James Model C-8600 Electronic Thermometer 88 October
Jensen Model 4 Speaker System 87 February
Judd Williams Model A Transistor Curve Tracer 83 June
JVC America, Inc., Model VP-100 Stereo Preamplifier 82 November
KLH Model Fifty-Two AM/Stereo FM Receiver 80 October
Lafayette LA-524 Decoder/Amplifier 78 January
Lafayette SQ-L Quadraphonic Decoder 82 February
Lafayette SOA-50 4-Channel Amplifier/Decoder 77 May
Lafayette Radio Teilsat SSB-50 CB 80 June
Marantz Model 500 Power Amplifier 78 August
Marantz Model 2440 Quadradial 4 Adjaplot Amplifier 76 August
MITS 4- and 5-Digit Electronic Clocks 82 August
MITS Model 1440 Digital Electronic Calculator 69 December
Pace Model 10-2 CB Transceiver 86 November
Pace Model 223 CB Transceiver 82 May
RCA WC-525 Transistor/Diode Cheker 82 January
RCA Model WE-130A Sound Level Meter 90 April
RCA WR-515A Color-Bar Generator 86 February
RCA Model WV-529A Multimeter 85 October
Realistic Model TRC-46 AM/SSB CB Transceiver 78 June
Realistic Model TRC-49 CB Transceiver 81 August
Regency Model TEM-16H9U FM Monitor Receiver 81 July
Shure M91ED Phono Cartridge 80 February
Shure V-15 Type III Stereo Phono Cartridge 78 July
SSI Quadrasonic IV 4-Channel Adapter 80 March
Teac AS-100 Integrated Stereo Amplifier 76 January
Teac Model 450 Cassette Tape Deck 63 December
Technics by Panasonic Model SA-800X Receiver 65 December
Turner Super Sidekick Microphone 80 September
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Wayne Electronics Model WT2 Transistor Tester ............... 85 Sept.
Wharfedale W60E Speaker System ......................... 82 Mar.

TELEVISION
Adjusting Your TV Set for Best Colors (Waters) 33 Jan.
Challenge of Slow-Scan TV, The (Humphrey) 49 Aug.
Choosing a TV Antenna (Sweater) ................. 63 Apr.
New RCA In-Line Color Tube 58 July
Picture-Tube Tester and Rejuvenator (Shippee) .............. 50 Oct.
Play Your Own Game on TV 64 Feb.
Reducing TVI on 6-, 10-, and 11-Meter Bands (Winklepleck) .... 62 Nov.
Thin TV Display Panel 36 Jan.
TV Commercial Killer 69 July
Video Color Picture Player Uses Standard Audio Cassettes .... 112 June

TEST EQUIPMENT
Accurate Dwell/Tachometer Instrument, Build an (Margueri) .... 67 Apr.
Convergence Generator, Low-Cost (Ching) .............. 61 Aug.
Direct-Reading Capacitance Meter (Hileman) ......... 65 Feb.
High-Quality Bench Power Supply (Robbins) ....... 33 Aug.
IC Signal Generator, Low-Cost (Hoyt) ............ 34 Mar.
Linear-Range Oscillator for Accurate Reading (Hileman) .... 51 Sept.
Little Giant Power Supply, Build the (Wicklund) ....... 62 Feb.
Logic Probe, Assemble a Low-Cost (Glissman) ........... 56 Sept.
Low-Cost Op Amp Tester, Build a (Garland and Melen) .... 34 Dec.
Millivoltmeter (Tenny) ................. 44 Mar.
Permanent 3.75-Volt Supply, A (Tooker) ............ 104 Jan.
Quickie Inductance Checker (Rolf) ............... 98 Aug.
Simple Test Instruments for Digital Circuits (Tooker) ....... 64 May
Thyrister Tester, Build a (Robbins) ................ 45 July
Understanding Ungrounded Oscilloscope Measurements (Hertz) .... 67 May
Understanding Your Triggered Sweep Scope (Thomason) ........ 100 May
Versatile, Inexpensive Semiconductor Junction Tester (Chayut) .... 34 Feb.
Frequency Deviation Meter, Your Own 96 Aug.

THE SCENES
CB Scene (Spinello)
Start of the Monitor 97 May
REACT Aids in High-Rise Disaster 96 June
CB Goes to Washington 92 July
CB Has a Birthday 106 Aug.
Class E: Closer to Reality 99 Sept.
Lawful CB Radio Nationwide 107 Nov.
Year-End Prose & Con's 76 Dec.
Mac's Service Shop (Frey)
Modules and the Technician 87 Jan.
Electrostats at Work 90 Feb.
Leakage Current Testing and Using Squares 83 Apr.
Waves 83 Apr.
Biological Effects of Plerinul Shock 86 May
An Electronic Counter for the Technician 84 June
Gas and Smoke Alarms 85 July
Being an Amateur Pays Off 84 Aug.
Electronics in Automobiles 86 Sept.
About the New RCA Color TV Receivers 89 Oct.
Motorola's New RCA Color TV Receivers 91 Nov.
Solid-State Scene (Young)
New Devices and Applications 95 Jan.
Complementary MOS Logic 98 Feb.
More New Devices and Applications 96 Mar.
Devices for Communications 119 Apr.

IC Comparators and Op Amps ................. 97 May
Meet the IC Logic Families ....... 68 June
New MOS Linear IC's ........... 94 July
D/A Converters 69 Aug.
Power bargains 102 Sept.
New TTL IC's ........... 104 Oct.
Solid-State (Gannen)
Semiconductor Availability .......... 103 Nov.
Stereo Scene (Horn)
Gadgets for the Record Player . . . 12 Jan.
The Optimum Amplifier ............. 12 Feb.
Cassettes for Perfectionists ....... 12 Mar.
Choosing Your Tape Recorder . . . 12 Apr.
Do-It-Yourself Tape Recorder Setup .......... 12 May
What's in a 4-Channel Name ....... 12 June
Taping the Air ................ 12 July
From the Mail Bag .......... 10 Sept.
How to Pick a Mike .......... 12 Oct.
Loudspeaker Problems ............ 12 Oct.
Tone Controls and Equalizers ....... 12 Nov.
Record Player Troubleshooting ..... 12 Dec.
Surplus Scene (Eurawa)
More Dealers to Add to Your List . 119 Feb.
How the Market is Shaping Up Behind the Scenes ........ 122 Apr.
Time to Add New Names to Your Dealer List ........ 114 May
Quick-Reference Dealer Guide—Part 2 .... 113 June
Continuing the List of Surplus Dealers .... 115 July
How to Buy Surplus Computer Boards .... 115 Aug.
Poly-Paks, Inc.—A Dealer Profile .... 119 Sept.
Test Equipment Scene (Solomon)
Are Tube Receivers Dead? .... 104 Feb.
Multipath & Crystals ............. 70 Mar.
Audio Generators and Ceiling Ambience ...... 72 Apr.
Testing Digital Circuits ........... 91 May
R-F Sweep Generators .......... 100 June
Triangle Waveforms for Testing ..... 101 July
Untestable Factors .............. 104 Aug.
Different Testers ............ 62 Sept.
Frequency Counters ............. 102 Oct.
Scopes and Probes for Digital Testing .. 110 Nov.
A Magnetic Discussion .......... 83 Dec.

TUTORIAL
Additional Functions for Your Pocket Calculator (Priest) ... 64 Oct.
Battery Types and Their Characteristics (Milbourn) ...... 112 Apr.
Design Your Own Voltage Regulator (Schuettelpe) .... 76 Apr.
Do You Know Your Bipolar Transistors? Part 2 (Stern) .... 91 Sept.
Do You Know Your Bipolar Transistors? Part 3 (Stern) .... 92 Oct.
Do You Know Your DC Circuits? Part 1 (Seidman) .... 58 May
Do You Know Your DC Circuits? Part 2 (Seidman) .... 90 June
Do You Know Your DC Circuits? Part 3 (Seidman) .... 88 July
Electronic Circuit Analogy Quiz (Balan) .... 118 Apr.
Electronic Coupling Quiz (Balan) .... 68 Aug.
Electronics & Brain Control (Lawrence) ...... 65 July
Electronics Crossword Puzzle (Richard) .... 64 Mar.
How Do Series-Connected Constant Current Sources Operate? (Bailey) .... 88 June
How We Measure Noise (Alsen) .... 47 Jan.
Mosfet, The (Mangieri) ........ 51 May
Understanding the Junction Field Effect Transistor (Mangieri) .... 28 Apr.
What Are All Those Extra Components for? (Huffman) .... 40 Aug.
Zener Diode, Theory and Applications, The (Mangieri) .... 40 July
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Amplifier, Get 400 Watts of Clean
Stereo Power with (Bongiorno)

Bass Reflex Hi-Fi Speaker Systems,
Design Your Own (CFW)........ 34 Jan.

Bass-Reflex Hi-Fi Speaker Systems,
Design Your Own (P-W)........ 70 Feb.

Cassette, An Introduction to the (Wavetray)........ 33 June

Cassette Tapes, Hirsch-Haub Labs
Tests the New "Premium" (Hirsch)........ 39 Aug.


CMOS Operation, A Guide to, Pt. 3 (Jung)........ 61 Aug.

Color Television, 1975, What's New in (Margolis)........ 41 Nov.

Computer Terminals are Coming (Selvage)........ 78 Nov.

Decibels, Understanding (Board)........ 94 Apr.

Development of a Modern ECG (Frye)........ 83 Jan.

Digital Filtering (Solomon)........ 63 Dec.

Digital-Sided PC Boards, How to Make (Burrana)........ 27 June

DIX'Tablet Digital Memory, WAV/STORAGE View (Stanbury)........ 53 Oct.

Electronic Eyecare (Frye)........ 96 Oct.

Electronic Filter Design, for, Pt. 1 (Lancaster)........ 95 Feb.

Electronic Music, Pitch Generators for 2 Channels (Anderton)........ 50 Mar.


Electronic Synthesizer, How to Select (Lancaster)........ 50 Oct.

Electronic Sensory Aids for the Blind (Murph)........ 59 July

Electronics and the Energy Crisis (Frye)........ 87 Apr.

Electronics Crossword Puzzle (Kinsky)........ 46 Jan.

Electronics in Music and Studios (Anderton)........ 65 Apr.

Electronics Physics Quiz (Board)........ 89 Mar.

EM Waveform Generators, How to Select (Lancaster)........ 42 July

English-Language Shortwave Broadcasts (Legge)........ 101 May

English-Language Shortwave Broadcasts (Legge)........ 139 Sept.

English-Language Shortwave Broadcasts (Legge)........ 99 Sept.

General Electric Color TV Sets (Frye)........ 94 Mar.

Home TV Service Shop, How to Set up (Margarner)........ 75 Aug.

How to Break the 10-Words-Per-Minute Code Barrier (Humphrey)........ 67 July

IC "Time Machine", Applications for the (Hollabaugh)........ 72 Jan.

Industrial Noise Levels........ 55 Jan.

Light Beam Communications (Mills)........ 52 Feb.

Light-Emitting Diodes (Jung)........ 54 May

Microphones for CB'ers........ 58 Oct.


Mobile CB Radios, Buying Guide to (P-W)........ 51 Sept.

Mobile CB Radios, Directory of (P-W)........ 52 Sept.

Pay TV—Present and Future (Kagan)........ 44 Dec.

Quiz: What Do You Know About Resistors (Bain)........ 76 Apr.

Radio Control Modeling, How to Get Started in (Marks)........ 29 Feb.

Random Tone Generator........ 58 Mar.

Securing the Electron (Taylor)........ 51 Aug.

Servicing Without Service Data (Frye)........ 89 Feb.

Shorthwave Broadcast Bands—And What Is In The Tunnel, The (Wood)........ 92 Feb.

Shorwave Receiver, What to Look for in a (Wood)........ 33 May

Single-Transistor Radio on (Turino)........ 51 Sept.

Solid-State Photocells for Hobbyists, Pt. 1 (Lawrence)........ 48 June

Solid-State Photos for Hobbyists, Pt. 2 (Lawrence)........ 48 July

Speakers in Phase?, Are Your (Weems)........ 66 Mar.

Status Report; 4-Channel Tape Machines (Jung)........ 43 Oct.

Tape Recorder/Amplifier (Hofford)........ 89 July


Speaker System, Build a Large-Port (Weems)........ 43 Aug.

Speaker Systems, Special Report on (Frye)........ 43 Aug.

Status Report; 4-Channel Tape Machines (Jung)........ 43 Oct.

Tape Recorder Specs, How to Evaluate (Hirsch)........ 46 Oct.

Tape Recorder/Amplifier, Test U Meter, Build a (Berglas)........ 42 June

Tape Recorderson, Special Report on (Hirsch)........ 47 June

Tape U Meter, Lum-Readout (Cohen)........ 47 Jun

PRODUCT TEST REPORTS

American Circuits & Systems

Model MX-1311 Generator Frequency and Waveform (Margolis)........ 20 Jan.

Antenna Specialties, Inc. 24-MHZ VHF Converter........ 13 Aug.

CURV-1 Generator........ 18 Aug.

Digi-Designer, For a New Wave of Experimenters (Turino)........ 64 June

Triac, Why Use a (Solomon)........ 86 Apr.

Tuner, How to Evaluate (Margolis)........ 20 Jan.

TV Status Report; 4-Channel Receiver (Margolis)........ 86 Jan.

Walkie-Talkies: Something for Everyone

Wavetray Model 1-408 Hand-Held CB........ 66 Aug.

Wavetray Model 1-600 Mobile CB........ 60 Nov.

Wavetray Model 101000i CB........ 101 Nov

Wavetray Model 10744-Channel Receiver........ 75 Aug.

Wavetray Model AM-2020 Receiver........ 119 Aug.

HamLine Model 3000 Audio Generator........ 76 Dec.

Wavetray Model 6074 B-Track........ 79 Dec.

Cartridge Deck........ 79 Dec.


IDC-500 VOM........ 90 Jan.

Kenwood Model KR-5340 4-Channel Receiver........ 64 Aug.

Koss Model H1-1 Stereo Headphones........ 67 May.

Lafayette Model LR-221 4-Channel Transceiver........ 80 Feb.

Leader Model LBO-302 Dual-Channel Receiver........ 80 Mar.

Linear Systems Model SBE-18 CB Transceiver........ 91 Jan.

Microwave Model CA3 Utranformal KIT........ 39 Apr.

Micro Electronic Systems Mini Drill........ 85 Apr.

Mura Model 250-M Multimeter........ 77 Dec.


Pac Sidebelt Model CB-1023 AM/SSB........ 69 May.

Picking Model OA-3 Stereo Headphones........ 61 Nov.

Pickover Model DX-636 Stereo Receiver........ 70 Sept.

Pioneer Model SX-636 Stereo Receiver........ 59 Nov.

RCA Model WR-525A TV Makers/Signalgen........ 68 May.

RCA Model WT-540A Leakage Current Tester........ 67 Aug.

Realistic Model TRC-249 CB Transceiver........ 75 Dec.

Robyn Porta-Scan 1000 Monitor Receiver........ 78 Sept.

Royca Model 1-408 Hand-Held CB........ 66 Aug.

Royca Model 1-600 Mobile CB........ 60 Nov.

Sansui Model 7300 CB........ 101 Nov

Sears Model 34-7011-408 Hand-Held CB........ 101 Nov

Stereo Receiver........ 81 Apr.

Sony Model NR-115 Noise Reduction........ 78 Mar.

Sony Model STR-7045 Stereo Receiver........ 70 June

Sylvania Model RS-4744 Stereo Receiver........ 74 June

Telecommunications (Frye)........ 51 Aug.

Tandberg Model 331X Stereo Tape Deck........ 65 Aug.

Tram Diamond-600 AM/SSB Transceiver........ 71 Mar.

Trigatron Model 615-4 Maintenance Tester........ 107 Aug.

Watanabe Model 30 Audio Generator........ 76 Dec.

Wavetray Model 6074 B-Track........ 79 Dec.
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Light Beam Communications, experimenting with (Mims) 40 Apr.
Lightning Damage insurance Jobs (Frye) 72 Jan.
Liquid Crystal Display, Getting to know the (McLellan) 38 Apr.
Out of Tune Correction 7 June
Marine Radiotelephone, What's New in (Backus) 43 Apr.
Matching Tape Decks to Magnetic Tape (Feildan) 34 May
Mysterious "Negator" That Forces Phase (Pascio) 19 Jan.
National TV Network A, A New 47 July
Out-of-State AM Broadcasts, To How listen to (Sundstrom) 31 Apr.
Phase-Locked Loops Work, How (Chen) 32 Feb.
Power Supplies, How to Design Your Own (Huffman) 36 June
Out of Tune Correction 6 Aug.
Power Surges and Semiconductors (Solomon) 42 Feb.
Programming Notes for the Atari 680 (Coppeland) 1 Oct.
Quickstarters (Roberts & Van Baalen) 80 Dec.
Read-Only Memories, Steps to Program (Pascio) 27 July
Repeaters, Precision Matching of (Dumas) 50 July
Shortwave Newscasts in English (Wood) 35 Feb.
Tubular Successor? (Garland & Meilen) 43 Jan.
Solid-State Operations, How to Design (Huffman) 40 Jan.
Transformers, What Do You Know About (Galvin) 51 May
UART, Understand It (Wein) 43 June

HI-FI/STEREO
CD 4 Demodulator, Build a High-Performance (Dorrer) 39 Sept.
4-Channel Equipment (Hirsch) 56 Mar.
Coordinator Enhances Hi-Fi Recording 34 Apr.
Low-Cost (Anderson) 38 Apr.
cross-Emitter Networks for Hi-Fi (Feildan) 33 Aug.
FM Tuner Specs, How to "Read" (Hirsch) 68 Jan.
Hi-Fi, Focus on 41 Dec.
Build a Direct-Drive Turntable (Myerheim) 41 Dec.
How good are Ferrichrome & Other New Cassette Tapes? (Hirsch) 46 Dec.
Choosing a Phono Cartridge (Hirsch) 59 Dec.
Indust Standard for Tuner Measurement, Part I (Feildan) 61 Dec.
Part II (Feildan) 50 Nov.
Matching Tape Decks to Cassette Tapes (Feildan) 34 May
OmniDirectional Speaker System, Build the Plus-4 (Wein) 32 Mar.
Squelching Circuit for Stereo FM Tuners, Simple (Dorren) 71 Jan.
T-Radio Modulator with Audio Amplifier (The Harvey) 27 June
VU Meter with No Moving Parts, A (Mayhugh) 40 Feb.

PRODUCT TEST REPORTS
B&K Model 254 Noise Generator 80 Oct.
Burwen Model DNF 1201 Dynamic Noise Filter 56 June
Counter "Crown" Model VCX-2 Transceiver 61 July
DynaLab Model 7200 Speaker System 62 June
Data Technology Model 20 Bench-Type and Recorder 66 Feb.
Model 21 Portable Digital Multimeters 66 Feb.
Dynasonic CMC 2 Transceiver 66 Feb.
Transceiver 67 Aug
Edmund Scientific Kirlian Electrography Kit 82 Jan.
Foster "Crown" Model VCX-2 Transceiver 61 July
Garrard Zero 100S Turntable 61 Feb.
Heatkit GR-400 "Digital" Color TV Receiver Kit 71 Sept.
Heatkit Model 10-4510 Dual-Trace Triggered Sweep Oscilloscope 62 July
Heatkit Thomas Model 4000A 68 Mar.
Heath/Slumberger Model SC-1271 Frequency Generator 66 May
HEWLETT-PACKARD Model 5381A Frequency Counter 80 Jan.
Hickock Model 440 Commercial Transceiver 78 Sept.
Hy-Gain Model 623A AM/SSB Base Station CB Transceiver 59 Apr.
IAD Model 53A Dynamic Range Expander 58 Nov.
JVC America Model CD-1669 Cassette Deck 58 July
Kensonic Model C-200 Preamp 57 Apr.
Koss Phono/2+ Dual-Amp 4-Channel Headphones 76 Oct.
Lafayette Com-Phone 23 Mobile CB Transceiver 67 Feb.
Lectrotech Model BG-10 Color Generator 83 Nov.
Macy Dewynk Model DA-3 Active AM 69 Aug.
Marantz Model 4271 AM/FM Stereo 2-Quadrilateral 4 Receiver 59 Feb.
Nakamichi Model 500 Cassette Deck 59 May
Onoto Model VMS-20 Phono Cartridge 66 Feb.
Packard Bell Model 2300 Mobile CB Transceiver 60 June
Philette Model 4400 Stereo Preamp 56 July
Philips Model RH-5320 Stereo Preamp 81 Mar.
Pickerling Model XVU4500-CD 4-Phono Cartridge 68 Sept.
Pioneer Model PL-71 Record Player 89 July
Pioneer Model SE-700 Hi-Fi Headphones 60 July
Pioneer Model TX-9500 AM/Stereo FM Tuner 82 Dec.
Realistic Model PRO-6 Portable Scanning Receiver 72 Sept.
Realistic Model STA-250 AM/Stereo FM Receiver 51 Apr.
Regency Model ACT-16H Scanning Monitor System 63 Mar.
SVE Mark IVDM Basic Power Amplifier 58 May
Sansui Model 771 AM/Stereo FM Receiver 56 May
SBE "Formula D" Type 6000 Transceiver 75 Oct.
Sherwood Model S-7310 AM/Stereo FM Receiver 64 Aug.
Shure Model MS8ED Stereo Phone 72 Nov
Sony Model TC-645 Open-Reel Tape Deck 59 June
Stanton Model 8004-112 Record Playing System 66 Aug.
Stanton Model 6814E Stereo Phone 72 Aug.
Tandberg Model TCD-310 Stereo Cassette Deck 84 Dec.
Technics By Panasonic Model T-200 Speaker System 78 Jan.
Telephones Model TEL-101F 4-Channel Headphones 57 June
Transistor 40 AM CB Transceiver 81 Jan.
Yamaha Model CR-800 AM/Stereo FM Receiver 73 Nov.

TEST EQUIPMENT AND TV SERVICING
Audio-Frequency Meter, A Low-Cost (Green) 45 July
Audio-Sweep Generator, Build a (Paul) 71 Oct.
Clock Radio, How to Service a (Frey) 71 Mar.
Color TV Picture Tubes, The New (Margolis) 51 Mar.
Continuity Tester, Use an (Muecke) 33 May
Converter Transforms Into (Tierney) 49 Sept.
DVM (Stitt) 92 May
Digitizing Probe, Build a "Universal" (Tierney) 48 Feb.
Electronic Supplier's ZB-300 (McGahn) 70 Feb.
High-Performative TV Antenna, Build a (Monter) 21 Oct.
Logic Probe, Build a Direct Reading (Still) 54 Sept.
Out of Tune Correction 6 Nov.
Microprocessor Revolution, The (Solomon) 46 Apr.
Minivoltmeter, Build the (Howlapp) 46 Apr.
Microvoltmeter, The (Margolis) 80 Apr.
On-Board Tester, A Simple (Frey) 70 Aug.
Power Supplies, How to Design Your Own (Huffman) 36 June
Out of Tune Correction 6 Aug.
Power Supply, Build a (Brugman) 58 Nov.
Transistor Identiplier, Build the (Bailey) 69 Jan.
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"I have always mastered how to lock this or that, but your Locksmith course is practically paid for," said Missy Blake, Atlin, Calif.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audio</th>
<th>1/24 Temperature Converter, An (Prudhomme)</th>
<th>Dec. 62</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apartment Burglar Alarm, A Low-Cost (Sousa)</td>
<td>July 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audio Detective, the (Tenny)</td>
<td>May 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automatic Diode Checker (Stitt)</td>
<td>June 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Battery Multicharger, Build the (Tenny)</td>
<td>Feb. 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BCB Garlic Antenna for DXing, A (Fallon)</td>
<td>Mar. 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Bucket Brigade&quot; Audio Delay Line, The (Roberts)</td>
<td>June 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delta GT-6 Octave-Band Equalizer, Build the (Morrison)</td>
<td>Sept. 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out of Tune Correction</td>
<td>Oct. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-Channel Matrix Decoder, Build a Universal (Colman &amp; Okawa)</td>
<td>Dec. 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delta GT-6 Octave-Band Equalizer, Build the (Morrison)</td>
<td>Sept. 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out of Tune Correction</td>
<td>Oct. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-Channel Matrix Decoder, Build a Universal (Colman &amp; Okawa)</td>
<td>Dec. 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>δicomic &quot;EIF&quot; Build the (Weisbecker)</td>
<td>Aug. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>δicomic &quot;EIF&quot;, Build the Part II (Weisbecker)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out of Tune Correction</td>
<td>Oct. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>δicomic &quot;EIF&quot;, Build the Part II (Weisbecker)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Curve Trace Checks Semiconductors Quality (Lytle)</td>
<td>Mar. 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Delta-Graph&quot; Octave-Band Equalizer, Build the (Weisbecker)</td>
<td>Sept. 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out of Tune Correction</td>
<td>Oct. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>δicomic &quot;EIF&quot;, Build the Part II (Weisbecker)</td>
<td>Sept. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Curve Trace Checks Semiconductors Quality (Lytle)</td>
<td>Mar. 58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Communications | Antenna Rotators, Buyer's Guide to (Carr) | Aug. 39 |
|               | BCB Loop Antenna for DXing, A (Fallon) | Apr. 62 |
|               | CB Base Station Antennas, How to Choose (McVeigh) | Apr. 50 |
|               | CB Equipment Terms Made Easy for Buyers | Apr. 50 |
|               | CB Ham Selecting Calling Project, A (Meyer) | Nov. 41 |
|               | CB Radio Range, How to Predict (Gerson) | Dec. 48 |
|               | CB Transceiver and Antenna Manufacturers, A (Fermoyle) | Apr. 50 |
|               | Dummy Antennas for Hams and CBers (Frey) | Feb. 65 |
|               | DX Programs and DX Clubs on Shortwave (Wood) | Aug. 53 |
|               | Electronic Keyer for Sending Morse Code, A Simple (Vancura) | Apr. 44 |
|               | English Langauge Shortwave Broadcasts for |  |
|               | Mar. & Apr. 1960 | Mar. 92 |
|               | English/Language Shortwave Broadcasts for | May-August 76 | Wood |
|               | English-Language Shortwave Broadcasts for | Nov-Feb (Wood) | Nov. 102 |
|               | Five-Minute "On", One-Minute "Off", Timer, Build the (McVeigh) | Apr. 60 |
|               | Guide to Choosing TV & FM Antennas | July 65 |
|               | Install a CB Mobile Transceiver | July 65 |
|               | Inst a CB Mobile Transceiver, it's Easy to (Davis) | Apr. 55 |
|               | Mobile Communications, CB vs. 2-Meter FM (Frey) | July 79 |
|               | "Photophone", Talk Over a Sunbeam with a (Mims) | Feb. 54 |
|               | Propagation Propaganda for Radios | Nov. 4 |
|               | "Roadmate" CB Transmitter, Build the (Fishburne) | Oct. 43 |
|               | Temperature Permit Form 555-B for CB Radio | July 98 |
|               | Temporal Transformer, A Universal (Wood) | Mar. 43 |
|               | Tie Into Ham Repeaters with this Low-Cost Autopatch (Jarratt) | Nov. 47 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer</th>
<th>Computer Codes, Introduction (Robbins)</th>
<th>Apr. 46</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cosmac &quot;EIF&quot;, Build the (Wesbecker)</td>
<td>Aug. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-Minute &quot;Off&quot;, Timer, Build the (McVeigh)</td>
<td>Apr. 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out of Tune Correction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propagation Propaganda for Radios</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Roadmate&quot; CB Transmitter, Build the (Fishburne)</td>
<td>Oct. 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature Permit Form 555-B for CB Radio</td>
<td>July 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporal Transformer, A Universal (Wood)</td>
<td>Mar. 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tie Into Ham Repeaters with this Low-Cost Autopatch (Jarratt)</td>
<td>Nov. 47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## AUDIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Mo / Pg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio Artist, The (Barbarello)</td>
<td>Dec 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio &quot;Listening Room&quot; Expanders (Hirsch)</td>
<td>Feb 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Power Meters (Hunt)</td>
<td>Oct 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of Tune Correction</td>
<td>Nov 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car Stereo, A Systems Approach (Rodgers)</td>
<td>June 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clipping Indicator To Your Audio Amplifier, Add a (Parro)</td>
<td>Nov 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB Primer, A (Batte)</td>
<td>Sept 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Audio, A Close Look at (Rodgers &amp; Solomon)</td>
<td>July 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Envelope Modification Unit, Build an (Barbarello)</td>
<td>July 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equalization, The Art of (Weker)</td>
<td>June 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM Tuning Methods, How Accurate Are (von Neckingham)</td>
<td>Jan 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovations in Speaker Design (Tomas)</td>
<td>Mar 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreting Speaker Test Results (Hirsch)</td>
<td>Mar 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarity Protection for Mobile Equipment (Transfer)</td>
<td>June 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-Handling Capacity, The Importance of (Hoff)</td>
<td>Mar 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal-Seeking Car Radios, How They Work, Electronic (Carr)</td>
<td>June 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker Protection Circuit, Build a (Rogalski)</td>
<td>Aug 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo Parametric Equalizer, Tailor the Sound of Your Audio System with This (Roberts)</td>
<td>Sept 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Dubs (Rodgers)</td>
<td>Dec 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape Bias, Equalization Chart (Stark)</td>
<td>May 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-Track Timer Simplifies Recording (Ferran)</td>
<td>July 57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## COMMUNICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Mo / Pg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Gain, How To Determine (Miller)</td>
<td>Jul 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Matching Quiz (Bain)</td>
<td>Jun 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Selector Switch, Build a Remote (Westberg)</td>
<td>Jan 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB Antenna with a Field-Strength Meter, Tune Your (Transfer)</td>
<td>Jun 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAX The Quiet Giant (Costigan)</td>
<td>Dec 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB Primer, A (Batte)</td>
<td>July 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morse A Word, Part One, Theory and System Operation, The (Stebel)</td>
<td>Mar 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morse-A-Word, Part Two, Construction, Alignment and Use, The (Stebel)</td>
<td>Apr 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of Tune Correction</td>
<td>May 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-Aided Morse Code Practice (Mansfield)</td>
<td>Dec 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Microwave Communications System, The (Millivolt)</td>
<td>May 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-Wave, Part Two, A (Cooper &amp; Richery)</td>
<td>Jan 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radioteletype Reader For Shortwave Receivers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 1, Theory and Circuit Operation (Stebel)</td>
<td>Nov 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radioteletype Reader For Shortwave Receivers, Part 2, Construction, Calibration and Use (Stebel)</td>
<td>Dec 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanner Beam Pinpoints the Action (Grove)</td>
<td>Aug 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upcoming New World of TV Reception, The (Solomon)</td>
<td>Apr 47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## COMPUTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Mo / Pg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add 1 O Ports to Microcomputers, How to (Mangen)</td>
<td>Oct 60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CONSTRUCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Mo / Pg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Selector Switch, Build a Remote (Wesberg)</td>
<td>Jan 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Artist, The (Barbarello)</td>
<td>Dec 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Power Meters (Hunt)</td>
<td>Oct 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of Tune Correction</td>
<td>Nov 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clipping Indicator To Your Audio Amplifier, Add a (Parro)</td>
<td>Nov 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Your Computer Work as a Control Center (Lawton)</td>
<td>June 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcomputer I-O Board Buying Directory (Staff)</td>
<td>June 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcomputer RAM Board Buying Directory (Staff)</td>
<td>Apr 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcomputer, The: An Evolving Revolution in Consumer Electronics (Van Tassell)</td>
<td>Oct 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcomputer Video Board Buying Directory (Staff)</td>
<td>May 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-Aided Morse Code Practice (Stark)</td>
<td>May 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Computers (Bergen)</td>
<td>Nov 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIS 80 Programs Solve Electronics Calculations, Simple (Babylon)</td>
<td>Aug 47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DEPARTMENTS AND COLUMNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Mo / Pg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amateur Radio (Thurber)</td>
<td>Jul 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Up Your Station (Dearth)</td>
<td>Oct 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Bits (Chamberlin)</td>
<td>Jan 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update (Van Richey)</td>
<td>Jun 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Number Generators</td>
<td>Mar 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-Bit Microprocessors</td>
<td>May 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Cassette Recording Formats</td>
<td>Oct 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Magnetic Recording</td>
<td>Sept 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Music</td>
<td>Nov 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Bits (Espinosa)</td>
<td>Apr 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APR — A Better Language?</td>
<td>Feb 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Translation</td>
<td>Apr 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Graphic Systems</td>
<td>Mar 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows in the CRT</td>
<td>Aug 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Music</td>
<td>Oct 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs on Bubbly Memories</td>
<td>Aug 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DX Listening (Hauser)</td>
<td>Sept 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts Shortwave Service</td>
<td>Feb 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International TV DX</td>
<td>Mar 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Many SWLs?</td>
<td>May 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARC-79</td>
<td>Aug 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Variety Of DX Programs</td>
<td>Sept 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolution By Radio</td>
<td>Nov 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial (Galsberg)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC Power and Challenges</td>
<td>Jan 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Visit to Japan</td>
<td>Feb 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Electronic Artist</td>
<td>Mar 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940 Microfilm Project</td>
<td>Apr 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holography Video and Audio</td>
<td>May 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics Parts Dealers</td>
<td>Jun 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Electronics Inventors</td>
<td>Jul 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The TV Piggyback Furo</td>
<td>Aug 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything's Coming Up Computers</td>
<td>Sept 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Sixty Year Old Electronics Publishing Heritage</td>
<td>Oct 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let the Good Times Roll</td>
<td>Nov 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December of the Hand Held Calculator</td>
<td>Dec 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Broadcasts Audible in No. America (Hausler)</td>
<td>Apr 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim 87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 108</td>
<td>Dec 88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PASS ISSUES AVAILABLE...

If you've missed any of the previously published issues of Popular Electronics Magazine a wide selection is still available. Copies may be ordered for issues published during the past 12 months. In the event a particular issue ordered is out of print your payment will be returned promptly.

Order by mailing $3.00 per copy (postage & handling included) to Popular Electronics, P.O. Box 278, Pratt Station, Brooklyn, NY. (Outside U.S.A. copies are $4.00 each)

Please be sure to enclose payment and identify the specific issues you wish to receive.

FEATURES AND TUTORIALS

Add I/O Ports to Microcomputers, How to (Mangeri) Oct. 50
Antenna Gain. How to Determine (Miller) Jun. 43
Antenna Matching Quiz (Balan) Jun. 80
Audio "Listening Room" Expanders (Hirsch) Feb. 41
Calculating Capacitative Reactance Made Easy (Block) Jun. 79
Car Stereo, A Systems Approach (Rodgers) Jun. 41
Computer for A Very Small Business, Choosing a (Owe) Nov. 53
Computer Printer, How to Buy a (Buzawa) Nov. 63
Data Storage Bubble Memories, A New Approach to (Solomon) Jul. 74
DB Primer, A (Bettler) Jul. 44
Determining "555" Duty Cycles (Waltman) Jun. 68
Digital Audio, A Collection (Rodgers & Solomon) Sep. 39
Equalization, The Art of (Winer) Aug. 49
FAX The Quiet Genius (Cotter) Dec. 39
FM Tuning Methods, How Accurate Are (Von Reikinhausen) Jan. 50
Home Projection Color TV, The Big Picture Is Here (Jensen) Jan. 43
Innovations in Speaker Design (Talma) Mar. 41
Interpreting Speaker Test Results (Kirsch) Mar. 55
Microcomputer RAM Board Buying Directory (Staff) Apr. 68
Microcomputer ROM Board Buying Directory (Staff) Apr. 68
Microcomputer, The * An Evolving Revolution in Consumer Electronics * (Hirsch) Oct. 44
Microcomputer I/O Board Buying Directory (Staff) Jul. 76
Microcomputer Video Board Buying Directory (Staff) Jul. 76
Monoblock Catalog for Experimenters, A (Pope) Sep. 69
NASA Motor Control Circuit Cuts Electric Cost (Marks) Oct. 39
Out of Tune Correction, How to Precise (Wieland) Nov. 6
Precision References for Current & Voltage (Carr) Nov. 87
Personal Computers (Berger) Nov. 67
Pot Quiz (Balan) Jul. 56
Power-Handling Capacity, The Importance of (Holl) Mar. 59
Signal-Seeking Car Radios-How They Work, Electronic (Carr) Jun. 51
Super Discs (Rodgers) Jul. 45
SW Receiver Tuning Accuracy, How to improve (Holl) Oct. 80
Test Your Electronics Ingenuity (Fleagle) Nov. 91
Three-Dimensional Resistor Quiz (Seaver) Sept. 88
Upcoming New World of TV Reception, The (Solomon) May 49
TV-Recover Problems, Ten Uncommon (Davidson) Oct. 58
TRS-80 Programs Solve Electronics Calculations, Simple (Babylon) Aug. 47
What is the Voltage? (Fox) May 72

PRODUCT TEST REPORTS

Ace Audio Model 4000 Subsonic Filter Jul. 30
Advant "Pocket Recorder" Speaker System Aug. 23
Aiwa Model AD 6900 Cassette Deck Sept. 28
Akai Pro 1000 Stereo Tape Recorder Feb. 28
B.I.G. Model 12-Hour Battery Operated Aug. 30
B & K Precision Model DPS Digital Phone Sep. 97
Carver C 4000 Preampublisher with "Sonic Hologram" (Rodgers) May 25
Compuplottor II Model 4 Personal Computer System Aug. 67
Continental Specialties PS 500 Prescaler Jun. 86
Dacon DP-2600 Record Player Apr. 32
Dynaco Stereo 150 Power Amplifier Kit Jun. 26
Electric Beadarc 250 Solenoid Moniter Feb. 78
Empire EDR 9 Phonograph Jul. 26
Eumig Model CCD Cassette Deck May 39
Fisher Model ST 460 Speaker System Aug. 23
H. H. Scott Model 480 Integrated Amplifier Mar. 24
H. H. Scott Model Pro 100B Speaker System Oct. 24
Koda DR-7600 Microcomputer May 24
Kenwood Model KR-5600 AM/FM Receiver Dec. 22
Kenwood Model KT-917 FM Tuner Apr. 20
Out of Tune Correction May 6
Korda "Super" Mirror Image "Bookshelf Speaker System Jun. 31
Krohn-Hite Model 1200 Sweep Generator Dec. 82
Lafayette BCR-101 AM/SSW Receiver Jul. 76
Leeditech Model PII-400 Aug. 25
Macy's Dymek Model DR33CC Communication Receiver Oct. 82
Mitsubishi Model DT-30 Cassette Deck Nov. 22
Nakamichi Model T-100 Amplifier Jul. 72
Ono Sound CR Superboard Card Mar. 76
Ohio 1 Speaker System Sept. 31
Optonica Model SA 5910 AM/FM Stereo Receiver Sep. 23
Ortonol Concorde 30 Phonograph Cartridge Nov. 30
Philips Model AF877 Semiautomatic Receiver Apr. 32
Pioneer Model TVX-9500 TV Sound Tuner May 44
Pioneer Model TVX-7000 AM/FM Stereo Tuner Oct. 28
Realistic SCT 30 Stereo Cassette Deck. Apr. 29
Realistic Model DX-300 Communication Receiver Nov. 98
SUA Two Stereo Tuner TSU-10 And Integrated Amplifier C3A Jan. 28
Sabtronics Model 8100 Frequency Counter May 83
Sanyo Model TF-1030 Direct Drive Oct. 24
Shure M95HE Stereo Phonograph Oct. 24
Station "Open Air" Dynaphase 35 Stereo CD Oct. 31
Tecol Model 124 Stereo Cassette Deck Oct. 30
Technica Model RF-M33 Cassette Deck Dec. 30
Yamaha Model C-4 Prerecorder Nov. 26

TEST EQUIPMENT AND TV SERVICING

CB Antena with a Field-Strength Meter, How to (Tzanetos) June 69
Gas Leak Meter, Portable (Lewart) Apr. 41
In-Circuit Transistor Tester For $10, Build Your Own (Goldier) Jul. 54
Out of Tune Correction (Davies) Sep. 6
Out of Tune Correction (Davies) Oct. 28
Impedance Measurements With the R-F Bridge, Perform Complete (Morar) May 63
Lazy Leads, Build a Pair (Francisco) Jun. 78
LED Spectrum Analyzer, Build a Hand-Held (Pfeifer & Eppie) Sept. 62
Multiple-Choice Digital Multimeter, Build a (Balan) Feb. 63
Precise Power Supply for Your Work Bench, A Simple (Hoffart) Jun. 69
Pressure References for Current & Voltage (Carr) Nov. 87
"Super Mark" Andersen, Build the (Lutus) Mar. 74
Transistor Tester, Build a Low-Cost (Miller) Mar. 67
Troubleshooting Analyzer for Automotive Electric Systems Jan. 62
True RMS Voltmeter, Build a (Metzger) Apr. 35
TV Receiver Problems, Ten Uncommon (Davidson) Oct. 58
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PRODUCT TEST REPORTS

AKG Model K-340 Electrostatic Dynamic Headphone ............................ Jul. 22
Audio Control Model C-101 Graphic Equalizer and Spectrum Analyzer .... May 31
Audio Technica Model AT-1010 Tonearm .............................. Jan. 32
Avix Model 1 110 Speaker System ...................................... Jul. 29
B.I.C Model TPR600 Speaker System ..................................... Apr. 24
Casio DTL-562 Speaker System ........................................... Jun. 24
Crown Model SA21 Stereo Power Amplifier .............................. Mar. 24
Dual Model C9000 Tunable ................................................. Apr. 22
Electro-Voice Voice 2 Series I Speaker System ......................... Mar. 34
Epix Eco-800 Three-Way Speaker ....................................... Feb. 32
Garrard Model GT3050 Amplifier ........................................ Mar. 33
General Electric 19" Model 96ECC770W .................................. Apr. 14
Grundig Satellite 3400 Professional Communications Receiver ............. Feb. 10
Harman Kardon H-100 Basic Power Amplifier ........................... Jul. 22
Hitachi Model D-3300M Cassette Deck .................................. Dec. 125
JVC Model KD-AT Cassette Deck ........................................ Jan. 24
Magnavox T9019 19" Color TV-Chassis .................................. Jul. 46
Mitsubishi Model MS-50 Speaker ........................................ Apr. 31
Napoleon Model 2575E Stereo Phono Cartridge .......................... May 36
Nakamichi High-Com II Noise Reduction System ......................... Oct. 24
Ohio Scientific's Challenge Model CAP-MF Microcomputer ................. Dec. 132
Onkyo Model A-7090 Integrated Stereo Amplifier ......................... Feb. 10
Osawa Model MP20 Phono Cartridge ..................................... Jan. 30
Panasonic Model NC-4000 Video Cassette Recorder ...................... Nov. 30
Philips Model PM3232 Oscilloscope ...................................... Jan. 82
Pioneer Model SR-303 Heterodyne Amplifier ................................ Mar. 22
RCA Model T1000 Color TV .................................................. Jan. 45
RG Dynamics Model PRO-20 Signal Processor .......................... Feb. 34
Rotel Model RP-9400 Record Player .................................... Aug. 26
Rotel Model RT-200 FM Tuner ............................................. Jun. 28
SAC Two R9 AM Stereo FM Receiver .................................... Nov. 21
Sansui Model G-3700 AM/FM Stereo Receiver .......................... Jun. 26
Sanyo Model Multipurpose Power Amplifier ............................. Aug. 26
Sony's "19" KV-1913/1914 Color TV ...................................... Dec. 119

Sylvania 19" E53 Color TV ................................................... Oct. 32
Tandberg Model TCD-460A Cassette Deck .................................. Jul. 25
Vector Research Model VCD-650 Cassette Deck .......................... Jul. 25
Zenith 19" System III Color TV ........................................... Aug. 32

TEST EQUIPMENT AND TV SERVICING
Mo./Pg.

Auto Battery Tester, Intrinsically Safe (32mm) .......................... Nov. 78
Digital Multimeter, Buying the Right (PE Start) ......................... Feb. 37
DMM, Measuring Large Currents with a (John) ......................... Sept. 60
In Circuit Resistancs, Accurate Ways to Measure (Winer & Jan) .... Oct. 76
Logic Monitor, A Low-Cost 16-LD (Kronewitter) ....................... Jun. 69
Logic Probe, Build an Audible (Knippe) ............................... Jul. 73

1-8K plug in RAM Module .................................................. FREE
Apple II Disk with Controller ............................................ FREE
Atari 825 Printer ......................................................... FREE
Band of 1001 Software ...................................................... FREE
Atari Interface Module ..................................................... FREE
Apple II Disk ................................................................. FREE
NEW ATARI 825 PRINTER $949 FREE
APPLE II DISK with Controller $495 FREE
FREED-1 Box (5 Pcs) Diskettes $494
Nec Spinwriter 5320 or 5311 $2449 FREE
Soroc IQ 120 $699 FREE
OKOID DATA MICROLINE 80 $529 FREE

\Omega-MEGA DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC SALES WHOLESALE PRICES CO.
12 Meeting St., Cumberland, R.1. 02864

Christmas Special

Atari 820 $749

1 Box (10 Pcs) 8" Diskettes FREE
1 Apple Tape Recorder FREE

Micro Meter, Measure Weak Direct Currents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 69
Noise Generator, Build a Low-Cost White/Pink (Epple & Pfleifer) . Feb. 67
Oscilloscope, How To Add Triggered Sweep To An (Israel) Apr. 60
Phase Locked Loop Circuit, Troubleshooting (Kelley) .................. Jul. 58
Power Supply Overload Protection (Stays) .............................. Mar. 74
Pulse Amplitude Reference (Gorgenyi) ................................. Nov. 04
Spectrum Analyzer, Build a Hand-Heel LED (Pfeifer & Eppler) .... Sept. 1979

Out of Tune Correction ..................................................... Jun. 5
Thermometer, Build "Lithium," A 3½-Digit LCD Digital (Fox) .... May 55
Tools and Equipment for Electronics Workbenches (McVeigh) .... Mar. 49

MEGA offers the best delivery and price on:
APPLE • ATARI • TRS-80 MODEL II • INTERTEC
TJ-810 • HEWLETT-PACKARD-85 • SOROC • COMMEROD • NEC • QUME • CENTRONICS

MEGA sells only factory fresh, top quality merchandise to our customers. MEGA will try to match any current advertised price with similar purchase conditions.
Before you buy anywhere else — be sure to call MEGA Sales Co.

TOLL FREE 1-800-556-7586
MEGA ships via UPS, truck or air COD's, VISA, Mastercharge accepted.
A member in good standing of the Better Business Bureau.
TELEX 925266

SEPTEMBER 1980

\Omega-MEGA ships via UPS, truck or air COD's, VISA, Mastercharge accepted.
A member in good standing of the Better Business Bureau.
TELEX 925266
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ALIEN DEFENSE
by Larry Ashmun

You are being attacked by a ravenous caterpillar. As he creeps down the valley, you must destroy it or else the nearby villages will suffer. The caterpillar requires skill and rapid reflexes. The Model III version makes excellent use of the model's special graphic features and both Mod I and Mod III disk versions TALK. Arcade simulation 1982.

CATERPILLAR
by Larry Ashmun

A super-fast paced arcade game. Defend your fortress from alien fighters, but watch out for the sneak attack! The game starts out slow but speeds up very quickly.

FORTRESS II
by Larry Ashmun

A super-fast paced arcade game. Defend your fortress from alien fighters, but watch out for the sneak attack! The game starts out slow but speeds up very quickly.
Sound With (Filman) March 49
Soldierless Socket, Servicing (Bailey). March 67
Square Waves With Any Frequency and Duty Cycle... Dec. 83
Telephone Devices Take Pain Out... Feb. 45
Timing Diagrams: How to Read and Use Them (Collwell). Sept. 66
Video Accessory (Berger & Bratlin). Oct. 63
Video Tape Recordings, How to Get a... Sept. 45

PRODUCT TEST REPORTS Mo./Pg.
Acoustic Research AR-4Bs Three-Way Speaker System... May 20
Ashton-Tate dBase III Computer Software... Jan. 31
B&O Beocord Model 9000 Cassette Deck... Sept. 8
B&O-Metrawatt/Goriz Model MA 3D... Oct. 20
Digital Multimeter... Oct. 82
Commodore VIC-20 Low-Cost Computer System... Oct. 37
Crown Model SL2 Preamp... March 20
Denton Model DR-F7 Cassette Deck... Oct. 20
EPI Model A300 Speaker... Jan. 18
Fox Model BMP-10/60 Scanner Receiver... July 67
Fluke Model 8060A Digital Multimeter... Dec. 107
General Electric Model 1SPC788W... March 20
19" Color TV... Aug. 22
Harman Kardon Model PM550 Integrated Amplifier... Aug. 20
Heathkit Model 10-4440 Dual-Trace Oscilloscope... March 88
Hewlett-Packard HP-86 and HP-87 Desktop Computer... Dec. 93
ILP Model Power Amplifier Module... Feb. 93
Intelligent Systems Model 3651 Microcomputer System... April 31
Kenwood Model 126 DMM... Jan. 69
Kenwood KVA-502 Audio-Video Control Amplifier and KV-901 Video Cassette Recorder... June 40
Krohn-Hite Model 4440 Ultra-Low Distortion Oscillator... May 81
Magnavox 19" Color "Phoenix" Cha... April 29
Mcintosh Model MA6200 Integrated Stereo Amplifier... Nov. 40
Osborne 1 Portable Computer... Sept. 35
Orton "Atchae" Portable Computer System... June 33
Panasonic Model CT-3011 13" Color TV... Fab. 31
Panasonic Model CT-3311 Micro Color TV... Dec. 16
Pioneer Model CT-8R Cassette Deck... April 25
Radio Shack TRS-80 Model I11 Desktop Computer... May 31
Sansui Model LCD-900 Multi... April 31
Sansin Model 9105 19" Color TV... July 20
Shure Model V15 Type V Phonograph... July 17
Siclar Model ZS-81 Personal Computer... March 32
Sony Model IC-201 Receiver for AM-FM Broadcast and Shortwave... April 97
Sony NV-500 Dolby-C Noise Reduction Processor... June 30
Sony Proline Component TV System... Sept. 28
A. W. Sperry EZ-8110 Portable Multimeter... June 40
Sylvania 13" Color TV Receiver... May 23
Systems Group 5282 Microcomputer System... July 28
Teac Model V-90X Cassette Deck... Dec. 22
Technics Model SL-5 Linear-Tracking Turntable... Nov. 26
Teknika Model ATV-M19 19" Color TV Monitor... Nov. 14
Toshiba Model IK-1900 11" Color TV Camera... Oct. 32
Toshiba Model T200-U Computer System... Aug. 30
Tri-Plot Model 7900 Universal Counter... Aug. 71
Technicolor Model 212 VCR... Jan. 21
Two Alba Instrument Modules... Feb. 82
Xerox Model 820 Desktop Computer... Feb. 35
Zenith Explorer TV/AM/FM Clock Radio... March 24

TEST EQUIPMENT Mo./Pg.
Analog Meter Range, Increase Your... Oct. 72
Autotronics Turn-Up Meter, Digital (Ball)... May 37
Out of Tune Correction... July 6
Out of Tune Correction... Nov. 6
Logic Probe, 10-LED (Parron)... Sept. 72
Oscilloscopes, 4-Trace Converter for... (Morgan)... July 57
TV Screen into an Oscilloscope, Turn Your (Reagan)... Sept. 63
Waveform Storage to Your Oscilloscope, Add (Wang & Murphy)... April 43

The professional breadboard.
(For professional, hobbyist or student.)

Global Specialties' PB-203A Proto-Board!
The soldierless breadboard that set the industry standard for speed, versatility and convenience. With a capacity up to twenty-four 14-pin DIPs and three regulated power supplies (one fixed, two variable), PB-203A features a large array of sockets and bus strips that emulate standard PC layouts.
Permitting instant insertion and removal of virtually any component from the largest DIP to the smallest discrete.
Helping you design, assemble, test and modify circuits almost as fast as you can think! And built with professional durability, for all types of applications.

Our PB-203A. Only $174* (kit $149.95) or PB-203 with single 5V supply, $133.* One more reason so many people say "Proto-Board" for soldierless breadboarding.

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION
70 Fulton Terr., New Haven, Conn. 06509 (203) 524-3103. TWX: 710-665-1277
Canada: Len Finke Ltd. Downtown, Ontario

Call toll-free for details 1-800-243-6077 During business hours
* Suggested U. S. resale prices. Specifications subject to change without notice ©Copyright 1981 Global Specialties Corporation

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Regency Scanners
Designed for the professional

Our radios deliver the kind of performance you need. For rugged day-to-day operations in practically any type of environment. Regency scanners can take it. So they're the first choice of professionals all around the country.
And when you think about it, what else would you expect from the only professional two-way radio manufacturer in the scanner business. We've taken the features you want, and incorporated them into our scanners... base, mobile and hand held.
So listen to your channels on your choice of a wide variety of models and prices from Regency - makers of the worlds first transistor radio.

Model R106
Model H604
Model M100
5 MHz CPU Card

- Intel 8085A-2 microprocessor
- Hardware floating point
- Performs calculations six times faster than other CPUs
- On-board monitor in PROM
- 1K RAM scratch pad
- Keyboard or RS232C terminal
- Variable clock frequency

Call or write Artec for details.

ARTEC ELECTRONICS, INC.
605 Old County Rd., San Carlos, CA 94070
Telephone (415) 592-2740

Circle No. 55 on Free Information Card

Hire a fast thinker.

COMPUTER HARDWARE

Mo./Pg.
Add EEPROM to your Computer (Kayran) ........ Oct. 88
Avion's Ramdisk, Review of (Man) ............. June 33
Baud-Rate Matching for Cox Connectors (Man) .... Oct. 88
Breaking the 40-Column Barrier (Solumon) ....... Nov. 35
Briefcase Computers, Combine Power & Versatility (Veli) ........ Feb. 58
British Are Coming! (Veli) ...................... March 39
By Its Joystick Ye Shall Know II (Spectravideo's SB-280 Computer) .... Dec. 73
Cassette Controller for TRS-80 (Ting) ........ Nov. 42
Clock for TRS-80, A Fail-Safe, Real-Time (Mei) .... Dec. 82
Commodore 64 Microcomputer, Its Wonders and Potential (Veli) ....... April 51
Computerized Dialing System for the TRS-80 Model II, A (Barbareillo) .... Sept. 64
DAC for TRS-80 Interfacing, A (Mangien) ......... April 76
Data Converter for the Apple II, Part 1, High Grade (Nicklin) .......... July 54
Data Converter for the Apple II, Part 2, High Grade (Nicklin) .......... Aug. 63
Douglas 5-Mb Winchester Hard Disk System (Walton) ........................ Oct. 90
Desktop Appliance Computers (Veli) .................. July 67
Desktop Computers, A Trio of (Veli) .............. Jan. 86
Health/Zenith 8/16-Bit Desktop Computer, The New (Bartlett) .......... Oct. 44
Hewlett-Packard's New "Touch-Screen" Computer (Mitchell) .......... Dec. 56
In This Corner (Desposito) ........................... June 48
Interfacing with Parallel and Serial Ports, Matchmaker/Matchmaker (Marx) .... Nov. 74
Kaypro II, Off and Running with the (Solomon) .......... June 57
Microcomputer Joystick Interfacing Methods (Carlstrom and Tenny) .... March 52
Microcomputer Technology, Learning 16-Bit (Meyerle) ............. May 81
Part 1: The first in a series on learning about an 8088-based computer .......... March 81
Part 2: Hardware for the 16-bit 8088-CPU computer .................. April 91
Part 3: Details of the programmable DMA controller .................. May 78
Part 4: Details of the PIT and PPI circuit elements .................. June 74
Part 5: The Dynamic RAM and Asynchronous Communications Port .... July 82
Part 6: How to use machine language programming ................. Aug. 93
Part 7: How to use the monitor to create software .................. Sept. 72
Modularized Computer—Sony's New SMC-70 (Carlstrom) ........ Sept. 59
Multi-Character Generation (Carlstrom) ........ Oct. 66
One-Upmanship from Radio Shack (Veli) ........ May 51
Protecting Your Computer From Power Line Disturbances (Stiffer) .... Oct. 52
Pseudo-Cursor for Oscilloscopes, A (Patrick) .................. March 92
Spreadsheet-Based Portable Computer For Business, A (Desposito) .... Nov. 48
Tasks Can Be Cheap (Dighera) .......................... Feb. 39
Tenseness Level?, "Bobbox" What's Your (Barbareillo) ........ Feb. 76
Time/Scicular Tape Loading, Improving (Stoner) .................. Sept. 80
Time/Scirculor Video, Upgrading (Pence) ........ May 82
Time/Scicular's New Coast to Coast Adapter (Desposito) ........ Sept. 74
First Look at (Bilechman) .................. Nov. 68
Touch Tablet, Fast and Easy Graphics with a Low-Cost Cassette Adapter, A (Desposito) .... Sept. 51
VIC-20 Cassette Adapter, A (Sheehan) .................. Sept. 84
Voice-Recognition Boards for Apple/ Franklin and Texas Instruments Professional Computers .................. Dec. 40

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Mo./Pg.
"Artificial" Expansion of Timex-1000 Memory (Largen) ........ Dec. 68
Computer-Aided Logic Design (Robersens) .......................... May 67
Ears for Your Computer (Teja) .......................... Dec. 34
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EDITORIAL INDEX

Sout of CP/M, The (Walle and Lafore) .......... May 35
Part 2 ........................................ June 65
Part 3 ........................................ July 73
Part 4 ........................................ Aug. 80
Synonyms for Word Processing (Mau) .......... Oct. 76
War of the Words (Veli) .......................... Jan. 62

CONSTRUCTION

Mo./Pg.
Active Video Reference, An (Andrews) ........ April 50
Automobile Idiot Lights (Hilbert) ............... March 98
Broadcast-Band Notch Filter, A (Shields) .... Feb. 68
Cassette Controller for the TRS-80 (Ting) .......... Nov. 42
Clock for TRS-80, A Fail-Safe, Real-Time (Mei) .... Dec. 82
Computerized Dialing System for the TRS-80 Model II, A (Barbareillo) .... Sept. 64
DAC for TRS-80 Interfacing, A (Mangien) ......... April 76
Data Converter for the Apple II, Part 1, High Grade (Nicklin) .......... July 54
Data Converter for the Apple II, Part 2, High Grade (Nicklin) .......... Aug. 63
DC-Motor Speed Controller, A (Coppola) .......... Oct. 56
Graphic Equalizer, Part 2, The Optimized (Sunny) .......... Jan. 56
Guard Precious Components From Overload Damage (Wright) .......... June 39
Intelligent Thermometer, Part 1, Build the (Fox) ............ Jan. 74
Intelligent Thermometer, Part 2, Build the (Fox) .......... Feb. 95
Light Chaser, A Microprocessor Controller for Light Shows (Viesca) ...... Oct. 70
Magnify your Calculator's Display (Souder) ........ Feb. 52
Microcomputer Joystick Interfacing Methods (Carlstrom and Tenny) .... March 52
Microcomputer Technology, Learning 16-Bit (Meyerle) ........ May 81
Part 1: The first in a series on learning about an 8088-based computer .......... March 81
Part 2: Hardware for the 16-bit 8088-CPU computer .................. April 91
Part 3: Details of the programmable DMA controller .................. May 78
Part 4: Details of the PIT and PPI circuit elements .................. June 74
Part 5: The Dynamic RAM and Asynchronous Communications Port .... July 82
Part 6: How to use machine language programming ................. Aug. 93
Part 7: How to use the monitor to create software .................. Sept. 72
Multiple-Character Generation (Carlstrom) ........ Oct. 66
"Peek" into a ROM Cartridge, How to (Hardy/McGoff) ........ Oct. 52
Power-Failure Sensor, Bleep Bleep! (Antonakos) .......... Sept. 79
Program Any Warehouse You Can Imagine (Lashier) .......... July 67
Programmable Function Generator, A (McClanahan) ............ Feb. 85
Pulse Duration Counter (Hartkopf) .............. May 56
Switchable Test Socket, The Ingenious (Moscovitz) ........ June 56
Tape Can Be Cheap (Dighera) .................. Feb. 39
Telephone Peripheral, Super Hold A (Black) ........ May 59
Tenseness Level?, "Bobbox" What's your (Barbareillo) ........ Feb. 76
Test-Point Monitor, A Multiple (Gooder) ......... Sept. 76
Time/Scicular Tape Loading, Improving (Stoner) ............ Sept. 80
Time/Scicular Video, Upgrading (Pence) ........ May 82
Triple-Track IC, Use A (Sheehan) .................. March 95
Two-Way Remote Security Communicator, A (Bergan) .......... April 66
VIC-20 Cassette Adapter, A (Sheehan) .................. Sept. 4
Water-Leak Detector, A (Lee) ..................... June 61

EQUIPMENT REVIEWS

Mo./Pg.
ADS "Atelier" T2 AM/FM Tuner ............... Nov. 84
Apple III Desktop Computer .................... Jan. 86
Apple Microbuffer II Printer Interface ............ Oct. 78
Avion Ramdisk 320 .......................... June 33
BBC Computer .................................. March 39
Beanan Porter Power Text Word-Processing System ........ Jan. 62
Commodore 64 Microcomputer .................. April 51
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OPERATION ASSIST

If you need information on outdated or rare equipment, Particularly parts list etc.—you might be able to assist. Simply send a postcard to Operation Assist, COMPUTER ELECTRONICS, 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016. For those who can help readers, please respond directly to them. They'll appreciate it. (Only those items regarding equipment not available from normal sources are published.)


Weston Model 983 oscilloscope. Need schematic and operation manual, Bill Allen, 35 Eagle St., Terre Haute, IN 47876.

Zenith Model G54431W Chrome ion TV. Need schematic or service manual. D. G. Malseed, 331 Penny St., McKease, PA 15132.


Craig Model 640B videotape. Receiver. Need manual, parts list and schematic. T. Longley, 52 Sarles Lane, Pleasanton, CA 94566.

Hammarlund Model HQ100 receiver. Need manual, parts list and schematic. T. Longley, 52 Sarles Lane, Pleasanton, CA 94566.


Precision Model ES-500A oscillograph. Need schematic and parts list and/or service manual. Jon M. Sobel, Box 7282, St. Petersburg, FL 33714.

Dumont Model TO-100 television camera. Need schematic and/or service manual. Gary Montgomery, 1011 Westwood Drive, Elkhart, IN 46517.

Electrodata Co. Model AG-I audio generator. Need schematic. R.H. Klappeke, 4113 Sunflower Dr., Louisville, KY 40216.

Conair Model 224 tube tester. Need CRT testing chart and adapter (description) J. Vassil, Box 4691, Redding, CA 96099.


Televisionoscilloscope Model 601A. Need service manual or schematic. M. Repouck, Box 403, Boston, MA 64080.


Texas Instruments Model PHP-1700, Need accessories interface. Rovert Fen, 46 Pratt St., Alston, MA 02134.


RCA Model TMV-97, r.f. oscillator. Need schematic and other available information. Russ Sandman, 560 For est Hills Blvd., Watervliet, NY 12590.


EMC Model 502. Need schematic and BTS construction manual and parts list. M.M. Zamir, Box 1253, NY, NY 10451.

Philco Model 37-640 multiband radio and Lear model G51111I phonoph and wire recorder with model WC311A radio. Need schematics, service manuals and source of replacement parts. Mike Miller, Box 105, Bethel CT 06801.

Tenneco memory scan Model MS-1 monitor. Need schematic. Ernest Clark, R.D. 3, Box 426, Homer City, PA 15746.

Hallcrafters SX-42. Need schematic, parts list and operating manual. William F. Chapman, Lakeside Village, Wales, MA 01081.

Scott Model 99-C amplifier and Sinclair Model X-20 Class-D Hi-Fi amplifier. Need schematics. Patrick E. Chang, 11 Faulkner Avenue, Danbury Park, P.A. Wash ington Blvd., Jamaica, West Indies.


Advent VB225 projection TV. Need schematics and parts list. Wazo Senechal, 2727 Pacific 141, Hamilton, CA 92346.

Video Systems Corp. Model 2000 video terminal Need schematic, operating manual and service data. Don Morer, 3663 Hillsley Mill Road, Woodbine, MD 21797.


Automatic Radio Phone Secretary Model TPS-3173. Need instruction manual and schematic. Gary Cook, Box 5, Centerville, MO 65033.

RCA Model 98K2 radio. Need schematic and parts list B. Murray, Route 1, Box 658, Capnaw Road, Harvest, AL 35749.

Analab dual trace scope Type 1120. Need any available information. Peter E. McManus, Box 38, Porter, ME 04068.


Features

40 Advanced Data Managers
By Michael K. Guttman
Software for database applications.

44 Using Database Management Systems
By Martin Porter
How data managers for micros are helping business people.

46 Buyer's Guide to Advanced Data Managers

50 IBM's New Quietwriter
By Josef Bernard
Unique new thermal ribbon provides letter quality without noise.

52 How to Maintain Your Micro
By D. J. Herda
Tools and procedures for keeping your computer up to snuff.

58 The Tenth Anniversary of the Altair 8800
By Forrest M. Mims, III
Setting the record straight on the origin of the first microcomputer.
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New Products Showcase—moves with the marketplace
Bookshelf—what’s new in electronics literature
Free Information Card—all you want to know from those who know it best
Gadget—the newsletter for grown-up kids
GE mini portable telephone—Toshiba portable CD player—Braun handheld blender—VP 700 voice messenger and more!
FactCards—a storehouse of knowledge at your fingertips
SPECIAL FEATURES
33 3-D Oscilloscope—add depth-perception to your troubleshooting arsenal
41 Smoke/Security Alarm—two ways to improve your smoke detector
45 Smoke Buster—add a remote sensor to your smoke/fire alarm

FEATURETTES
25 Stronger Magnet—to study electronic material
61 Hands-on Report/Fluke Model 52K/J Thermometer—it's computerized!
77 Hands-on Report/Micro Match—interface details on connecting many
types of computers and peripherals

THEORY AND CIRCUITS
62 Arms and Turntables—do more than just spin the tune
83 Electronic Fundamentals—what you need to know about basic amplifier
design

CONSTRUCTION
67 Decoder/Driver Demonstration—seeing is believing (and learning)
70 Night Owl—a touch switch for those who cannot reach
75 Serial Bus Switch—for the Commodore-64
80 Pilot Carrier Frequency Standard—lets you pluck an accurate signal
  frequency out of thin air

SPECIAL COLUMNS
26 Friedman on Computers—modernized communications
32 Jensen on DX'ing—the unknown becomes known to you
88 Carr’s Ham Shack—MMIC wideband amplifiers
92 Circuit Circus—non-standard amplifier circuits
90 Ellis on Antique Radios—curing that uncontrollable hum
94 Saxon on Scanners—mobile scanning
95 Wels’ Think Tank—we keep serving them up!

DEPARTMENTS
2 Editorial—the assault on the battery
4 Letter Box—find out what your fellow readers have to say
8 New Products Showcase—here's what's new
18 Bookshelf—an information round-up
49 Gadget—the newsletter for grown-up kids
   Blanket with a Brain—Quantum’s Cordless Automatic; It’s In Your
   Hands—The Porta Copy; Big Feature, Low Price—Realistics’ Linear Drive
   Turntable; Double Your Pleasure—Sharp’s Dual Cassette System; Music
   Maker—Tascam Porta Studio; Dated Picture Taking—Canon’s Tele Date;
   Shave On the Run—Braun's Pocket Razor
73 FactCards—we dig-up the data so you don’t have to
39 Free Information Card—they’ll get back to you pronto


SPECIAL FEATURES

59  Gimme That O! Time DX—a backward look at ham radio
83  Capacitance—how much do you need

THEORY AND CIRCUITS

44  Solid-State Memory Devices—how data retention is accomplished
61  All About FET's—what they are and how they're used
64  Pulse-Train Switches—can replace mechanical switches
69  Nuts & Bolts Guide to Op-Amps—what you should know to put them to work
77  Electronic Fundamentals—how to use the amplifier

CONSTRUCTION

33  HourTune—plays a different melody every hour on the hour
39  All About NiCd Batteries—build this simple charger and get in on power-drain savings
66  Aluminum-Foil Antennas—reception problems don't need expensive answers

FEATURETTES

43  Printer Up Date—makes the ML92 IBM compatible
68  Seven Galaxies found—in a region thought to be empty space
76  Hands-on Report/Flameless Soldering Iron—goes where conventional soldering irons can't

SPECIAL COLUMNS

29  Jensen on DX'ing—Nordic DX'ing
31  Saxon on Scanners—the scanner the hobbyists have been asking for
86  Ellis on Antique Radio—the art of replacing defective capacitors
88  Circuit Circus—junkbox test instruments
92  Friedman on Computers—all about floppy-disk storage media
94  Carr's Ham Shack—getting a handle on BCI and TVI
96  Wels' Think Tank—you asked for it, you got it

DEPARTMENTS

2  Editorial—RAM, it's more than a Dodge van
4  Letter Box—find out what your fellow readers have to say
6  New Products Showcase—here's what's happening in the marketplace
18  Bookshelf—the next best thing to classroom instruction
71  Free Information Card—find out about the product before you buy
47  Gadget—the newsletter for grown-up kids
Flintstones by the Fireside?—Ovnic Energy Generator; Point and Shoot, in 35mm—Minolta's Maxxum 7000; Lego for Adults?—Bandel's SpaceWarp; The CD Bandwagon Rolls On—Sharp's Digital Player; Multiplying like....Rabbits; Quantum Leap—Collibri's Flameless Lighter; Listening in the Fast Lane—GE Fastrac Cassette Recorder; Bells Aren't Ringing—The Nobell Interceptor
47  FactCards—we dig-up the data so you don't have to
CONSTRUCTION
32 Dressing Consultant—tell you what to wear by sensing weather conditions
38 Solid-State Barometer—make weather predictions with the aid of this home-brew project
46 Rip Off Alarm—a super-sensitive electronic tattletale
65 Frig Door Alarm—helps save energy by reminding you to close the door

FEATURES
18 Mr. Peepers...Peeps Back—there's levity in electronics
61 Rescue Text Files—and save the expletives for another time
68 New Sound From Old Recordings—can be a captivating hobby
75 Electronics Fundamentals—op-amps as building blocks

HANDS-ON REPORTS
45 Sound Sender—play your Walkman through an FM auto radio
63 DUO Fone—Radio Shack's telephone/message recorder
67 dB BASE III Plus—how to use a database management program
95 Sound Activated Switches—do more than just turn on lights

SPECIAL COLUMNS
25 Saxon on Scanners—super convenience in a mobile scanner
27 Jensen on DX'ing—a direct pipeline to the happenings
83 Circuit Circus—an electronic judge takes the guess work out of calling really close races
86 Carr's Ham Shack—tune in resonance and lock out VSWR problems
88 Ellis on Antique Radio—new life for that old radio receiver
90 Friedman on Computers—mixing apples and grids
92 Wels' Think Tank—how do electronic circuits do their job

DEPARTMENTS
2 Editorial—Buy it. Build it. Swear at it! But, enjoy it.
4 Letter Box—forum for your comments and questions
8 New Products Showcase—what's new in the marketplace
22 Bookshelf—a home shopping guide to electronic books
39 Free Information Card—a new-product information link
49 Gadget—the newsletter for grown-up kids
73 FactCards—you can't tell the players without a score card
CONSTRUCTION
32  Stealth Radar—makes a great super trooper snooper
42  Digi-lyzer IC Tester—lets you check questionable chips
47  Gee-Whiz Badge—an eye catching trinket
77  VOX Box—control electric-powered devices through sound

FEATURES
61  Chassis of Another Kind—anything can be a chassis
67  Mountain-top TV Reception—using homebrew methods
80  4-Megabytes—a semiconductor memory explosion
81  Computers and Ham Radio—union of past and present technologies
95  Learning by Doing—get a handle on RAM the Hands-on way

HANDS-ON REPORTS
38  Baud Rate Analyzer—untangles communications mismatches
64  All Band FSM—gives a more reliable RF-output indication
85  Dremel Moto-Tool—it's not just for model builders

SPECIAL COLUMNS
14  Jensen on DX'ing—Caribbean scanner activity
24  Friedman on Computers—solving serial interface problems
27  Saxon on Scanners—scanner lovers hit the roof
86  Carr on Ham Radio—the proper way to install vertical antennas
88  Ellis on Antique Radio—powering up those old sets
90  Circuit Circus—the basics of voice scrambling
92  'Wels' Think Tank—hobbyists contribute much to electronics

DEPARTMENTS
2  Editorial—don't blame the computer
4  Letter Box—a gathering of the minds
17  New Products Showcase—there's always something new
8  Bookshelf—a shop at home book service
39  FactCards—your fingertip reference
49  Gadget—the newsletter for grown-up kids
73  Free Information Card—more info on the products of choice
CONSTRUCTION

24 Hands-on Fishing Guide—follow the fresh-water fish to their favorite feeding spot
32 Digital Theremin—making music with hand motions
65 Digital Capacitance Meter—takes the capacity mystery out of unmarked capacitors
71 Game Feeder Controller—automatically reloads your bait tray twice a day so you don’t scare the critters away
78 Phone Sentry—lets you sleep by screening incoming calls

FEATURES

35 Understanding Decibels—learn about a power quantity that few understand
41 Beginners Guide To Fiber Optics—the communications expressway of tomorrow
48 Model 100 Printer Stopwatch—BASIC program keeps track of time spent at the keyboard
61 The Poor Man’s IBM PC/XT—build a clone from what others throw away
75 Modem Questions and Answers—clear up the mystery of computer communications
81 Learning By Doing—unlock the mystery of using IC timers

SPECIAL COLUMNS

22 Friedman on Computers—5.25-inch vs. 3.5-inch disk storage
86 Jensen on DX’ing—a new shortwave operation is born
88 Circuit Circus—a collection of touch-switch circuits
90 Ellis on Antique Radio—antique-radio restoration begins with deep cleaning
94 Carr’s Ham Shack—using balanced mixers in various circuit applications to make your hobby more interesting
95 Wels’ Think Tank—the Tank goes interactive

DEPARTMENTS

2 Editorial—What ever happened to the great PC contest?
4 Letter Box—where the gang meets to discuss what went wrong
7 New Products Showcase—check it out before it becomes obsolete
16 Bookshelf—your guide to the gateway of knowledge
39 FactCards—a spot reference for much-needed data
49 Gadget—the newsletter for grown-up kids
73 Free Information Card—the manufacturer has the answers
CONSTRUCTION

30  Grandpa's Antique Radio—make a radio that reflects the early 1920's
34  Temperature-Controlled Soldering Station—helps prevent the
75  destruction of delicate circuit elements
Active Antenna For Better DX'ing—an active loop can dramatically
improve long distance reception

FEATURES

39  ACNAP—put this program to work analyzing AC networks, leaving yourself
59  free to handle the important stuff
64  Using Op-Amps In Power-Supply Circuits—understanding op-amps in
power-supply applications
Fuse Applications and Selection—learn how fuses are used to protect
your electronics equipment and appliances
Servicing Audio Amplifiers—with nothing more than a multimeter, you
can repair your high-power audio equipment, while pocketing the change
Learn By Doing—op-amps are the most adaptable integrated circuits, but
you can't use them unless you understand them

HANDS-ON REPORTS

80  Perssoft Referee Program—a utility that manages Ram-resident software

SPECIAL COLUMNS

22  Friedman on Computers—get more out of your computer by stretching
your budget a bit to add hard-disk storage
26  Jensen on DX'ing—what country's flag is red, white, and blue; is governed
by a constitution, and is not the United States?
28  Saxon on Scanners—full spectrum capabilities come to scanners
88  Carr On Ham Radio—learn how the radiowave-propagation phenomena
lets signals originating in one hemisphere to be heard in another
90  Ellis on Antique Radio—Echophone EC1; the restoration continues
92  Circuit Circus—exploring voltage doubler/multiplier circuits illustrates how
high-voltages can be generated from low-voltage sources
94  Wels' Think Tank—reader interactivity continues, and you should see what
your fellow hobbyists have come up with

DEPARTMENTS

2  Editorial—if you don't tell us, how are we to know how best to serve you?
So, keep the mail coming
4  Letter Box—lets your words be heard
12  New Products Showcase—tomorrow's products are here today
14  Bookshelf—an information market for do-it-yourselfers and professionals
37  FactCards—we give you nothing but the facts
47  Gadget—the newsletter for grown-up kids
71  Free Information Card—if you need more information about a future
purchase, the manufacturer is the one with the answers
CONSTRUCTION
32 Seeing The Light With FlashMate—know once and for all where to set your camera lens no matter how many lights and reflectors you use
44 Dirty Little FM Snooper—the radio-frequency monitoring device that does a lot more than let you eavesdrop on your neighbors
59 XM1 Electronic Crossover—can improve the sound quality of your stereo system
63 Gaseous-State Transmitter—here's how Dad did it!
67 Electronic Dazer—it won't kill, but it's an effective way to say "leave me alone!"

FEATURES
31 Science Brief—researchers achieve superconductivity at record high temperatures
35 Upgrade Your PC—expand your PC's memory and add a second disk drive
40 Receiving Weather Satellite Photos—for fun and profit
73 Repairing Headphone/Walk-A-Long Radios—don't toss out that inoperable walk-about, you may be able to put it back in operation
77 Learning By Doing—all about thyristors

HANDS-ON REPORTS
66 HeathKit's Ham Computer Course—A simple way to prepare for the amateur-radio operators' licensing exam
69 Motron's Auto Kall AK-10—a simple way to add Touch-Tone squelch to almost any communications system

SPECIAL COLUMNS
18 Friedman on Computers—modemize, let no one else's work evade your eyes
84 Circuit Circus—unlock the mysteries of voice/remote activation circuits
86 Ellis on Antique Radio—the Echophone EC1 is restored and back in operation after a long downtime
88 Jensen on DX'ing—Would you believe SW sports coverage?
91 Carr On Ham Radio—Radio waves propagate over greater distances under certain conditions
92 Wels' Think Tank—did you get your copy of the Fips book yet?
96 Saxon on Scanners—a shortwave scanner with full-spectrum capabilities

DEPARTMENTS
2 Editorial—a look into the 2000's and other things
4 Letter Box—where readers meet to clear the air
7 New Products Showcase—the fashion show for electronic do-dads
24 Bookshelf—where the knowledge of experts is imparted to you
37 FactCards—a quick and easy-to-use electronic data bank
47 Gadget—the newsletter for grown-up kids
71 Free Information Card—the products information hot-line
CONSTRUCTION

Bionic Ears—lets you hear everything in stereo
Line Disturbance Monitor—Why be left in the dark about potential AC power line problems? Catch 'em before they become major catastrophes
One-Shot Shooting Gallery—the portable electronic arcade game
Audible IR Indicator—checks the operation of your IR transmitter
Digital Logic Probe—the kit that you can build in only one evening and use for a lifetime

FEATURES

How To Adjust Your Color TV—little-known tips that can save a bundle on TV alignment; a sort of video equivalent of an apple a day
Rebuild Your Weller Soldering Station—it's geared for reconstruction
One-Shot PC Boards—a down and dirty way to make one-time-only printed-circuit boards
High Seas Radio Pirate Challenges FCC—some Erroll Flynn's of the electronic age are swashbuckling with big brother himself
How To Replace Rechargeable Batteries—you can locate and replace wired-in NiCd cells and repair the gadgetry they power
Learn By Doing—get a firm foundation on data transmission by grounding yourself in amplitude and frequency modulation

HANDS-ON REPORTS

Will Writer Program—use your computer to prepare and update your will
Irwin 110 D Tape Backup—tape-backup systems save priceless data

SPECIAL COLUMNS

Jensen on DX'ing—the year in review; we prepare for the new year by reviewing the old
Friedman On Computers—computerized newsletter/paper or magazine on disk—going desktop!
Ellis on Antique Radio—the readers speak out
Saxon On Scanners—a scanner with 100-channel memory capacity
Circuit Circus—a handful of components and a little electronic know how lets you convert dot bar indicators to numerical displays
Carr on Ham Radio—radio-wave skip makes world-wide communications possible even with relatively low-power equipment
Wels' Think Tank—singing the unsung heroes

DEPARTMENTS

Editorial—It's gift giving time
Letter Box—the electronic request line is open
New Products Showcase—fill your equipment shopping list
Bookshelf—take a look at electronics reference books
FactCards—the desktop reference for component data/applications
Gadget—the newsletter for grown-up kids
Free Information Card—reach out and touch the manufacturer
CONSTRUCTION

Build a Foxhole Radio—listen to modern radio on a legend
One-Transistor VHF Signal Generator—pumps out harmonics up to 240 MHz
Build An SMT Darkroom Spotmeter—super-quality photographic prints made easy
Night-Light Controller—automate your porch, driveway, or outdoor lights, without RF interference
Build the MOSFET Voltmeter—measure voltage without skimping on the readout or interrupting the test circuit's operation
Experimenter's Powered Solderless Bread/Clip Board—put schematic diagram, notes, power supply, breadboard, and parts on one board.
Tachometer Tester—lets you gauge the accuracy of your tachometer
Universal Power Supply—the power-supply board whose output can be tailored to fit the need
How Many Microfarads—how to figure out the value of unlabeled or obscurely labeled capacitors
DX-COM—hear what you've been missing on the shortwave bands
Listen in on the Tube—combine eavesdropping and electronics

FEATURES

Scoping Out the Scope Market—how to select an oscilloscope
Hamfests, an Electronics Toyland—the place to get those much-needed parts or unload some old junk
E-Z Math—you can’t design without it, but how can you avoid useless theorems?

HANDS-ON REPORTS

Digital Voice Recorder—electronic memory stores your voice
Toshiba 3.5-inch Floppy-Disk Drive Kit—a 3.5-inch retrofit and a screwdriver lets you read and write on 3.5-inch disks

SPECIAL COLUMNS

Friedman On Computers—you can't go home...it's just not in the program
Ellis On Antique Radio—taking a backward look
Carr On Ham Radio—how radio-wave propagation affects communications
Saxon On Scanners—the closest kept secret in scanner-ware
Jensen On DX’ing—the shortest distance between two points is not necessarily a straight line
Circuit Circus—an electronics smorgasbord of circuits

DEPARTMENTS

Editorial—wait 'til next issue
New Products Showcase—fill your equipment shopping list
Letter Box—the place for electronics chit-chat
Bookshelf—take a look what's new in easy-to-read electronics books
FactCards—the desktop reference for component data applications
Free Information Card—reach out and touch the manufacturers
CONSTRUCTION

26  Remote TVRO Dish Positioner—puts the focal point of your satellite dish where you want it for maximum signal strength
31  Maxwell Inductance Bridge—determine the exact value of inductance with this project
35  Power Play—put this power supply on your workbench, and you'll need no other!
40  Wind Witcher—Listen to mother nature's gentle song with this hot-wire sensor electronic chime
43  5 x 5 Audio Switch Box—eliminate the rat's nest of interconnecting wires hidden behind your stereo equipment

FEATURES

59  Identifying Unmarked or Obscurely Marked Logic Chips—make use of those otherwise useless logic devices
65  Getting Your FCC Radio-telephone License—what you need to know to legally get your own license
69  E-Z Math—Scientific Notation and Unit Conversions: clearing up milli, micro, kilo, Meg, etc. with powers

HANDS-ON REPORTS

34  Date Calculation Software—gives the day of the week that a particular date has fallen, or will fall, on
49  Utility Software—Utilities are what make newcomers to personal computing appear like old hackers
61  Bytesize Calc—an on-screen calculator for those times when all the frills aren't needed

SPECIAL COLUMNS

74  Ellis On Antique Radio—Firing up the Crosley 50
76  Circuit Circus—Produce the most-basic building-block circuits from inexpensive op-amps
78  Carr On Ham Radio—Why's my dial all scrunched up while yours isn't?
80  Friedman On Computers—it takes no space to tick away the time
84  Wels' Think Tank—What to do with number two?
87  Saxon On Scanners—A scanner with a flair for the weather
88  Jensen On DX'ing—Say goodbye to that 1987 calendar

DEPARTMENTS

2  Editorial—The HOE PC give-away; the votes have been tallied and the winner rewarded
4  Letter Box—where readers get involved and make things happen
8  New Product Showcase—where you'll find stocking-stuffers for the technically oriented
17  Bookshelf—take a look what's new in easy-to-read electronic reference and data books
37  FactCards—the component data and applications at your fingertips
63  Free Information Card—why waste time?; let the manufacturer clue you in
CONSTRUCTION
32 Compu-Throttle—makes model-train sets act like the real thing
42 Delivery Indicator—alerts you to the arrival of your mail or newspaper
46 Rad Hound—a radiation contamination early-warning system
59 Headphone Interface—hands-free conversation with total privacy

FEATURES
41 Chemical Polarity Experiment—electronics is a science and science is fast-becoming all electronic
65 Thyristors—everything you should know to use this family of devices
71 E-Z Math—triangles and vectors for fun and profit

HANDS-ON REPORTS
45 UKI OKI Printer Switch—lets your printer accept both IBM and Okidata character sets

SPECIAL COLUMNS
80 Ellis On Antique Radio—learning Morse code in the 1940's
82 Circuit Circus—simple circuits that can make life a bit easier
84 Carr's Ham Shack—reduce RFI with an adjustable, active bandpass filter
86 Friedman On Computers—get a universal monitor driver
88 Jensen On DX'ing—why listen to shortwave programming?
90 Saxon On Scanners—a completely miniaturized 100-channel scanner with electronic digital tuning
94 Wels' Think Tank—transistors were bad enough, but what are those boxes with the numbers all around them?

DEPARTMENTS
2 Editorial—who's out there?
4 Letter Box—here is where your input is appreciated
8 New Products Showcase—spotlighting the latest in electronic hardware
17 Bookshelf—prepare for tomorrow's electronic gadgets by getting a handle on what's available today
39 FactCards—they contain what's needed to get that project humming
49 GIZMO SPECIAL SECTION—what's good to get that gets you good!

Free Information Card—up-to-date information on the latest products
CONSTRUCTION
The Electronic Gift—whatever the sentiment, say it electronically
Two-Wheeler Communications—keep in touch with a motorcycle intercom

FEATURES
Bigger than a Galaxy—a sky watcher with the aid of computers discovers the largest known structure in the Universe
SunRaycer—the source of all earthly power provides the drive for the world's solar-powered distance and speed record holder
A Little Travelin' Radio—travelers advisories and visitors information on the radio
Zeta Noise Blocker—microcomputer technology reduces background noise
An April Fools Program for All Year Round—DOS look-alike lets you have fun with your family, friends, or co-workers!
Thyristors—meet some of the other members of this powerful family
Tame the DOS Tiger—knowing what DOS can do will make your computing a bit easier
E-Z Math—Trig Made Simple: Frenzel gives it to you short and sweet

HANDS-ON REPORTS
Panasonic's Bar-Code Programmable VCR—the joining of two technologies simplifies programming your home video system
Solderless Breadboards—a solderless breadboard that accommodates major hardware
BlackJack Master—plays 24,000 hands of BlackJack per hour, tabulates performance, and provides hours of educational play

SPECIAL COLUMNS
Ellis on Antique Radio—the serious side of collectibles
Friedman on Computers—let your computer find the part you need
Carr on Ham Radio—what fueled the 2-meter craze
Circuit Circus—some of the most useful ICs can be found among those that are most overlooked
Jensen on DX’ing—the fun and excitement of the Olympics via shortwave
Saxon on Scanners—wake to FM broadcasts or the scanner world

DEPARTMENTS
Editorial—sometimes you’ve got to look back to see where you’re going
Letter Box—where our readers make their thoughts known
New Products Showcase—one-stop shopping for the gadgeteer
Bookshelf—keep abreast of advances in the field of electronics
FactCards—your desktop data source
GIZMO Special Section—what’s new in electronic do-dads
Free Information Card—get a clearer picture of the product of interest
CONSTRUCTION

The Building-Block Radio—if you work block-by-block and section-by-section, you'll suddenly hear sound from thin air!
The High-Voltage Pulse Generator—build the fence charger or laboratory models and experiment with lighting, neon, or animal behavior
The RGB Switch Box—two computers but one monitor is no problem even with inversion
Building Voltaic Cells—you've built everything under the sun, but have you built a battery?
Build a BCB Trap—get rid of noise quick and easy with this simple one evening project

FEATURES

Computers—That's the Life—humor from beyond the cathode-ray tube
Rebuild Your Door Chimes—use these tips to save money and make life more musical
Servicing Garage-Door Openers—Service your garage-door opener and it'll be around to serve you for many years to come
Hamshack Nostalgia—a few artifacts of your hobby can enrich your base of operations
Checking out Static Electricity—one of the most destructive forces can be generated and controlled with household items
Troubleshooting IC's With a Multimeter—if you have no scope, then you need this article more than you need clean socks
TAME the DOS Tiger—unleash the power of the machine to do your bidding
E-Z Math—Logarithms number crunching is super easy with logs and decibels; you may give up multiplication!

SPECIAL COLUMNS

Ellis on Antique Radio—kicking triodes into high gear
Jensen on DX'ing—the Vatican has a lot to say and uses SW to say it
Saxon on Scanners—whip up an instant weather report wherever you are on a new Regency release
Circuit Circus—sequencers revisited; more power, but only a few IC's
Friedman on Computers—hot off the presses: color photos from your PC!

DEPARTMENTS

Editorial—Times Are Changing
Letter Box—free-flying information from readers and staff
New Products Showcase—it hits our pages before it hits the shelf
Bookshelf—your safari for information should make camp here
FactCards—our card section packs the down and dirty facts
GIZMO Special Section—written by people who try before you buy
Free Information Card—a few circles can bring you a world of information
CONSTRUCTION

Build Starlight Synth—an infrared and visible-light activated music synthesizer

The Frost Indicator—detects ice before chilling accidents occur

CompuSound—build this computer-controlled sound generator

The Simplest Ham Receiver—step back to the early days of radio through this transistorized descendant of the early receivers

Build the Tunable FSM—detect and eliminate spurious emissions before the FCC shuts you down

Build the Access Two—a remote message-retrieval control

Music Magic with Wand-O-Dyne—the VCO-based sound generator with an educational difference

FEATURES

Superconductivity—the age of lossless circuit operation is just over the horizon

Color-Code Drill—the computer-aided resistive color-code drill

E-Z Math—conquer the sinewave and save on batteries

HANDS-ON REPORTS

Heath/Zenith Security System Components—install your first primary security system, or enhance your present scheme

SPECIAL COLUMNS

Ellis on Antique Radio—the mailman cometh with a heavy load of reader interest

Circuit Circus—going into overdrive with simple motor speed/direction control circuits

Friedman on Computers—a CAD program that's meant for hobbyists

Jensen on DXing—some SW broadcast changes come exceedingly slow

Carr on Ham Radio—shouldn't you be using an antenna tuner?

Saxon on Scanners—get ten-channel programmability and super frequency range in a handheld

DEPARTMENTS

Editorial—it turns out that take-along PCs aren't the boon that they were supposed to be

Letter Box—all good things come to those who write

New Products Showcase—new trends in the marketplace

Bookshelf—prepare today for tomorrow's technology

FactCards—the hobbyist's guide to circuit design

GIZMO Special Section—welcome to the gadgeteer's bazaar

Free Information Card—get all the facts from the people who know them best
CONSTRUCTION
28 Perpetual Calendar—the digital clock add-on that keeps track of the day of the week
32 Build the Super Breadboard—an ideal launching pad for your IC projects
34 Build the 7000 Radio—the AM receiver that's small enough to be tucked into a gum wrapper
45 Off-Air Keying Monitor—with a little practice, you can have the cleanest "fist" on the air
59 Build Aquisense—the inexpensive freezer monitor with an unusual sensing device
69 Build the 12-volt BVM—don't let the dead-battery blues ruin your fun
73 A Power Line for the "Tin Lizzy"—tap your auto's power to run AC-operated devices

FEATURES
40 The Magnetism Lab—learn about the phenomenon that has mystified philosophers and scientists for centuries
63 Hi-Tech Telephones—today's phones are much more than simple two-way squawk-boxes
77 E-Z Math—High-pass and Low-pass Filters: not all signals are created equal

HANDS-ON REPORTS
67 Ungar Rechargeable Soldering-Iron Kit—a soldering iron that won't tie you down to the AC line

SPECIAL COLUMNS
84 Ellis on Antique Radio—the mail has arrived and the readers are doing the talking
86 Circuit Circus—remote control it and let your "tired dogs" rest
91 Saxon on Scanners—handheld scanner tackles the hobbyist market
92 Carr on Ham Radio—make long-wire antennas really work for you
94 Jensen on DXing—SW swap-shop moves to reach out and grab DXers
96 Friedman on Computers—the personal computer is fast becoming just another home appliance controller

DEPARTMENTS
2 Editorial—desktop publishing programs generate much of the written material we digest each day
4 Letter Box—got a problem or question?...put it in writing
8 New Products—where electronics manufacturers strut their stuff for you to see and enjoy
16 Bookshelf—background reading for gadgeteer's
37 FactCards—for the high-tech hobbyist in you
47 GIZMO Special Section—a round-up of new and exciting products for the electronics lifestyle
71 Free Information Card—with a little information even the novice can look like a maven
CONSTRUCTION

30 Build the Computerized Casino Dice Game—it plays like the real thing, but has none of the consequences

44 Build the Electronic Bandit—the slot machine that provides all the excitement of casino play, but won't rob you blind

65 In-Home Car Stereo—blow the dust from that orphaned car stereo and adopt it for in-home use

70 Build the Low-Battery Alarm—eliminate the guess work when changing batteries

75 Build the Electronic Bug Swatter—ferret out electronic eavesdropping devices and other RF sources

FEATURES

39 50 Years of Car Antennas—a look back at what was, and one ahead at what's to come

58 Reader's Request: Pulse-Code Modulation—scrutinizing modern data communications

60 Electroluminescent Glow Strips—a new generation of visible-light displays to dress up your next project

62 Using Comparators to Detect and Measure—op-amps can monitor real-world conditions

79 E-Z Math—this chapter shows you how to calculate capacitor variables

SPECIAL COLUMNS

78 Saxon on Scanners—a handheld scanner that goes where few handhelds have gone before

85 Friedman on Computers—Class-5 modems...the next generation in computer telecommunications

86 Jensen on DXing—Guiana...Guinea; not sound alikes, but similar enough to cause confusion

88 Ellis on Antique Radio—restoring the Zenith shutter-dial set

90 Carr on Ham Radio—the dipole, a low-cost alternative to tri-beam antennas
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33 Build a Headphone Amplifier for your Guitar
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Let the gentle glow of a vacuum tube light up the night—Larry Lisle

39 Getting Started in Surface-Mount Technology
Learn how to work with surface-mount components when you build these two classic yet simple projects—Ronald A. Reis

51 Build a Frequency-Response Tester
A welcome workbench addition for anyone who troubleshoots audio gear—Randy Constan

FEATURES

46 SIM-EQ: The Simultaneous Equation Program
Let your computer do the work—James E. Tarchinski

49 Exploring the ImagiNation
Your computer comes alive with fun when you explore this on-line service—Donna Roach

57 Making Squarewaves at Home
Generating squarewaves is easy when you follow the recipes in this cookbook—Joseph J. Carr
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Magnavox CD-i player, Compaq Presario computer, Sharp portable music system, Desper Products Spatializer audio processor, and much more

24 Hands-On-Report
Elenco Electronics Digital/Analog Trainer

COLUMNS

6 Multimedia Watch
A multimedia monitor—Marc Spiwak

28 Think Tank
Model railroad circuits—John Yacono

64 Antique Radio
It’s mailbag time again—Marc Ellis

68 Computer Bits
Objects and hierarchies—Jeff Holtzman

70 Circuit Circus
Controller circuits—Charles D. Rakes
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Shortwave from Austria—Don Jensen
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PC-powered scanning—Marc Saxon
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CONSTRUCTION

33 Build the Sprinkler Guardian
Make sure that your lawn or garden gets just the right amount of water. It works with any existing sprinkler system—Walter Schopp

46 Build the Auto Stethoscope
Track down the sources of annoying car noises with this handy electronic listening aid—Charles Hansen

53 Build an Audible Level
A variation on the common carpenter's level—Peter Cartwright

56 Build a Preselector for the AM Broadcast Band
Improve your receiver's performance on the crowded AM broadcast band—Joseph J. Carr

FEATURES

36 BURIED BYTES: A History of the Personal Computer
The technology and personalities that made today's PC possible—Karl T. Thuber, Jr.

49 Upgrading and Maintaining your Personal Computer
Easy upgrades that anyone can do—Marc Spiwak

52 A Vacuum-Tube Ram
Give your personal computer the warm, nostalgic glow of vacuum-tube technology this April 1—Michael A. Covington

59 All About Current-Crowbar Circuits
Protect your designs from damage with these shutdown circuits—Imanga Kalianile
APRIL 1995
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9 Gizmo
All about home theater, plus reviews of a video projector, a Dolby Pro-Logic amp and preamp combination, a surround-sound speaker system, and more

24 Hands-On-Report
Silent Sam Turn-Signal Alert

COLUMNS

6 Multimedia Watch
Tiny multimedia toys—Marc Spiwak

29 Think Tank
Lock circuits—John Yacono

64 Antique Radio
The Minerva Tropicmaster—Marc Ellis

67 Computer Bits
Methods, attributes, and messages—Jeff Holtzman

68 Circuit Circus
Motorcycle circuits—Charles D. Rakes

74 DX Listening
Shortwave from South Africa—Don Jensen

78 Ham Radio
Building with the NE-602—Joseph J. Carr

80 Scanner Scene
Deep-space scanning—Marc Saxon
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33 Security in the Information Age
Learn about PGP, DES, and other techniques used to keep electronic communications away from prying eyes, and how those techniques can be compromised—Craig Howard

CONSTRUCTION

46 Build the "g" Machine
Measure acceleration with this portable and easy-to-build circuit—Anthony J. Caristi

55 Build a Variometer Radio
A simple radio circuit that features a modern variation of an old-time principle—Larry Lisle

57 Build the PK Tester
Find out if you or your friends have psychokinetic ability with this fun-to-use project—Larry A. Duarte

60 Add a Switch to your Serial Port
A simple way around a common yet troublesome computer conflict—Marc Spiwak

FEATURES

37 Antenna Safety for Hams and SWL's
These easy-to-follow guidelines can keep your gear, your property, and you healthy and happy—Karl T. Thurber

51 Tuned Circuits and Resonance
Learn how series- and parallel-tuned resonant circuits work, and how to analyze them—Paul Coxwell
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PRODUCT REVIEWS

9 Gizmo
A look at the new products, technologies, and trends unveiled for the first time at the 1995 Consumer Electronics Show

24 Hands-On-Report
Elenco Electronics function-generator kit

COLUMNS

6 Multimedia Watch
A virtual guitar—Marc Spiwak

29 Think Tank
Some workshop circuits—John Yacono

64 Antique Radio
The Minerva restoration begins—Marc Ellis

67 Computer Bits
Inspiration—Jeff Holtzman

69 Circuit Circus
More motorcycle circuits—Charles D. Rakes

74 DX Listening
Shortwave from the “great, white north”—Don Jensen
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More on the NE-602—Joseph J. Carr

82 Scanner Scene
The Russians are coming—Marc Saxon
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37 Build a Radar Speed Gun
Radar speed guns are the police's most valuable ally in keeping the highways safe for everyone. In this article we show you how they work, and how to build your own unit—Marc Spiwak

C O N S T R U C T I O N

45 Build an Eight-Channel A/D Converter
You can connect virtually any analog sensor to your computer with this versatile interface circuit—James J. Barbarello

54 Build the Sun Tracker
Get the most from your solar panels and other solar-power gear with this precision tracking circuit—Jack Wright

F E A T U R E S

43 Automotive Electronics for the 21st Century
See one manufacturer's vision of the car of tomorrow, and how its features along with other developments could make driving a dream-come-true—William D. Siuru, Jr.

57 Upgrading and Maintaining your Personal Computer
These tips can make replacing or adding a hard- or floppy-disk drive a breeze—Marc Spiwak

61 Limited-Space Antennas for SWL's
Who says you need lots of space to set up a top-notch receiving antenna—Karl T. Thurber
JUNE 1995
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9 Gizmo
Goldstar 8mm/VHS dubbing VCR, First Sounds prenatal listening kit, Quasar laserdisc player, Mountain Network Software computer back-up systems, and much more

26 Hands-On-Report
A K Peters Mobile Robot Kit

COLUMNS

23 Multimedia Watch
Some great game controllers—Marc Spiwak

29 Think Tank
A few observations from our readers—John Yacono

68 Antique Radio
More on the Minerva restoration—Marc Ellis

74 Computer Bits
Find it with askSam—Jeff Holtzman

76 Circuit Circus
An assortment of circuits—Charles D. Rakes

81 DX Listening
A legend pulls the switch—Don Jensen

83 Ham Radio
NE-602 oscillator circuits—Joseph J. Carr

85 Scanner Scene
Frequencies to go—Marc Saxon
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CONSTRUCTION

43 Build a Subwoofer
Is something missing from your home-theater or audio system? Give it the bass oomph it needs to make music and movies really rumble and roll—William R. Hoffman

60 Build a Telephone-Wiring Tester
Test all types of telephone cable, jacks, and more; you can even test items while they are still connected to the telephone system—Christopher Zguris

63 Build the Galviamp
It's two valuable test aids—a galvanometer and a variable-gain amplifier—in one handy device—Joseph J. Carr

FEATURES

37 Designing Loudspeaker Crossovers
Create your own great-sounding speaker designs with these easy-to-use computer programs—William R. Hoffman

46 The Truth about Speaker Cables
What's inside those expensive audiophile cables that makes them cost so much? Are they worth the money? Learn the answer to the first question in this article, and use that information to answer the second one for yourself—William R. Hoffman

49 Fun with Random-Dot Images
Make them yourself on a PC, but don't go blind!—Marc Spiwak

54 . . . And The Bananas were Green: The Early Days of Color TV
The road to the color TV we enjoy today was far from smooth—James P. Rybak
JULY 1995
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9 Gizmo
A look at the Primestar DBS system, plus BeeperKid child-monitoring system, WinNet Plus internet-access software, Radio Shack Personal Emergency Phone Dialer, and lots more

28 Hands-On-Report
Media Vision Reno portable CD-ROM player
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24 Multimedia Watch
Two big games, and more—Marc Spiwak

30 Think Tank
More comments from our readers—John Yacono

68 Antique Radio
Putting the Minerva Tropicmaster back together—Marc Ellis

74 Computer Bits
Soldering irons and cyber circuits—Jeff Holtzman

78 Circuit Circus
Using a voice-storage chip—Charles D. Rakes

82 DX Listening
Fun in the summertime—Don Jensen

84 Ham Radio
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86 Scanner Scene
Up in the air—Marc Saxon
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37 Build a TV Transmitter
Transmit the output of your VCR, camcorder, satellite receiver, or other signal source to every TV in your home—Marc Spiwak

CONSTRUCTION

43 Build a Guitar Preamp/Distortion Box
Get the rock-and-roll distortion effects that today’s music demands from your guitar/amp setup —Ken Willmott

45 Build this Oscilloscope Calibrator
Keep your scope working properly—Charles Hansen

FEATURES

40 Looking Back at the Reflex Radio
See how yesterday’s radio designers made one vacuum tube do the work of two—David Rutland

47 Upgrading and Maintaining your Personal Computer
Adding multimedia accessories to your PC—Marc Spiwak

54 Long-Delayed Echoes: Fact or Fancy?
Are LDEs real, and where do they come from—Karl T. Thurber

61 All About Crystal-Oscillator Circuits
An assortment of circuits for you to build—Joseph J. Carr

65 The Delta-Wye Conversion Program
Let your PC handle those repetitive and tedious electronics calculations—James E. Tarchinski
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Microsoft Bob, NEC Ready Multimedia Computer, Oregon Scientific Weather Forecaster, Interlink Cordless Pointing Device, and much more

26  Hands-On-Report
Elenco Electronics Logic Probe Kit
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24  Multimedia Watch
Multimedia for kids—Marc Spiwak

28  Think Tank
Some gear for your workbench—John Yacono

67  Antique Radio
Catching up with the mail—Marc Ellis

72  Computer Bits
Making an emergency disk—Jeff Holtzman

74  Circuit Circus
More fun with the ISD1000A—Charles D. Rakes

79  DX Listening
A Russian radio revolution—Don Jensen

81  Ham Radio
Dynamic receiver specs—Joseph J. Carr
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Getting rid of nightmare signals—Marc Saxon
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CONSTRUCTION

37 Build a DTMF Decoder/Logger
Keep a running record of your telephone use, or capture, decode, and record telephone tones that are broadcast over the radio—Terry J. Weeder

41 Build a Shortwave Converter for your Car
Add shortwave reception to any digital or analog car radio—Lyle Russell Williams, KC5KBG

47 Build the Electronic Oracle
Be the life of the party with this tricky little novelty circuit that treats its owner especially well—Keith Rawlinson

53 Build the Space Wings
A whimsical project that demonstrates the special properties of an amazing wire—Marc Spiwak

57 Build an Answering-Machine Message Stopper
Stop your answering machine’s outgoing message from any phone in the house—Brian Pliler

59 Build the Chirrup
Have your own “Cricket on the Hearth”—Richard Panosh

FEATURES

49 Electronics on a Budget
A little work and ingenuity can let a hobbyist have fun even the most meager of bankrolls—John Adams

62 Fog Detection and Warning Systems
How technology is being used to prevent those devastating highway pile-ups—Bill Siuru
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Sharp Color Video Printer, Brother Laser Printer, Digital Vision Video Frame Grabber, Hauppaug...and more

26  Hands-On-Report
Heathkit ID-5001 Advanced Weather Computer
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24  Multimedia Watch
Report from Dayton—Marc Spiwak

28  Think Tank
Some assorted circuits—John Yacono
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Finishing up the Minerva Tropicmaster—Marc Ellis
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Disk and file utilities—Jeff Holtzman
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37 Ghost Voices
Are the dead trying to communicate with us through electronic means? Find out for yourself as we explore the mystery surrounding Electronic Voice Phenomena—Konstantinos

CONSTRUCTION

48 Build a Vocal Sound-Effects Generator
Create a ghoulish voice this Halloween with this fun-to-build, fun-to-use project—David Williams

50 Build the Pathfinder
Use it as an aid for the blind, or in a variety of other applications—Luther M. Stroud

54 Build an Equatorial Camera Mount
Take stunning photographs of the nighttime sky—John Lovine

59 Build the Faux Fax Scanner
Use your Fax machine as a high-resolution scanner for your personal computer—Thomas E. Black

FEATURES

42 Radio Astronomy
Radio is one of astronomy's most important tools as scientists try to learn the mysteries of the universe—Karl T. Thubner

62 Using a Spectrum Analyzer
"See" the entire spectrum at a glance with this valuable radio accessory—Bill Clarke
**OCTOBER 1995**
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Slide-show software—Marc Spiwak
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Managing system resources—Jeff Holtzman
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Circuits of yore—John Yacono
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46 Exploring the Internet
Learn why the "Net" is generating so much excitement and news, and see how you can get into that online realm of information and fun—Karl T. Thurber

CONSTRUCTION

39 Build a Scanner Converter
Hear the signals you've been missing when you build this accessory that restores 800- to 950-MHz coverage to any scanner—Marc Spiwak

43 Build the Poor-Man’s Transmitter
A great project for the first-time builder—James Cicon

56 Build a Sound-Level Meter
Learn just how loud your surroundings are, and protect your hearing in the process—Richard Panosh

60 A Simple Antenna for 800 MHz
A low-cost, easy-to-build antenna that’s optimized for that band—James A. Williams

64 Build a Flash-Battery Tester
See how your batteries will perform under actual conditions—James Bailey

FEATURES

67 Make your own RF Transformers
Wind your own BALUN, matching, and other broadband RF transformers—Joseph J. Carr
NOVEMBER 1995
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9 Gizmo
StarSight Interactive On-Screen Program Guide, ADS Radio
Rock-It RBDS Board, and more

30 Hands-On-Report
Extech Indoor/Outdoor Temperature Alarm

32 Product Test Report
NEC 17-Inch MultiSync PC Monitor
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23 Multimedia Watch
A game with a mission—Marc Spiwak

28 Net Watch
Our Internet column debuts—Dan Karagiannis

70 Antique Radio
Scrounging parts—Marc Ellis

74 Computer Bits
Command your telephone system—Jeff Holtzman

76 Think Tank
High-voltage projects—John Yacono

79 Circuit Circus
Some ham-radio circuits—Charles D. Rakes
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Tuning in to GMRS—Marc Saxon
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COVER STORY

9 Popular Electronics Holiday-Gift Buying Guide
Find the right electronics gift, at the right price, for anyone on your shopping list

CONSTRUCTION

39 Build an Electronic Xmas Tree
Brighten up your home or office this holiday season—Gary Clifton

64 Expanded Resistance Ranges for your DMM
Two projects to let you measure very high or very low resistances on any digital multimeter—Bill Stiles

67 Build the Magic Eye
It's an interesting conversation piece, or use it to help tune any radio—Larry Lisle

FEATURES

41 All About MMIC Amplifiers
Learn about those versatile, new devices, and how easy it can be to use them in your own projects—Joseph J. Carr

46 The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
How scientists are attempting to answer the question: Are we alone?—Karl T. Thurber

55 Analyzing AC Circuits
Some techniques to make a tough job easier—James E. Tarchinski
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PRODUCT REVIEWS

9 Gizmo
Popular Electronics' annual holiday-gift buying guide

30 Hands-On-Report
VersaTimer Programmable Power Scheduler

32 Product Test Report
Samsung VR8905 hi-fi VCR with StarSight

COLUMNs

23 Multimedia Watch
A new multimedia keyboard—Marc Spiwak

28 Net Watch
Music online—Dan Karagiannis

69 Antique Radio
From the mailbag—Marc Ellis

72 Computer Bits
Going online—Jeff Holtzman

74 Think Tank
Radiating circuits—John Yacono

77 Circuit Circus
Some one-transistor circuits—Charles D. Rakes

80 DX Listening
The voice of terror—Don Jensen

82 Ham Radio
A great straight key—Joseph J. Carr

84 Scanner Scene
A holiday-gift idea—Marc Saxon
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COVER STORY

9 Popular Electronics Guide To Direct-Broadcast Satellite TV
Learn about the new technology that's changing the way we watch television

CONSTRUCTION

35 Build a Voice-Activated Switch
Use your voice to control a tape recorder or any other device—Marc Spiwak

37 Build a Telephone Transmitter
Receive telephone conversations on any FM radio with this easy-to-build device—Marc Spiwak

54 Build an Autoranging Capacitance Meter
It's an accurate and useful addition to any hobbyist's workbench—Robert Gotchall

FEATURES

39 Remembering Radio Row
Travel back to the good-old days when the electronics hobby was king, and every city and town had its own "Radio Row"—Karl T. Thurber, Jr.

43 All About Logic Families
Learn the difference between the many TTL and CMOS logic families, and the right time and way to use each—Stephen J. Bigalow

49 Traffic Information Systems
Systems that deliver useful, up-to-the-minute traffic information whenever you need it are on the way—Bill Siuru
JANUARY 1996

PRODUCT REVIEWS

9  Gizmo
Popular Electronics' Guide to DBS Satellite TV

28 Hands-On-Report
Wavetek DM78A DMM

30 Product Test Report
Marantz CC45U Five-CD Carousel Changer

COLUMNS

22 Multimedia Watch
A time of changes—Marc Spiwak

24 Net Watch
Broadcasting on the web—Dan Karagiannis

59 Antique Radio
More on the 1930's ham receiver—Marc Ellis

61 Computer Bits
Cleaning up—Jeff Holtzman

62 Think Tank
Automotive circuits—John Yacono

65 Circuit Circus
Fun with light strings—Charles D. Rakes

68 DX Listening
Radio Korea International—Don Jensen

72 Ham Radio
Antenna safety—Joseph J. Carr

74 Scanner Scene
A portable for newcomers—Marc Saxon
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38 Build a Single-Ended, Vacuum-Tube, Hi-Fi Amplifier
This great-sounding, all-triode, hi-fi amplifier features a design favored by many audiophiles, but can be built at a more "hobbyist-friendly" cost—Larry Lisle

CONSTRUCTION

31 Build a Vacuum-Tube Transmitter
This 40-meter, crystal-controlled, CW transmitter is just perfect for the novice ham—Larry Lisle

33 Build a Wireless DC Volt Probe
Use it to measure voltages under your car's hood, or in other hard-to-reach places where test leads can be a real nuisance—Skip Campisi

FEATURES

41 Pyrometers for the Workbench
Thanks to reduced prices, these heat-sensing tools are now practical for the troubleshooting professional or the serious hobbyist—Bill Siuru

44 Super Surplus Sources
Where to get great bargains on new and used equipment and parts, and where to find old, obscure manuals, via mail order and in cyberspace—Karl T. Thurber

56 Restoring a Vintage Radio
Collecting old radios is fun, especially if you can return them to their former glory—L.G. Robertson
PRODUCT REVIEWS

22 Hands-On-Report
Philips Fun with Electronics CD-ROM and Experimenter’s Lab

24 Product Test Report
Panasonic CT-27SF31S Color TV

COLUMNS

12 Multimedia Watch
My Windows95 upgrade—Marc Spiwak

20 Net Watch
Internet phone—Dan Karagiannis

27 Circuit Circus
Let’s make some noise!—Charles D. Rakes

63 Antique Radio
The ham-receiver project continues—Marc Ellis

65 Computer Bits
Cleaning up, part two—Jeff Holtzman

67 Think Tank
Weather circuits—John Yacono

70 DX Listening
Watch your intervals—Don Jensen

72 Ham Radio
Ham-radio accessories—Joseph J. Carr

74 Scanner Scene
Disaster scanning—Marc Saxon
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COVER STORY

41 Build a Voice-Stress Analyzer
An easy-to-build, easy-to-use project that lets you answer at a glance that age-old question: Are you being lied to?—Richard Panosh

CONSTRUCTION

52 Build an Ultrasonic Motion Detector
A versatile circuit that accurately detects motion within its range. Use it to control outdoor lights, attention-getting sound effects, or a burglar alarm like the one described in the article —Ronald A. Reis

56 Build a Four-Mode Counter
Use it to measure frequency, period, pulse width, and to detect randomly occurring events—Clement S. Pepper

59 Build the Smart Strip
Ideal for use with computer set-ups, home-entertainment systems, and more, this intelligent power strip turns on to three other devices or appliances when a fourth one is turned on—Rodrick Seely

FEATURES

46 Building a Speaker Kit
Invest a few evenings of work and get years of listening pleasure when you build this affordably priced, audiophile-quality, speaker kit—Marc Spiwak

61 An Electro-Optical Shaft Encoder
Convert the rotation of a mechanical shaft into an electronic signal that can be used by digital circuits—Parker R. Cape
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Page 46
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P R O D U C T  R E V I E W S

5  Gizmo
Canon camcorder, RCA VCR with Commercial Advance, VideoDirector software, and more

32 Hands-On-Report
Heathkit Educational Systems A+ Computer Certification Course

34 Product Test Report
RCA Hi-Fi VCR with Commercial Advance

C O L U M N S

24 Multimedia Watch
Software for Windows95—Marc Spiwak

30 Net Watch
Online electronics surplus sources—Dan Karagiannis

63 Antique Radio
A look back at the NBS radio—Marc Ellis

65 Computer Bits
The SCSI switch—Jeff Holtzman

66 Think Tank
Some workbench circuits—John Yacono

69 Circuit Circus
Model-rocket launchers—Charles D. Rakes

72 DX Listening
Radio Top of the World—Don Jensen

74 Ham Radio
Curing TV and radio interference—Joseph J. Carr

76 Scanner Scene
Scanning the weather bands—Marc Saxon
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C O N S T R U C T I O N

30 Build a Switching Amplifier
A low-cost, lightweight, easy-to-build, 60-watt stereo amplifier that's ideal for use as a main or backup unit—Rolando R. Burbon

38 Build a Reverb and Surround-Effects Generator
Add concert-hall ambiance to your home theater or stereo setup with this versatile circuit that can be configured for a variety of applications. It even works with live audio—Marc Spiwak

44 Build a Solid-State Penlight
A handy little light for emergencies, or whenever you need it, that seems to never burn out. As a bonus, it doesn't affect your night vision—Dean F. Poeth

F E A T U R E S

42 Smarter Keys for Smarter Cars
In the never-ending battle to protect your automobile and its contents, even keys are gaining some electronic-aided intelligence—Bill Siuru

48 Choosing the Right Shortwave Receiver
Are you confused by the specifications and features of modern shortwave receivers? These pointers can help you separate the hype from the important facts and keep you from being short-changed—Karl T. Thurber, Jr.

57 Designing your own Bass-Reflex Speakers
Learn how vented enclosures affect loudspeaker performance, and how to design your own vented-box, or bass-reflex, speakers using our simple PC program—William R. Hoffman
APRIL 1996

PRODUCT REVIEWS

22 Hands-On-Report
SyQuest Removable Hard Drive

24 Product Test Report
Axion 17-inch Computer Monitor

COLUMNS

10 Computer Bits
Long live the character-mode interface—Jeff Holtzman

12 Multimedia Watch
The MPC3 specification—Marc Spiwak

20 Net Watch
The Motorola Semiconductor Web site—Dan Karagiannis

26 Antique Radio
Trying out the 1930's ham receiver—Marc Ellis

62 Think Tank
Another winner—John Yacono

65 Circuit Circus
A cable tester, and more—Charles D. Rakes

68 DX Listening
50 years of Belgian shortwave—Don Jensen

70 Ham Radio
Variable capacitors—Joseph J. Carr

72 Scanner Scene
Monitoring the U.S. Mail—Marc Saxon
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COVER STORY

19 Popular Electronics' Guide to Big-Dish Satellite TV
With all the attention DBS has received lately, one might think that "old-fashioned" big-dish satellite TV is dead and gone. Nothing could be farther from the truth as you'll learn in this month's installment of Gizmo

CONSTRUCTION

38 Build the PC Poller
Use your PC and this circuit to learn what others think, or in any application where you need to keep track of lots of switches — James J. Barbarello

48 Build a Magnetic Ball Levitator
Learn how closed-loop systems work, and build an interesting conversation piece in the process — James Cicon

57 Build a Versatile Power Supply
The perfect power source for any hobbyist's workbench — Marc Spiwak

FEATURES

53 All About Toroidal Transformers
Learn how they work, how to use them, and what advantages they offer over conventional transformers — Charles Hansen

60 The Amazing Micro-Car
See how advances in microengineering have made possible a working, electric-powered car as tiny as a grain of rice — Bill Siuru

Page 19

Page 48

Page 60
PRODUCT REVIEWS

19 Gizmo
Popular Electronics' Guide to Big-Dish Satellite TV, plus a roundup of the goings on at the 1996 Winter Consumer Electronics show in Las Vegas

COLUMNS

8 Multimedia Watch
New multimedia software—Marc Spiwak

12 Net Watch
Virtual reality on the Web—Dan Karagiannis

32 DX Listening
Goodbye to the "Happy Station"—Don Jensen

61 Antique Radio
We hear from the readers—Marc Ellis

64 Circuit Circus
Simple diode circuits—Charles D. Rakes

66 Scanner Scene
Not-so-private security forces—Marc Saxon

68 Ham Radio
Making noise about noise—Joseph J. Carr

70 Computer Bits
Sharing Win95—Jeff Holtzman

72 Think Tank
Revisiting some circuits—John Yacono
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76 Electronics Library

78A Free Information Card

79 Popular Electronics Market Center
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June 1996

Product Reviews

10 Product Test Report
Aiwa Audio Cassette Deck

14 Hands-on Report
Cartridgemate Ink-Jet Printer Refill System

Columns

20 Multimedia Watch
Monitors, cameras, and more—Marc Spiwak

23 Net Watch
Voice E-Mail—Dan Karagiannis

25 Scanner Scene
Solving some common problems—Marc Saxon

26 Antique Radio
Rescued by radio—Marc Ellis

59 DX Listening
Radio Happy Isles—Don Jensen

60 Computer Bits
Disk partitions and some Win95 gems—Jeff Holtzman

62 Think Tank
Workbench circuits—John Yacono

66 Circuit Circus
More diode circuits—Charles D. Rakes

72 Ham Radio
Antenna topics revisited—Joseph J. Carr
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COVER STORY

31 Build the Bio-Stimulator
Many swear by the therapeutic relief that acupuncture is reported to provide. If you want to find out for yourself if the treatment works, but are not keen on the idea of someone sticking needles into you, here's an electronic way of providing some of the effects of acupuncture without the use of needles —Robert A. Heil

CONSTRUCTION

54 Build a Versatile DTMF Tone Pad
It's an easy way to add a touch-tone-type keypad to your current transceiver; it costs just a fraction of what similar commercial units run—Brian Pilifer

57 Build a Refrigerator-Door Alarm
Save money on your electric bills, keep food from spoiling, and remind yourself that you don't really need that late-night snack with this easy-to-build alarm circuit—Edward Andrews

FEATURES

35 Design your own Subwoofers
Add the powerful bass today's home-theater systems demand with a subwoofer you design yourself using a personal computer and one of these programs—William R. Hoffman

42 Choosing a Super Scanner
Listening to scanning radios is one of the most popular parts of the electronics hobby, but how does a beginner know which radio will be the best to get him or her started? It's easy! Just follow the hints and guidelines presented in this article—Karl T. Thurber
**Cover Story**

**37 3-D Video**
Long a "holy grail," realistic 3-D video for games and TV, without the use of cumbersome glasses, might finally be near—Marvin Mallon

**Construction**

**42 Add Daytime Running Lights to your Car**
While daytime running lights will soon be standard in all cars made in this country, here's how to add that important safety feature to your older vehicle—Anthony J. Caristi

**45 Build an LED Thermometer**
See a room's temperature at a glance, with an accuracy of two degrees—William Sheets and Rudolf F. Graf

**47 Build a High-Voltage Power Supply**
Use it to light a neon tube, or in any other application where you need a high-voltage AC source—Vincent Vollono

**56 Build the Guitar Track Jammer**
Play guitar along with Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton, and other greats, and listen to the mix in your headphones with this simple yet effective circuit—Andrew Singmin

**Features**

**49 Using the Current-Difference Amplifier**
As easy to use as an op-amp, the often-overlooked current-difference amplifier actually works better in certain applications—Joseph J. Carr
PRODUCT REVIEWS

23 Gizmo
Uniden integrated satellite receiver, Orbitron 6-foot satellite dish, California Amplifier C/Ku feedhorn/LNB assembly, Paullin Industries Qik-Base antenna-pole base, and much more.

COLUMNS

10 Multimedia Watch
Full-length PC movies—Marc Spiwak

14 Net Watch
Two large sites—Dan Karagiannis

58 DX Listening
It’s time timel—Don Jensen

60 Antique Radio
1930’s ham receiver revisited—Marc Ellis

62 Ham Radio
Radio potpourri—Joseph J. Carr

64 Think Tank
Another winner—John Yacono

67 Computer Bits
PC cards—Jeff Holtzman

69 Circuit Circus
Circuits for gardeners—Charles D. Rakes
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COVER STORY

29 Build an Anti-Carjack Module  
Fight the forces of evil with this easy-to-build, easy-to-install circuit that protects your property from carjackers without placing yourself, or your loved ones, in any further danger. It can even be used to deter normal car theft—Anthony J. Caristi

CONSTRUCTION

34 Build an Undercover Scanner Antenna  
This simple and unusual accessory allows you to be unobtrusive when using a handheld scanner, yet works better than a “rubber ducky”—John R. Somers

45 Build a Caller-ID Computer Interface  
It lets you send the caller-ID information that accompanies nearly every telephone call to your personal computer. Use it for computer-BBS security, or just to keep track of who’s been calling you—Terry J. Weeder

FEATURES

38 Sky Cops  
Ever wonder who keeps the airwaves clear and usable for all of us? Here’s a look at those responsible for working out the differences between governments worldwide, and governments and their citizens. Also, learn how you can lend a hand—Karl T. Thurber, Jr.

50 Electronic Search and Rescue  
When either man-made or natural disaster strikes, these electronic aids can help searchers find victims faster, dramatically improving their chances for survival—Bill Siuru
AUGUST 1996

PRODUCT REVIEWS

8   Product Test Report
JVC compact-VHS camcorder

24  Hands-On Report
Socket Communications GPS card

COLUMNS

12  Circuit Circus
LED sequencers, and more—Charles D. Rakes

16  Net Watch
Mapping the U.S.—Dan Karagiannis

20  Multimedia Watch
CD-R drives—Marc Spiwak

56  Ham Radio
Twin-lead antennas—Joseph J. Carr

59  Computer Bits
His is for Hypertext—Jeff Holtzman

60  Scanner Scene
On the campaign trail—Marc Saxon

61  Antique Radio
History of radio detectors—Marc Ellis

64  Think Tank
More from Nick—John Yacono

68  DX Listening
Radio Habana Cuba—Don Jensen
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29 Build a Mobile Robot
This fully programmable robot will have you believing in artificial intelligence in no time. It can move around your house without ever getting stuck in a corner, and could be modified to imitate many other types of thought—Mike O'Connor

CONSTRUCTION

39 Build the Unlock-Too
If your vehicle has doors that automatically lock when you turn on the ignition, this circuit will save you the trouble of having to manually unlock them when you turn the ignition off—Josh Friedman

51 Build a Solid-State Stroboscope
With this precision handheld unit you can make remote RPM measurements, view rotating devices in stop-action, and take some impressive photos of moving objects. Best of all, it costs much less than commercial units—Skip Campisi

FEATURES

41 All About Reflector Antennas
Want a way to get better performance from your VHF/UHF radio gear without spending a lot of money? Try these low-cost, easy-to-build antenna designs; with them, you'll see and hear results immediately—Joseph J. Carr

45 Toy Trains
Modern electronics have made this hobby more enjoyable than ever. Here's a look at toy trains of the past and present, and at what you can do to get started with your own setup—Dennis Eichenberg
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PRODUCT REVIEWS

19 Gizmo
The Personal Computer (yesterday, today, and tomorrow), Compaq Presario 9240, Packard Bell Platinum Pro Multimedia PC Package, Brother MFC-4500 Multi-Function Center, and much more.

COLUMNS

8 Net Watch
Finding electronics on the Web—Dan Karagiannis

14 Multimedia Watch
WinHEC '96 and great software for kids—Marc Spiwak

57 Circuit Circus
Timing is everything—Charles D. Rakes

59 Scanner Scene
Monitoring Mickey Mouse—Marc Saxon

61 DX Listening
Exploring the information highway—Don Jensen

63 Ham Radio
Antenna topics—Joseph J. Carr

66 Think Tank
Looking back—John Yacono

70 Computer Bits
Help!—Jeff Holtzman

72 Antique Radio
A new restoration—Marc Ellis
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C O V E R S T O R Y

31 Build the Goblin Greeter
This Halloween, why not greet trick-or-treaters with a special treat of your own? With the Goblin Greeter installed, every time someone rings your doorbell, he or she will be welcomed to your abode by a spooky, hologram-like phantom and haunting noises. The circuit can also be used indoors to provide your next Halloween party with a frightfully fun host—D. Derek Verner

C O N S T R U C T I O N

56 Build a Delayed Sweep Adapter
This simple, plug-in circuit will increase the capabilities and performance of your scope. For less than $30, the Adapter lets you add a delayed sweep to just about any oscilloscope you choose. That saves you the added cost of buying an oscilloscope with the feature built-in—Skip Campisi

F E A T U R E S

39 Using Digital Panel Meters
Here are some great applications for digital panel meters that you can use as stand-alone units or as springboards for your own circuit designs. Once you know how to work with DPMs, you’ll be able to increase the accuracy of the next project of yours that requires a display, and give it a more attractive, professional look—Bill Stiles

45 Radio Amateurs
Just who are hams and what do they do? There seem to be more than a few misconceptions about the amateur-radio hobby and its practitioners. Learn the truth in this panoramic look at radio amateurs, and see just how easy it is to become a ham yourself—Karl T. Thurber, Jr.
OCTOBER 1996

PRODUCT REVIEWS

8 Hands-On Report
Sycom Technologies Total Recall digital voice recorder

26 Product Test Report
APC Back-UPS Pro 650 uninterruptible power supply

COLUMNS

12 Multimedia Watch
Exploring outer space—Marc Spiwak

16 Net Watch
Halloween on the Web—Dan Karagiannis

59 Antique Radio
Looks like it's mailbag time!—Marc Ellis

61 DX Listening
Slovak radio on the air—Don Jensen

63 Scanner Scene
Entering the computer age—Marc Saxon

64 Think Tank
Jose wins again—John Yacono

68 Circuit Circus
Op-amp applications—Charles D. Rakes

72 Computer Bits
Help tools—Jeff Holtzman

74 Ham Radio
The folded dipole—Joseph J. Carr
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23 Gizmo
Canon ES5000 Eye-Control Hi8 Camcorder, Comfy Activity Center Keyboard, Microsoft Easyball Computer Mouse, Oregon Scientific Personal Weather Station Model BA-312E Alarm Clock, Psion Series 3A Pocket Computer, and much more.

COLUMNS

12 Multimedia Watch
Spring COMDEX and PC Expo—Marc Spiwak

20 Net Watch
National Semiconductor—Dan Karagiannis

64 Think Tank
Telephone Circuits—John Yacano

68 Computer Bits
Web Authoring Tools—Jeff Holtzman

70 Scanner Scene
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Crystal Sets—Charles D. Rakes
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Cover Story

33 Build the Easyscope
Use this circuit to turn your PC into a dual-channel, digital storage oscilloscope. For about $85 you can enjoy the features of a stand-alone unit that might cost $1000 or more—Robert G. Brown

Construction

41 Build an Active High-Impedance Probe
This compact unit will greatly improve the accuracy of your DMM by eliminating the problem of circuit loading—Skip Campisi

47 Build a Capacitance Meter Adapter
This simple add-on circuit makes it possible to measure capacitance with any digital multimeter—MarcSpiwak

50 Build an Inductance Meter Adapter
Use your DMM to find the values of inductors—MarcSpiwak

52 Build a Surround-Sound Switchbox
Add surround sound to your home theater or stereo—TedRowen

Features

44 Becoming an Electronics Engineer
Here's an insider's view of the profession and what it takes to get started—LyleRussellWilliams

57 Learning About Simple Function Generators
No workbench is complete without a square- and triangle-wave-form generator. Here are the fundamentals of how these devices work—RonC.Johnson
COVER STORY

23 A Holiday Gift Guide
Let us help you find the right electronic gifts for everyone on your shopping list. There’s something in this guide that’s sure to match just about every budget and interest—Teri Scaduto and Christopher Scott

CONSTRUCTION

32 Build the Light Animator
If you want to add some motion and excitement to your Holiday lighting this year, this is the project for you. This circuit will control up to eight strings of lights, letting you create unique animated displays that will make your house the talk of the neighborhood—Rodrick Seely

43 Build the Color-Blind Illusion
Here’s a neat little “magic” trick that will fool just about anyone. It’s an electronic version of the old three-card Monte con game that will keep your friends puzzled for hours. Like those who witness any good illusion, those in your “audience” won’t be able to believe their eyes—Rick Duker

FEATURES

39 High-Tech Electronic Building Security
What can technology do to prevent terrorism and crime? You’ll find some answers to that and other questions here as we explore how electronics help provide public safety by detecting guns, explosives, and bad guys before they get a chance to enter a building—Bill Siuru
DECEMBER 1996

PRODUCT REVIEWS

16 Product Test Report
Hitachi VT-FX613A Hi-Fi VCR

COLUMNS

8 Multimedia Watch
Checking your Blood Pressure via PC—Marc Spiwak

12 Net Watch
Holiday Shopping Spots—Dan Karagiannis

48 Computer Bits
Hypertext Wrap-Up—Jeff Holtzman

51 Antique Radio
Antique Radio on the Internet—Marc Ellis

54 Think Tank
Block Diagrams and Readers’ Requests—John Yacono

58 DX Listening
Far East Broadcasting Company—Don Jensen

60 Ham Radio
An Old Friend Revisited—Joseph J. Carr

62 Circuit Circus
More Crystal Sets—Charles D. Rakes

66 Scanner Scene
Eavesdropper’s Delight—Marc Saxon
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37 Build a Multimedia Subwoofer
If you’re tired of the tinny audio coming from your computer’s speakers, and are not at all impressed with the weak and lifeless sound effects those speakers produce, this project is for you. For under $80, you can add powerful bass to all of your favorite multimedia games and audio CDs with this easy-to-build subwoofer—Rodrick Seely

CONSTRUCTION

41 Build a Multi-Color Projector
Sit and watch this unit’s changing color patterns for just a few minutes and it will provide you with some biofeedback-type stress relief. Or just use it any time you need a light source of various colors. Either way you apply it, it’s hard to look away from this device once it’s on—Skip Campisi

48 Build a Temperature Adapter
Just how cold is it around your workbench this winter? How hot is that IC really getting? Now you can find the answers to all of your temperature questions by connecting this simple circuit to your DMM—Marc Spiwak

FEATURES

45 Monitoring Military Aircraft
Every day there are several real-life dramas unfolding over the skies of the United States. If you’d like to listen in on the exciting transmissions of our nation’s military pilots, you’re in luck. With an ordinary scanner and the listening tips given in this article, you’ll feel as if you’re part of the action in no time—Laura Quarantiello
JANUARY 1997
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**27 Build a 22-Watt Amplifier**
Is the performance of your car stereo lacking in some areas? Are your road trips just not as entertaining as they could be? Put some real power into your vehicular audio system with this amplifier that looks small but actually sounds big. Best of all, it costs less than $20 to build—Gary Clifton

**Construction**

**32 Build an Automatic Headlamp Control**
In many states, if your car’s windshield wipers are on, the law requires you to turn on the vehicle’s headlamps too. With this circuit you’ll never have to remember to do that again. Just switch on your vehicle’s wipers and let the Control module do the rest for you—Anthony J. Caristi

**49 Build an Infrared Remote Decoder**
Use it to operate your computer from across the room with any TV or VCR remote control—Stuart Ball

**Features**

**30 The Mobile Assistant**
Forget about laptops if you’re looking for a computer that’s truly portable. Learn about a belt-worn PC that leaves your hands free to do repairs and other tasks—Bill Siuru

**39 Cruising the Lowest Ham Bands**
Join us for a look at LowFERS and MedFERS, the most unusual ham frequencies that you can explore. Learn what signals lurk in those regions of the spectrum, and what equipment you can use to hear them—Karl T. Thurber, Jr.
FEBRUARY 1997
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AudioSource MCSW 1 powered subwoofer
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Farewell, ANDEX—Don Jensen
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When Disaster Strikes—Marc Saxon
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39 Build an Alphanumeric Pager Decoder
This innovative device lets you view digital pager messages right off the airwaves. Just connect the circuit to a scanner radio and your computer, load up some special software, and you can be certain your beeper is grabbing all the messages that it should—Alan D. Jones

CONSTRUCTION

45 Build an Electronic Parrot
Having a parrot repeat what you say can be a lot of fun, but teaching one to talk can also take a lot of time. With this easy-to-build circuit you can have all the fun of an accurate mimic, in about an evening. Best of all, there's no cage to clean!—David Williams

52 Build an AC Line-Voltage Monitor
Just how safe are your expensive electronic devices? Find out if the AC outlets in your home or workshop are producing "clean" electricity with this inexpensive circuit—Marc Spiwak

FEATURES

48 Cars That Can Call for Help
Learn how electronics can help roadside assistance get to you, even if you're lost. Also, find out what new technology makes it easy for police to get your stolen vehicle back—Bill Siuru

58 Intelligent Micromachines
Microscopic motors and machines have been around for a few years; however, now they can think for themselves. Join us for a look at the marriage of microminiature processors and motors that could result in some amazing applications—Douglas Page
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Back to the Star Roamer—Marc Ellis
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Bands You’ve Never Used—Joseph J. Carr

69 Computer Bits
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31 Build a Lie Detector
Find out who's telling the truth with this Galvanic Skin Resistance monitor. Just press two fingers on the Detector's "electrodes" and you're all set. It's great for parties or even classrooms. The Lie Detector can also be used as a biofeedback device by providing you with a visual and audible indication of how your skin's resistance is changing—Skip Campisi

Construction

42 Build a High-Efficiency Lighting System
Tired of high lighting bills? Quit wasting electricity on lights that don't work as efficiently as they could; here's a better option. With this system you'll save 90 percent on your monthly lighting bill—these are substantial savings you'll notice right away. Build these units for both home and office lights and save at both locations—Stephen R. Rosenberg

Features

39 Recharging Electric-Vehicle Batteries
Electric vehicles have finally hit the streets, but just how far can you travel in them before they run out of battery power? Join us for a look at the methods and systems being put in place to ensure EVs get you to and from your destinations—Bill Siuru

45 All About Amateur Communications Modes
The technology used by radio amateurs has certainly improved over the years; we've really come a long way. Here's a historical exploration of the many communications methods used by hams, past and present. From Morse code to computers, it's all right here—Karl T. Thurber, Jr.
APRIL 1997
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33 Poor Man's Kirlian Photography
You can now take electrophotographs using fax machine paper in a rather unorthodox fashion, thereby eliminating the need for film developing—Nick Cinquino

CONSTRUCTION

40 Build a Logic Probe
With just a couple of chips and a handful of support components, you can assemble one of the most useful test instruments in digital electronics—Carl J. Bergquist

45 Build a Duty-Cycle Monitor
Using a few simple, easy-to-get components, you can assemble this useful little monitor, and save your oscilloscope or frequency counter for some other task—Skip Campisi

56 Build a DC Motor Speed Controller
This easy-to-build circuit allows you to control the rotational speed of a DC motor without wasting any of the input power—Marc Spiwak

FEATURES

43 Land Warrior
Learn about how present and emerging technologies are helping to ensure that our foot soldiers will return home from their missions around the world—Bill Siuru

48 Electronics Technician's Day
In recognition of the skilled electronics technicians of the world, who keep our increasingly electronic dependent world humming right all, the Society of Certified Electronics Technicians has proclaimed April 22, 1997 International Electronics Technician's Day—Barbara Rubin
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33 Build An LED Oscilloscope
With just a handful of readily available components and a little patience, you can build a simple scope that uses several LED arrays to form the unit’s 20 x 20 matrix display—Carl J. Bergquist

CONSTRUCTION

44 Soft Switch
Here is a simple timed lamp dimmer switch that allows you to exit a room before the lights fade to black, or can help to prevent eye shock when you first turn on your lamp in the morning—Ronald A. Reis

FEATURES

41 Getting Started in Robotics
If your local libraries have a disappointing lack of useful information about amateur robotics, this handy guide can help you to find the information you need to get started building robotic devices—William T. Benson

49 Keeping Track of Driving Habits
A look at some aftermarket products that can monitor driving habits, maintain mileage records, and can even reconstruct events leading up to an accident—Bill Siuru

51 Semiconductor Diode Guidebook
Here’s a simple guide to help hobbyists truly understand how semiconductor diodes operate so that they are equipped to take full advantage of their characteristics—Skip Campisi

(Turn page)
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22 Gizmo
Projectovision Digital Home Theater, Samsung Compac Theater, RF Link Technology Portable Direct Broadcast Satellite, Toshiba 40-inch TheaterWide Rear-Projection TV, Vidionics Video Tool Kit, Panasonic DisplayMate Palmcorder, and much more!

59 Hands-On Report
Proview TV Box
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Sometimes I’d be lost without removable media—Marc Spiwak
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Ways to search online—Dan Karagiannis
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Shortwave speaks with many tongues—Don Jensen
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33 The DTMF Wire Tracer
Get a handle on those time-consuming wire sorting or installation jobs with an easy-to-build, two-piece, wire identification system! Using a DTMF tone generator (which produces 16 distinct tones) and a tone decoder (that identifies all 16 DTMF tones), this speedy tracer makes short work of your wiring worries—Brian Pilier

CONSTRUCTION

43 The Heartbeat Machine
This fascinating but simple circuit allows you to keep tabs on the rhythmic fluctuations of your heart, by detecting changes in the flow of blood through your finger! The pulsed blood-flow is used to determine heart rate—Anthony J. Caristi

FEATURES

47 Electronics Help Clean Up The Air
Rather than forcing people to junk those old "smoke generators," electronics manufacturers are now producing retrofit emission-control systems to help older vehicles comply with the new clean-air standards!—Bill Siuru

51 Technological Arts ADAPT-11
Microcontroller Starter Package
This "foxy" little portable microcontroller, which generates Morse code at variable time intervals, is perfect for learning electronics, computer fundamentals, hardware and software microcontroller design, and can be incorporated as the core of custom or new product design—Larry R. Antonuk

57 Stretching Rechargeable Battery Technology
Tailoring a synthetic carbon fiber commonly found in socks, scientists at Sandia National Laboratory in Livermore, California, have created safer, lighter, longer-lasting, and less-expensive rechargeable batteries, using a lithium-ion technology—Douglas Page

58 Computers—They're Taking Control
—Cartoon Fun
ON THE HORIZON

59 The Ultimate Electronic Ruler
Government researchers at the National Institute of Standards and Technology in Gaithersburg, Maryland, have developed a ruler that will be hard to measure up to! Dubbed the Molecular Measuring Machine, it has a range that is 250,000 times greater than that of most scanning tunneling microscopes (STM)—Douglas Page
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15 Hands-on Report
Casio Cassiopeia Pocket PC with Windows CE
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50 Product Test Report
Technics SL-MC60 Compact Disc Changer

COLUMNS

11 Multimedia Watch
Unbelievably affordable GPS navigation, plus a bunch of new software—Marc Spiwak

13 Net Watch
Shopping for a Car, Web Style—Dan Karagiannis

16 Computer Bits
Indispensable PC Utilities—Jeff Holtzman

60 Scanner Scene
Tracking Trunked Transmissions—Marc Saxon

61 DX Listening
Hallicrafters S-41G Skyrider Jr.—Don Jensen

63 Antique Radio
Introducing the Freed-Eisenman NR-5—Marc Ellis

65 Think Tank
Audio Fun—John Yacono
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ICs that Oscillate—Charles D. Rakes
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Hanging Loop Antennas—Joseph J. Carr
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33 The Hall-Effect Electronic Compass
If you do much traveling outside of your home state or even your neighborhood, for that matter, eventually you are going to get lost. But with the easy-to-assemble electromagnetic direction locator described in this article, staying on the right course will be a cake walk—David Williams

CONSTRUCTION

48 A 100-kHz–30-MHz Active Antenna
If you've encountered any of the drawbacks usually associated with the ham or SWLing hobby, then just maybe the low-cost solution presented here will be of interest to you. Our active antenna gives your ham rig or DX station the pull it needs to catch the communications that you most want to hear—William Sheets, K2MQR, and Rudolf F. Graf, KA2CWJ

54 DTMF Frequency Counter
Put that old inoperative tone telephone back in service with the aid of this easy-to-build frequency detection circuit—William K. McKellips

FEATURES

39 The New/Old Autodyne
Over the years, many different receiver designs have been tried, some of which were immediately found wanting, and others achieved popularity for a while but fell out of favor when superior designs came along. But the direct-conversion receiver is a design that has come and gone, and is now being resurrected using the new generation of electronics components—Joseph J. Carr

44 The Laser Fridge
Learn how scientists have found a way to manipulate a device that's been shown to generate extreme heat to produce cold—Douglas Page

45 Computers Are Helping The Blind And Deaf
Here's a look at some new sophisticated software technology, which enables persons with minimal vision or profound hearing loss to see and hear again—Bill Siuru
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33 Build The Time-Off
Armed with this simple count-down timer, you can cut your electric bills, keeping a greater share of your hard-earned money, even if you fall asleep with the lights on or rush off to work each morning, leaving all sorts of appliances on until the evening—D. Derek Verner

CONSTRUCTION

45 The PC Parallel-Port Relay
Home automation can help free you from some of those repetitive tasks around your home. All you need is an old PC and the PC Parallel-Port Relay board, which we'll show you how to build, and your home will practically take care of itself—Marc Spiwak

50 The Electronic Garage Door Opener
A simple four-digit code along with the easy-to-build circuit presented here can take the place of your "emergency key." Now you won't lock yourself out of the house, and you can allow friends and relatives to enter when you can't be there—James E Tarchinski, N8PTG

FEATURES

31 Smart Airbags
While airbags save lives and reduce injuries, they can also be extremely dangerous to small children riding in rear-facing infant seats. Read how new technology is making airbags less of a hazard to your vehicle's smaller passengers—Bill Siuru

40 Radio Resources of the Information Superhighway
Bring a cyberworld of radio information to your radio shack with these handy resource listings. This article shows how to find and access amateur radio, shortwave, and scanning information and resources on BBSs, the online services, the Internet, and the World Wide Web—Karl T. Thurber, Jr.
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39 Low-Power DC UPS
Uninterruptible power supplies have been around for a long time helping to keep vital business- and defense-related instruments on-line and ready to go at a moment's notice. Now you can ensure continued operation of your critical electronic equipment during a power failure with the Low-Power DC UPS presented in this article—Philip Kane

CONSTRUCTION

42 A Cheap Slave Driver
Build a simple controller circuit that allows you to remotely operate servo-motors to control surveillance cameras, aim your outdoor antenna, actuate robotic arms, and more—D. Derek Verner

44 Ham Radio Code Filter
Here's an interesting "first" project for the budding ham radio operator—an audio filter for making the Morse code station you want to hear stand out from those you don't—Larry Lisle, K9ZT

FEATURES

46 All the Time in the World
Some 20,000 years ago, ice age hunters scratched lines in sticks and bones to keep track of the passage of time. Since then the methods have changed, but the need to chart the time of day, day of the week, etc., has not diminished. In this article we'll take a look at the evolution of timekeeping devices, and see how that task is handled in the United States and Canada—Karl T. Thurber, Jr.

55 Safety For Electronic Hobbyists
Electrical safety is not just a personal matter. All members of your household should at least be acquainted with some aspects of electrical safety. Your life or that of a family member could depend on it!—Joseph J. Carr
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33 Build The FuseSaver

Use this circuit-breaker-like electronic fuse substitute when testing electronic equipment that have operating currents ranging from 0.5 to 5 amps. It will spare you some of the frustration of finding replacement fuses, while safeguarding the equipment's overworked internal fuses—Larry Ball

Construction

46 Charge-It!

This dual-regulated charger for NiCd and gel-cell rechargeable batteries can save you a bundle of cash by eliminating the need to buy batteries by the truck load—Bill Stiles, CET

Features

42 Leonid Meteors: Celestial Fireworks, Satellite Killers—or Both?

Will the impending fall meteor shower destroy Earth's satellites and space stations? Because of the tremendous impact velocities involved, highly charged plasma clouds created by the impacts of even remarkably small particles may be powerful enough to destroy our orbiting structures—Kirk A. Kleinschmidt, NT0Z
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29 Electronic Climate Controller
   Keep your home or apartment at comfortable temperature levels all round, without constant human intervention with this easy to assemble circuit - Sandeep Bagchi
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53 You'll Never Be Lost Again
Stay on course as you traverse the countryside with the aid of one of several guidance packages that turn your laptop computer into an on-board navigation system—Bill Siuru
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21 A Beginner’s Guide to Radio Propagation
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28 **Surface-Mount Audio Modules**
Minimize design time by picking and mixing surface-mount audio modules. Come up with unique projects of your own using these modules and win a cash prize in our design contest—Franklin J. Miller

**FEATURES**

37 **Monitor Search and Rescue Missions**
Be a part of all the excitement through your communications receiver or scanner as the drama unfolds on land, at sea, or in the air. Here are the frequencies where the action is hot and heavy—Marc Saxon

40 **Notch It**
Eliminate distortion, or dislodge unwanted in-band signals from frequencies you are trying to copy, by using a narrow bandwidth version of the bandstop filter—Julian Kerr

**PRODUCT REVIEW**

16 **Gizmo**
Sony Digital Camcorder, Smart Games Puzzle Challenge 2, —plus Gizmo News and Wish List
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31 Automatic Blower Control
Modernize your warm-air system with this easy-to-build circuit, which allows maximum heat to be extracted from your furnace
—Anthony J. Caristi
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40 Build an AC Amp Meter
Even with your energy-saving units, why does your electric bill keep rising? Construct this circuit so you can check the validity of those claims
—Walter W. Schopp
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46 Let There Be Light—The Story of Thomas Alva Edison
Thomas Alva Edison, while recognized as the inventor of the first electric light bulb, is also credited with inventing or improving other inventions, like the telephone, the movie projector, and the phonograph
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The new breed of Net-phone products has arrived, bringing with it better quality and ease of use.
— Selina Kyle

39 PC TECH®
This Month Featuring:
Apple's Wireless Breakthrough
Finding Anyone Online
PC Gizmo®
Home Phoneline Networking
Compaq Presario 5868
An Affordable Backup Solution

AND MORE

3 EDITORIAL
12 Q&A
30 NEW LITERATURE
31 NEW GEAR

PS1 PRO SERVICE MAGAZINE
71 POPTRONICS SHOPPER
104 ADVERTISING INDEX
104A FREE INFORMATION CARD
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FEATURES

19 CUSTOM LIQUID-CRYSTAL DISPLAYS
Two articles that will help you add visual spice to future projects:

20 LCDs FOR PCs
Build an interface to display PC data on liquid-crystal panels.
— Michael Chan

27 PROGRAMMING LCD GRAPHICS
Use your new PC interface to bring images to life.
— Michael Chan

76 CURING RECEIVER OVERLOAD
Circuits and other solutions to a radio buff's common problem.
— Julian Kerr

PRODUCT REVIEWS

4 GIZMO®
Compact home theater, PC-free photo printer, speaking GPS, and more

6 HANDS-ON REPORT
Escient TuneBase 100 CD-Management System

DEPARTMENTS

8 PROTOTYPE
Bottled Water in a Box, Acoustic Holograms, Medical History on a "Chip," and more

33 SERVICE CLINIC
Keeping your VCR Happy

57 AMAZING SCIENCE
Geiger Counter

62 ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
Hands On: Using the OOPic Microcontroller

67 TECH MUSINGS
Fitting Bezier Curves, Machine-Tool Interface Details, PIC and Basic Stamp Books, and more

72 BASIC CIRCUITRY
Non-Mechanical Switch Circuits

HANSSS-ON COMPUTING

39 UPGRADE A CPU
Squeeze extra life out of that old desktop computer. We look at two affordable, easy upgrades that will have your system buzzing through new applications.
— Ted Needleman

35 PC TECH®
This Month Featuring:
An MPEG-2/TV AGP Card
PC Gizmo®
Micron Millennia Max 533B
Ink Stamps from Graphics
Browser Timesavers

AND MORE

3 EDITORIAL
12 Q&A
16 NEW LITERATURE
81 NEW GEAR
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www.americanradiohistory.com
FEATURES

19 AUDIO PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD

20 AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR
Why use generic oscillators to troubleshoot audio gear? Use our custom device that's fine-tuned for this specific task and get better results every time.
— Gary McClellan

24 PC MICROPHONE SWAPPER
Forget about using little "throw-away" mics ever again. This interface lets you connect a quality microphone to your computer.
— Robert Olds

29 AUDIO CABLE TESTER
That noise creeping into your sound system may be a faulty cable. Use the Tester to ensure only healthy signal paths exist between pieces of your equipment.
— Gary McClellan

PRODUCT REVIEWS

4 GIZMO®
Camcorder Plus, "Big-Screen" Pager, Workout Music, Two-Channel Tuner/Preamp, and more

DEPARTMENTS

6 PROTOTYPE
Saving Victims of Terrorism, Cars as Communications Centers, Nanotechnology, Free Net Access On the Go, World's Fastest Encryptor, and more

15 SERVICE CLINIC
VCR Cleanup Problems

49 AMAZING SCIENCE
Telepresence

52 ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
Using "Not Quite C" to Program LEGO Mindstorms

60 TECH MUSINGS
Pulse Electrolysis Myths, Extracting Acrobat .PDF URLs, Versatile Capacitor Switching, Contactless Charger Update, and More

66 BASIC CIRCUITRY
"More Power, Igor!" Working with High Voltage

HANDS-ON COMPUTING

37 MAKING MUSIC ON A PC
These killer applications will let you create CD-ready songs from scratch, or you can simply enjoy yourself by playing around with beats and melodies.
— Konstantinos Karagiannis

33 PC TECH®
This Month Featuring:
A Studio-Quality Sound Card
PC Gizmo®
Access Qbe Personal Computing Tablet
MP3 Secrets
Converting LPs to CDs

AND MORE

2 EDITORIAL
3 LETTERS
11 Q&A
18 NEW LITERATURE
70 NEW GEAR

PR-1 PRO SERVICE MAGAZINE
71 POPTRONICS SHOPPER
104 ADVERTISING INDEX
104A FREE INFORMATION CARD
FEATURES

29 BUILD A PIC REPLICATOR
Here's a PIC programmer that doesn't require a programmer to build. Best of all, software can be updated to take advantage of future PIC technological developments.
—Peter Best

25 NOCTURNAL FLAME
This solar-powered night light is a fun project that you can build. It stores the sun's energy during the day and turns it into soft "lantern-type" light to guide you through the night.
—Jon J. Varteresian

41 TWO SIMPLE ZENER-DIODE TESTERS
Zener diodes can be tough to test. Here are two simple testers that you can build. They solve that problem once and for all.
—Fred Blechman

PRODUCT REVIEWS

4 GIZMO®
Eight-Channel Home Theater, DVD Lifestyle, Scanning in a Snap, Stereo Headset for Your PC, Diagnostics Software, iPhone the World, HDTV-Ready Direct-View TV, Progressive Scan DVD Player, Desktop Stereo, MP3 and Images to Go.

19 HANDS-ON REPORT
The Pioneer PDV-LV10 portable DVD player helps make the time pass much more pleasantly.

PR1 ProService Review—follows page 104
Future of digital electronics. Comments from the FCC Chairman. And more.

DEPARTMENTS

7 COMPUTER BITS
Plastic to Plastic, The Final Chapter. How to make your own professional-looking CDs.

10 PEAK COMPUTING

12 NET WATCH
Finding MP3s. How to find and acquire these files from the Internet.

15 AMAZING SCIENCE
Kirlian Photography does not require a camera and produces some amazing and dramatic effects. You really need to try it.

21 PROTOTYPE

45 Q&A
You've got questions? Michael Covington has the answers.

47 SERVICE CLINIC
Common VCR problems and how you can solve them with some practical technical help from Sam Goldwasser.

49 ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
Tilt sensors are a must if your robot is going to stay erect. Here's a look at how they function.

58 BASIC CIRCUITRY
Wall-mounted power supplies. Plug in, turn on, and power up. How to use them to power your experiments.

61 TECH MUSINGS
Synchros, Selsyns, and accelerometers. Listening to bats. Avoiding 404 errors.

67 Poptronics Shopper
Inside the Back Cover: Advertising Index, Free Information Card.

AND MORE

2 Editorial
3 Letters
55 New Literature
56 New Gear
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FEATURES

29 INTERNET APPLIANCE DEVELOPMENT BOARD
Take some "free" emWare and Microchip software and integrate it with inexpensive and tricky electronics to build your own development system for controlling appliances in your home from remote locations.
—Fred Eady

41 APPLIANCES ON THE INTERNET
Utilities can now "talk" to appliances through the information superhighway, allowing your utility company to measure demand, forecast load growth, and more. Learn how they do it.
—Bill Siuru

45 NON-LINEAR CONFIGURATIONS
Linear integrated circuits do not have to be limited to linear applications; there are a variety of non-linear services that these useful devices can perform.—Joseph J. Carr

51 HIGH-VOLTAGE GENERATION
How to turn low-voltage AC into very high DC voltages. All it takes are a few readily available components and some technical know-how.
—Bill Cody

PRODUCT REVIEWS

4 GIZMO
Portable LCD Photo Album; Wireless Inter-entainment System; CD Recorder; e-Mail Traveler; Mobile Scanner; In-Dash MiniDisc Receiver; DVD Player; Human/Solar-Powered Radio; New Desktop Computers.

DEPARTMENTS

9 COMPUTER BITS
Graphics on the cheap: How to get the graphics you need and how to process them to get the results you want.

13 PROTOTYPE
Spinning Gold into Electronics; Holographic Optical Data Storage; Clues to Astronomical Mysteries; Liquid-Crystal Display Panels.

20 AMAZING SCIENCE
Making exposures with our Kirlian photography equipment using sheet film and cameras.

23 SERVICE CLINIC
Solving the most common VCR play and record mechanical problems with some practical technical help from Sam Goldwasser.

57 Q&A
You've got questions? Michael Covington has the answers.

61 ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
More on the BasicX-24 microcontroller and using it with radio-control servos.

66 TECH MUSINGS
Using transfer functions; lithium polymer batteries; understanding non-linearity; algae hydrogen source; and more.

72 BASIC CIRCUITRY
Experiments with infrared LEDs, transistors, and phototransistors.

AND MORE

2 Editorial
12 New Literature
18 Letters
27 New Gear

77 Poptronics Shopper
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FEATURES

29  A HIGH-POWERED TESLA COIL

Everyone loves high-voltage equipment! The sheer excitement of man-made lightning and the smell of ozone instill awe and wonder in anyone who has witnessed this equipment in operation. Our Tesla coil is large enough to throw 30-inch sparks.
—Robert Iannini and Chester H. Lawrence

43 CALL ALERT

Unsolicited telephone calls can be very frustrating. One solution is to turn off your phone's ringer when you don't want to be disturbed. Give your friends a secret code, and they can let you know when they are calling.
—Raymond C. Buck III

48 PC KEYBOARD

Learn how the IBM AT keyboard works. With that knowledge, you can recycle old keyboards into a new project, add one to an existing device, or even build an input device that can take the place of a keyboard.
—Craig Peacock

PRODUCT REVIEWS

3  Gizmo®

Digital-audio player, wireless modem, voice-controlled car stereo, two-way family radio with weather reports, laptop carry case/desk, all-in-one boombox, digital-video camcorder, Internet streaming-audio broadcaster, high-definition receiver/computer monitor, signature digitizer.

PR1  ProService Review—follows page 103.

The 2000 National Professional Service Convention, building great Web sites, and more.

DEPARTMENTS

6  COMPUTER BITS

Film at 11. Ted Needleman scans and digitizes film slides to store them on a disk.

9  NET WATCH

Joe Black takes a look at various services for making free or low-cost telephone calls over the Internet.

15  PROTOTYPE

Neural-network avionics, quantum computers, high-performance search-engine chips, microgravity-generated optical fibers, computer-security protocols, and thunderstorm detectors.

20  AMAZING SCIENCE

Learn the basics of superconductors from John Iovine in preparation for some super-cold experiments.

24  Q&A

You've got questions? Michael Covington has the answers.

59  SERVICE CLINIC

Sam Goldwasser discusses VCR sensors.

62  ROBOTICS WORKSHOP

Gordon McComb shows you how to use DC motors.

65  BASIC CIRCUITRY

LEDs for fun and "prophet" with Charles Rakes
FEATURES

29 TRAIN YOUR PETS WITH THE SCATCAT
Although you might love the four-footed, fur-covered members of your household, they sometimes decide that they're allowed to go wherever they want—even if it's a "no-no" area like the kitchen counter, the dining-room table, the living-room sofa, or if Kitty likes to play "Godzilla" on the toy-train layout! Animals aren't dumb; they're clever enough to realize that they can "get away with it" if you're not around—especially at night. This month's cover story describes a training device that will sound a high-pitched alarm and flash a light whenever an animal enters a "forbidden zone." After a few startling episodes, even the most stubborn pet will "get the hint!"—Russ Shumaker

39 SOLAR-CELL INVERTER
Solar cells are a wonderful, non-polluting source of electricity, but the voltage that they put out is too low for most transistor-based circuits. With this device, you can boost the voltage level of any solar cell to usable levels.—Fred Nachbaur

42 ALL ABOUT ELECTRONICALLY-TUNABLE ACTIVE FILTERS
Active filters, being one of the fundamental circuits in electronics, are even more valuable if you can change their response with a control voltage. Learn how they are designed and work with this "hands-on" approach using tested designs.—Ron Tipton

PRODUCT REVIEWS

3 GIZMO®
Network Walkman, direct-view HDTV, wireless e-mail, clock radio, still/motion digital camera, THX-certified speakers, music software, portable tablet computer.

AND MORE

2 Editorial
11 Letters
51 New Gear
55 New Literature
65 Poptronics Shopper
98 Advertising Index
98A Free Information Card
FEATURES

36 VIDEO-SIGNAL GENERATOR FOR NTSC OR PAL
Working with video equipment can mean the occasional readjustment to your equipment to be sure that everything is in top-notch condition. With this simple circuit, aligning a television for proper color reproduction is a snap. What’s more, the same circuit can output NTSC- or PAL-format signals by changing a handful of simple parts.
—Thomas Gould

43 LOOKING FORWARD TO DTV
In just a few short years, your television set is going to explode! While that description is more figurative that literal, the day is fast approaching where today’s TVs will stop working, never to display a soap opera or newscast again. What we’re referring to is the coming of digital television, or DTV. With all of the controversy surrounding the rollout of the new broadcast standard, we take a look behind the scenes at the technology that gives DTV its edge. After all, aren’t you curious how they plan to squeeze a high-definition picture and 6-channel surround sound into the same bandwidth of today’s television signals? In this first of two parts, we discuss video and audio encryption and compression.
—Geophrey McComis

51 A COLORBURST-BASED FREQUENCY REFERENCE
How many times have you tried to set up a frequency counter or an oscilloscope only to be frustrated by a lack of a stable, accurate frequency standard? With this circuit, such a reference standard is no farther away than the closest television-broadcast signal.—Thomas Gould

PRODUCT REVIEWS

3 GIZMO®
Indoor/outdoor speakers, electronic spelling dictionary, home-theater transmitter, USB-to-printer adapter, PCMCIA adapter for desktop PCs, Minidisc player, radar-detector/compass/safety-alert system, interactive television, inkjet printer, home-theater bundle.

DEPARTMENTS

6 PEAK COMPUTING
Ted Needelman digs deep into an old Celeron-based system in an attempt to breathe new life into an aging warhorse.

9 COMPUTER BITS
On the home front, Ted Needelman gets around to squeezing tons of papers onto CD-Rs.

12 SURVEYING THE DIGITAL DOMAIN
Reid Goldsborough strikes it rich with free Web-design services and free on-line encyclopedias.

17 PROTOTYPE
Detecting smashed atoms, detecting land mines, detecting nuclear weapons, detecting cholera outbreaks from space, cockpit retrofit, kiddie phones, and network-service standards.

21 Q&A
Michael Covington offers answers to the latest batch of perplexing questions.

55 AMAZING SCIENCE
Experience chills and thrills as John Iovine performs some cool superconductor experiments.

58 ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
In this “lost episode,” Gordon McComb reveals the hidden secrets of the BasicX microcontroller.

62 SERVICE CLINIC
Sam Goldwasser takes control of VCR control-system problems.

65 BASIC CIRCUITY
All aboard with Charles Rakes as he builds simple circuits to test components. Download the circuits from www.electronicsworkbench.com/poptronics and play with a “virtual workbench” on your computer.
FEATURES

29 AN FM/TV AUDIO RECEIVER
How many times have you missed a favorite television program because you just couldn't get to a screen? Perhaps you were in the kitchen or garage or working outside. You couldn't (or didn't want to) stop what you were doing, but the task was mindless enough to make television a welcome distraction. Now you no longer need to worry that you set the VCR properly. This small, battery-powered receiver can fit in a shirt pocket with the right case. By changing a few select components, you can tune in different TV or FM-radio bands. What better way to pass the afternoon than listening to soap operas while weeding the garden?—Anthony J. Caristi

37 LOOKING AHEAD TO DTV: PART 2
The first part of this technological look behind the scenes of the digital-television standard took the video and audio signals, digitized them, compressed them, and squeezed them down to a fraction of their original size. This month, we chop them up, pack them together, and send them out over the airwaves to appear soon on a digital television near you.—Geophery McComis

45 GETTING INSIDE AN NCO
Numerically-controlled oscillators are usually "unsung heroes" when it comes to generating an accurate waveform over a wide frequency range. Not only do we tell you all about how NCOs are designed, you get your hands dirty by building an actual NCO from discrete parts—a learning experience much more valuable than buying a single-chip device off the shelf.—Tom Napier

PRODUCT REVIEWS

3 GIZMO®
"Top-end" CD player, mood lights, handheld GPS system, flat-screen monitor, digital-audio jukebox, wireless GyroMouse, emergency batteries, multi-channel speaker system, TV/VCR combination, Internet privacy software.

AND MORE

2 Editorial
16 Letters
24 New Gear
27 New Literature
69 Poptronics Shopper
106 Advertising Index
106A Free Information Card

DEPARTMENTS

6 NET WATCH
Kick tires, peek under hoods, and "test" shocks as Joe Black shops for a new car on line.

8 SURVEYING THE DIGITAL DOMAIN
Before Reid Goldborough tries out Web-based applications, he tells you how your PC is out to get you—physically.

11 COMPUTER BITS
Ted Needlemann ties every computer in the house together with a "network in a box" kit.

13 PEAK COMPUTING
When Ted Needlemann gets tired of crawling around the back of his computer to access the ports, he brings them "up close and personal" with some handy port-replication hardware.

17 PROTOTYPE
Telescope mirrors, compressing medical images, rewritable DVDs, right- and left-handed nanoclusters, software for "designer genes," a history of "green" chemistry.

21 Q&A
Problems and their solutions from Michael Covington, the Poptronics "Answer Man."

51 ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
Gordon McCombs' position on servomotors in robotics...depends on the size and accuracy of the unit! After he shows you how to work with them, you can choose a position of your own—or make them free-wheeling.

55 AMAZING SCIENCE
John Lovine "wrecks a nice beach" with a circuit to "recognize speech."

60 SERVICE CLINIC
Sam Goldberg takes control of your VCR's play and record problems.

63 BASIC CIRCUITRY
Turn off those sirens! Charles Rakes is alerting us about alarm circuits!
FEATURES

25 ELECTROSURGERY
When we think of "electronics in the operating room," the usual impressions are of sophisticated monitoring devices that keep track of the patient's vital signs, alerting the doctors if any reading deviates from the "norm." Surprisingly, one of the most advanced electronic inventions to assist the surgeon is an electric scalpel that cuts flesh by means of a high-voltage, high-frequency signal. What's more, this device has been used in hospitals for longer than you might think! Learn the "hows and whys" behind electrosurgical units in this fascinating peek behind the sterile curtain.—Albert Lozano-Nieto, Ph.D.

29 AF/RF SIGNAL CHASER
When the "weak link" breaks in a chain of audio or RF circuits, it can be difficult and frustrating to find the spot where traffic stops. Instead of chasing your tail, you can use this device to sniff out any audio or radio-frequency signal, giving you a great advantage in the "fox and hound" game that has plagued repair technicians through the years.—Netwon C. Braga.

38 TUBE AMPLIFIER BIAS CHECKER
The vacuum-tube-based amplifier has been a staple of musical instruments since the development of amplified instruments. The venerable tube has also enjoyed a resurgence in the home-stored market over the past few years owing to its "warm-sounding" distortion characteristics when driven to its limits. One problem with tube rigs is setting the bias and balance of the output circuit. If that isn't set correctly, the amp will sound horrible and the output tubes will burn out faster. Here is a fast and—more importantly—safe way to read the bias current of any standard amplifier. Not only is it easy to get an accurate reading of the bias setting, the procedure doesn't expose you to dangerous high voltages.—Gary McClellan

PRODUCT REVIEWS

7 GIZMO®
Digital camera, VHF/UHF antenna, CD recording deck, home-theater projector, multimedia monitor/receiver, DVD development system, portable media player, camcorder tote bag, Hi8 camcorder, surge protector.

AND MORE

2 Editorial
3 Letters
5 New Gear
47 New Literature

DEPARTMENTS

11 PROTOTYPE
Airborne laser mapping, virtual medical system, molten-glass measurement system, high-speed fiber-optic laser, judgmental videoconferencing system, and tracking the Los Alamos fire aftermath.

15 COMPUTER BITS
A starry-eyed Ted Needleman examines some heavenly bodies with computer-controlled telescopes.

20 SURVEYING THE DIGITAL DOMAIN
The Web helps those who help themselves. Reid Goldsborough shows you how to help yourself to knowledge about the Internet in order to build a better Web site.

33 NET WATCH
Joe Black buys toys ... and then tries to get them fixed.

43 Q&A
Go on, ask away: Michael Covington has the answer to your most puzzling dilemmas.

49 AMAZING SCIENCE
John loveine muscles his way into the world of air muscles.

53 ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
Exploring the basics of robot "brains" with our resident electro-mechanical reanimator, Gordon McComb.

57 SERVICE CLINIC
Sam Goldwasser maps last month's battle by tackling video recording and playback problems in VCRs.

61 BASIC CIRCUITRY
Spoil a would-be burglar's "party" with more of Charles Rakes' alarm circuits. Download the circuits from www.electronicsworkbench.com/poptronics and play with a "virtual workbench."
25 A TALKING TOY-TRAIN STATION
Sound and animation have been a part of toy trains since the technology advanced far enough to make such enhancements possible. Unfortunately, the early attempts, while very effective, were not always practical. Here's a way to update an American Flyer concept from its pre-WWII record format (“Daddy, what's a 'record'?”) to modern solid-state voice-recording-and-playback chips. —Dennis Eichenberg

27 INSIDE A FURBY
Who would have thought that a simple electronic toy that does little more than act "cute" (or annoy as the case may be) would take the world by storm? That's just what the Furby has done. You can get them in a range of colors and special editions. Come with us as we peel back the fur and expose their secret inner workings.—Julian Edgar

32 THE GAMEENHANCER
Don't you hate finding out that board games are frequently dull and boring compared to the television game shows that spawned them? If you're the "MC" in a game, how can you make a fair judgement call as to who raised their hand/shouted out/squeezed their "clicker" first? The GameEnhancer takes the guesswork out when determining who goes first—and includes programmable background songs you can code yourself. What's more, it makes a great PIC programmer as well.—Steve Henry

DEPARTMENTS

5 PEAK COMPUTING
Ted Needleman sheds some light on optical-drive upgrades.

10 NET WATCH
Chris Lamorte gets root privileges as he shows you how to get a top-level domain of your own.

13 SURVEYING THE DIGITAL DOMAIN
Scrap your PC for a Net Appliance or replace it with the "latest and greatest?" Reid Goldsborough gazes into the next millennium of computing and reports his opinions on the matter.

21 PROTOTYPE
Off-the-shelf supercomputer clusters, next-generation planetary rovers, back-up warning devices, self-synchronizing pendulums, and piracy-resistant digital-video systems.

46 Q&A
Michael Covington serves up a cornucopia of solutions to some of our readers' "real stumpers."

49 AMAZING SCIENCE
John Lovine plays with "the world's smartest metal."

53 ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
Instead of stumbling around in the dark, let Gordon McComb show you how to add collision-avoidance and detection circuits to your robot.

57 BASIC CIRCUITRY
Charles Rakes combines last month's alarm circuits into a full-fledged security system. Download the circuits from www.electronicsworkbench.com/poptronics and test them on a "virtual workbench."

PRODUCT REVIEWS

7 GIZMO®
PlayStation 2, MP3 player, MP3 carrying case, underwater camera system, flat-panel monitor/TV, handheld personal two-way communicator, Microsoft games, satellite dish for RVs, and a color eBook.
FEATURES

25 ULTRASONIC MOTORS
Everyone knows that electric motors turn electricity into magnetism that turns the rotor, right? Well...not really. If your motor turned electricity into a pulsing surface at ultrasonic frequencies, you'd have an ultrasonic motor, of course! Learn about these fascinating devices and how they just might play an important part in your future. There's even enough general advice provided to build your own USM.—Jim Van Laarhooven

31 VIRTUAL RETINAL DISPLAYS
Small portable displays have gone from helmet-based units made famous in the video arcades to small cubes suspended in front of one eye. The next generation now being tested is built into a pair of glasses—the ultimate "stealth" display (short of the yet-to-be-invented biological implants popular in science fiction and movies) that doesn't block your vision.—William Siuru

33 AN RF FIELD-STRENGTH METER
Electromagnetic fields are all around us. Study after study is starting to suggest that there is some danger in the higher frequencies that are increasingly found in our latest gadgets. Find out how strong a radiated field can be with this simple hand-held unit.—Rudolf F. Graf and William Sheets

PRODUCT REVIEWS

9 GIZMO®
High-resolution digital camera, dual-tray CD recorder, digital vehicle compass, hands-free adapter for cell phones, thunderstorm detector, in-wall home-theater speakers, ultra-tiny MP3 player, DVD-RAM drive, reusable CD labels, plasma flat-panel display, and a computer-free Internet audio player.

14 HANDS-ON REPORT
Aqcess Technologies Qbe Cirrus tablet computer.

DEPARTMENTS

5 NET WATCH
Get ready for some "death and destruction" fun as Chris LaMorte looks into the world of BattleBots.

12 PEAK COMPUTING
Ted Needleman offers guidance on whether to keep riding the upgrade merry-go-round.

21 PROTOTYPE
Self-driving vehicles, full-scale airport simulator, environmentally-friendly batteries, new micromachining methods, and finding a new type of greenhouse pollution.

41 Q&A
Michael Covington's final curtain call of Qs and As.

44 COMPUTER BITS
Join Ted Needleman as he uses software and hardware to gaze at the night sky.

47 AMAZING SCIENCE
John lovines designs and builds some neat Nitinol-based toys.

51 ROBOTICS WORKSHOP
If friends describe your robot as a "bull in a china shop," Gordon McComb can help fit some collision-avoidance sensors to your pride and joy.

55 BASIC CIRCUITRY
If you're in the area, Charles Rakes' proximity sensors will find you.

58 SURVEYING THE DIGITAL DOMAIN
Looking to spend your money on-line? Reid Goldsborough has some good advice on both e-tailing and auctions.

AND MORE

2 Editorial
3 Letters
61 New Gear
63 New Literature
67 Poptronics Shopper
98 Advertising Index
98A Free Information Card
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FEATURES

29 THE ALTA PRO 2000
One secret to adding more features to projects while keeping parts count and size small is to use programmable microcontrollers and microprocessors. But there's another way to keep things small: programmable-logic devices. How do you program them? Our PLD programmer can handle the task, now or in the future. It's versatile, expandable, and obsolescence-proof.—Robert G. Brown

25 FILTERING AGAINST EMI/RFI
There are times when simple shielding is not enough to protect sensitive circuitry. How do you protect your project when you must have wires connected to it? We take a look at the different paths electromagnetic interference uses to sneak into the "inner sanctum" and spoil the party and how to protect against those intrusions.—Joseph J. Carr

37 ANALOG MEMORY MODULE
If you've tried troubleshooting ultra-fine circuit traces or twisted yourself into a knot to reach that test point deep in the heart of your TV, you know the frustration of watching where your test probes are while trying to read your meter's display. This simple add-on device grabs and holds the voltage for reading at the test site or back at the bench.—Stanley J. York

PRODUCT REVIEWS

13 GIZMO®
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